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China’s printmaking history at the beginning of the twentieth century is strongly codified 

as part of the nation’s foundation story, as well as the associated May Fourth Movement. One of 

the most prominent writers and cultural figures in that movement, Lu Xun (魯迅, 1881-1936), 

has rightly been credited with playing an outsized role in the support, development, and 

expansion of the Chinese modern print movement, an association which has been further 

cemented within a particular historiographical construction, based in what has been termed the 

“May Fourth Paradigm.” However, this thesis seeks to broaden our understanding of the modern 

Chinese print movement, and of the artists within it, beyond the classical history which places Lu 

Xun at its core. In order to do so, I have chosen to analyze the work of three printmakers, Li Hua 

(李樺, 1907-1994), Chen Yanqiao (陳煙橋, 1911-1970), and Jiang Feng (江豐, 1910-1983). 

Through identifying and contextualizing both the works that these artists drew upon, and 

the avenues through which they published and circulated their prints, this dissertation’s chapters 

will show that their artworks were in conversation with a much broader range of media than has 

heretofore been recognized. First, I critique the historiography surrounding the movement and 

artists, in particular as it pertains to the artist Li Hua and his publishing activities. Second, I 

broaden our understanding of the collection of source material for the creation of woodcuts, as 

exemplified by Chen Yanqiao and his engagement with the rhetoric and imagery of cartoon 

magazines, mainstream photographic pictorials, and even Nationalist publications. Finally, 



 

intermediality is a key element in my third approach, which is to identify what I call a “socialist 

aesthetic,” shared in both visual and literary form between Jiang Feng’s prints and baogao 

wenxue (reportage literature), which was in conversation with transnational leftist image making, 

not just the local. In so doing, I provide a fuller understanding of the complexity inherent in early 

twentieth-century visual modernism in China, and its connections to global modernisms at that 

time.
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Jinian Guan, 1991), 5: 1405. Courtesy of the Lu Xun Memorial Museum, Shanghai. 
 
Figure 4.9 Jiang Feng, “Strike (Bagong),” from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern Woodblock 
Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai Muke Quanji), 
(Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 5: 1406. Courtesy of the Lu Xun Memorial Museum, 
Shanghai. 
 
Figure 4.10 Käthe Kollwitz, “Weavers on the March (Weberzug),” from the series Weavers’ 
Revolt (Ein Weberaufstand), 1893-1897. Digital Image © The Museum of Modern Art / 
Licensed by SCALA / Art Resource, NY © 2020 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / VG 
Bild-Kunst, Bonn. 
 
Figure 4.11 Carl Meffert, [Illustration], from Illustrations to the novel Cement (Xiaoshuo 
Shimintu zhi tu), Shanghai, 1930. Private Collection. 
 
Figure 5.1 Arturo Garcia Bustos, “Plate 4: Peasant Discontent Gets Its Answer (El Descontento 
de Los Campesinos Obtiene Su Respuesta),” from Prints of the Mexican Revolution (Estampas 
de la revolución Mexicana), 1946, Linocut, Gift of Norman S. Rothschild, 1993, 1993.1133.5. 
Digital Image © The Metropolitan Museum of Art/Licensed by SCALA / Art Resource, NY © 
DACS 2020 
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NOTE ON TRANSLATIONS AND TRANSLITERATIONS 

 

When possible, I have included the original English title of the periodical, rather than my 

own translation (for example, in the case of Wenhua (文華), 1929-1935, which chose The 

Culture Arts Review as their English title, or Meishu Shenghuo (美術生活), 1934-1937 which 

styled their English title with an ampersand: Arts & Life.) 

In the case of exceptionally well-known periodicals, I have chosen to refer to them using 

their Chinese title, transliterated (in particular, the Shanghai newspaper Shenbao and the photo-

pictorial magazine Liangyou), instead of an English translation. (Both of these periodicals have 

been referred to using their transliterated Chinese titles in the titles of English-language 

monographs and edited volumes.)
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

I. Overview  

 The birth of modern woodblock printmaking during the 1930s in China played an 

essential role in the self-representation of the Chinese nation-state during the twentieth century. 

These early prints, indelibly associated with China’s political and military struggles during the 

1930s and ‘40s, were celebrated, widely utilized, and expanded upon by the People’s Republic 

throughout the latter half of the twentieth century.1 Related in numerous sources, stretching from 

personal memories of the movement to detailed accounts of the individuals and activities 

involved at the time, China’s printmaking history at the beginning of the twentieth century is 

strongly codified as part of the nation’s foundation story, as well as the associated May Fourth 

Movement. One of the most prominent writers and cultural figures in that movement, Lu Xun  

(魯迅, 1881-1936), has rightly been credited with playing an outsized role in the support, 

educational development, and geographic expansion of the Chinese modern print movement, an 

association which has been further cemented within a particular historiographical construction 

which is based in what has been termed the “May Fourth Paradigm.”2 Under this paradigm, those 

 
1 Here I am referring specifically to woodblock prints as produced by artists who were usually located in urban 

centers, most notably Shanghai, Guangzhou, Tianjin, and Beijing. Lithographic propaganda posters were 
already in widespread use by the time of the 1911 Revolution, as analyzed by Zhang Shaoqian in his 2012 PhD 
dissertation, “Visualizing the New Republic: Pictorial Construction of the Modern Chinese Citizen (1895-
1937).” Concurrent to these developments, nianhua (年畫), or New Year’s Pictures, continued to be produced in 
many locations around China (notably Suzhou), as they had been for centuries.  

2 See, for example, Uchiyama Kanzo, Lu Xun yu Muke (Beijing: Renmin Meishu Chubanshe, 1985); Li Hua, Li 
Shusheng, and Ma Ke, eds. Zhongguo Xinxing Muke Banhua Yundong, 1931-1981 (Shenyang, China: Liaoning 
Meishu Chubanshe, 1981); Wu Bunai and Wang Guanquan, eds. Yibayishe Jinian Ji (Beijing: Renmin Meishu 
Chubanshe, 1981); Renmin Meishu Chubanshe, eds. Huiyi Lu Xun de Meishu Yundong (Beijing: Renmin 
Meishu Chubanshe, 1979); Ma Tiji and Li Yunjing, Lu Xun yu Zhongguo Xinxing Muke Yundong (Beijing: 
Renmin Meishu Chubanshe, 1985); Li Yunjing, Zhongguo Xiandai Banhua Shi (Beijing: Zhongguo Qingnian 
Chubanshe, 1997); Chen Yanqiao’s Lu Xun yu Muke (Shanghai: Kaiming Shudian, 1949); Shirley Sun, “Lu 
Hsün and the Chinese Woodcut Movement, 1929-1936” (PhD dissertation, Stanford University, 1974) and the 
resulting condensed publication, Shirley Sun, Modern Chinese Woodcuts, (San Francisco, CA: Chinese Culture 
Foundation 1979); Li Hua, Chinese Woodcuts, trans. Zuo Boyang (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1995); 
Xiaobing Tang, Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde: The Modern Woodcut Movement (Berkeley, CA: 
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individuals associated with the New Culture Movement, like Lu Xun or Chen Duxiu (陳獨秀, 

1879-1942), editor of the radical journal New Youth (新青年, Xin Qingnian, 1915-1926), were 

conflated with the students (and other groups) who protested nation-wide on May 4, 1919, 

opposing Japanese possession of territory in Shandong province. Thereafter, those New Culture 

intellectuals, associated with European Enlightenment ideals and an iconoclastic break with 

China’s past, were reified as the only legitimate representation of China’s modernity. Over the 

last few decades, however, research undermining that historiographic construction has pointed to 

first, the plurality of voices contributing to the construction of China’s modernity (particularly 

those that argued for retention of some traditional elements of Chinese culture), and second, the 

attempts at hegemonic domination by the New Culture and May Fourth voices during the early 

twentieth century in the realm of arts and literature.3 This thesis seeks to join that effort by 

expanding the scope of our understanding of the modern Chinese print movement, and of the 

artists within it, beyond the classical history which places Lu Xun at its core. I have chosen the 

work of three printmakers, Li Hua (李樺, 1907-1994), Chen Yanqiao (陳煙橋, 1911-1970), and 

Jiang Feng (江豐, 1910-1983), to analyze. In each case, the artist’s involvement in the woodcut 

movement of the 1930s, their publishing practices during that time, and their stature as artists 

and arts administrators in the decades that followed, provided the variety and amount of primary 

 
University of California Press, 2008), alongside many other essay compilations, artist biographies, and hundreds 
of articles relating to Lu Xun’s views on Expressionism, Realism, and Individualism, all related to his 
promotion of woodblock prints.  

3 Discussion of the May Fourth paradigm and how its “symbolic capital” resulted in the privileging of some 
versions and parts of Chinese modernity over others (particularly in its literature) appears in Milena Dolezelova-
Velingerova and Oldrich Kral, eds., The Appropriation of Cultural Capital: China’s May Fourth Project, 
(Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University Asia Center and distributed by Harvard University Press, 
2001) as well as Kai-wing Chow, Tze-ki Hon, et al. eds., Beyond the May Fourth Paradigm: In Search of 
Chinese Modernity, (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2008). Ling Shiao also gives a particularly succinct 
overview of the May Fourth/New Culture Movement and its historiography in “Printing, Reading, and 
Revolution: Kaiming Press and the Cultural Transformation of Republican China,” (PhD dissertation, Brown 
University, 2009), 5-15. 
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documentation necessary to look beyond the constructed history. Through identifying and 

contextualizing both the works that these artists drew upon, and the avenues through which they 

published and circulated their prints, the following chapters will show that their Chinese modern 

prints were in conversation with a much broader range of media than has heretofore been 

recognized. I will address this project in three parts. First, I will critique the historiography 

surrounding the movement and artists, in particular as it pertains to the artist Li Hua, his artwork, 

and his essays. Second, I will broaden our understanding of the collection of source material for 

the creation of woodcuts, as exemplified by Chen Yanqiao and his engagement with the rhetoric 

and imagery of cartoon magazines, mainstream photographic pictorials, and even Nationalist 

publications. Finally, intermediality is a key element in my third approach, which is to identify 

what I call a “socialist aesthetic,” shared in both visual and literary form between Jiang Feng’s 

prints and baogao wenxue (reportage literature), which was in conversation with global leftist 

image making, not just the local.4 This intermedial socialist aesthetic was a transnational 

phenomenon in which these young print artists took part, producing work that was part of a 

global, not only regional, movement. By analyzing aspects of intermediality found in the prints 

of both Chen Yanqiao and Jiang Feng, I will show how various histories and functions of 

 
4 The term (or concept of a) “socialist aesthetic” has been widely used in books, journal articles, and dissertations 

to refer to, variously, visual, literary, musical, architectural (and other) aspects of histories, primarily during the 
early-to-mid twentieth century. See Boris Groys, (Charles Rougle, trans.) The Total Art of Stalinism: Avant-
Garde, Aesthetic Dictatorship, and Beyond, (London and New York: Verso, 2011); Robin D. Moore, Music and 
Revolution: Cultural Change in Socialist Cuba, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2006); Sarah 
Pickle, “The Form of Learning is the Learning of Forms: Models of Socialist Aesthetic Education in Gorky, 
Hacks, and Müller,” (PhD dissertation, Cornell University, 2014); Tom Cubbin, “Soviet Critical Design: Senezh 
Studio and the Utopian Imagination in Late Socialism,” (PhD dissertation, University of Sheffield, 2016); 
Michal Murawski, “Actually-Existing Success: Economics, Aesthetics, and the Specificity of (Still-)Socialist 
Urbanism,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 60, No. 4 (2018): 907-937; Sabine Hake, The 
Proletarian Dream: Socialism, Culture, and Emotion in Germany, 1863-1933, (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2018); and 
Alexandra Kohring and Monica Ruthers (eds.) Asthetiken des Sozialismus: Populare Bildmedien Im Spaten 
Sozialismus (Socialist Aesthetics: Visual Cultures of Late Socialism), (Vienna & Cologne: Böhlau Verlag, 2018.)  
On pages 35-39 of this Introduction, I will attempt a specific definition of the term as it pertains to this 
dissertation, and how that differs from other authors’ interpretations.  
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Chinese modern woodblock prints were neglected or never pursued as an avenue of research. 

Furthermore, I will demonstrate that what has generally been a top-down analysis, focusing on 

Lu Xun’s guidance of these artists, can be revised by a bottom-up analysis, in which the 

individual choices of specific artists are brought to bear on the movement as a whole. In so 

doing, I hope to provide a fuller understanding of the complexity inherent in early twentieth-

century visual modernism in China, and its connections to global modernisms at that time.  

 In the following introduction, I will briefly outline a history of printing texts and images 

in China before addressing the May Fourth paradigm as a historiographic construction and its 

effect on our understanding of Chinese arts and literature. Following that, I will address the 

contested categories of “modernity” and “modernism,” and will conclude the section by 

identifying Andres Huyssen’s “modernism-at-large” as the most applicable theorization for this 

thesis. The introduction will finish with a section devoted to defining what I will call a “socialist 

aesthetic,” how it differs from other authors’ use of the term, and how it applies to modern 

Chinese prints. 

II. History of Printing in China 

 The history of book and manuscript printing began in China during the Tang dynasty (CE 

618-907), with the literary record, based on their use of particular words like yin (印, impress), 

shua (刷, brush), and xing (行, distribute), seeming to indicate a start date for xylography 

(woodblock printing) prior to the eighth century CE.5 As Li Hua points out in his general history, 

Chinese Woodcuts, the level of artistry found in the carving of the ninth century Diamond Sutra 

 
5 Tsien Tsuen-hsuin. Part I: Paper and Printing, in Joseph Needham, ed. Science and Civilization in China, 

Volume 5: Chemistry and Chemical Technology, (Cambridge and London: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 
148. The earliest securely-dated woodblock-printed book is the Diamond Sutra (CE 868), currently located in 
the British Library. (Tsien, Paper and Printing, 151.) See Frances Wood and Mark Barnard, The Diamond 
Sutra: The Story of the World’s Earliest Dated Printed Book, (London: British Museum, 2010). See also Zhang 
Xiumin, Zhongguo Yinshua Shi, (Shanghai: Shanghai Renmin Chubanshi, 1989). 
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indicates a long development of Buddhist print imagery prior to mid-Tang, of which we 

unfortunately do not have a physical record.6 By the Song (CE 960-1279) and Yuan (CE 1271-

1368) dynasties, woodcut illustrations were found in printed books, manuscripts, and painting 

manuals such as the Bamboo Manual (竹譜詳錄, Zhu Pu Xiang Lu) by Li Kan (李衎, 14th 

century) precursor to the Ten Bamboo Studio Painting and Calligraphy Manual (十竹齋書畫譜, 

Shizhuzhai Shuhua Pu) from the late Ming.7 Also during the Ming dynasty (CE 1368-1644), a 

marked increase in the popularization of printing occurred, meaning that new, non-literary 

subject matters like popular fiction, music, and scientific or industrial technologies from Western 

sources appeared. Furthermore, the sheer amount of published materials continued to increase, 

responding to expanding consumption by a growing literate population.8 Demonstrating notable 

continuity, Zhejiang and Jiangsu provinces, already centers of publishing and literati activity 

during the Song and Ming, continued to produce much of China’s printed material from the 

seventeenth century, culminating (for the purposes of this short history) in Shanghai’s 

dominance during the late nineteenth century and into the twentieth.9 

 During the Ming dynasty, less literary, more popular forms of woodblock printing served 

to illustrate novels and playing cards, usually depicting characters from popular operas. 

Illustrations became more technically accomplished, with some books (particularly those from 

 
6 Li, Chinese Woodcuts, 12. 
7 Li, Chinese Woodcuts, 32. With the help of Zheng Zhenduo (鄭振鐸, 1898-1958), a literary scholar, professor, 

and editor of several magazines and book volumes, Lu Xun planned to publish a volume of reproductions of 
Ming woodcuts, the Ten Bamboo Studio Letter Papers (十竹齋箋譜, Shizhuzhai Jianpu), a collection of designs 
for letter-writing paper associated with the Ten Bamboo Studio Painting Manual.  According to his letter to 
Zheng (Xi Di, 西諦), he thought the traditional prints might provide examples for young Chinese artists to draw 
from. (Letter to Xi Di, February 9, 1934, Lu Xun Shu Xin Ji (Beijing: Renmin Wenxue Chubanshe, 1976): 486-
487.) 

8 Tsien, Paper and Printing, 172. Also, for literacy levels during the Ming, see Tamara Bentley, The Figurative 
Works of Chen Hongshou (1599-1652): Authentic Voices / Expanding Markets, (Farnham, UK and Burlington, 
VT: Ashgate, 2012), 112-113. Bentley argues for a 20-25 percent literacy rate among males during the Ming 
dynasty. 

9 Tsien, Paper and Printing, 184. 
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the Nanjing publishers in Jiangsu province) enlarging their images to full pages, allowing for 

more detailed depictions of characters’ clothing, background, and facial expressions.10 During 

the Qing dynasty (CE 1644-1911), the Mustard Seed Garden Painting Manual (芥子園畫傳, 

Jieziyuan Huazhuan), an instructional book for painting made up of color woodblock prints, was 

produced, with parts of the manual continually added from the late seventeenth century all the 

way up to the early nineteenth century. These color woodcuts, made with the same douban (餖

版) technique pioneered by Hu Zhengyan (胡正言, 1584-1674) for his Ten Bamboo Studio 

publications, remain a masterful printing achievement in their encyclopedic reproduction of 

painting techniques.11  

Although in the preceding paragraph I referred to woodblock printed illustrations in books 

or on cards of opera characters as “popular,” the artists engaged in creating those images were 

sometimes members of the literati, demonstrating a fluidity between the categories of “high-

brow” and “low-brow” imagery and image-making that is starting to be unpacked in the art 

historical literature on this period.12 By the nineteenth century, woodblock prints were further 

used for both games, such as figural woodcuts used in the design of board games, as well as for 

political agitation, as seen in anti-foreign and anti-Christian prints produced just prior to the 

Boxer Rebellion in 1900, along with xinwen zhi (新聞紙), which Rudolf Wagner describes as 

 
10 Li, Chinese Woodcuts, 39. 
11 Li, Chinese Woodcuts, 73. The douban technique involved arranging and fixing in place individual small blocks, 

each with a particular color (and/or gradation) of ink, rather than painting one large block with different color 
inks. (See Thomas Ebrey, “The Editions, Superstates, and States of the Ten Bamboo Studio Collection of 
Calligraphy and Painting,” The East Asian Library Journal 14, No. 1 (2010): 1-119, accessed September 11, 
2019,  http://library.princeton.edu/eastasian/EALJ/ebrey_thomas.ealj.v14.n01.p001.pdf, p. 9, 27-30.) 

12 See for example Shi-yee Liu, “An Actor in Real Life: Chen Hongshou’s Scenes from the Life of Tao Yuanming,” 
(PhD dissertation, Yale University, 2003); Bentley, Figurative Works, “Chapter 3: The Vernacular Voice in Chen 
Hongshou’s Water Margin Playing Cards,” 77-109 and “Chapter 7: The Divergence of Profit and Virtue: Chen’s 
Venerating Antiquity Playing Cards,” 205-231; Li, Chinese Woodcuts, 65-68 and 73-78; and Roberta Wue, Art 
Worlds: Artists, Images, and Audiences in Late Nineteenth-Century Shanghai, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i 
Press, 2014). 
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appearing in response to textual newspaper reports on the Sino-French War of 1884-1885.13 14  

While the stylistic depiction of forms in these prints has little in common with the modern 

printmaking movement just a few decades later, xinwen zhi and anti-foreign propaganda are 

excellent examples of the political use of woodcuts in China prior to their efflorescence during 

the 1930s.15  

As a result of the Opium Wars (1839-1860) and the following unequal treaties, Euro-

American-style and -language newspapers began to appear in China during the 1840s and 50s, 

with Chinese-language editions of the daily newspapers appearing by the 1860s.16 The 

demoralizing loss to Japan at the close of the first Sino-Japanese War in 1895 was one of the 

 
13 See Ellen Johnston Laing, The Winking Owl: Art in the People’s Republic of China, (Berkeley, CA: University 

of California Press, 1988): 9-13; also Ellen Johnston Laing, “Chinese Pictorial Board Game Prints,” Arts 
Asiatiques. Vol. 70 (2015): 77-86.  

14  The reports related that General Liu Yongfu (劉永福,1837-1917), a former figure in the Taiping Rebellion, 
sided with the Qing, and had proven successful in battle against European and North African troops. (Rudolf G. 
Wagner, “Joining the Global Imaginaire: The Shanghai Illustrated Newspaper Dianshizhai Huabao,” in Rudolf 
G. Wagner, ed. Joining the Global Public: Word, Image, and City in Early Chinese Newspapers, 1870-1910, 
(Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2007), 122-123. Considering the prevalence of illustrations 
of heroes from operas like the Song-dynasty Water Margin (水滸傳, Shui Hu Zhuan), it is unsurprising that Liu 
held a similar popular fascination. 

15   Nianhua, or New Year Pictures, are yet another form of woodblock prints, and also enjoy a long history in 
China, with texts relating their use in homes appear as early as the Northern Song dynasty (CE 960-1127). 
(Mary H. Fong, “Wu Daozi’s Legacy in the Popular Door Gods (Menshen) Qin Shubao and Yuchi Gong,” 
Archives of Asian Art 42 (1989): 8.) While Suzhou and Yangliuqing are the most well-known centers of 
nianhua production, these woodblock prints were made in villages across China to be hung on doorways, 
offering protection or illustrating the good fortune one hoped would be bestowed upon the house. Longevity, 
good health, large families, and wealth were a few of the general subject matters, along with floral designs, 
popular theatrical figures, and local or historical legends. The images often included auspicious elements as 
well as the main motif or subject. As James Flath notes in his study of nianhua from north China, by the late 
nineteenth to early twentieth century, millions of these prints, produced through cottage industries, circulated 
around the country.  (James Flath. The Cult of Happiness: Nianhua, Art, and History in Rural North China, 
(Vancouver: UBC Press, 2004), 4.) It was from these prints that Yan’an-based artists would find inspiration and 
source material during the late 1930s and throughout the mid-twentieth century in order to better connect their 
socialist message with a visual language that Chinese rural populations would recognize. (See Li, Chinese 
Woodcuts, 120-134; Zhou Aimin, Yan'an Muke Yishu Yanjiu, (Shijiazhuang, China: Hebei Jiaoyu Chubanshe, 
2009), 84-111; Jiang Feng, “Huiyi Yan’an Muke Yundong,” in Li, Li, and Ma, Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua, 268-
274; Chen Shuliang, “Huiyi Lu Yi,” in Li, Li, and Ma, Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua, 275-283; Yan Han, “Yi 
Taihangshan Kangri Genjudi de Nianhua he Muke Huodong,” in Li, Li, and Ma, Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua, 
308-314; Laing, Winking Owl, 14-16.) 

16 Lin Yutang, A History of the Press and Public Opinion in China. (London: Oxford University Press and 
Shanghai: Kelly and Walsh, 1937), 87. 
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elements that sparked the creation of a more politically-engaged, outspoken press in China.17 

Shanghai generally dominates the telling of China’s print publication history, although other 

cities in and around China were sites of early newspapers as well, including Guangzhou, Beijing, 

Hankou, and especially Hong Kong.18  

 Arguing that weak governments tend to allow a stronger, more open press to be 

published, Lin Yutang (林語堂, 1895-1976), a writer, journalist, first editor of Analects (論語, 

Lunyu, 1932-1937, 1946-1949), and political supporter of Euro-American liberalism, specified 

the years 1916 through 1925, between Yuan Shikai’s (袁世凱, 1859-1916) fall from power and 

Chiang Kai-shek’s (蔣介石, 1887-1975) Northern Expedition, as a particularly fruitful decade 

for the expansion of the Chinese press. As a participant himself in the construction of May 

Fourth historiography, Lin points to the literary revolution and “Chinese Renaissance” as much 

of the impetus for the outpouring of civic engagement by students at that time (particularly 

during the May 1919 and May 1925 demonstrations). Furthermore, he identifies that civic 

engagement as the main reason for a national explosion in the number of newspapers and 

journals in the early 1920s – as many as 1,137 nationwide by 1921.19 Ma Guangren, writing 

about Shanghai’s publishing history sixty years later, would take a different approach, reflecting 

both May Fourth historiography and the conventions of Chinese academic histories in the late 

 
17 Lin, History of the Press, 80. 
18   For example, Kuang Qizhao (鄺其照, 1836-1911/12), an editor for Huibao (匯報) in Shanghai and a pioneer  

of English-language study, founded his own newspaper in Guangdong province in 1886 named the Guangbao 
(廣報, 1886-1891), which Natascha Gentz notes was modeled after the Shenbao. Lin, History of the Press, 93 
(although he gives 1876 for the founding date of the paper); Natascha Gentz, “Chapter 2: Useful Knowledge and 
Appropriate Communication: The Field of Journalistic Production in Late Nineteenth Century China,” in Rudolf 
G. Wagner, ed. Joining the Global Public: Word, Image, and City in Early Chinese Newspapers, 1870-1910, 
(Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2007), 62; Bruce A. Chan, “A Forgotten Qing Era 
Progressive: Kwong Ki Chiu – Lexicographer, Interpreter, Textbook Author, Newspaper Publisher,” Journal of 
the Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong Branch 53 (2013): 227-261, 250; also see Wu Baling, Guangdong zhi 
xinwen shiye, (Zhongguo wenhua xiejinhui, 1940).  

19 Lin, History of the Press, 124. In this estimate, Lin noted that he drew on statistics from the Second World Press 
Conference, held in 1921. 
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twentieth century. While he similarly refers to the outpouring of nationalism and anti-

imperialism as the contributing factors to the founding of publications after May Fourth, he then 

organizes the publications appearing in and after 1919 in terms of their perceived allegiance to 

either the Communist or Nationalist Parties. Further, he differs slightly to Lin in his argument for 

when Marxism first appears in the print media. Lin only references “Communist thought” 

appearing in periodicals after 1927, specifically in leftist literary journals such as Lu Xun’s 

Wilderness (莽原, Mangyuan, 1926) and Storm Petrel (海燕, Haiyan, 1936). However, Ma 

demonstrates that Marxism was already part of the Republican discourse by pointing out its 

presence in Chen Duxiu’s New Youth.20  Regardless of the two authors’ differences in emphasis, 

however, the general construction of their histories is still illustrative of a bias towards the May 

Fourth / New Culture paradigm (a paradigm that, as Elisabeth Forster argues, was already being 

consciously constructed as early as the summer of 1919 by figures including Lin Yutang 

himself), and is illustrative in particular of these writers’ sense of rupture with China’s past.21 

 By the mid 1920s and into the 1930s, Shanghai (and China at large) witnessed a further 

expansion of its already extensive publishing industry, resulting in an estimated nine hundred 

periodicals produced across the country by 1935.22 Topics covered in these publications varied 

from architecture, philosophy, science, and technology to the literature and arts with which this 

dissertation is more concerned. Often, general interest magazines like The Ladies’ Journal (婦女

雜誌, Funü Zazhi, 1915-1931) or Liangyou (良友, The Young Companion, 1926-1945) carried 

articles that addressed many of these topics within the same issue, fulfilling an educational as 

 
20 Lin, History of the Press, 127; Ma Guangren, Shanghai Xinwen Shi, 1850-1949, (Shanghai: Fudan Daxue 

Chubanshe, 1996), 511-512. 
21 Elisabeth Forster, 1919 – the Year that Changed China: A New History of the New Culture Movement, (Berlin: 

Walter de Gruyter GmbH, 2018), 124. 
22   Lin, History of the Press, 151-152.  
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well as entertainment mandate. Large format, colorful pictorials like Modern Miscellany (時代畫

報, Shidai, 1929-1937), Liangyou, or Arts & Life (美術生活, Meishu Shenghuo, 1934-1937) 

shared shelf space with similarly-styled publications like the Soviet USSR in Construction, 

American Vanity Fair, Japanese Asahi Graph, and French Vu in the bookstores, as well as with 

smaller (both physically and in terms of print run) Chinese publications and journals, like 

Shanghai Sketch (上海漫畫, Shanghai Manhua, 1928-1930), Literature (文學, Wenxue, 1933-

1937), and Literature and Art Pictorial (文藝畫報, Wenyi Huabao, 1934-35), among many 

others.23   

 Ultimately, it is in this plethora of print publications where we find modern woodblock 

prints, both foreign and Chinese, being reproduced and distributed. Modern woodblock 

printmaking by European artists first appeared in Shanghai literary journals during the mid-

1920s, although earlier artistic woodblock printing efforts by Li Shutong (李叔同 , 1880-1942) 

occurred in the 1910s at the Zhejiang First Normal College (浙江省立第一師範學校, Zhejiang 

Shengli Diyi Shifan Xuexiao) in Hangzhou.24 25 Several issues of the eleventh volume of The 

Ladies’ Journal (Funü Zazhi), published in 1925, show various European prints, 

 
23  For references to these periodicals’ availability and influence during this period, see Paul W. Ricketts, 

“Kaleidoscopic Modernisms: Montage Aesthetics in Shanghai and Tokyo Pictorials of the 1920s and 1930s,” in 
Paul Pickowicz, Kuiyi Shen, and Yingjin Zhang, eds. Liangyou: Kaleidoscopic Modernity and the Shanghai 
Global Metropolis, 1926-1945, (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 27; Paul Bevan, Intoxicating Shanghai: An Urban 
Montage. Art and Literature in Pictorial Magazines during Shanghai’s Jazz Age, (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 
2020), 38, 100-104; Covers of both Vu and Asahi Graph were reproduced in “From Our Own Correspondent,” 
Vox (聲色畫報, Shengse Huabao) 1, No. 2 (October 1, 1935), pp. 14-15. 

24 Bi Keguan, “Li Shutong he Feng Zikai: Zhongguo Xiandai Muke Banhua de Xianxingzhe” (Li Shutong and 
Feng Zikai: Chinese Modern Woodblock Print Forerunners), Xun Gen, No. 3 (2001): 46-49, 46; Michael 
Sullivan. Art and Artists of Twentieth-Century China, (Berkeley, CA: University of California, 1996), 29. 

25 Another member of the engraving society at the time, Wu Mengfei, (in an article published in 1959) 
remembered Li Shutong and Xia Mianzun (夏丏尊, 1886-1946) helping the students to produce a book of 
woodblock prints which he specifically described as “自畫, 自刻, 自己印刷 (Zihua, zike, ziji yinshua; Self-
drawn, self-carved, self-printed)” a phrase which appears to directly reference the Japanese sosaku hanga 
movement slogan, and therefore, indicates that Li Shutong and Xia Mianzun had learned their techniques from 
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including a woodcut by the British Arts and Crafts Movement artist Maxwell Armfield (1881-

1972) titled Deer (鹿, Lu), along with numerous other examples.26 As Xiaobing Tang has noted, 

Art Field Weekly (藝術界, Yishu Jie, 1926-1927) had already introduced a group of British and 

American woodblock prints to their reading public by February 1927, and in November 1928, 

the journal The Universal (一般, Yiban,1926-1929), connected to the Lida Academy (立達學園, 

Lida Xueyuan), published a black and white reproduction of Wassily Kandinsky’s Lyrical, his 

famous woodcut of the horse and rider from 1911, marking the artist’s turning point toward 

abstraction.27 The prints mentioned above are a sampling of the foreign artworks that had 

appeared sporadically in journals and magazines, very few of which, if any, appeared to be 

overtly political. Interestingly, the earliest attributed Chinese woodcuts published during the late 

1920s were both surprisingly technically skilled (particularly in comparison to later prints by 

different artists produced during the early-to-mid 1930s) and in some cases already quite 

political. For example, prints published in 1928 by Chinese artists such as Xu Xunlei (徐迅雷, 

dates unknown) in the Sun Monthly (太陽月刊, Taiyang Yuekan, 1928) a radical literary journal, 

and Wang Yiliu (王一榴, 1899-1990) in Thought (思想, Sixiang, 1928), contributed to a 

connection between woodblock printmaking and the revolutionary politics of the 

 
Japanese sosaku hanga artists. (Bi, “Li Shutong he Feng Zikai,” 46.) Also see Tang, Origins of the Avant-Garde, 
82. 

26 See The Ladies’ Journal (Funü Zazhi) 11, No. 6 (June 1, 1925): 868 
27 Tang, Origins of the Avant-Garde, 85-86. See The Universal (Yiban) 6, No. 3 (November 1928): 375-398; 397 

for Kandinsky’s Lyrical, titled “Horse and Rider,” (Ma yu Jizhe) in the journal. The reproduction was a 
representative image for Feng Zikai’s (豐子愷，1898-1975) article, “Cubism, Futurism, and Abstraction (Liti 
pai, Weilai pai, Chouxiang pai)”.  
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Sun Society (太陽社, Taiyang She) and Creation Society (創造社, Chuangzao she).28 29 Tang 

Xiaobing argues that Lu Xun decided to push back against this association by introducing a 

broader collection of prints from Europe, North America, Russia, and Japan.30  

It was not until the end of 1928 that Lu Xun started to first promulgate woodblock prints in 

the pages of Morning Flowers Weekly (朝華周刊,Zhaohua Zhoukan), which he edited with the 

young writer Rou Shi (柔石, 1902-1931) between December 1928 and September 1929.31 It was 

there, and especially in Lu Xun’s series of five volumes that made up the Morning Flowers in the 

Garden of Art (藝苑朝華, Yiyuan Zhaohua, 1929-1930) series, that the Chinese reading public 

(or at least those artists and cultural figures interested in the topic) found the largest systematic 

introduction of foreign woodblock prints to date. Lu Xun’s introductions to these volumes 

established what he saw as the value of these prints: as creative works (創作木刻, chuangzuo 

muke), as the embodiment of “aesthetic strength” (力之美, li zhi mei), and as appropriate to the 

 
28 Wang Yiliu was a brush name of Wang Dunqing (王敦慶), a manhua artist, a founding member of the Manhua 

Society in December 1926, and a member of the Zuolian, formed in 1930. “Zuolian” refers to the Communist 
Party-affiliated League of Left-Wing Writers (中國左翼作家聯盟, Zhongguo Zuoyi Zuojia Lianmeng), founded 
in 1930, which counted Lu Xun among its members, along with members of the Sun and Creation Societies 
(with whom Lu Xun had already gotten into ideological disagreements by the late ‘20s), and other leftist, 
progressive authors. The Nationalist government swiftly moved to suppress its activities, arresting and killing 
five members of the league in February 1931, including Rou Shi, Lu Xun’s close friend and collaborator.  

29 Perhaps Wang Yiliu’s most frequently-reproduced image is a representation of the founding of the Zuolian on 
March 2, 1930, first published in the leftist journal Shoots (萌芽月刊, Mengya, 1930) in their April 1930 issue. 
Based on the fluidly-written characters on the board in the background, the image is a drawing, but the stark 
contrast of black and white and angular shapes appears to refer to woodblock prints, and his depiction of figures 
shows clear indebtedness to Constructivist imagery, with which he was already engaging by 1928 in the pages 
of Sixiang. 

30 Tang, Origins of the Avant-Garde, 86-88. Lu Xun may have been particularly interested in doing so since he saw 
the Sun Society and Creation Society members, associated with the Sun Monthly, as short-sightedly radical after 
their verbal attack on him for being too bourgeois and lacking revolutionary spirit during the spring of 1928. 
Tang does not mention the woodcuts included in the first issue of less overtly political (though still associated 
with the Creation Society) 1928 journal Sixiang, also by Wang Yiliu, as well as three Constructivist prints by 
Vladimir Krinsky (1890-1971), predating Lu Xun’s inclusion of Krinsky’s work in his 1930 Xin E Hua Xuan (A 
Selection of New Russian Prints), the fifth volume in his Morning Flowers in the Garden of Art series. 

31 See Tang Origins of the Avant-Garde, 81-82 for a description of the prints included in the periodical.  
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time and place in which they were made.32 One other fact may have played a part in Lu Xun’s 

decision to devote an entire volume each to the artists Aubrey Beardsley (1872-1898) and Fukiya 

Koji (蕗谷虹兒, 1898-1979) in the Morning Flowers series. Ye Lingfeng (葉靈鳳, 1904-1975), 

a writer, artist, and early member of the Creation Society, had been closely copying the work of 

Beardsley and Fukiya in his own drawings, and Lu Xun not only wanted to provide examples of 

the original artists’ work to make the public aware, but allegedly also to get back at Ye for an 

earlier slight arising from an unflattering caricature.33 This is one example out of many 

illustrating Lu Xun’s disdain for Ye and the Neo-Sensationist writers, although they would go on 

to work on connected projects and publish in the same journals for several years.34 I highlight 

this example of interpersonal conflict to partially explain why historians of modern Chinese 

woodcuts, who have placed Lu Xun as the central pillar of the movement, would not have seen 

the thematic connections between the work of those whom Lu Xun deprecatingly called 

“Shanghai tan de ‘yishujia’ (Shanghai Bund ‘artists’)” and revolutionary printmaking.35  

 
32 Lu Xun, “Preface (Xiaoyin),” Selection of Modern Woodcuts, 2 (Jindai Muke Xuanji, 2), Morning Flowers in 

the Garden of Art (Yiyuan Zhaohua), 1, No. 3 (1929), n.p. Lu Xun’s particular focus on context and its effect on 
the production of art was grounded in his understanding of Alois Reigl’s concept of kunstwollen (Sun, “Lu Hsun 
and the Chinese Woodcut Movement, 1929-1936,” 62). 

33 Tang, Origins of the Avant-Garde, 78. Lu Xun’s dislike of Ye was reaffirmed by a later anonymous article, 
criticizing the first issue of Ye Lingfeng’s and Mu Shiying’s (穆時英, 1912-1940) magazine, Literature and Art 
Pictorial (Wenyi Huabao). For an in-depth analysis of Lu Xun’s criticism and Ye’s later response, see Paul 
Bevan, Intoxicating Shanghai, “Chapter 4: Two Critiques by Lu Xun,” 141-185.  

34  Four of Frans Masereel’s (1889-1972) novels consisting of woodcuts were re-published in Shanghai over the 
course of 1933 through the Liangyou Book Company while under the general editorship of Liang Desuo. Lu 
Xun wrote the preface for 25 Images of a Man’s Passion (一個人的受難, Yige Ren de Shounan), joining Yu 
Dafu (郁達夫, 1896-1945) who wrote the preface to Passionate Journey (我的懺悔, Wo de Chanhui), Zhao 
Jiabi (趙家璧, 1908-1997) who wrote the preface to A Story Without Words (沒有字的故事, Meiyou Zi de 
Gushi), and Ye Lingfeng, who wrote the preface to The Sun (光明的追求, Guangming de Zhuiqiu). All four of 
these authors also published articles in Les Contemporains (Xiandai) in 1933, further illustrating the 
overlapping social, artistic, and political circles in which art works, art theory, and art criticism were being 
created and disseminated. 

35 Lu Xun, “For the Sake of Forgotten Memories (Weile wangque de jinian),” Les Contemporains (Xiandai) 2, No. 
6 (April 1933): 772-778, 774; as cited in Tang, Origins of the Avant-Garde, 244, n.33.  
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 By the end of 1930, Lu Xun had also begun to exhibit selections of German, French, and 

Russian woodcuts and etchings. He published translations of Anatoly Lunacharsky’s writings on 

Soviet art theory in a 1930 volume titled On Art (Yishu Lun, 藝術論), the same year he also 

published a book of Carl Meffert’s (aka Clément Moreau, 1903-1988) illustrations to Gladkov’s 

novel Cement. Further publications devoted to both foreign and Chinese printmaking followed, 

with woodcuts and wood engravings by Pavel Pavlinov (1881-1966), Vladimir Favorsky (1886-

1964), Alexander (Ilyich) Kravchenko (1889-1940), and Nikolai Piskarev (1892-1959), 

published in the 1934 volume A Collection to “Attract Jade” (引玉集,Yinyuji), for example. In 

particular, Pisakarev’s illustrations to Iron Stream (鐵流, Tieliu), reproduced in that volume, 

would prove especially attractive to Chinese woodcut artists as inspiration. While Lu Xun’s 

publications would prove undoubtedly helpful for print artists, the young printmakers themselves 

were also actively engaged in self-organizing artists’ societies in which they collectively studied 

and practiced printmaking, and crucially, publishing. 

 By 1931, a branch of the Eighteen Society, a progressive student organization originally 

based at the National Art Academy in Hangzhou, moved to Shanghai and started to exhibit their 

work, including woodblock prints, in an exhibition reviewed in the Zuolian-associated Art and 

Literature Weekly (文藝新聞, Wenyi Xinwen, 1931-1932).36 Following this, woodblock print 

artists groups began to appear, filled with young, progressive printmakers who pulled from the 

available examples of international printmaking, as well as (for some) their art academy training, 

and their daily lives in order to create works reflective of their experience of China’s modernity. 

The Spring Earth Society (春地美術研究所, Chundi Meishu Yanjiu Suo), (the name which the 

 
36 Li, Li, and Ma, Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua, 4-5.  
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Eighteen Society adopted to avoid attention from the authorities) was founded in May 1932, 

although many of its members, including Jiang Feng, were arrested at a meeting only two 

months later. The Wild Grain Society (野穗社, Yesui She), of which Chen Yanqiao was a 

member, was founded in the winter of 1932 at New China Arts Academy (Xinhua yishu zhuanke 

xuexiao, 新華藝術專科學校 or 新華藝專), and succeeded in publishing one volume of their 

woodcuts (木板畫, Muban hua, Woodcut Pictures) but stopped their activities by summer of the 

following year.37 A few years later in January 1936, after his release from jail, Jiang Feng was 

again involved in organizing another print group, the Iron Horse Society (鐵馬版畫會, Tiema 

Banhua Hui), which succeeded in printing three separate issues of their journal, Iron Horse 

Woodcuts (鐵馬版畫, Tiema Banhua).38  These short-lived artist groups (many more than have 

been mentioned here) published journals and organized exhibitions, though their association with 

leftist causes and especially with the Communist Party, forced underground after the failed 

collaboration with Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist forces and resulting Shanghai Massacre in 

1927, guaranteed that the organizations would be targeted by authorities.39 Li Hua’s Modern 

Print Research Society,  (originally 現代創作版畫研究會 (Xiandai Chuangzuo Banhua Yanjiu 

Hui), later just Modern Print Society (現代版畫會, Xiandai Banhua Hui)) made up of students 

from the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy (廣州市立美術學校, Guangzhou Shili Meishu 

Xuexiao), was one of the longest lasting, stretching from its founding in June 1934 until their 

activities were finally overtaken in 1937 by the war with Japan. 

 
37  Given that Chen Yanqiao was originally from Guangdong, the “sui (穗)” in the title of their artist group may 

refer to Guangdong. 
38 Li, Li, and Ma, Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua, 18. The chronology notes that all copies of the first two issues were 

hand-printed, but the third issue was actually printed on a press, though it does not mention which type. 
39 See chronology of activities related to woodblock movement in “Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua Yundong Wushi 

Nian Dashi Nianbiao” in Li, Li, and Ma, Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua, 3-22. 
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 Individual artists also published collected volumes of their own works, some made up of 

illustrations devoted to a previously-published book (like Liu Xian’s (劉峴, 1915-1990) June 

1935 illustrations for Lu Xun’s novel The True Story of Ah Q), some taking the form of novels-

in-pictures, following the example of Frans Masereel’s work, and some simply a thematic 

collection of woodcuts bound together.40 Though their works are generally characterized as 

progressive, it is worth noting that not all of the prints produced were championing social justice. 

Like other art students interested in Western art techniques, the printmakers produced still lifes, 

landscapes, and romantic compositions – often reminiscent of pictorialist photography – as well 

as work with Cubist and Surrealist elements, along with their more politically-engaged images of 

workers, demonstrations, and the plight of the urban and rural poor. Although examples of 

Chinese woodblock prints were indeed published in avowedly politically progressive 

publications like Literature (Wenxue), they also appeared in journals associated with less 

overtly-political, though still leftist, modernist art and literature, like Les Contemporains (現代, 

Xiandai, 1932-1935), as well as in pictorial magazines with a much broader audience and lack of 

political mandate, like Liangyou.41 Further, published prints were not always devoted to the most 

 
40 Often the only surviving copy of these artists’ individual publications is held by the Lu Xun Museum, Shanghai, 

and have been reprinted in the Museum’s publication, Progress in Prints: Lu Xun’s Complete Collection of 
Chinese Modern Woodcuts (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun cang Zhongguo xiandai muke quanji), (Shanghai: Lu Xun 
Jinian Guan; Nanjing: Jiangsu Guji, 1991), 5 vols. 

41 For examples of prints in Liangyou, see their coverage of both the first and second national woodblock print 
exhibitions, as well as a small selection of woodcuts by individual artists, including Li Hua. (“National Woodcut 
Exhibition (Quanguo Muke Lianhe Zhanlan)” Liangyou (Young Companion) No. 111 (November 1935): 46-47; 
“A Selection of Works from the Second National Traveling Woodcut Exhibition (Dierci Quanguo Muke Hua 
Liudong Zhanlanhui Zuopin Xuankan),” Liangyou (Young Companion) No. 121 (October 1936): 46-47; Feng 
Zikai, “A Worker Singing to Himself (Laozhe Zige)” Liangyou (Young Companion), No. 93 (September 1934): 
8.) Les Contemporains (Xiandai) was edited by Shi Zhecun (施蟄存, 1905-2003), a modernist author with 
leftist, though not necessarily Communist, political views during the early 1930s, and close friendships with 
writers who were Zuolian (League of Left Wing Writers)-affiliated (Feng Xuefeng, 馮雪峰, 1903-1976, friends 
with Lu Xun) and those who were not (Liu Na’ou, 劉吶鷗, 1905-1939/40, member of the Neo-Sensationists). 
As Lee notes, Shi Zhecun performed a delicate balancing act in his editorship of the magazine between 1932 
and 1935, dealing with various warring factions in Shanghai’s literary scene. In fact, in the first issue of Xiandai, 
Shi’s editorial note describes the journal as a “general literary magazine and not a partisan journal.” (Leo Ou-fan 
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socially-progressive topics, regardless of the periodical’s political leanings. Of the four prints 

included in the July 1935 issue of Literature (two by Chen Yanqiao and two by Lai Shaoqi (賴少

其, 1915-2000)), one is a cityscape (a Huangpu River scene), one is a landscape, one is a 

pictorial representation of a romantic “Love Lost” (失戀), and the last is a montage 

representation of Lu Xun while writing Ah Q. For an art form that was widely proclaimed, both 

at the time and in later historiography, to be deeply political and revolutionary at its core, the 

examples included in this issue of Literature are, with the possible exception of the last 

composition, decidedly bourgeois. Furthermore, this last print by Lai Shaoqi incorporates 

montage aesthetics – a stylistic choice for which the artist would have drawn from design 

techniques in pictorial publications from this time, or possibly, his own training in design.42 In 

Chapter 3, I will make a similar argument regarding Chen Yanqiao’s adaptation of montage 

aesthetics in his print In the Factory, which was published in Cartoon Life (漫畫生活, Manhua 

Shenghuo, 1934-1935) only a month after the four mentioned above.  

While the historiography of the modern print movement, and the histories of print culture in 

Shanghai in general, have tended to focus on divisions between leftist and Nationalist 

publications or on how publications responded to or reflected leftist political ideology (as noted 

of Ma Guangren’s work above), the general landscape of publishing at this time was clearly 

much more intertwined than that. It encompassed far more exchange and overlap between 

 
Lee, Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of a New Urban Culture in China, 1930-1945, (Cambridge, MA and 
London, England: Harvard University Press, 1999), 135-136, quote is Lee’s translation.) 

42   Lai was a student at the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy, which had a design curriculum, and was a 
member of the Modern Print Society, which included other young artists like Zhang Hui (張慧, 1909-1990) and 
Hu Qizao (胡其藻, dates unknown) whose works also experimented with montage elements. While at 
Guangzhou Municipal, Lai also co-edited the 1936 New Year issue of the student magazine, Guangzhou Art 
Academy Student (市美學生, ShiMei Xuesheng, 1932-1936?) with fellow print artist Zhang Ying (張影, 1910-
1961). 
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“mainstream,” “leftist,” and “radical” publications, and between domestic and international 

publications, than has been generally analyzed in the literature on the subject.43 This is a result of 

both political necessity on the part of latter twentieth-century authors and publishers in the 

People’s Republic, as well as the limitations of the May Fourth paradigm. Furthermore, Lu 

Xun’s series of publications, the woodblock printing workshop he organized in 1931, his 

promotion of both international and Chinese prints in various journals and exhibitions, and the 

personal support he provided for the young artists, have all caused him to be credited as a 

figurehead for the Chinese woodblock print movement. After his death, his role in the literature 

and arts movement in the first part of the twentieth century became an integral part of the 

People’s Republic of China (PRC)’s foundation myth. His views on various types of art and 

literature became pervasive, not only because of the May Fourth historiography to which he 

actively contributed, but also because what he thought, wrote down, and disseminated was co-

opted as part of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)’s national ideology project. As part of this 

dissertation, I will demonstrate that May Fourth historiography, Party ideology during the latter 

twentieth century, and even Lu Xun’s personal preferences have all had an effect on the framing 

of woodblock print artists’ activities, and in particular on how we still read their prints as 

responding to or in conversation with a specific, and incomplete, set of sources.   

IV. Critique of the May Fourth Movement Paradigm 

 China’s multivalent experience of modernity has been tied to the May Fourth Movement, 

sparked by the New Culture Movement that preceded it, and literary and social movements in the 

late Qing dynasty which preceded that. Recent scholarship has moved firmly toward the 

 
43  The most notable recent exception to this is Paul Bevan’s Intoxicating Shanghai (2020). The detailed historical 

account of modern Chinese printmaking in Xiaobing Tang’s Origins of the Avant-Garde (2008) also 
encompasses this sort of overlap, but the author never explicitly frames his argument in terms of an effort to 
demonstrate the instability of these received political and artistic boundaries. 
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“decentering” of May Fourth as the dominant discourse or lens through which to approach the 

first few decades of the twentieth century in China.44 The “rupture” narrative, characteristic of 

that May Fourth Paradigm and found in the writing of Lin Yutang and Ma Guangren, as 

mentioned above, was shared by historians outside of China as well throughout mid- to late- 

twentieth century historiography, and was successfully critiqued by Prasenjit Duara in his 1995 

monograph Rescuing History from the Nation. As part of a nation’s constructed narrative about 

itself, the “rupture” that supposedly marks the creation of the nation also often creates a dividing 

line between its earlier (often “feudal”) history and present, or modern, self, as part of a strictly 

linear development, derived from Enlightenment conceptions of history.45 This particular 

perspective goes hand in hand with the May Fourth historiographical paradigm, in which the 

perception of China’s iconoclastic cultural, intellectual, and political awakening in the early 

twentieth century was predicated on a rejection of its earlier forms of government, literature, art, 

and philosophy.46 In counterpoint, Duara pursues an analysis of what he calls “bifurcated” 

histories in order to subvert the over-determined linear trajectory of Chinese history from 

dynastic structure to republic and beyond, by calling attention to not only the straightforward 

“transmission” of historical facts, but also their “dispersal” in the present day. In other words, his 

overarching project is to critically assess how different, later contexts changed the way historical 

facts were framed.47 By way of example, he demonstrates how, during the early twentieth-

century, federalism as a political concept became linked to fengjian (封建), or feudalism, and 

therefore rejected, notably making way for the success of Nationalist government’s emphasis on 

 
44 “Introduction.” in Chow, Hon, et al. eds. Beyond the May Fourth Paradigm, 3.  
45 Prasenjit Duara, Rescuing History from the Nation: Questioning Narratives of Modern China (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1995), 4.  
46 Milena Dolezelova-Velingerova and David Der-wei Wang, “Introduction,” in The Appropriation of Cultural 

Capital: China’s May Fourth Project, 2-3.  
47 Duara, Rescuing the Nation, 5. See also “Chapter 2: Bifurcating Linear Histories in China and India,” pp. 51-84.  
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centralism after their unification of the country in 1927. However, provincial identity, linked to 

that political concept of federalism and for centuries a potent political force in and of itself, did 

not disappear with federalism as a movement, but rather maintained its importance, even in the 

face of modern nationalism. Therefore the “rupture” of federalism’s demise during the May 

Fourth Movment was, as Duara shows, overstated when one looks at the continuing political 

power of provincial identities.48 For the purposes of this dissertation, I bring up Duara’s critique 

of this “rupture” between pre- and post- 1911 China to further highlight the problematic 

construction of history within the May Fourth paradigm of pre- and post- 1919 intellectual and 

cultural China, and to demonstrate that it pertains not only to the woodblock prints which are the 

main subject of this dissertation, but to academic analysis of the entire Chinese early twentieth-

century print culture surrounding and disseminating them. To that end, it is important to point 

out the continuities that characterized China’s print culture as well as the technological 

advancements that fueled its development. 

 Much of the literature prior to the early 2000s focused on the importance of the 

letterpress printing technology imported by missionary printers during the nineteenth century to 

the development of the Chinese print industry. Yet, China’s print culture at the end of the Qing 

dynasty and into the Republican period was built upon, and in many ways continuous with, 

rather than a rupture from, centuries of manuscript production and the social, economic, and 

political networks that surrounded it. Work by Barbara Mittler, Christopher Reed, and Robert 

Culp highlight these continuities, particularly in the editorial departments of newspapers and 

journals, and in the text they produced. Reed’s Gutenberg in Shanghai points out Chinese 

printers’ active selection of some technologies (notably lithography) and rejection of others in 

 
48 See “Chapter 6: Provincial Narratives of the Nation: Federalism and Centralism in Modern China,” in Duara, 

Rescuing History, 177-204. 
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the service of adapting the best technologies to their most efficient ends in the Chinese context. 

Reed focuses on the material culture surrounding the print industry, in particular the importation 

and implementation in China of various types of printing presses, whether typeset or 

lithographic, as well as the development of the indigenous industrial production of printing 

presses, starting with machine shops.49 In so doing, he demonstrates how a continuous pattern of 

active decision making on the part of printers, editors, and entrepreneurs, rather than passive 

acceptance, determined the growth of the Chinese print industry during the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries.  

 Barbara Mittler focuses on only one publication in her monograph, A Newspaper for 

China?, unpacking how the rhetorical choices in Shanghai’s Shenbao newspaper were 

specifically chosen to appeal to a Chinese readership, particularly given the fact that a 

“newspaper” was a foreign construct in the late nineteenth century. Notably, it was in the editors’ 

adoption of “speaking in the words of sages,” (a literary convention recognizable to educated 

Chinese readers) as well as taking the stance of a “remonstrating official” in voicing its concerns 

about government policy (among other strategies) that the Shenbao adapted itself to at least some 

of the already-existing expectations of the Chinese reading public.50 Continuity with earlier 

practices was clearly a concern for Shenbao’s editors, even within the confines of a new, 

unfamiliar type of publication.  

 Robert Culp’s most recent publication, The Power of Print in Modern China (2019), 

focuses his attention on the role of the educated elite in editorial positions in the publishing 

industry and their collective effect on the material output of the publishing houses referred to as 

 
49 See Christopher Reed. Gutenberg in Shanghai: Chinese Print Capitalism, 1876-1937, (Vancouver, UBC Press, 

2004), Chapters 1-3, pp. 25-160.  
50 Barbara Mittler, A Newspaper for China? Power, Identity, and Change in Shanghai’s News Media, 1872-1912. 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center; Harvard University Press, 2004), 5. 
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the “three legs of the tripod”: Commercial Press (商務印書館, Shangwu Yinshuguan), 

Zhonghua Book Company (中華書局, Zhonghua Shuju) and World Book Company (世界書局, 

Shijie Shuju).51 Traditional networks and behaviors of educated individuals (who otherwise 

would have been in competition for civil service positions) continued during the Republican era, 

adapted to a new commercial context. Further, Culp’s aim is to demonstrate how the material 

culture (i.e. textbooks) created by those numerous literate individuals both embodied and 

directed the development of China’s experience of modernity during the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries.52  

 Turning from a critique of the “rupture” narrative to an examination of the May Fourth 

Movement’s self-conscious construction and positioning, Leo Ou-fan Lee and Elizabeth Forster 

both address individual May Fourth leaders, re-evaluating the narratives constructed by them, 

and about them. Lee’s chapter in The Appropriation of Cultural Capital, titled “Incomplete 

Modernity: Rethinking the May Fourth Intellectual Project,” focuses in part on a series of 

exchanges between the editor of the Eastern Miscellany (東方雜誌, Dongfang Zazhi, 1904-

1948), Du Yaquan (杜亞泉, 1873-1933) and Chen Duxiu, who had just founded his famous 

journal Youth (Qingnian) (later New Youth (Xin Qingnian)). As Lee demonstrates, Chen’s 

written attacks in September 1918 and February 1919 on Du’s publication ultimately appear to 

be motivated by a desire to discredit who he perceived as his adversaries and to “gain hegemonic 

power in the field of culture.”53  Through what Lee describes as its self-righteous position, (and 

 
51 Reed observes that the “three legs” analogy, while ostensibly indicating a balance of forces (within the 

publishing world), also implied that the three legs (or publishing houses) must work in cooperation to support 
the ding (here, the state) through their publication of government-endorsed educational materials, namely 
textbooks. (Reed, Gutenberg, 206.) 

52 Robert Culp. The Power of Print in Modern China: Intellectuals and Industrial Publishing from the End of the 
Empire to Maoist State Socialism, (New York: Columbia University Press, 2019), 3-4.  

53 Leo Ou-fan Lee, “Incomplete Modernity: Rethinking the May Fourth Intellectual Project,” in Dolezelova-
Velingerova and Kral, The Appropriation of Cultural Capital, 39-43. 
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its rhetorically skilled attacks), Chen’s distorted characterization of the editors of Eastern 

Miscellany as retrograde and “restorationist” (i.e. in favor of restoring the imperial house) gained 

acceptance among May Fourth writers and within the “public sphere” made up of journals, 

periodicals, and newspapers in China at this time, ultimately resulting in Du’s resignation from 

his editorship.54 In the case of Eastern Miscellany, the eclecticism displayed by the publication 

was criticized further by Luo Jialun (羅家倫, 1896-1969) in his April 1919 article for The 

Renaissance (新潮, Xinchao, 1919-1921). This eclecticism would be echoed in later 

publications, most notably Liangyou, and Modern Miscellany. However, the denigration that this 

sort of heterogeneous, pictorial publication received early on in the May Fourth movement, by 

some of what were later recognized as their most important journals, is likely part of the reason 

that later pictorials from the 1930s were less likely to be included in histories of leftist art and 

literature, regardless of how iconoclastic or progressive they actually were. 

 Most recently, Elisabeth Forster’s monograph, 1919-The Year that Changed China, 

productively critiques the entire historiographic construction of the “New Culture Movement,” 

demonstrating how the term was appropriated by various individuals as a “buzzword” in the 

marketing of their own individual political, educational, and social agendas.55 The associations 

we hold at the present time between the debates over baihua (vernacular language) and violent 

protests over the loss of Shandong to the Japanese government are in fact, as Forster shows, 

latter-day constructions of the May Fourth historiography.56 Instead of focusing solely on word 

choices in articles and literature in order to establish that construction, Forster directs our 

attention to the vital importance of the material culture which publicized and distributed those 

 
54 Lee, “Incomplete Modernity,” 40-41, 44. Also Dolezelova-Velingerova and Wang, “Introduction,” 8-9. 
55 Forster, The Year that Changed China, 13.  
56 Forster, The Year that Changed China, 6-7.  
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buzzwords: newspapers and journals. Using those materials, she makes an important point 

concerning the readership of the publications engaged in debates over “National Language” and 

relative popular engagement with the “New Culture Movement.” Whereas those writers engaged 

in literature and the arts were generally familiar with the term and the cultural constructions 

surrounding it, those in the business and commercial worlds were much less so, to the point of 

indifference.57 In other words, during the first few decades of the twentieth century, the general 

population’s knowledge of the “New Culture Movement” has been largely overstated: the 

newspapers and journals that later became such an important part of the constructed May Fourth 

narrative were not broadly impactful at the time. While the historiography of May Fourth in 

sources like Chow Tse-tsung’s May Fourth Movement seem to paint an over-arching narrative of 

a leftist, progressive, and pervasive New Culture Movement in Shanghai, as many researchers 

are pointing out, that culture was more limited in reach than has heretofore been argued.58  

 The results of the critique directed toward the May Fourth paradigm are wide-ranging in 

visual and cultural studies, but for the purposes of this thesis, the most important among them are 

the consequent reappraisals of popular culture and commercial publications which (with a 

handful of notable exceptions) appeared during the Republican era.59 For example, although 

Perry Link, in Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies, wrote the foundational text concerning a popular 

style of fiction that had, prior to that point, been largely neglected in the field of modern Chinese 

literature, he simultaneously reproduced some of the same biases against which he had been 

 
57 Forster, The Year that Changed China, 134-136. 
58 See Chow Tse-tsung, The May Fourth Movement: Intellectual Revolution in Modern China, (Stanford, CA: 

Stanford University Press, 1960).  
59 Exceptions include the Dianshizhai Huabao. (See Ye Xiaoqing’s The Dianshizhai Pictorial: Shanghai Urban 

Life, 1884-1898. Ann Arbor, MI: Center for Chinese Studies, The University of Michigan, 2003.) Other 
examples are Women’s World (女子世界, Nüzi Shijie) which began publishing in 1904, Women’s Eastern Times 
(Funü Shibao), whose first issue appeared in June 1911, and Eastern Miscellany (Dongfang Zazhi), published 
by the powerhouse Commercial Press starting in 1904. 
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writing: namely his disregard for periodicals like Women’s Eastern Times (Funü Shibao). 

Recently analyzed at length in Republican Lens: Gender, Visuality, and Experience in the 

Chinese Periodical Press, Joan Judge has found the magazine to be groundbreaking in its 

presentation of photographic portraiture and literature through a particular political perspective.60 

Noting that May Fourth intellectuals’ dismissal of the contents of Women’s Eastern Times as 

sentimental and equivalent to the much-maligned Mandarin Duck and Butterfly literature (likely 

further encouraged by Bao Tianxiao’s (包天笑, 1875-1973) editorship) has deeply affected its 

reception in scholarly work over the last century, Judge’s reappraisal of this publication is in 

conversation not only with the other critiques mentioned above, but also with a swell of 

publications directly engaging with the commercial press, largely based out of Shanghai at this 

time.61 Recent edited volumes and monographs have addressed previously-ignored publications 

with essays grouped around various themes, including aesthetics and design of publications, 

depictions of gender through literature, photography, and advertising, and negotiations between 

tradition and modernity through artwork, among other topics.62   

 
60 Joan Judge, Republican Lens: Gender, Visuality, and Experience in the Early Republican Periodical Press. 

Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 2015.  
61 Judge, Republican Lens, 46. 
62 See Wu Guozhong, Liangyou Huabao yu Shanghai Dushi Wenhua, (Changsha, China: Hunan Shifan Daxue 

Chubanshe, 2007); William Schaefer, Shadow Modernism: Photography, Writing, and Space in Shanghai, 1925-
1937, (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2017); Paul Bevan. A Modern Miscellany: Shanghai Cartoon 
Artists, Shao Xunmei’s Circle, and the Travels of Jack Chen, 1926-1938, (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2018); Paul C. 
Pickowicz, Kuiyi Shen, and Yingjin Zhang, eds. Liangyou: Kaleidoscopic Modernity and the Shanghai Global 
Metropolis, 1926-1945, (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2013); Michael Hockx, Joan Judge, and Barbara Mittler, eds. 
Women and the Periodical Press in China’s Long Twentieth Century: A Space of Their Own? (Cambridge, UK: 
Cambridge University Press, 2018); and Paul Bevan, Intoxicating Shanghai, 2020. Aside from edited volumes 
and monographs, stand-alone articles on commercial publications have also proliferated: Julia Andrews, 
“Pictorial Shanghai” (2013); Kuiyi Shen, “A Modern Showcase” (2013); Richard Vinograd, “Patrimonies in 
Press: Art Publishing, Cultural Politics, and Canon Construction in the Career of Di Baoxian,” in Joshua Fogel, 
ed. The Role of Japan in Modern Chinese Art, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012): 245-272; See 
also the following related publications on illustration and commercial design: Julia F. Andrews, “Commercial 
Art and China’s Modernization,” in Julia F. Andrews and Kuiyi Shen, eds. A Century in Crisis: Modernity and 
Tradition in the Art of Twentieth-Century China, (New York: Guggenheim Museum and Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 
1999): 181-192; Scott Minick and Jiao Ping, Chinese Graphic Design in the Twentieth Century, (London: 
Thames & Hudson, 1990); and Lynn Pan. Shanghai Style: Art and Design Between the Wars, (San Francisco, 
CA: Long River Press, 2008). 
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 While the historiography of the Chinese woodblock print movement has constructed an 

image of the printmakers as shunning “art for art’s sake” and the “poison” of capitalist Western 

European painting (as regularly featured in publications like The Studio (美術雜誌, Meishu 

Zazhi, 1934), Liangyou, Modern Miscellany, and others), it seems unwise to ignore the broad and 

ongoing engagement of leftist printmakers with popular pictorials and art publications, and 

further, to disregard the potential for printmakers to have drawn upon art theory, photography, 

and Western modernism in oil painting from these same publications as sources for their own 

work.63 Furthermore, the modern woodblock prints included in these publications, though 

transnational in their subject matter, stylistic execution, and dissemination, were simultaneously 

part of a millenium-long tradition of printmaking in China. 

V. Modernity and Modernism 

 In using the term “modern” to describe, and differentiate, these Chinese woodblock prints 

from other prints made in China by similar methods (for example, nianhua) I am referencing, 

first, a time frame in which they were created (specifically 1931 to 1937); second, an aesthetic 

style in which they were produced; and third, the cultural context of their creation.64 65 While the 

prints’ modern formal and thematic qualities will be discussed in the following chapters, here I 

 
63 “Art for art’s sake” (wei yishu er yishu, 為藝術而藝術) is a common phrase in Chinese art criticism and theory 

throughout the twentieth century, but in this instance I am referring to its use, along with the “poison” comment, 
in Hu Yichuan’s (胡一川, 1910-2000) “Remembering Lu Xun and the Eighteen Society (Huiyi Lu Xun yu 
Yibayishe),” in Wu and Wang, Yibayishe Jinian Ji, 21. 

64 The years indicated refer to the range of dates of the specific prints I will analyze in the following three 
chapters, all of which were created (and published or distributed) between 1931 and 1937. 

65 This of course is not to argue that nianhua cannot also be modern. One example is Qi Dan’s “Learning How to 
Read and Write” (1944), reproduced in Li, Chinese Woodcuts, 121. Here, the artist has drawn on traditional 
paper-cutting techniques in order to create a nianhua that is at once decorative and educational, befitting the 
prescribed role of woodcuts during that period, as well as reflective of the artist’s (if not his audience’s) 
experience of modernity. For further information on woodcuts from the Yan’an period and later, see Li Hua’s 
Chinese Woodcuts (1995), as well as Julia F. Andrews, Painters and Politics in the People’s Republic of China 
1949-1979, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1994), 18-33, 36-37, 58-64, 137;  Zhou, Yan'an 
Muke, 2009; Li, Li, and Ma, Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua, 22-119 and 268-564; and Stephen H. Whiteman, et al. 
Floating Time (悠悠歲月): Chinese Prints, 1954-2002, (Sydney, Australia: Power Publications, in association 
with University Art Gallery, The University of Sydney, 2016), among others. 
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will discuss the terms “modernity” and “modernism” by defining their use within this project and 

how that relates to the context in which the prints were produced. 

 Li Hua, Chen Yanqiao, and Jiang Feng worked in the urban environments of Guangzhou 

and Shanghai during the early twentieth century. In the case of both cities, colonialist enterprise 

during the nineteenth century had forced these spaces to accept European, American, Russian, 

and Japanese trade, cultural material, and people. Guangzhou had been a trade hub with 

southeast Asia, Japan, Africa, and Europe for centuries prior to that point, but following the 

Opium War (1839-1842) and its conclusion with the Treaty of Nanjing, treaty ports (including 

Xiamen, Fuzhou, Ningbo, as well as Guangzhou and Shanghai) were suddenly forced open for 

settlement by British citizens. Signed in August 1842, it would be only the first of many unequal 

treaties the Qing government would be forced into over the following century.66 Profound 

upheaval followed, with the Taiping Rebellion ripping through southern and central China 

between 1850 and 1864, uprisings connected to Sun Yatsen’s Revolutionary Alliance throughout 

southern China (Guangdong province would see three separate uprisings between 1906 and 

1908), and the collapse of the Qing government in 1911. After the fall of Yuan Shikai’s 

attempted restoration of an imperial government in 1916, various local warlords stepped into the 

power vacuum, and China would not become “unified” again until Chiang Kai-shek’s Northern 

Expedition in 1927-28.67 The cities themselves, including Guangzhou and Shanghai, experienced 

 
66 Jonathan Spence, The Search for Modern China, 2nd ed., (New York and London: W. W. Norton & Company, 

1999), 154-166. See also Frederic Wakeman, Jr. “Chapter 4, The Canton Trade and the Opium War,” and John 
K. Fairbank, “Chapter 5, The Creation of the Treaty System,” in John K. Fairbank, ed. Cambridge History of 
China, Vol. 10: Late Ch’ing 1800-1911, Part 1, (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1978), 163-263. 

67 The word “unified” is perhaps too strong; Chiang militarily achieved some cohesion across the country by, on 
the one hand, pacifying several warlords, and on the other, violently suppressing Communist and unionist 
groups in Shanghai, Wuhan, and Guangzhou. See Spence, Search, 346 and C. Martin Wilbur, “Chapter 11, The 
Nationalist Revolution: from Canton to Nanking, 1923-1928,” in John K. Fairbank, ed. Cambridge History of 
China, Vol. 12: Republican China, 1912-1949, Part 1, (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 
719-720.  
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chaos during the next decades; from 1921-22 Guangzhou would in fact become the seat of Sun 

Yat-sen’s short-lived Chinese People’s Government, for example.68 Over the course of the 

nineteenth century, however, Shanghai was the most transformed, being deeply altered by the 

building of the International Concessions and the resulting influx of business, wealth, and 

cultural material from both foreign and domestic sources.69 The city absorbed waves of cultural 

influence from various groups, including refugees from surrounding Zhejiang and Jiangsu, 

fleeing the Taiping rebellion and its aftermath in the mid-nineteenth century, as well as the 

Europeans, Americans, and Japanese who carved out various spheres of extraterritoriality. A 

prominent center of higher education by the late-nineteenth century, Shanghai’s universities 

attracted the educated classes, who, after the termination of the civil service examinations in 

1905, were more likely to join commercial enterprises, often in the burgeoning print industry. 

Finally, youth from various parts of China in search of jobs, education, political involvement, or 

adventure, were all attracted to Shanghai, including two of the three woodblock print artists 

discussed in this dissertation (while the third had already grown up in the city). By the late 

nineteenth century, as Barbara Mittler noted in A Newspaper for China?, Shanghai had become, 

in China’s domestic press, “the exemplar of Chinese modernity.”70 

 The term “modernity” is fraught with Euro- and American-centric assumptions, which 

have been identified and critiqued in the work of many authors when discussing non-Western 

 
68 Spence, Search, 258, 314. 
69 While Shanghai’s urban landscape was transformed by the International Concessions, and the influx of capital 

over the ensuing decades would decisively shape the city’s growth, I am not implying that imperialism directly 
shaped the entirety of China’s late imperial or Republican era economy, either here or in my earlier discussion 
of “commercialization” in the print industry. For the historiographic debates over this topic, see Paul A. Cohen, 
Discovering History in China: American Historical Writing on the Recent Chinese Past. 2nd ed., (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2010), 125-137.  

70 Mittler, A Newspaper for China, 313. 
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cultures and/or objects.71  In order to address the way modernity is conceived, different terms 

have been suggested to encourage a more inclusive and simultaneously specific 

conceptualization of modernity, who has experienced it, and how.72 In so doing, it is hoped that 

assumptions and viewpoints inherited from centuries of colonialism can be undermined and 

altered, and unacknowledged voices or perspectives can shed new light on the way “history” and 

“culture” have been constructed, and understood. In this dissertation, instead of comparing 

various modernities, or finding in the Chinese case an alternative modernity (as this seems to 

insinuate that there was an “original,” with the assumption again being that it was Euro-

American), I adopt Andreas Huyssen’s perspective, in which he argues for “modernism-at-

large.”73  

In his 2007 article, “Geographies of Modernism in a Globalizing World,” Huyssen critiqued 

what he saw as the misunderstanding of the “cultural dimensions of globalization,” and further, 

the problematic constructions of alternative and multiple modernity theorizations. Concerning 

the first critique, from Huyssen's perspective, “authentic” culture is often equated with the realm 

 
71 Foundational texts for postcolonial critique of this type of ingrained prejudice include Edward Said’s 

Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978), Gayatri Spivak’s article, “Can the Subaltern Speak?” in 
Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1988), and Dipesh 
Chakrabarty’s Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference, (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 2000). Geeta Kapur addresses the problems in comparing India’s modernism (and 
process of modernization) to that of the West in her article, “When Was Modernism in Indian Art?” in When Was 
Modernism: Essays on Contemporary Cultural Practice in India. (New Delhi: Tulika, 2000).  

72 See Néstor García Canclini. (trans. Christopher L. Chiappari and Silvia L. López) Hybrid Cultures: Strategies 
for Entering and Leaving Modernity, (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1995); Patricia A. 
Morton, Hybrid Modernities: Architecture and Representation at the 1931 Colonial Exposition, Paris, 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000); Dilip Gaonkar, ed., Alternative Modernities, (Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 2001); Shmuel N. Eisenstadt, ed., Multiple Modernities, (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction 
Publishers, 2002); Kobena Mercer, ed., Cosmopolitan Modernisms, (Cambridge, MA and London, England: The 
MIT Press, 2005); On emphasizing “particular forms of modernity ... [for] ...particular circumstances,” see 
Partha Chatterjee, “Our Modernity (1994)” in Empire and Nation: Selected Essays, (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2010), 136-152; On the concept of the Third Space, Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 
(London and New York: Routledge, 1994).  

73 Huyssen notes that he has adapted “modernism at large” from Arjun Appadurai’s work, Modernity at Large: 
Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1996). (Andreas 
Huyssen. “Geographies of Modernism in a Globalizing World,” New German Critique, No. 100 (Winter 2007): 
189-207, 192.)  
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of the local, while only systems like economic or technological modernities are conceived of as 

“global.”74 This binary construction (similar to the essentialist East/West binary found in many 

comparative analyses) merely results in a problematically unitary construction of both. The 

comparison elides the transnational connections between subjects, as well as variation among 

either group.75 For example, in the case of woodblock prints created in Shanghai during the early 

twentieth century, how would we determine their “authenticity”? Their subject matter is that of 

the artists’ surroundings and experience (landscapes, still-lifes, workers’ protests, cityscapes, the 

daily lives of the urban poor) but the style of depiction is clearly related to European, American, 

Japanese, and Russian prints also created during this time. Their method of production, 

woodblock printmaking, was invented in China more than a thousand years previously, but many 

of the Chinese print artists first learned block carving techniques from a Japanese teacher.76 

Clearly, one cannot only focus on the “local” or “authentic,” ignoring the transnational aspect of 

these prints’ creation, nor would it make sense to overlook the material and thematic ties that 

these prints share with other artistic and print media created during the same time in Shanghai. 

 Concerning the second critique, rather than establishing ever greater numbers of 

modernity's “alternative” iterations, Huyssen instead suggests that his “modernism at large” 

consists of “the cross-national cultural forms that emerge from the negotiation of the modern 

 
74 Huyssen, “Geographies of Modernism,” 193. 
75 For example, see Bryna Goodman’s critique of an unquestioning application of a static “colonial modernity;” 

she points out that Shanghai’s experience of foreign enforcement of extraterritoriality displayed marked 
variation over the course of its existence. (Bryna Goodman. “Improvisations on a Semicolonial Theme, or, How 
to Read a Celebration of Transnational Urban Community,” Journal of Asian Studies 59, No. 4 (Nov 2000): 
889-926.) 

76 Here I am referring to the woodblock printing workshop, organized by Lu Xun and representatives of the 
Eighteen Art Society, held in Shanghai in August 1931, led by Uchiyama Kakichi (內山嘉吉, 1900-1984), 
younger brother of Lu Xun’s friend, Uchiyama Kanzo (內山完造, 1885-1959), owner of the Uchiyama 
Bookstore. (For more on their friendship, see Joshua A. Fogel, A Friend in Deed: Lu Xun, Uchiyama Kanzo, and 
the Intellectual World of Shanghai on the Eve of War, (Ann Arbor, MI: Association for Asian Studies, Inc., 
2019).) 
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with the indigenous, the colonial, and the postcolonial in the “non-Western” world...[along with 

associated] processes of translation and transnational migrations...”77  Further to that, Huyssen 

suggests a more nuanced critique of the multivalent nature of those transnational connections, for 

example their power structures, media, and politics.78  Rather than the discourse of “alternative 

modernities,” Huyssen’s “modernism at large” provides us with a different discursive framework 

in which the totalizing force of “modernity” is acknowledged while simultaneously opening up 

spaces for variation and translation. The artwork I discuss in this dissertation is particularly 

emblematic of that “modernism at large,” based on its representation of China’s urban context at 

the beginning of the twentieth century. Not only do the prints formally reflect the global 

circulation and translation, often through the Japanese language, of theories of modern art (and 

further represent the internal tensions of socialist art, created by an educated class for a 

proletariat that may not have been willing or able to engage with it), but materially, their 

production and distribution as printed images are part of the burgeoning Chinese print industry, 

largely based in Shanghai during this time.  

 In a final note concerning Huyssen’s article, it is important to notice his change of 

wording when he adapted the title of Arjun Appardurai’s Modernity at Large into “modernism at 

large.” Here, Huyssen is specifically referring to cultural forms when he discusses “modernism,” 

as quoted above. “Modernity,” on the other hand, is the temporal frame and cultural context in 

which modernism appears, identified by a series of characteristics shared globally, but often 

closely identified with the urban environment, for example, the perception of disorienting speed 

or movement through time, a disjunctive quality to one’s experience of urban space, or the 

 
77 Huyssen, “Geographies of Modernism,” 194.  
78 Huyssen, “Geographies of Modernism,” 197. 
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partitioning of time according to leisure and consumption versus work and production.79  Until 

the 1990s, English- and European-language criticism framed Chinese modernism in literature 

and art as “imitative” (of the alleged Euro-American “original”), always suggesting a temporal 

lag and a continuous (un-ending) process of “catching up” to the West. Literary critics, art 

historians, and theorists have since contradicted those claims and assumptions in a wide variety 

of publications critically addressing Chinese modernity and its cultural output. 80  Chinese art 

students, when possible, went abroad to Japan or Europe for part of their education; that 

experience would have a profound impact on their understanding of modernism as it existed 

within the Japanese context. Upon returning home to China and becoming teachers in art 

academies, they would have at least partially drawn on the material and concepts learned while 

abroad.  Furthermore, artists who had studied abroad, often working in an urban context, created 

and distributed their work with a particular audience in mind, based on the publications they 

chose for personal or political reasons (or both). Without the cracks in Chinese governmental 

 
79 Here I am drawing partially on Alexander Des Forges’ description of the “modern” in relation to late Qing and 

Republican-era literature (Alexander Des Forges. Mediascape Shanghai: The Aesthetics of Cultural Production,  
(Honolulu, HI: University of Hawai’i Press, 2007), 158), William Schaefer’s comparison of Shanghai as an 
urban space with the photographic imagery that represented it at the time (Schaefer, Shadow Modernism, 3), as 
well as Wen-hsin Yeh’s discussion of the daily culture of white-collar workers in Shanghai (Wen-hsin Yeh. 
Shanghai Splendor: Economic Sentiments and the Making of Modern China, 1843-1949, (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 2007), 4). 

80 Aside from Ralph Croizier’s 1993 article, “Post-Impressionists in Pre-War Shanghai: The Juelanshe (Storm 
Society) and the Fate of Modernism in Republican China,” (in John Clark, ed. Modernity in Asian Art. 
(Broadway, NSW, Australia: Wild Peony, 1993), 135-153), very little scholarly attention was paid to (what were 
identified during the Republican era as) Western modernist artistic practices. The May Fourth paradigm and the 
following mid-twentieth-century repudiation of “bourgeois” or “nihilist” work is partially to blame for the 
lacuna, but persistent Orientalist bias plays a major role. This particular bias in English-language histories of 
Chinese art has only very recently started to change with theses and publications devoted to modern oil painting, 
photography, drawing, cartoons, and “commercial” art, for example, Amanda Wright, “Qiu Ti's Contribution to 
Juelanshe and the Intersection of Modernist Ideology, Public Receptivity, and Personal Identity for a Woman Oil 
Painter in Early Twentieth-Century China.” PhD dissertation, University of Kansas, 2011; Pan, Shanghai Style 
(2008); Pickowicz, Shen, and Zhang, eds. Liangyou: Kaleidoscopic Modernity (2013); William Schaefer, 
Shadow Modernism (2017); and Bevan, A Modern Miscellany (2018). On modernism in literature (and 
architecture), see Lydia Liu, Translingual Practice: Literature, National Culture, and Translated Modernity – 
China, 1900-1937, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1995); Leo Ou-fan Lee, Shanghai Modern; and 
Shu-Mei Shih. The Lure of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semicolonial China, 1917-1937, (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 2001). 
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oversight afforded by their establishment in Shanghai’s foreign concessions, for example, it 

would have been politically untenable for many of those publications to exist. In summation, 

these authors have sought to expand our understanding of what “modernity” and “modernism” 

means within the context of China during the twentieth century by focusing on a particular 

aspect of literary or artistic modernism, or in the case of Leo Ou-fan Lee in Shanghai Modern, 

by focusing on various aspects of Shanghai’s urban culture.  

 As is clear from the sources above, much of the literature devoted to this topic has 

centered around Shanghai and its unique experience of modernity in the late Qing and 

Republican periods, focusing on its plethora of newspapers and journals, its film industry, 

literary and artistic circles, economic and development, and political history.81  In each of these 

aspects of Shanghai’s modernity we can see the transnational ties that situate it within a global 

network of exchange and interaction. If, as Geeta Kapur wrote, “...modernity is a way of relating 

the material and cultural worlds in a period of unprecedented change that we call the process of 

modernization,” then it is precisely that sense of “unprecedented change” that we see reflected in 

global modern art, including that of China.82 Moreover, it is most especially in urban settings, 

 
81 See, for example, Christian Henriot, Noel Castelliono (trans.), Shanghai 1927-1937: Municipal Power, Locality, 

and Modernization, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1993); Leo-Ou Fan Lee, Shanghai Modern 
(1999); Alexander Des Forges, Mediascape Shanghai (2007); Reed, Gutenberg in Shanghai (2004); Jason Kuo, 
ed. Visual Culture in Shanghai, 1850s-1930s, (Washington, DC: New Academia Publishing, 2007); Sherman 
Cochran. Inventing Nanjing Road: Commercial Culture in Shanghai, 1900-1945, (Ithaca, NY: East Asia 
Program, Cornell University, 1999); Elizabeth J. Perry, Shanghai on Strike: the Politics of Chinese Labor, 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1993); Zhang Zhen. An Amorous History of the Silver Screen: 
Shanghai Cinema, 1896-1937, (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 2005); Meng Yue. Shanghai 
and the Edges of Empires,  (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2006). Unfortunately, this 
concentration on Shanghai has come at the expense of work devoted to Guangzhou’s urban modernity (and the 
experience of other locations in China, including Beijing, and the non-littoral areas of the mainland). That said, 
Carole Lynne Waara devotes a significant amount of space in her dissertation to the discussion of the Lingnan 
School (see Carol Lynne Waara, “Public and Private Culture in Chinese Art Periodicals, 1912-1937,” PhD diss., 
University of Michigan, 1994), and Ralph Croizer has written the foundational book on modern art in 
Guangdong: Art and Revolution in Modern China: the Lingnan (Cantonese) School of Painting, 1906-1951,  
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1988). 

82 Geeta Kapur “When Was Modernism,” 298.  
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like Shanghai and Guangzhou, where we find the disorienting combinations of cultures, ideas, 

and technologies that lead to modern cultural expression. The artworks discussed in this 

dissertation were created in urban settings and intended for a viewing public, whether made up of 

one individual (in the case of Li Hua sending his modernist prints to Lu Xun), the population of a 

city like Shanghai or Guangzhou, or the broader public beyond China’s national borders. When 

transmitting their work to an audience, print artists chose specific journals (and books) in which 

to publish, based on political ideals as well as the more practical factors of personal connections 

and potential readership.83 For example, while many woodblock prints were published in 

obviously leftist-leaning journals and periodicals like Art and Literature Weekly (Wenyi Xinwen)  

or Brilliance (光明, Guangming, 1936-1937), others were circulated in high-profile, more 

popular, less overtly political pictorials, like Modern Miscellany (Shidai) or Liangyou (The 

Young Companion), and still others in journals like Literature and Art Pictorial (Wenyi Huabao), 

which was devoted to the promotion of modern art (both foreign and domestic) and generally 

leftist in its outlook, but not associated with the kind of revolutionary fervor found in 

Guangming, for instance. Part of this dissertation’s argument is to point out the involvement of 

the woodblock print artists with this broader spectrum of Shanghai’s publishing world, indicating 

their interaction with and absorption of a more varied group of publications than has been 

generally acknowledged in the existing literature.  

VI. A Socialist Aesthetic in Chinese Modern Woodblock Prints 

 
83 As I have argued elsewhere, I believe Lu Xun encouraged and assisted in woodblock prints’ publication in 

journals partially from his sense of their suitability to the medium because of their “universality” (普遍性) and 
“convenience,” (簡便) and partially because of his view of woodblock prints and their publication as a 
conscious embodiment of dialectical materialism, based on his translations of Georgi Plekhanov (1856-1918) 
and Antoly Lunacharsky (1875-1933). (Elizabeth Emrich, “Spilled Ink: Woodblock Print Artists and Lu Xun’s 
Literary and Theoretical Translations,” in Yifeng Sun and Chris Song, eds. Translating Chinese Art and Modern 
Literature, (London and New York: Routledge, 2019), 81).  
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 The May Fourth historiography (and the following Party-constructed history) that I have 

mentioned throughout this introduction not only reified particular parts of China’s modern art 

and literature from the 1920s and 1930s, but also elided other elements through the construction 

of national and political narratives over the course of the twentieth century. This has resulted, 

among other things, in woodblock prints and their artists being rather confined to a particular 

category, marked both “revolutionary” and “socially progressive.” The majority of the prints in 

question were arguably quite progressive and their artists were devoted to addressing societal ills 

like poverty, hunger, and exploitation, as well as to the promotion of Marxist and socialist 

ideology as supported by the nascent CCP. However, these were not the only subject matters 

covered. A large portion of the prints focused on generally apolitical subject matter, including 

landscapes or still lifes: subjects that would have been taught in the art schools which many of 

these print artists attended.84 Further, the style of depiction in many of the prints (both those that 

were politically-engaged and those that do not appear to be) is related to concurrent trends in 

modernist Chinese, European, Russian, and Japanese art, print publication design, photography, 

film, and literature. This broad variety of transnational subject matter and style then calls into 

question the accepted history of printmaking which generally excludes source material other than 

Lu Xun’s publications and the exhibitions he organized. Furthermore, that history has neglected 

to address how China’s prints were in conversation with a global effloresence of leftist 

printmaking through what I call a shared “socialist aesthetic.” 

 
84 See Julia F. Andrews and Kuiyi Shen, The Art of Modern China, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 

2012), 66-71; Sullivan, Art and Artists, 44-51; Mayching Kao, “China’s Response to the West in Art: 1898-
1937,” (PhD dissertation, Stanford University, 1972), 61-135; and Julia F. Andrews and Kuiyi Shen, “The 
Japanese Impact on the Republican Art World: The Construction of Chinese Art as a Modern Field,” Twentieth-
Century China 32, No. 1 (November 2006): 4-35, among other sources. It is notable that Jiang Feng, who 
attended the less pedagogically-structured White Goose Painting Academy, is the only one of the three artists 
discussed here whose (extant) prints never seem to stray from political, military, or social topics. 
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 The artists I will discuss, and many other printmakers whose work goes unmentioned in 

this thesis, were part of a larger aesthetic movement which occurred on a global scale during the 

first half of the twentieth century. Embodying what I will call a “socialist aesthetic,” many 

(though not all) modern Chinese prints, and those from many other disparate locations, shared 

common stylistic and thematic elements that helped them perform similar functions. Namely, 

they served to unite their audience in a shared sense of purpose, if not identity, and through the 

use of “political emotion,” attempted to move them to action.85 So far, the description I have 

given could be applied to any sort of political propaganda, and arguing for the presence of a 

socialist aesthetic in a particular work or group of works is not to the exclusion of other 

identifications (nationalist, popular, etc.) - but it is not coterminous with them, either.   

So what is it that unites the artwork I have designated as possessing a socialist aesthetic? 

In terms of subject matter and style, the specific elements I will identify are the following: first, 

an emotionally affective subject; second, the sense of veracity (not necessarily realism) in the 

depiction of the subject; and third, the representative nature of that subject (in other words, how 

well does that individual subject function as a representative for the collective?) Finally, the 

socialist aesthetic that I identify as a transnational stylistic and thematic component of, usually, 

photography, printmaking, and cartooning from the 1920s through the 1950s is not simply a 

visual embodiment of Marxism. While the aesthetic may be affected in its development in 

various locations by an understanding of Marxist historical materialism (in which history is 

framed as a reflection of the material needs of particular groups at specific times and the 

resulting class struggle), it is not limited to that one theory in its political outlook. Rather, it is 

 
85 Sabine Hake, The Proletarian Dream, 6. 
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more a reflection of the social progressivism that often, but not always, results from a Marxist 

interpretation of history and one’s place within it.  

 The term “socialist aesthetic” is most frequently invoked in research related to Soviet 

artwork from the mid-twentieth century, and brings up visions (as Alexandra Köhring and 

Monica Rüthers put it) of a “hammer and sickle, red banners, and stylized Lenin portraits.”86 

That is not to say that those items are not found in the socialist aesthetic, but rather that, similarly 

to my observation above about the subject matter of early Chinese modern prints, they are not 

the only subject matter. In their work (and within the broader context of their edited volume), 

Köhring and Rüthers identify and discuss the “socialist aesthetic” as something found throughout 

different media. For example postcards, window displays for shops, official photography, or 

women’s fashion all provided a sense of normality, consistency, and, ultimately, identity for 

Soviet citizens.87 While this analysis provides an accurate account of various facets of Soviet 

visual culture during the mid-twentieth-century, the concept of “socialist aesthetics” as Köhring 

and Rüthers use it does not directly pertain to my own formulation. The particular traits that they 

refer to are first, geographically limited in scope to the former Soviet Union;  second, identified 

within the time frame of “late Socialism,” two or more decades after the period I am addressing; 

and third, concern stylistic and thematic elements that have more to do with the maintenance of a 

socialist community or identity than with a universal call to action.  

 Another iteration of “socialist aesthetic” has appeared in Robin Moore’s work pertaining 

to the development of socialist government policies on art and the unexpected results from their 

implementation on the ground, as seen through the lens of musical performance in Cuba. Here, 

 
86 Köhring and Rüthers, “Einleitung [Introduction]” in Köhring and Rüthers, Socialist Aesthetics: Visual Cultures 

of Late Socialism, (Cologne: Böhlau Verlag, 2018), 7. 
87 Ibid.  
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Moore refers to “socialist aesthetic” as interchangeable with “socialist theories of art,” and later 

on in the paragraph, specifically “Marxism.”88 However, as noted above, my understanding of 

“socialist aesthetic” is not directly translatable to a state policy on art. Sarah Pickle, in her 2014 

dissertation on the surprisingly non-didactic functions of some examples of Socialist Realist 

literature and theater drama, also uses “socialist aesthetic” to refer to works associated with 

Socialist Realism as an enforced stylistic policy.89 In both of these cases, “socialist aesthetics” 

refer to, alternatively, Soviet or Cuban art policy and the results of its development and 

implementation either in early-twentieth-century literature in the USSR, theater production in 

East Germany between 1966-1970, or in Cuban music production in bars, clubs, and art 

academies from the 1950s through the 1970s. While some of the work produced as a result of 

these policies most certainly could fall under what I am terming a “socialist aesthetic,” not all of 

it would. The trend that I am identifying was not centralized, but rather the diffuse and sporadic 

appearance of images that were usually produced as multiples or literary tropes, distributed 

through print media or film, and engaged in a particular leftist socio-political project, though not 

through the auspices of any specific national government. 

 Finally, “Socialist Realism” is a different, though related, term to “socialist aesthetics” 

and one that is far more broadly used in discussions relating to the art and aesthetics of 

Communist countries during the twentieth century. As demonstrated above, its ubiquity in 

discussions of artwork related to socialist politics is such that in many publications it is used 

interchangeably with “socialist aesthetics.” Therefore, I would like to clearly differentiate my 

conception of “socialist aesthetics” from “Socialist Realism.” Although I am formulating the 

concept of “socialist aesthetics” as encompassing a form of depiction related to “reality” as it is 

 
88 Moore, Music and Revolution, 2.  
89 Pickle, The Form of Learning, 9.  
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perceived by artist or audience, I see a fundamental difference between the political art form of 

“Socialist Realism” as it appeared in both the Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China, 

and the transnational “socialist aesthetic” in which I claim Chinese modern printmaking plays a 

part. For example, Boris Groys, in his seminal work on Soviet aesthetics, discusses the aims of 

Stalin’s “Socialist Realism,” disseminated as official aesthetic policy at the First Congress of the 

Writers’ Union in 1934, and meant to serve a didactic purpose of educating the masses by 

showing them “reality” (i.e. historical materialism) and what the reality would be in the future 

under a socialist governmental system.90 Under this policy, “realism” was not derived from the 

tradition of Western European representational painting, but rather reflected a form of 

“mimesis,” in which the hidden essence of things as they could or should be was revealed by the 

artist to the viewer.91 In practice, this meant that the subject matter of “Socialist Realism” was 

often limited to nationalistic historical painting or iconic portraits of a political leader, ironically 

often in the nineteenth-century (French Academic) representational vein. While this practice 

began in the Soviet Union in the 1930s after the discrediting of the avant-garde groups, it wasn’t 

systematically adopted in China’s art academies until the period of 1953-1957 as a result of 

diplomatic, cultural, and political exchanges between the USSR and the PRC. Therefore it is not 

applicable to Chinese woodblock printmaking in the 1930s.92  Finally, the clearest division 

between “socialist realism” and a “socialist aesthetic” is that the former was associated with 

particular governments (i.e. the USSR and PRC) as a specific policy and part of their national 

myth-building and self-identification, whereas I perceive socialist aesthetics as cutting across 

 
90 Pickle, The Form of Learning, 12. 
91 Groys, The Total Art of Stalinism, 50-51. 
92 On the political discrediting of the avant-garde and continuity between the aims of avant-garde and socialist 

realist groups in USSR, see Groys, The Total Art of Stalinism, 33-74; On artistic exchanges and related political 
connections between the USSR and PRC, see Andrews, Painters and Politics, Chapter 3: From Popularization 
to Specialization, 110-175. 
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national boundaries, and serving as a globally united language of social protest, often appearing 

as easily reproducible-sketches, woodblock prints, cartoons, and linocuts from the 1920s through 

the 1950s. 

VII. Dissertation Chapters 

 Over the next four chapters, I will place the printmaking of Li Hua, Chen Yanqiao, and 

Jiang Feng within new contexts in order to expand the scope of our understanding of their 

individual bodies of work. As discussed throughout this introduction, the historiography of 

woodblock printmaking in early-twentieth-century China is deeply codified, primarily because of 

a combination of the May Fourth paradigm, political dynamics in the state-formation myth 

combined with Communist Party ideology, and Lu Xun’s own stated preferences. In this project, 

instead of confining these artists’ source material to the usual suspects (i.e. Käthe Kollwitz 

(1867-1945), Carl Meffert, Frans Masereel, Alexander Kravchenko, Georgi Plekhanov, Anatoly 

Lunacharsky, and others) I hope to expand that view to include European modernist painters 

such as Henri Matisse (1869-1954) and Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) and Chinese artists and 

theorists like Ni Yide and Guan Liang (關良, 1900-1986). Rather than reiterating a “top-down” 

analysis of either Lu Xun’s or the League of Left Wing Writers’ influence on the output of the 

woodcut artists, this thesis will attempt its analysis from a “bottom-up” approach, in which the 

contexts and choices of specific artists are shown to affect the movement as a whole. This project 

is transnational in focus, primarily because of the nature of “modernism-at-large” (specifically, 

the formal aesthetic elements and theoretical texts that circulated globally because of, and in 

spite of, colonialism and exploitative trade practices and were, accordingly, adapted, added to, 

and transformed in various locations around the world during the late nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries), but also because of the physical movements of the artists, the individuals with whom 
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they interacted, and the choices they actively made to incorporate imagery from multiple sources 

into their work. It is also an intermedial project, reflecting the formal and thematic relationships 

between woodblock printmaking, photography, reportage literature (報告文學, baogao wenxue), 

cartoon art, and film at this time. While the historiography seems to tell us that modern Chinese 

woodblock printmaking developed in a leftist artwork and theory-filled chamber, it did not. 

Instead, it developed in visually, economically, and politically diverse, cosmopolitan, urban 

centers across China, and that is reflected both visually and thematically.93 

 The first chapter, on Li Hua, focuses on the artist’s early years and his interest in 

European and Japanese modern oil painting and printmaking. During the 1920s and early 1930s, 

Li Hua created paintings and prints that demonstrated his interest in European modernism, an 

interest he would later disavow.94 In this chapter, Lydia Liu’s argument for the importance of the 

role of the translation is demonstrated on multiple levels: not only did Li Hua learn from Chinese 

artists and theorists who had adapted their understanding and deployment of modernism from 

Japanese artists and theorists, but he also spent time in Japan, in direct conversation with artistic 

modernism as it was practiced in Tokyo during 1930-1931. Furthermore, Li Hua’s own work in 

printmaking in the mid-1930s translated that modernism, visually more so than textually, and 

transmitted his ideas to his students in the Modern Print Society, connected to the Guangzhou 

Municipal Art Academy, where he himself had been a student. Ultimately, this first chapter is an 

attempt to reconstruct the breadth and eclecticism of Li Hua’s early career in printmaking 

beyond its more well-known historiographical boundaries. 

 
93 Tang Xiaobing’s Origins of the Avant-Garde gives a much fuller picture of the context of printmaking in 

Shanghai than what I have just described; my critique is generally leveled at the more classically organized PRC 
histories of woodblock printing. However, Tang’s rich overview of the birth of the print movement does miss 
out on some possible nuance by placing Lu Xun at the center of the narrative, rather than the artists themselves. 

94 Li Kang, ed. Di Quan Ji: Li Hua de yishu licheng, (Hefei: Anhui Yishu Chubanshe, 2011), Vol. 1: 10. 
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 The second and third chapters are both devoted to Chen Yanqiao and my analysis of how 

a selection of his woodblock prints engaged with visual material and popular discourse drawn 

from mainstream pictorial magazines and manhua (cartoon) publications. In the second chapter, I 

will argue that three of his works, Pull, from 1934, and Struggle, from 1935, and We Will 

Destroy All Indentured Servitude, from 1936, reflect Chen’s adaptation of imagery from 

illustrations associated with Chinese writers in the Decadent school, as well as the surrounding 

nationalistic fixation on imagery of healthy bodies in print media. Zhu Yingpeng (朱應鵬, 

1895-?) who promoted Western classical mythology and the muscular representation of its gods 

as a model for Chinese figure painting and illustration, was associated through his publishing and 

art world connections with Decadent author Ye Lingfeng, cartoonist Zhang Guangyu, and 

illustrator Wan Laiming. These artists’ work, I will argue, reflected Zhu’s theories, and were all 

imbricated in a larger media-wide association between healthy, muscular bodies and the health of 

the Chinese nation. The cartoons, illustrations, and photographs involved in publications related 

to the above themes presented a source of inspiration for the especially muscular bodies in some 

of Chen’s early prints.  

Chen’s involvement with manhua artists and publications continues with the third chapter in 

which I analyze his print In the Factory from 1935, which was originally published in a manhua 

magazine. Here, I argue that Chen borrowed from both modernist photography and montage 

aesthetics as a transnational design element in Chinese publications in the creation of this print. 

Generally ignored in the literature, these elements (also found in other print artists’ work from 

this time) indicate Chen’s engagement with a much broader set of print material than has 

heretofore been recognized. What is more, they also point to the artist’s interest in photography, 

illustrating intermedial practice in printmaking, particularly on the part of young artists creating 
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their work in a dizzyingly multi-sensory cosmopolitan center like Shanghai. Finally, it is in that 

intermediality, exemplified in Chen’s In the Factory, that the viewer is also able to see how some 

modern Chinese woodblock prints embodied a socialist aesthetic- a set of characteristics shared 

globally, based on their affective quality, socially progressive subject matter, and the 

representative quality of their depiction. 

 In my fourth and last chapter, I will address the relationship between one formal aspect of 

Jiang Feng’s woodblock prints, his depiction of groups of bodies in motion, and the artist’s 

engagement with Chinese reportage literature from the 1930s. Closely associated with the 

League of Left-wing Writers, Jiang’s personal history demonstrates what appears to be a greater 

affinity early on for Communist political organization than either Li Hua or Chen Yanqiao. That 

affinity virtually ensured his early exposure to leftist literature, sometimes in the same 

publications that reproduced his prints. Ultimately, Jiang’s prints are part of an international 

socialist aesthetic, and not solely because his work (in many, though not all cases) illustrates one 

of the most well-trod of the socialist tropes: the “proletariat masses.” Importantly, the 

characteristics surrounding that trope cut across media, and national boundaries, and are a 

foundational element in what I argue is an intermedial socialist aesthetic shared between Jiang’s 

early woodcuts and reportage literature of the time. 

 In each chapter, my focus is on a specific subset of the artist’s woodblock prints, and my 

analysis of those prints rests on a combination of the following questions: With whom did the 

artist come into contact as a result of his schooling or profession, what were their views, and 

what did their artwork look like? What were the materials (outside of the canonical list) that it 

appears Li Hua, Chen Yanqiao, and Jiang Feng were consulting, possibly as a result? In each 

case, what did the artist accomplish by combining that other medium with printmaking? What 
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were their connections to the broader world, both in terms of aesthetics and in terms of physical 

circulation?  These questions will help to expand our understanding of the Chinese modern print 

movement beyond the widely-accepted narrative, and to demonstrate the movement’s lasting 

significance within the broader sphere of global modernism. 
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Chapter 1: Recontextualizing the Work of Li Hua 
 
I. Introduction 

 Executed less than two years apart, the juxtaposition between Li Hua’s (李樺, Li Junying, 

李俊英, 1907-1994) etching titled Nude Female, 1934, (Figure 1.1) and his famous woodcut 

Roar, China, 1935, (Figure 1.2) seems to indicate a vast formal and ideological shift – a shift 

that also appears to be supported in the secondary literature by later art historians and Li Hua 

himself. Between early 1934 and late 1935, Li Hua allegedly turned his back on the “Paris 

School” and devoted himself to leftist revolutionary printmaking, attracted to the way it 

responded to the “needs of society.”95 However, neglecting Li Hua’s early work and training in 

modernist oil painting, and his ongoing involvement and contributions during the 1930s to the 

modern art group Youth Art Society (青年藝術社, Qingnian Yishu She), does a disservice to the 

artist in limiting our understanding of his context, interests, and output. While Li’s later rhetoric 

disavowed modernist painting styles, the prints he published during the mid-1930s included large 

numbers of landscapes, still lifes, and figure studies, which reflect his early interest in post-

Impressionism, Fauvism, Cubism, and Surrealism and which have been generally overlooked in 

the literature surrounding his work.96 I will demonstrate that, contrary to Li Hua’s   

 
95  For Li Hua’s identification of the “Paris School,” see Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay (Wanghuai Pian)” in Li Kang, 

ed. Di Quan Ji: Li Hua’s Art Life (Di Quan Ji: Li Hua de yishu licheng), (Hefei: Anhui Meishu Chubanshe, 
2011), vol. 1: 10. Originally published in People (Renwu) 1983, No. 1. See also Li Hua, “Woodcut Art and Me 
(Wo yu Muke Yishu),” in Li, ed. Di Quan Ji, vol. 1: 14. Originally published in The Call of Art – 
Autobiographical Essays by Artists (Yishu de zhaohuan – Wenxue Yishujia de Zishu), (Beijing: Zhongguo 
Wenshi Chubanshe, 1986). For an example of Li Hua’s discussion of woodcuts representing the “needs of 
society,” see Li Hua, “Volume Preface (Juan Shou Hua),” Modern Prints (Xiandai Banhua), No. 1 (December 
17, 1934): 3.  

96 The exceptions to this have been brief mentions by Shen Kuiyi and Julia Andrews in the following publications 
and conference proceedings: Julia Andrews and Kuiyi Shen, “The Modern Woodcut Movement,” in Julia 
Andrews and Kuiyi Shen, eds., A Century in Crisis: Modernity and Tradition in the Art of Twentieth-Century 
China, (New York, NY: Guggenheim Museum, 1998), 219; Julia Andrews, “The Art of the Revolution: Chinese 
Prints 1930 to 1949,” in Christer van der Burg, ed. The Art of Contemporary Chinese Woodcuts, (London: 
Muban Foundation, 2003): 41; Kuiyi Shen, “Cubism in the Paris of the East,” unpublished Conference 
proceedings, October 2006; along with Li Yunjing, “Li Hua – Pillar of the Modern Print Society (Li Hua – 
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Figure 1.1: Li Hua, Female Nude, 1934-1935, Etching, from Progress in Prints: Chinese 
Modern Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo 
Xiandai Muke Quanji), (Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 5: 1439. Courtesy of the Lu Xun 
Memorial Museum, Shanghai. 
 

  
 

Xiandai Banhua Hui de Zhizhu),” in Lu Xun and Foreign Art (Lu Xun yu Zhongwai Meishu), (Taiyuan: Shu Hai 
Chubanshe, 2005): 295-6 and Felicity Lufkin, “Folk Art in Modern China, 1930-1945,” PhD dissertation, 
University of California, Berkeley, 2001: 143-144. However, these mentions are cursory. 
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Figure 1.2: Li Hua, China, Roar! (Nuhou, ba, Zhongguo!), 1935, Woodcut, Modern Prints 
(Xiandai Banhua), 1, No. 14 (1935), n.p.; from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern Woodblock 
Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai Muke Quanji), 
(Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 1: 251. Courtesy of the Lu Xun Memorial Museum, 
Shanghai. 
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own later rejection of the “Paris School” as being antithetical to his printmaking practice, the 

artist’s engagement with (largely European) modernism through his training, teaching, and 

publishing activities continued up until the Japanese invasion of China in July 1937. 

Furthermore, I will address the historiography around Li Hua, demonstrating how the elision of 

his involvement in Western oil painting has also constrained our understanding of the woodcut 

movement as a whole.  

This chapter seeks to recuperate that history, and to emphasize the role of print 

publications in disseminating examples of modern art, as created by Chinese, Japanese, and 

European artists, for study and emulation during the late 1920s and first half of the 1930s. Those 

print publications were not only self-consciously promoted as educational material for the 

furthering of modern art in China, but were also used for self-identification and legitimization of 

the role of artists’ groups and individual artists, and finally, have provided the foundation on 

which this research project is built.97 Many examples of both Chinese modern painting and 

woodblock printing are only known to later historians through photographic reproductions in 

journals, magazines, and newspapers from the Republican era. Essays included in these widely-

circulated publications have provided current researchers with a deeper understanding of how 

artists based in Guangzhou or Shanghai understood the terms of modern Western art, including 

 
97  For examples of the educational mandate of some of these journals, see Li Hua and Li Weici, “A Small 

Dictionary of Western Artists (Xiyang Meishujia Renming Xiao Cidian)” Youth Art Journal (Qingnian Yishu) 1, 
No. 3 (May 1, 1937): n.p., following another similarly pedagogical article by Ren Zhenhan, titled “Simple 
Explanations of Art Terms (Meishu Yongyu Qianshi),” and a section devoted to Rembrandt, for which Li Hua 
had also written a long article. Recent publications focusing on the importance of print media to the circulation 
and development of visual culture in China and Japan include: Rudolf G. Wagner, ed., Joining the Global 
Public: Word, Image, and City in Early Chinese Newspapers, 1870-1910, (Albany, NY: State University of New 
York Press, 2007); Weipin Tsai, Reading Shenbao: Nationalism, Consumerism, and Individuality in China, 
1919-37, (New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010); Joan Judge, Republican Lens: Gender, Visuality, and 
Experience in the Early Chinese Periodical Press, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2015); Pedith 
Pui Chan, The Making of a Modern Art World: Institutionalization and Legitimization of Guohua in Republican 
Shanghai, (Leiden & Boston: Brill, 2017); and Erin Schoneveld, Shirakaba and Japanese Modernism: Art 
Magazines, Artistic Collectives, and the Early Avant-Garde (Leiden & Boston: Brill, 2019). 
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“post-Impressionism,” “Cubism,” “Fauvism,” and “Surrealism,” and then how they reinterpreted 

and redeployed these ideas in their own work.  

In the first section of the chapter, I will address the historiography of Li Hua and his 

work, starting with Li Hua’s own writings from the 1980s and 1990s, Zhang Zuoming’s 1989 

biography of the artist, and the work of Li Yunjing, a scholar of both Lu Xun (魯迅, 1881-1936) 

and the woodcut movement, among other topics. Following that, I will continue with a broader 

critique of how the history of woodblock printmaking in China, and its relationship with Lu Xun, 

has generally been characterized. My overall criticism of these sources rests on their top-down 

approach to telling the history of modern printmaking in China through the lens of Lu Xun’s 

guidance and judgment, and how that can obscure the multiple, sometimes contradictory stylistic 

choices made by the artists themselves.  

In the second section, I will provide a broader context for Li Hua’s artistic activities 

during the 1920s, including his time spent attending the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy (廣

州市立美術學校, Guangzhou Shili Meishu Xuexiao), as well as context for his experience in 

Guangzhou during a time of significant political upheaval, not only nationally but also locally. I 

am particularly keen to provide this background as histories of the modern Chinese print 

movement are by default focused on the urban context of Shanghai; discussing the role 

Guangzhou played for Li Hua will help to expand our current understanding of his artistic 

activities. Following this, I will address Li Hua’s experiences in Japan at the Kawabata 

Academy, an experience shared by several famous Chinese oil painters during the 1920s and 

1930s, and his short sojourn in Shanghai, which ended with the Japanese bombardment of the 

city in 1932. 
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Finally, in the third section, I will address his activities during the years 1933 to 1937, 

along with his job teaching at his alma mater, the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy. His 

activities during this time show sustained engagement with oil painting before starting to teach 

himself printmaking skills in early 1934, following the death of his wife and fellow artist, Liang 

Yijian (梁益堅, ?-1934). I will analyze two groups of Li Hua’s prints in relation to concurrent 

modern painting trends: the first is a group of female nudes, and the second is a group of Cubist 

and Surrealist woodcuts and etchings. Using these artworks, along with Li Hua’s published 

essays in magazines and journals including Modern Prints (現代版畫, Xiandai Banhua, 1934-

1936), Literature and Art Pictorial (文藝畫報, Wenyi Huabao, 1934-1935), and Youth Art 

Journal (青年藝術, Qingnian Yishu, 1937), I will demonstrate the eclecticism of Li Hua’s 

artistic practice during the mid-1930s. Rather than confining himself to one particular type of 

artistic production, as later histories imply, I argue that Li Hua remained committed to promoting 

a diverse range of styles of artistic creation until the outbreak of war with Japan in 1937 

superseded all else. Through an expansion of our knowledge of Li Hua’s artistic practice, and his 

place within multiple concurrent art circles during the 1930s, I hope to also expand our 

understanding of the multiplicity and variety inherent in the modern Chinese print movement.  

II. Historiography of the Woodblock Print Movement, and of Li Hua 

The recollection or construction of histories, whether national or personal, prioritizes 

certain elements or events at the expense of others. In the case of the Chinese printmakers who 

were active during the early twentieth century, the element in their histories that is often given 

the most emphasis is their relationship with the writer and cultural critic Lu Xun. For example, 

one of the foundational English-language publications on the history of woodblock printing in 

China, Chinese Woodcuts, written by Li Hua himself, spends seven pages discussing Lu Xun’s 
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role in the modern woodcut movement and only five pages discussing the actual printmakers’ 

activities and artwork during the 1930s.98 Indeed, the historiography of woodblock printmaking 

in China is largely formulaic. Both written records from the early twentieth century and later 

recollections relate that artists read certain materials and saw particular works translated or 

otherwise published by Lu Xun, and because of them, began to follow socialist ideals. 

Accordingly, the young artists’ woodblock prints depicted the poor and downtrodden, and 

uncovered societal ills that needed addressing in order for the country to move forward. While 

this history is largely true, it of course leaves out great swaths of woodcuts and wood engravings 

which do not fit the revolutionary, leftist mold. Lu Xun’s own choice of woodblock prints to 

collect and publish in China for the benefit of young print artists was certainly not completely 

defined by his political agenda. For example, in his series of woodcut publications, Morning 

Flowers in the Garden of Art (藝苑朝華, Yi Yuan Chao Hua, 1929-1930), he included an entire 

volume devoted to Aubrey Beardsley, whose work was completely unconcerned with reflecting 

social reality.99 Prints in two of the series’ other volumes, both titled Selection of Modern 

Woodcuts (近代木刻选集, Jindai muke xuanji), included work by European, American, 

Russian, and Japanese artists, providing woodcut artists with numerous examples of styles and 

perspectives to emulate.100 Other journals and magazines focused on art, but unconnected with 

 
98  Li Hua, Zuo Boyang, trans., Chinese Woodcuts, (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1995), 98-114. My object 

here is not to denigrate Li Hua’s, or other authors’, publications on the subject, but instead to point out what I 
see as an outsized emphasis on the role of one (albeit important) figure. 

99 Lu Xun appears to have had more than one reason to publish examples of both Beardsley and Fukiya Koji’s 
works: aside from provide good examples for young artists to examine, he was also interested in exposing what 
he saw as Ye Lingfeng’s blatant copying of Beardsley’s and Koji’s work. (Lu Xun, “For the Sake of Forgotten 
Memories (Weile wangque de jinian),” Les Contemporains (Xiandai), Vol. 2, No. 6, 1933, cited in Tang 2008, 
85-86.)  

100 The Japanese artist included in Selected Modern Woodcuts was Nagase Yoshio (永濑義郎, 1891-1978), who 
was involved in the Hakubakai group (as was Fujishima Takeji, an instructor of Western painting at the 
Kawabata Academy in Tokyo, which Li Hua attended), and in 1922 had already published To People Who Want 
to Make Prints (Hanga o tsukuru hito e), a well-known print-making instructional book. (Helen Merritt and 
Nanako Yamada, Guide to Modern Japanese Woodblock Prints: 1900-1975, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i 
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Lu Xun, like Literature and Art Pictorial, to which Li Hua contributed an essay on printmaking 

in Guangzhou in 1934, provided further source material for young print artists.101 Reflecting the 

broad range of imagery available for artists to draw from at this time, Li Hua’s work from 1934 

to 1935 (Figure 1.3), and the work of many other print artists from the early-to-mid-1930s, 

including Liu Xingxian (劉興憲, dates unknown) (Figure 1.4), a member of Li Hua’s Modern 

Print Society (現代版畫研究會, Xiandai Banhua Yanjiu Hui), exhibit eclectic tendencies, with 

elements of post-Impressionism, Cubism, Fauvism, and Surrealism.   

In the case of Li Hua, secondary sources (along with essays by the artist himself) 

appearing in the 1980s and ‘90s paint a particular picture of the woodcut movement, and of Li 

Hua’s role within it. In 1981, a commemorative publication concerning the previous fifty years 

of the woodblock print movement was published and included essays by a wide range of the 

artists and individuals involved. While these documents, many of them reprinted from other 

contexts, provide valuable personal perspectives and information, they are clearly subject to the 

vagaries of individuals’ memories and political necessity. For example, Li Hua’s recollection of 

his experiences with printmaking and the Modern Print Society during the 1930s is full of 

detailed information concerning the activities of the young print artists, the Soviet art theory they  

 

 
Press, 1995), 102.) In his writings, Li Hua never specified which Japanese instructional manual he used to teach 
himself woodblock printing, although it is tempting to speculate it was Nagase Yoshio’s text, particularly in light 
of his and Fujishima Takeji’s involvement in the same artist group, and the latter artist’s instruction of Li Hua. 

101 Li Hua, “The Woodcut Movement in Guangzhou (Muke Yundong zai Guangzhou)” Literature and Art Pictorial 
(Wenyi Huabao) 1, No. 2 (December 15, 1934): 58-59. This particular journal also included a spread on Alexei 
Kravchenko’s printmaking (“Kravchenko’s Woodcuts (Kelaifuqinhe de Muke),” Literature and Art Pictorial 
(Wenyi Huabao) 1, No. 4 (April 15, 1935), 32-33), and Li Dongping (李東平, dates unknown), a member of the 
modernist Chinese Independent Artist Association, contributed an essay on German expressionist printmaking 
(“German Expressionst Woodcuts (Deguo Biaoxianpai de Muke)” Literature and Art Pictorial (Wenyi Huabao) 
1, No. 1 (October 10, 1934), 58-60). This latter essay, or the journal’s broad range of stylistic content, may have 
attracted Li Hua’s attention and prompted him to contribute his essay to the December issue. 
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Figure 1.3: Li Hua, Life (Shengming), Woodcut, 1934-1935, Ten Color Woodcuts by Li Hua (李
樺色刷木刻十幀, Li Hua Se Shua Muke Shi Zhen), from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern 
Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai 
Muke Quanji), (Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 3: 1072. Courtesy of the Lu Xun 
Memorial Museum, Shanghai. 
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Figure 1.4: Liu Xingxian, Abandoned Mother (Qifu), Wood engraving, Modern Prints (Xiandai 
Banhua) 1, No. 1 (December 17, 1934), 8; from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern Woodblock 
Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai Muke Quanji), 
(Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 1: 9. Courtesy of the Lu Xun Memorial Museum, 
Shanghai. 
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read, the European and Russian artists they looked to for inspiration, and ultimately, the 

significance of the “needs of society” to the woodcut movement as a whole.102 However, the 

essay was originally published in 1957, in the fifth issue of the journal Woodcut (版畫, Banhua), 

and repeats much of the same information that is stated elsewhere in other histories of the 

woodcut movement. (It in fact may be the source, in many instances.) Very often woodcut 

artists, in recounting their experiences during the 1930s, mention Lu Xun’s translation (from 

Japanese) of Anatoly Lunacharsky’s On Art, published in 1929, as a foundational text for their 

artistic practice; Li Hua does here and in many other essays as well.103  Li Hua’s invocation of 

the names of influential foreign print artists (some of whose work had been promoted in Lu 

Xun’s five-issue publication on woodcuts and wood engravings, Morning Flowers) also echoes 

other artists’ recollections.104 Vladimir Favorsky (1886-1964), Frans Masereel (1889-1972), and 

Käthe Kollwitz (1867-1945) are mentioned as important figures for the woodcut artists to 

emulate in their work – all of which is true.  

The theory and artwork that Li Hua mentions were indeed quite influential on his 

printmaking and that of his students. Furthermore, his identification of specific Japanese sosaku 

hanga artists (i.e. Unichi Hiratsuka (平塚運一, 1895-1997) and Maekawa Sempan (前川千帆, 

 
102 Li Hua, “Remembering the ‘Modern Print Society’ (Huiyi ‘Xiandai Banhua Hui’),” in Li Hua, Li Shusheng, Ma 

Ke, eds. Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock Print Movement (Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua Yundong Wushi 
Nian, 1931-1981), (Shenyang: Liaoning Meishu Chubanshe, 1981), 226-228, originally published in Woodcut 
(Banhua), No. 5, 1957. 

103 Li Hua, “Remembering,” 226, also in Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 11, and “Woodcut Art and Me,” 16. See 
Anatoly Lunacharsky, Lu Xun trans., On Art (Yishu Lun), (Shanghai: Dajiang Shupu Chubanshe, 1929). This 
was in fact the third volume in the series Collection of Scientific Art Theory (Kexue de yishulun congshu); other 
titles included Alexander Bogdanov, Translated by Su Wen, New Theories of Art (Xin Yishu Lun), (Shanghai: 
Shuimo Shudian, 1929).  

104 Li Hua, “Remembering,” 228. Also see Hu Yichuan, “Remembering Lu Xun and the ‘Eighteen Society’ (Huiyi 
Lu Xun yu ‘Yi Ba Yi She’),” in Li, Li, and Ma, eds. Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock Print Movement, 173; 
Chen Guang and Lu Hongji, “The Whole Story of the Eighteen Society (Yi Ba Yi She Shimo),” in Wu Bunai, 
Wang Guanquan, eds. Collected Remembrances of the Eighteen Society (Yi Ba Yi She Jinian Ji), (Beijing: 
Renmin Meishu Chubanshe, 1981), 4; and Chen Yanqiao, “Remembering the ‘Wild Grass Society,’ (Huiyi ‘Ye 
Cao She’),” in Li, Li, and Ma, eds. Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock Print Movement, 216, among other 
examples. 
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1888-1960)) who were also emulated by the Modern Print Society is unusual in the history of 

modern Chinese printmaking.105 The Society artists appear to be unique in their direct 

involvement and exchange with Japanese print artists, including the Black and White Society (白

と黒, Shiro to Kuro).106 However Li remains silent on the broad range of imagery, including 

still-lifes and nude figure studies, in both his own body of work as well as that of his students,  

published in their Modern Prints journal. Elements of modernist artwork, such as that created by 

Henri Matisse (1869-1954), Pablo Picasso (1881-1973), and Marc Chagall (1887-1985), also 

appear in these artists’ works, even though Li’s later essay specifically dismisses the depiction of 

“nude female figures, apples, and bananas” as “useless.”107 

By 1982, when Li Hua wrote another essay, this one more auto-biographical and titled 

“Forgotten Essay,” his tone had softened. Acknowledging his interest in Western modernist art, 

specifically Matisse, Li Hua continues by disavowing the Paris School (巴黎畫派, Bali hua pai) 

and stating his “suspicion” of Fauvism and other modernist schools. Again, he mentions Lu 

Xun’s translation of Lunacharsky, and also the work of Georgi Plekhanov (1857-1918) as 

foundational to his understanding of the importance of reflecting the reality of society in his 

work.108 Even though Li conceded some of amount of interest in Western modernist artists in this  

  
 

105 Li Hua, “Remembering,” 228. Sosaku hanga is translated to mean “creative prints,” similarly to the 
contemporaneous term chuangzuo muke in Chinese. These sosaku hanga artists differentiated themselves from 
the shin hanga or “new prints” movement through their practice of “self-drawing, self-carving, self-printing” 
rather than the traditionally collaborative effort between artist, carver, and publisher. For more information, see 
Helen Merritt, Modern Japanese Woodblock Prints: The Early Years, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 
1990) and Merritt and Yamada, Guide to Modern Japanese Woodblock Prints, (1995), as well as Oliver Statler, 
Modern Japanese Prints: An Art Reborn, (Tokyo and Rutland, VT: Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1959). In the 
1981 publication, Maekawa Sempan’s name is written as 前村千帆.  

106 Shirley Sun, “Lu Hsun and the Chinese Woodblock Print Movement, 1929-1936,” PhD dissertation, Stanford 
University, 1974, 111; Julia F. Andrews, “Japanese Oil Paintings in the First Chinese National Fine Arts 
Exhibition of 1929 and the Development of Asian Modernism,” in Joshua Fogel, ed. The Role of Japan in 
Modern Chinese Art, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2012), 223. 

107 Li Hua, “Remembering,” 226. 
108 Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 10-11. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Li Hua, Sisters on a Balcony (Zimei zai lutai), Pencil, The Young Companion 
(Liangyou), No. 102, February 1935, 28.  
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article however, he makes no mention whatsoever of his ten-year membership and active 

involvement with the modernist artists’ group, the Youth Art Society (青年藝術社, Qingnian 

Yishu She), starting in 1927, whose early members included the oil painters Wu Wan (吳琬,  

dates unknown), Zhao Shiming (趙世銘, dates unknown) and Wu Qianli (伍千里, dates 

unknown), later better known as a photographer, contributor to mainstream pictorial The 

Cosmopolitan (大眾畫報, Dazhong Huabao, 1933-35) and member of Shanghai’s Black and 

White Photography Society (黑白影社, Hei Bai Ying She), and Li Hua’s eventual wife, Liang 

Yijian. Later members included the sculptor and designer Zheng Ke (鄭可, 1906-1987), whom 

Li Hua recalls designing the layout for every issue of the Modern Prints journal, indicating their 

ongoing friendship and collaboration.109 A feature in The Young Companion (良友, Liangyou, 

1926-1945) on one of the Youth Art Society’s exhibitions in early 1935 demonstrates that Li 

Hua was still exhibiting with them, and creating artwork that was not obviously associated with 

the “needs of society.” (The sketch in question is a depiction of “Two Sisters on a Balcony”, 

executed in a style reminiscent of Picasso.) (Figure 1.5) Finally, Li Hua was still actively 

involved with the artist group as late as 1937, contributing articles on Rembrandt’s prints and 

John Constable’s landscape painting in the April and May 1937 issues of their journal, Youth Art 

(青年藝術, Qingnian Yishu, 1937).110 While the works of Soviet art theorists and Expressionist 

artists did have a demonstrable impact on the direction and subject matter of Li Hua’s 

printmaking, he clearly drew from other schools of art as well, as would have been normal for 

 
109 Li Hua, “Remembering,” 236.  
110 See Li Hua, “Constable’s Landscape Paintings (Kangsitabao de fengjing hua)” Youth Art (Qingnian Yishu) 1, 

No. 4 (May 1937): 320-324, and “Rembrandt’s Etchings (Linbulan de Tongbanhua),” Youth Art (Qingnian 
Yishu) 1, No. 3 (April 1937): 197-204. 
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any artist who was trained in the Western painting department of an art academy, and who later 

returned to the same department to teach (in 1933).  

Li Hua’s elision of particular parts of his early artistic life is echoed in others’ writings on 

him as well. For example, Zhang Zuoming’s 1989 biography of Li Hua covers the artist’s entire 

career. However, the period between when he entered the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy in 

1922 and the start of his employment at the Academy in 1933 is described in only ten pages, and 

remains almost completely silent on his artistic activities during this period. In counterpoint, the 

following section devotes thirty pages to covering the years 1933 and 1937, and of those, five 

full pages are devoted to Li Hua’s correspondence with Lu Xun between December 1934 and 

September 1935, with much of the material pulled directly from Li Hua’s previously published 

remembrances of his woodblock printing activities. While several of Li Hua’s prints are 

discussed individually, those chosen were collectively praised for their “patriotic spirit,” and 

their subject matter was either related to social critique or support for the Chinese military.111 

Unsurprisingly, prints that could have been described as “為藝術而藝術” (wei yishu er yishu, or 

“Art for art’s sake”), like Li Hua’s nude figures, were completely ignored by the author.112  

 
111 Zhang Zuoming, Biography of Li Hua (Li Hua Zhuan), (Beijing: Renmin Meishu Chubanshe, 1989), 42-45. 
112 Starting in the early twentieth century, this phrase was widely employed in writing about Impressionist, Post- 

Impressionist, Fauvist, and Surrealist art, particularly, but not exclusively, in those essays by left-leaning artists  
and art historians that dealt with the responsibilities of art to depict “reality” and to foment change in society. It  
was often coupled with an allusion to the “ivory tower” (象牙之塔, xiangya zhi ta) that artists should abandon,  
and a call for artists to descend to the “busy city streets” (十字街頭, shizi jietou). Based on Wu Wan’s careful  
handling of those phrases in a letter that he publicized concerning the Youth Art Society’s September 1929  
exhibition, it appears that their meanings already had widely-held leftist associations by that time. See Wu Wan  
“After the Curtain Fell on the Exhibition (Zhanlanhui Bimu Hou)” Guangzhou People’s Daily (Guangzhou  
Minguo Ribao), September 11, 1929, reprinted in Zhao Li and Yu Ding, eds., Collected Essays on Chinese Oil  
Painting, 1543-2000 (Zhongguo Youhua Wenxian, 1543-2000), (Changsha: Hunan Meishu, 2002): 584-585.  
These associations (and the terms’ popularity) may have been as a result of Lu Xun’s use of them in the  
postscript to his 1925 translation of Kuriyagawa Hakuson’s (廚川白村, 1880-1923) Out of  
the Ivory Tower (Chule xiangya zhita). See Leo Ou-fan Lee, Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of a New Urban  
Culture in China, 1930-1945, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 234. The phrase seen at the 
time as antithetical to “art for art’s sake” was the phrase “art for life’s sake” (為生命而藝術, wei shengming er 
yishu), and by the late 1920s and 1930s was often used by leftist writers and artists to describe (what they saw 
as) more socially-engaged forms of artwork. Kirk Denton points out the prominence of the phrases when 
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While in Zhang’s biography, Li Hua’s oil painting practice and his stylistic and personal 

connections with modernist artists are generally ignored, the author Li Junying does address Li 

Hua’s Cubist print compositions in an essay published in 2005. Noting that the compositions in 

Li Hua’s Ten Color Woodcuts by Li Hua, published in 1935, were unusual for their use of color 

and also for their Cubist imagery, Li Junying goes on to draw a direct comparison to the work of 

Picasso and Georges Braques (1882-1963). However, instead of then contextualizing these 

printmaking experiments within the framework of Li Hua’s own training, his history of interest 

in oil painting, and Chinese Cubist painting practices in general, Li Yunjing refers only to Lu 

Xun’s negative reaction to the album after Li Hua sent it to him for comment. The author then 

goes on to argue that Li Hua immediately quit all experiments with Cubism after that as a 

result.113 While it is in fact likely that that is what happened, Li Junying’s focus on Lu Xun in an 

article discussing Cubism in Li Hua’s prints (even though Lu Xun does not directly refer to 

Cubism in his response to Li Hua!) is one more example of Lu Xun’s role in the woodblock print 

movement receiving the lion’s share of the scholarly attention, while the details of the artists’ 

lives are given short shrift.  

III. Li Hua’s Context in Guangzhou and its Western Oil Painting Movement, 1922-1932 

 In order to address those lacunae in the history of woodblock printmaking, in this section 

I will outline some of Li Hua’s artistic activities during the first ten years of his career, during 

which time he attended an art academy in Guangzhou, co-founded an artists’ group which 

focused mainly on oil painting, began his career-long involvement with publishing, and studied 

and worked in both Tokyo and Shanghai. The majority of Li’s early life and career, however, 

 
discussing the Creation Society and their published work. See Kirk Denton, Modern Chinese Literary Thought: 
Writings on Literature, 1893-1945, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1996): 56.  

113  Li Yunjing, “Li Hua,” 295. 
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was spent in Guangzhou, a city that became the Nationalist Party’s (國民黨, Guomindang) 

power base during the 1920s, and maintained strong ties with Hong Kong and overseas Chinese 

communities.  

Born in 1907 in the city of Guangzhou to a family who owned a porcelain shop and had 

four other children, Li experienced economic hardship early on.114 Although his father had taken 

the civil service examinations as a young man, he had not achieved a government position and 

had no inheritance to fall back on, so he founded a commercial enterprise. Due to the 

embezzlement of the shop’s funds by a crooked shopkeeper, by the time Li Hua was five or six 

the family had fallen on hard times and was almost completely dependent on Li’s mother for 

their income.115 Ultimately, Li’s older brother secured a place studying at Sacred Heart Academy 

(聖心書院, Shengxin Shuyuan), the school associated with the French Roman Catholic cathedral 

in Guangzhou, and found a job in a “foreign firm,” while Li Hua, at around age thirteen or 

fourteen, entered vocational training and became a radio operator, also in Guangzhou.116 At 

around the age of 15, Li, who had previously exhibited an interest in art, heard about the 

establishment of the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy, tested for a place, and was accepted. 

For the next four years, he continued to work full time as a radio operator as well as taking a full 

load of classes at the art academy, crisscrossing the city every day on his way between home, 

work, and school.117 Given the political and military upheaval occurring in Guangzhou at the 

time, including the Merchant Corps Incident of 1924, the struggle between Guomindang armies 

and rebel forces for control of the city in June 1925, and the Canton-Hong Kong Strike (省港大

 
114 Zhang, Biography of Li Hua, 1. 
115 Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 6-8. 
116 Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 8. 
117 Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 9. 
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罷工, shenggang dabagong) of June 1925 to November 1926, Li’s daily commute was more 

dangerous than it sounds. 

At the same time that Li and his family were looking for work and schooling, military 

and political dramas were playing out on both a local and national level. Following the 1911 

Revolution, a succession of warlords controlled Guangzhou until 1920, when the anti-Qing 

revolutionary and military leader Chen Jiongming (陳炯明, 1878-1933) succeeded in taking the 

city and invited Sun Yat-sen (孫中山, 1866-1925) back. This détente would only last until June 

1922, at which point Sun fled Guangzhou, and by 1923, warlord forces from Yunnan and 

Guangxi were once again in charge of the city. Their nominal allegiance to Sun and the 

Nationalists, however, allowed Sun to return to Guangzhou, and for the Nationalist Party to 

make Guangzhou the base of their power and national operations by the mid-1920s.  

At the same time as this political upheaval, however, Guangzhou was transformed by the 

advent of Western-style city planning, and an influx of capital from overseas Chinese 

communities, still connected through trade and family to southern China. Shuk-wah Poon notes 

that after almost a decade of upheaval, Guangzhou’s municipal offices were formed in 1918 

under the warlord Mo Rongxin (莫榮新, 1853-1930), and by 1921, Sun Ke (Sun Fo, 孫科, 1891-

1973), Sun Yat-sen’s son, had assumed the role of mayor of Guangzhou, overseeing several 

modernization and urban planning efforts, including the building of schools, water and sewer 

systems, public recreational facilities, and roads.118 (The founding of Guangzhou Municipal Art 

 
118 Shuk-wah Poon, Negotiating Religion in Modern China: State and Common People in Guangzhou, 1900-1937, 

(Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, 2009), 42-43. 
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Academy was part of these programs.) By July 1925, the Guomindang had established a national 

government in Guangzhou, prior to launching the Northern Expedition to unify the country.119 

Industry and its associated classes, i.e. its workers and its owners, were as important to 

Republican-era Guangzhou as they were to Republican-era Shanghai. The Nationalist 

government recognized those workers, and their strikes and labor unrest (particularly the Hong 

Kong Seamen’s Strike of 1922 (香港海員大罷工, Xianggang haiyuan dabagong)), as a source 

of resistance against imperialist powers.120 However, merchants and their trade organizations, 

traditionally a strong societal structure in Guangzhou, became an increasing threat to 

Guomindang government power in Guangzhou through both their combined resistance to 

rapacious government taxation schemes, and through their gathering of weapons. As a result, 

during the Merchant Corps Incident of 1924, the Guangzhou government razed the neighborhood 

of Xiguan, in which the Merchant Corps was located, killing hundreds of civilians.121 Nationalist 

Party support for the workers and labor unions and their activities proved short-lived as well: by 

November 1926, the Guomindang government had suppressed the remnants of the Canton-Hong 

Kong Strike, which it had originally (the previous year) supported as a nationalistic response to 

British economic control over Guangzhou through their colonial exploitation of Hong Kong.122 

Chiang Kai-shek (蔣介石, 1887-1975) having taken power within the Guomindang by March 

1926, speedily arrested Communist political workers and detained the Soviet advisors in 

Guangzhou who, up until that point, had been working with the Nationalist government.123 

Working his way north in the latter half of 1926 as part of the Northern Expedition, Chiang 

 
119 Michael Tsin, Nation, Governance, and Modernity in China: Canton, 1900-1927, (Stanford, CA: Stanford 

University Press, 1999), 144.  
120 Tsin, Nation, Governance, and Modernity, 145. 
121 Tsin, Nation, Governance, and Modernity, 86. 
122 Tsin, Nation, Governance, and Modernity, 153-155. 
123 Tsin, Nation, Governance, and Modernity, 165. 
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reached Shanghai in March 1927, and on April 12, 1927, began the purge of Communists and 

their sympathizers in that city; the same purge was carried out in Guangzhou three days later, 

resulting in the loss of hundreds of lives.124   

The above description of military and political upheaval gives us some idea of the context 

in which artists and educators were working in Guangzhou during the 1920s, and perhaps the 

effects it would have had on them. For example, Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy, a public 

institution, was an emblem of the rapid growth of modernization and municipal reforms based on 

Western and Japanese models, implemented by returned students with degrees from international 

universities. Furthermore, the Academy itself would have been vitally important for providing 

free education to the public in the midst of ongoing, widespread economic difficulty. For Li Hua 

in particular, in the 1920s, Guangzhou Municipal provided him with an avenue to professional 

and personal contacts with teachers and classmates which would prove important. In the 1930s, it 

also provided him with employment, and finally, a platform for launching the woodblock print 

career for which he would become known.  

Li started his art training at the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy at some point 

between 1922 and 1924, shortly after the institution’s founding in 1922.125 In May 1924 the city 

of Guangzhou received a part of the Boxer Indemnity funds returned to China by colonial 

powers for educational use, and Li Hua was chosen to go to Japan for two months as part of an 

educational delegation, including teachers, students, and administrators from the Bureau of 

 
124 Tsin, Nation, Governance, and Modernity, 169. 
125 The most recent large-scale retrospective exhibition of Li Hua’s career, “Prometheus in Printmaking: A Li Hua 

Retrospective on the 110th Anniversary of His Birth (桃李樺燭：李樺誕辰一百一十周年紀念展, Tao Li Hua 
Zhu: Li Hua Danchen Yibaiyishi Zhounian Jinian Zhan)” on view from December 20, 2017 through February 
25, 2018 at the Central Academy of Fine Art Museum, Beijing, stated that Li Hua entered the Guangzhou 
Municipal Art Academy in 1922 as part of its first class. Zhang’s biography states that he entered the academy in 
1923 (Zhang, Biography of Li Hua, 7), while Li Kang’s “Chronology of Li Hua” places his entry into the 
academy in 1924. (“Chronology of Li Hua (Li Hua Nianbiao)” in Li, ed., Di Quan Ji, 278. 
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Education, kindling what would later be a deep interest in modern Japanese artwork and what it 

could contribute to Chinese printmaking.126 Upon his return, he continued his instruction at 

Guangzhou Municipal and graduated in April 1927.127  

Created at the behest of the newly-formed Guangzhou municipal government, Guangzhou’s Art 

Academy was the first public art school opened in China.128 Originally largely funded by a gift 

from the head of the Guangzhou Education bureau, Xu Chongqing (許崇清, Xu Zhicheng, 許志

澄, 1888-1969), the school was co-organized by Hu Gentian (胡根天, 1892-1985), who had 

graduated from the Tokyo Academy of Fine Arts in 1920, and Feng Gangbai (馮鋼百, 1884-

1984), who had studied art in Mexico, New York, and Chicago approximately ten years 

earlier.129 While Xu Chongqing was named titular headmaster at the time of the school’s 

founding, by March 1924, Xu had asked to resign and his singular authority was replaced by a 

committee of four teachers chosen from the school along with Xu. The committee was 

comprised of Hu Gentian, Chen Qiushan (陳丘山, dates unknown), Liang Luan (梁鑾, dates 

unknown), and Feng Gangbai.130 Chen Qiushan taught watercolor painting, Liang Luan taught 

design courses, and Feng Gangbai was the head of Western (oil) painting at Guangzhou 

Municipal. As Hu Yuqing describes it, the curriculum at Guangzhou Municipal followed a four-

year structure in which the first two years were devoted to drawing from plaster casts and still-  

 
126 “Miscellaneous News from the Field of Education in the Provinces (Ge Sheng Jiaoyu Jie Zaxun),” Shenbao, No. 

18,405 (May 26, 1924), 10; Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 9.  
127 “Diploma (Biyezhengshu),” April 1927, reproduced in Li Kang, Di Quan Ji, 10. 
128 Zhang, Biography of Li Hua, 7. During his tenure as the head of the Guangdong Provincial government, Chen 

Jiongming notably invited Chen Duxiu to relocate from Beijing in order to head up a project for educational 
reform. (Tsin, Nation, Governance, and Modernity, 56.) 

129 Wu Wan, “An Impression of the Last 25 Years of Painting in Guangzhou (Ershiwu Nian Lai Guangzhou Huihua 
Yinxiang),” Youth Art (Qingnian Yishu) 1, No. 1 (February 1, 1937), 11; Michael Sullivan, Art and Artists of 
Twentieth-Century China, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1996), 302. Also see Feng Gangbai: 
Master of Early Oil Painting in China (Zhongguo Zaoqi Youhua Dajia: Feng Gangbai), (Beijing: Renmin 
Meishu Chubanshe, 2003. 

130 “Miscellaneous News from the Field of Education in the Provinces (Ge Sheng Jiaoyu Jie Zaxun),” Shenbao, No. 
18,335 (March 17, 1924), 10. 
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Figure 1.6: Feng Gangbai, Portrait of a Man (Nanren Xiaoxiang), 1919, Oil on canvas, Collection 
of the National Art Museum of China 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.7: He Sanfeng, Exercise in Figure Drawing (Renti Xizuo), Oil, Art Exhibition 
Newsletter (Meizhan), 1929 supplement issue, 2.  
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Figure 1.8: Guan Liang, Gathering Firewood in the West (Xiqiao), Oil on fibreboard, 1935, 
Collection of the National Art Museum of China 
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life tableaus, then from live models and painting in watercolors. In the third year, students started 

learning oil painting. Aside from fine arts training, research and theory were also emphasized, 

with classes on art history, aesthetics, color theory, anatomy, and languages. In 1927, Hu Gentian 

expanded the curricula to include a department of guohua (國畫, national (or Chinese) painting). 

During its sixteen years of operation, the academy also published three different art journals: Art 

(美術, Meishu, 1935-1936); Art Education (美育, Meiyu, dates unknown); and Guangzhou 

Municipal Art Academy Students (市美學生, ShiMei Xuesheng, 1932-1936).131 

Given that he was in charge of all Western painting at Guangzhou Municipal, it is likely 

that Feng Gangbai was also Li Hua’s teacher, along with Guan Liang (關良, 1900-1986) and He 

Sanfeng (何三峰, dates unknown), both of whom arrived in 1926 and worked in the Western 

painting department.132 Examples of Feng Gangbai’s oil painting technique demonstrates his  

training in European academic painting during the earliest years of the twentieth century. 

Realistic, rather than impressionistic, portrayals of objects and people dominate his work (Figure 

1.6), a trait shared by He Sanfeng in his painting from the 1920s (Figure 1.7). Guan Liang’s 

work, however, leans more toward the flat application of color, rather than definitive outlines 

and shading to produce depth. (Figure 1.8) As we can see from the reproductions of two of Li 

Hua’s paintings from the 1920s, Guan Liang’s painting style appears to have been more 

 
131 Hu Yuqing, “Hu Gentian and the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy (Hu Gentian yu Guangzhou Shili Meishu 

Xuexiao),” Painting and Calligraphy World (Shuhua Shijie), No. 6 (2017): 13. Hu Yuqing is, in turn, drawing 
from a publication by Zhao Shiming (Seventeen Years of Art in Guangzhou: The Founding and Development of 
the Guangzhou Art Academy, (Sui Mei Shiqinian: Guangzhou Shi Shili Meishu Xuexiao de Chuangli ji 
Kaizhan), (Hong Kong: Suimei Shiqinian Bianji Weiyuanhui, 1991)) that I have as yet been unable to consult 
myself. Zhang Ying (張影, 1915-1959) and Lai Shaoqi (賴少騏, 1915-2000) two well-known members of Li 
Hua’s Modern Print Society, were co-editors of the 1936 issue of Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy Student, 
to which Lai contributed a play that he had written and an essay on research in design aesthetics. A handful of 
examples of their woodcuts were also included in the issue. The journal Art reproduced a broad range of artwork 
and essays by faculty, including Wu Wan and Guan Liang, as well as work by students.  

132 Zhang, Biography of Li Hua, 10; Hu, “Hu Gentian and the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy,” 13; Guan 
Liang, Memoirs of Guan Liang (Guan Liang Huiyi Lu), (Shanghai: Shanghai Shuhua Chubanshe, 1984), 44. 
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influential than the more realist French academic style. (see Figures 1.11-1.12) In his memoirs, 

Guan recalls the training he received at the Taiping Art Academy (太平洋美術學校, Taiping 

Yang Meishu Xuexiao) in Tokyo under Nakamura Fusetsu (中村不折, 1866-1943) emphasized 

basic skills in drawing, but veered away from the earlier style of academicism. He noted that, 

under Nakamura’s direction (and that of Fujishima Takeji (藤島武二, 1867-1943) at the 

Kawabata Painting Academy (川端畫學校, Kawabata Gagakko), which he attended for a short 

period of time, and which Li Hua would later attend), the “foundations of realistic painting” (寫

實基礎, xieshi jichu) already involved Impressionism’s “revolutionary” elements.133 

By the end of the 1910s and beginning of ‘20s, when Guan Liang was studying in Japan, 

examples of Impressionist, post-Impressionist, Cubist, and Fauvist works were widely available  

in exhibition for students to study. In 1921, two exhibitions were held in Tokyo of works by 

Henri Matisse (1869-1954), Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1841-1919), Pierre Bonnard (1867-1947), 

Maurice de Vlaminck (1876-1958), August Rodin (1840-1917), Claude Monet (1840-1926), and 

other artists, pulled from private Japanese collections or organized by French visitors to Japan.134 

In his recollections of his time spent in Tokyo, Guan remarked on the number of Western 

European works he was able to see in person, and specifically was struck by their use of color in  

depicting the natural world and how it represented a “liberation of painting from the studio,” and 

embodied the “strength of self-expression.”135 In other words, it was a freedom from the 

strictures of the academic painting style which Guan Liang would continue to reject upon his 

return to China in 1922. 

 
133 Guan Liang, Memoirs, 19. 
134 J. Thomas Rimer, “Tokyo in Paris/Paris in Tokyo,” in Shuji Takashina, J. Thomas Rimer, and Gerald D. Bolas. 

Paris in Japan: The Japanese Encounter with European Painting, (Washington University in St. Louis and The 
Japan Foundation, Tokyo, 1987), 49.  

135 Guan Liang, Memoirs, 20-22.  
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Artists at this time moved in and out of academic positions and artistic circles depending 

on their location, meaning that their contacts stretched between institutions, and across national 

borders. For example, Feng Gangbai was a nationally-recognized artist of some importance, but 

locally, he was also influential on painting societies in Guangzhou: he was a member of the Red 

Society (赤社, Chi She), an artist group devoted to Western painting which had been founded by 

Hu Gentian, along with the artist Ren Zhenhan (任真漢, Ren Ruiyao, 任瑞堯, 1907-?), and 

included artists Tan Huamu (譚華牧, 1895-1976) and He Sanfeng.136  (Tan Huamu would 

eventually join the faculty of Guangzhou Municipal in 1932, as did Wu Wan himself.137)  Wu 

notes that the Red Society was particularly important as the first modern Western painting group 

active in Guangzhou, and that their exhibitions were pivotal to introducing the viewing public to 

this kind of art.138  

Wu Tan, in a recent article on early twentieth-century art education in Guangzhou, notes 

the importance of the Red Society and the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy in building up 

awareness and interest in Western art (particularly because of Guangzhou Municipal’s role as a 

public art institution), and thereby allowing other artists’ ateliers and private art schools to 

open.139 The most notable among these were the Bowen Art Academy (博文美術學校, Bowen 

 
136 Wu Wan, “An Impression,” 8; Hu Yuqing, “Hu Gentian,” 12. Michael Sullivan differs from this account 

slightly: drawing from an article by Yu Yuan (“Recollections of the Red Society (Huiyi Chi She),” Artist 
(Meishujia) No. 62, June 1988), Sullivan claims that Ren Zhenhan, who had also studied in Japan, founded the 
Red Society. (Sullivan, Art and Artists, 51).  

137 Wu Wan, “An Impression,” 14. Here, Wu claims that Guan Liang joined the faculty of Guangzhou Municipal in 
1932. According to Guan’s autobiography, he first started work at Guangzhou Municipal in early 1926, before 
joining up with the Northern Expedition. He then recalls moving to Shanghai in 1927. From a biographical 
sketch in The Young Companion from 1934, however, it appears that he had returned to Guangzhou and begun 
working at the academy by the fall of that year. (Guan Liang, Memoirs, 44-55; “Ninth in the Selection of 
Modern Western Paintings by Chinese Artists: Nude Woman (Xiandai Zhongguo Xiyang Hua Xuan zhi Jiu: 
Luonü),” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 95, (October 1, 1934), 8.) 

138 Wu Wan, “An Impression,” 8. 
139 Wu Tan, “From Applied Art to ‘Pure Western Painting’: Art Education in Guangzhou during the 1920s and 

1930s (Cong Shiyong Meishu dao ‘Chuncui Xiyang Hua’: Ershi Shiji Er Sanshi Niandai de Guangzhou Meishu 
Jiaoyu),” Art Education (Yishu Jiaoyu) No. 12 (December 2019): 165. 
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Meishu Xuexiao), founded in 1921 by the female artist Liu Bowen (劉博文, dates unknown) who 

had trained in the United States; the Zhuchao Art Academy (主潮美術學校, Zhuchao Meishu 

Xuexiao), founded in 1924 by He Sanfeng, Tan Huamu, and Chen Shijie (陳士潔, dates 

unknown) who had all recently returned from Japan; and finally, the Dongshan Art Academy (東

山美術學校, Dongshan Meishu Xuexiao), founded in 1926 by Hu Gentian and He Sanfeng.140 

According to Wu Wan’s recollection, it was at Dongshan Academy, in 1927, that Li Hua, Wu 

Wan, and Zhao Shiming decided to form an artist group, which they called the Wild Grass 

Society (野草社, Yecao She), later changed to the Youth Art Society. During the first two years 

they published two different journals: the first was Studio (畫室, Huashi), which lasted for two 

issues in the fall of 1927, and the second was (the first of two attempts at) Youth Art (青年藝術, 

Qingnian Yishu), which started in the summer of 1928 but only lasted for four or five issues 

because of cost constraints.141 Between these two publications and the weekly art supplement 

that Youth Art Society started to edit in the Guangzhou People’s Daily (廣州民國日報, 

Guangzhou Minguo Ribao) for several months during 1928 (titled Art Weekly, 藝術周刊, Yishu 

Zhoukan), Li Hua would have received his first training in art publishing during this time.142 

That training that would stand him in good stead several years later when he started publishing 

Modern Prints, the journal that accompanied his Modern Prints Society at Guangzhou 

 
140 Wu Wan, “An Impression,” 12; Lu Danlin, “The Art Situation in Guangdong (Guangdong Meishu Gaikuang),” 

In Wu Qianli, ed. Guangdong Art: Special Issue on Artworks from Guangdong in the Second National 
Exhibition (Guangdong Meishu: Di er ci Quanguo Meizhan Guangdong Chupin Zhuankan), Shanghai: Shidai 
Yinshua Chang, 1937, 3. 

141 The “Prometheus in Printmaking” exhibition claimed that only Li Hua published Studio, and that there were 
four issues of Youth Art published by the Youth Art Society. Wu Wan, in his 1937 article, claims that the Youth 
Art Society collectively published both journals, and that there were five issues of Youth Art. (Wu Wan, “An 
Impression,” 15.) The third and final journal produced by the artist group, also called Youth Art, also lasted for 
five issues, with the last printed in July 1937.  

142 “Prometheus in Printmaking” exhibition, December 17, 2017-February 25, 2018. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.9 and 1.10: “Fall Exhibition of the Youth Art Society (青年藝術社秋季展覽, 
Qingnian Yishu She Qiuji Zhanlan)”, The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 40 (October 1929), 
32-33. 
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Municipal.  

In September 1929, the Youth Art Society, at that time including Liang Yijian, Wu Wan, 

Wu Qianli, Zhao Shiming, and Li Hua, held their first exhibition at He Sanfeng’s new atelier, the 

Gale Winds Art Academy (烈風美術學校, Liefeng Meishu Xuexiao). Wu Wan, an excellent 

promoter, had timed their art society’s manifesto to be printed in the Guangzhou People’s Daily 

on September 1st, the same day the exhibition opened. Critiquing contemporary society as both 

materialistic and soullessly mechanistic, the Society’s manifesto called for the rejuvenation of  

the Chinese national spirit through humanism (here specifically identified with sympathy, 

freedom, peace, and hope, among other descriptors), and for the support of creative endeavors  

that went beyond reproducing images of nature and decaying traditional models.143 In this case, 

the traditional models to which Wu referred where not Chinese, but rather the traditional models 

of Western oil painting. Based on the images that accompanied their exhibition’s coverage in the 

October 1929 issue of The Young Companion, however, it appears that their work, while not 

wildly academicist, was not wildly avant-garde, either. (Figure 1.9 And 1.10) Featuring  

reproductions of three portraits, along with a still-life, a landscape, and two group scenes, the 

artworks included appear to be competently executed examples of Post-Impressionist and 

Fauvist painting, recalling Paul Cézanne (1839-1906) and Henri Matisse, and all seven works 

seem to reflect the training these artists would have received as students under Feng Gangbai, He 

Sanfeng, and Guan Liang.  

The exhibition coverage is an important historical document, however, as it contains the 

 

 
143 Wu Wan, “Youth Art Society Manifesto (Qingnian Yishu She Xuanyan),” Guangzhou People’s Daily 

(Guangzhou Minguo Ribao), September 1, 1929, reprinted in Zhao and Yu, eds. Collected Essays on Chinese 
Oil Painting, 583-584. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.11: Li Hua, Pastoral Music (Muge), Oil, “Fall Exhibition of the Youth Art Society 
(Qingnian Yishu She Qiuji Zhanlan)”, The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 40 (October 
1929), 32. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.12: Li Hua, Playing Cards (Doupai), Oil, “Fall Exhibition of the Youth Art Society 
(Qingnian Yishu She Qiuji Zhanlan)”, The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 40 (October 
1929), 33. 
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only complete images of two of Li Hua’s paintings: Pastoral Music (牧歌, Muge) and Playing  

Cards (鬥牌, Doupai). (Figures 1.11-1.12) The upheaval of war and political movements over 

the course of the twentieth century have resulted in the loss of much of China’s modern oil 

painting from the 1910s through the 1940s. Therefore, black-and-white reproductions published 

in art journals and popular periodicals are often the only records left of artwork created during 

this time. Li’s depiction of human figures is more simplistic than realistic, with broad brush 

strokes and little depth to the composition, recalling the style of Guan Liang’s composition 

above (Figure 1.8). Without being able to see the colors that Li used, we are limited to drawing 

conclusions from his brushwork, as we are in the case of his colleagues’ work. Regardless of 

stylistic execution, however, the question of whether or not these works engaged with society 

was on the mind of the artists, and their visitors, as shown in Wu Wan’s report following the 

exhibition, also published in the Guangzhou People’s Daily. 

There, Wu describes the young artists’ excitement at the arrival of a “Mr. T,” (a reference 

to the artist Ding Yanyong (丁衍庸, 1902-1978), then teaching at Guangzhou Municipal Art 

Academy and organizing the Guangdong Art Museum), as well as their disappointment that no  

one in the press wrote a review, either good or bad, concerning the artworks in the show.144 

However, they did receive a letter from an individual named Li Beiju (李悲菊, dates unknown), 

parts of which Wu transcribes, including Li Beiju’s encouragement of the artists to move away 

from seeing “art as the supreme doctrine” (藝術至上主義, yishu zhi shang zhuyi), and instead to 

turn towards creating a few works that were full of “revolutionary taste” (革命趣味, geming 

quwei) - something that might provoke awareness of society’s degradation.145 Wu addressed the 

 
144 Wu Wan, “After the Curtain Fell,” 585. 
145 Wu Wan, “After the Curtain Fell,” 585. 
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author’s recommendation with an assurance, that yes, the artists had in fact wanted to reflect the 

society with which they were surrounded, and the dissatisfaction of individuals in that society 

(including the Youth Art Society’s own members), but that they were not engaging with it in a 

political sense:  

“As for the so-called “Yishu zhishang zhuyi” phrase, we are not figures in an “ivory tower,” but we are not 

(yet) down on the “street corner,” either. This is something that we acknowledge. The content of our work 

is, in some part, directed at depicting the disaffected life of some classes, and is focused on the 

dissatisfaction with that type of life, but it is not showing sympathy.”146  

In 1929, barely seventeen months after Chiang Kai-shek’s detention and murder of hundreds of 

Communists and their sympathizers, Wu’s statement distancing the Youth Art Society from 

potential political association with the leftist “street corner” was likely prudent. However, the 

artist group, Li Hua included, was not ignoring “society” as a whole, which was the more typical 

rhetorical approach in some (but not all) essays published on “pure (純粹, chuncui)” Western art 

(read: modernist oil painting).147 On the contrary, they acknowledged the connection between 

their work and their surrounding context.  

Li Hua himself noted decades later that he had started to think about the importance of 

social engagement in art as early as 1925 as a result of student support at Guangzhou Municipal 

for the 1925-1926 Canton-Hong Kong Strike, among other political upheavals at that time.148 

Therefore, later attestations by Li Hua as to the utterly transformational nature of Lunacharsky’s 

and Plekhanov’s materialist art theories should be taken with a grain of salt.149 While the Soviet 

 
146 Wu Wan, “After the Curtain Fell,” 585. 
147 For example, see this article on the modernist Chinese Independent Art Association: Mu Tianfan, “An 

Introduction to a Group of Independent Artists, (Duli Xian Shang de Zuojia Qun Jieshao),” Art Wind (Yifeng) 3, 
No. 11 (November 1935): 63-66, 71. 

148 Li Hua, “Woodcut Art and Me,” 15-16. 
149 Li Hua, “Remembering the ‘Modern Print Society’,” 226; Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 11; Li Hua, “Woodcut Art 

and Me,” 16. 
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art theorists’ works were certainly more overtly political than the Youth Art Society’s manifesto 

in describing their project and its struggle to beautify the lives of the people by representing their 

magnificent (socialist) future, the Soviets’ fundamental theoretical premise was materialist, in 

which artwork was created by a direct (causal) relationship with its context.150 Based on Wu 

Wan’s writings, this was clearly the case for the Youth Art Society as well. Wu Wan’s 

description of the Youth Art Society’s members’ individual and personal circumstances, as well 

as the society’s resulting activities, both in the manifesto and in the exhibition report, 

demonstrate they were not only idealistic in their hopes for a better society through art, but also 

aware of the direct relationship between the work they created and the societal context in which 

they lived.151 

In 1930, Li Hua and Liang Yijian got married, and by June of that year they had left 

Guangdong for art study in Japan.152 Liang enrolled at the Tokyo Women’s Art University (東京

女子美術大學, Dongjing Nüzi Meishu Daxue), and Li Hua enrolled at the Kawabata Painting 

Academy.153 In doing so, Li Hua joined a sizeable group of Chinese artists who had chosen to 

study abroad in Japan; most of the instructors working in Western art at the Guangzhou 

Municipal Art Academy in the 1920s had studied in Japan at some point in their career, and the 

same held true at many of the art education institutions in Shanghai.154 For example, Guan Liang 

 
150 See quote from Lunacharsky’s On Art in Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 11. 
151 Wu Wan, “After the Curtain Fell,” 584. See in particular the first few paragraphs of Wu’s essay, in which he 

describes the societal context of the Youth Art Society’s members, and how it directly impacted the way they 
worked and the art they produced. 

152 Zhang, Biography of Li Hua, 16; “Prometheus in Printmaking” exhibition, December 17, 2017-February 25, 
2018. 

153 Zhang, Biography of Li Hua, 16. 
154 Jane Zheng, in her recent monograph on the Shanghai Art College (上海美術專科學校, Shanghai Meishu 

Zhuanke Xuexiao), notes that graduates of the college who went on to complete training in Japan or Europe and 
returned as faculty became “the backbone of Western art education” at the school. (Jane Zheng, The 
Modernization of Chinese Art: The Shanghai Art College: 1913-1937, (Leuven, Belgium: Leuven University 
Press, 2016, 133.) 
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had spent a brief period at Kawabata in 1917 before finishing his training at the Taiyang 

Academy in Tokyo and graduating in 1921. Between 1927 and 1928 Ni Yide (倪貽德, 1901-

1970), the modernist oil painter, art theorist, and co-founder of the modernist Storm Society (決

瀾社, Juelan She) also studied at Kawabata Painting Academy.155 A third artist, Ding Yanyong, 

also studied at Kawabata painting academy from Autumn 1920 to September 1921, when he 

enrolled in the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, from which he graduated in 1925.156 All three of these 

artists would go on to work as faculty at the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy. 

The relationship between China and Japan during the early twentieth century was 

particularly politically fraught. Starting with the Chinese defeat in the Sino-Japanese War of 

1894-1895, Japan’s military incursions onto the mainland stoked animosity and Chinese 

nationalist fervor, which were only further inflamed by Japanese victory during the Russo-

Japanese War of 1904-1905 and Japanese settlement of Manchuria. Furthermore, in 1919, rather 

than returning Shandong province to China from Germany, the province was given to Japan, 

helping to spark national protests and an associated cultural outpouring: the May Fourth 

Movement (五四運動, Wusi Yundong.) The ongoing expansion of the South Manchurian 

Railway followed Japanese settler colonialism, and troublesome and extreme elements of the 

Japanese military began to be stationed in Manchuria, ostensibly to keep the peace and protect 

 
155 Upon returning to China in 1928, Ni Yide started teaching at the Wuchang Art Academy (武昌美術學校,  

Wuchang Meishu Xuexiao) in Hubei, before accepting a teaching position at the Guangzhou Municipal Art  
Academy from 1929 to 1930. In October 1930 he moved from Guangzhou to Shanghai, taking up a post at  
the Shanghai Art College at the end of 1931. Lin Wenxia, ed. Ni Yide’s Collected Writings on Art (Ni Yide  
Meishu Lun Ji), (Hangzhou: Zhejiang Meishu Xueyuan Chubanshe, 1993), 305.  

156 When Ding returned to China, he moved to Shanghai and began working with Guan Liang at the Lida School  
(立達學院, Lida Xueyuan) until 1928, when he returned to his hometown of Guangzhou to start the Guangzhou  
Art Museum and teach in the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy, where he stayed until 1931. Mayching Kao,  
“Biography of Ding Yanyong,”  
https://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/Museum/Arts/artportal/artist/DYY_biography_eng.pdf, accessed September 23,  
2018. 
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Japanese settlers, but in practice to keep them out of trouble at home. Instead, they fomented 

conflict abroad by provoking the Manchurian (Mukden) Incident on September 18, 1931, which 

resulted in the Japanese military takeover of Manchuria and the founding of the Japanese puppet 

state of Manchukuo.157  

However, even in the face of these ongoing conflicts, cultural, educational, and personal 

exchanges continued throughout this period.158 Chinese students had regularly traveled to Japan 

to study during the nineteenth century, and continued to do so up until the explosion of full-scale 

war in 1937. Lu Xun was one of those students, studying in Tokyo during the first decade of the 

twentieth century, and Li Hua did as well. The Kawabata Art Academy where he was admitted in 

1930 was originally founded in 1909 by the artist Kawabata Gyokusho (川端玉章, 1842-1913) 

as a preparatory school for those wishing to enter the Tokyo School of Fine Arts.159 Different 

from the traditional gajuku (畫塾) schools, where the instruction was based on a lineage of 

painting, by 1915, Kawabata had become one of the gagakko (畫學校) schools, or private art 

academies, which usually offered different art departments and had a system for advancement 

through various stages of learning.160 Teachers and students had clearly defined roles, with 

students systematically producing work on which they were graded before moving on to a new 

task. (By contrast, under the gajuku system, there were fewer teachers and students were judged 

on groups of work that they turned in monthly. A more talented painter would therefore graduate 

 
157 Culver, Annika A. Glorify the Empire: Japanese Avant-Garde Propaganda in Manchukuo. (Vancouver: UBC 

Press, 2013), 14-15. 
158 See for example Aida Yuen Wong, Parting the Mists: Discovering Japan and the Rise of National-Style Painting 

in Modern China, (Honolulu, HI: University of Hawaii Press, 2006), and Joshua A. Fogel, ed. The Role of Japan 
in Modern Chinese Art, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2012.) 

159 Merritt and Yamada, Guide to Modern Japanese Woodblock Prints, 57.  
160 Tomoko Asano, “On Kawabata Gagakko: From Gajuku to Art School (Kawabata Gagakko ni suite: Gajuku kara 

Gagakko e),” Tsukuba Studies in Art and Design (Gejutsugaku kenkyu), No. 8 (2004): 114, 118. I would like to 
extend my heartfelt thanks to Dan McKee, Associate Librarian and Adjunct Assistant Professor at Cornell 
University, for his translation of this article.  
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more quickly.)161 The same year that Kawabata became a gagakko, Fujishima Takeji joined the 

faculty as a professor of Western art.162  

As Gennifer Weisenfeld has discussed, yoga, or a mimetic, naturalistic style of painting 

originally based on Western models during the late Tokugawa and early Meiji period, had 

become dis-associated with the artistic establishment in Japan by the late nineteenth century. 

Kuroda Seiki (黒田清輝, 1866-1924) however, upon returning home from his studies in Europe, 

succeeded in championing Western oil painting as an artistic, rather than merely technical skill, 

and successfully introduced yoga to the curriculum at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts.163 His 

student, Fujishima Takeji, a member of the White Horse Society (白馬會, Hakubakai), 

continued to work in the same or similar vein of romanticism borne out of the French academic 

school (in which Kuroda had trained). However, by the early twentieth century there was a 

societal shift toward more individualism, which dovetailed quite well with a stylistic shift toward 

post-impressionism and the celebration of greater subjectivity on the part of the artist.164 As a 

result, Takeji’s painting style started to move away from Academicism and toward 

Impressionism and post-Impressionism, as represented by paintings executed during the 1920s  

 

 

 
161 Asano, “On Kawabata Gagakko,” 116. 
162 Asano, “On Kawabata Gagakko,” 118. 
163 Gennifer Weisenfeld. MAVO: Japanese Artists and the Avant-Garde, 1905-1931. (Berkeley, CA: University of 

California Press, 2002), 14.  
164 Weisenfeld, MAVO, 22.  
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Figure 1.13: Fujishima Takeji, Half-Dreaming, 1913, Oil on canvas, Collection of The National 
Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo. Photo: MOMAT/DNPartcom 
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Figure 1.14: Fujishima Takeji, Sunrise over the Eastern Sea, 1932, Oil on canvas, Collection of 
Artizon Museum, Ishibashi Foundation, Tokyo (formerly Bridgestone Museum of Art)  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

 
Figure 1.15: Ni Yide, River (He), 1933-1934, Oil on canvas, from “Recent Works by Ni Yide 
(Ni Yide Jinzuo),” The Cosmopolitan (Dazhong Huabao) No. 11, (September 1934), 25. 
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and 1930s. (Figures 1.13 and 1.14) The post-Impressionist, Fauvist, and Expressionist schools 

of painting would continue to be taught at the Kawabata Art Academy and Tokyo School of Fine 

Arts through the 1920s and into the 1930s, and is reflected in the work of Guan Liang, Ding 

Yanyong, Ni Yide, (Figure 1.15) and finally Li Hua, who attended between 1930 and October 

1931, when the Manchurian Incident forced him to return home as well.  

As demonstrated by Guan Liang’s fond memories of visiting exhibitions of European 

painting, descriptions of the art academies attended by these artists, and journals that  

disseminated images and art theory to the reading public, the art world of Tokyo was a 

particularly rich resource for Chinese artists. Although we have no detailed written records of his 

time there, it is likely that Li Hua’s experience of it would have been quite similar. Upon 

returning home to Guangzhou, Li Hua returned to his job working in radio, and was transferred 

to a new position in Shanghai in late 1931.165 While in Shanghai, he shared an office with 

another artist from Guangzhou, a cartoonist named Yu Suoya (余所亞, 1912-1991).166 Yu’s 

politically pointed illustrations would later be published in periodicals like Shanghai Sketch.167  

Believing in the importance of publishing to the dissemination of artwork, by the 1940s, he had 

begun collaborating with woodblock print artists, including Li Hua, on collections to be 

printed.168 As Li Hua would later describe, his experience during the Japanese bombing of 

 
165 Zhang, Biography of Li Hua, 17. 
166  Xu Chanjuan, “A Warrior Thirsting for Light – Li Hua (Keqiu Guangming de Doushi – Li Hua),” in Li Kang,  

ed. Di Quan Ji: Li Hua’s Art Life (Di Quan Ji: Li Hua de yishu licheng), (Hefei: Anhui Meishu Chubanshe,  
2011), vol. 1: 27. 

167 Here I am referring to the third incarnation of Shanghai Sketch, this one published by Shanghai Independent 
Press (Shanghai Duli Chubanshe) between May 7, 1936 and June 1937, for a total of thirteen issues. It was 
likely associated with Zhang Guangyu (張光宇, 1902-1965), the cartoonist who also edited Independent Sketch 
(Duli Manhua), published through the same publishing house at the same time, and who had been associated 
with the second of two previous iterations of Shanghai Sketch, which ran from 1928 to 1930. (The first ran for 
only one issue in 1927.)  

168 Yu Suoya, “Preface (Qianyan),” A New Selection of Woodcuts (Muke Xin Xuan), (Guilin: Baihong Shudian, 
1942), 1. 
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Shanghai in January 1932 was horrific, and he returned home to Guangzhou, taking up another 

radio position until 1933, when he became a faculty member at his alma mater, the Guangzhou 

Municipal Art Academy.169 

 Li’s enrollment in the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy, as well as the years he spent 

engaged with the Youth Art Society in Guangzhou between 1927 and 1930, put him in direct 

contact with Red Society members and oil painters Hu Gentian and Feng Gangbai, as well as his 

classmates Wu Wan, Wu Qianli, and Zhao Shiming, and in the same art circles as Ni Yide, Guan 

Liang, and Ding Yanyong, all of whom were heavily involved in modernist drawing and oil 

painting, and whose artwork and essays were widely reproduced in periodicals at the time.170 

Those connections, along with Li Hua’s training in oil painting at Guangzhou Municipal and at 

the Kawabata Academy, help us to better understand the unexpected eclecticism of his 

printmaking and writing on art during the 1930s. 

IV. Li Hua’s Early Printmaking and Engagement with Modernist Art, 1933-1935 

 Over the next four years, while teaching at the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy, 

training himself to make prints (including etchings and lithographs as well as woodcuts), and 

leading the Modern Print Society, Li Hua’s activities maintained a much broader artistic scope 

than has generally been recognized. Histories of Chinese modern woodblock prints, and even Li 

Hua’s own biography, discuss his activities from 1933 through 1937 almost exclusively through 

the lens of leftist social critique and Li Hua’s communications with Lu Xun. However, the record 

left behind, including the mainstream periodicals that reproduced Li’s prints (including Modern 

 
169 Zhang Zuoming, Biography of Li Hua, 17 and 46. 
170 Ni Yide, The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 60, (August 1931), 25 and Modern Miscellany (Shidai) 6, No. 

8, (August 16, 1934), 18; see for Guan Liang, The Culture Arts Review (Wenhua), No. 32, (October 1932), 12 
and The Young Companion, No. 95, (October 1, 1934), 8; and for Ding Yanyong, The Young Companion, No. 
20, (October 30, 1927), 31 and Art Wind (Yifeng) 1, No. 1, (January 1933), 7. 
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Miscellany, The Young Companion, and The Comsopolitan), along with the journal Modern 

Prints which he and his students edited between 1934 and 1936, the print art he sent to Lu Xun, 

and Li Hua’s own published essays, provide a much fuller picture of his interests. As I will 

demonstrate, contrary to the later narrative, Li Hua did not completely disavow modernist art 

during this time, but rather solidified his view of art as inextricable from its context, and 

therefore unavoidably in conversation with the society surrounding an individual artist. This 

approach is reflected in his work and his writing, and addressing the stylistic variety of Li Hua’s 

printmaking and publishing will help to expand our understanding of the modern Chinese 

printmaking history as a whole. 

 In 1933, Li Hua started teaching at Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy, as a second-year 

instructor in charcoal drawing.171 Sadly, over the winter of 1933-1934, his wife and fellow artist 

Liang Yijian died in childbirth, leaving behind their daughter, Li Jici (李紀慈, born 1933).172 As 

Li Hua describes it, he turned to printmaking as a method of coping with his grief, and over the 

ensuing six months, used a Japanese manual on printmaking to teach himself woodblock 

printing, as well as etching and lithography.173 Unsurprisingly, much of the work that he created 

at this time was stylistically related to the modernist oil painting and drawing trends in which he 

had worked up until that point. Notably, given his later rejection of “nude female figures, apples, 

and bananas,” a large proportion of his printmaking was made up of female figures and nude 

figure studies during this time, as would have been normal for an artist trained in Western 

painting.  

 

 
171 Xu Chanjuan, “A Warrior Thirsting for Light,” 20. 
172 Zhang Zuoming, Biography of Li Hua, 18. 
173 Zhang Zuoming, Biography of Li Hua, 22; Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 11-12. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.16: “Original Woodcuts by Lee Hwa, (Li Hua Chuangzuo BanHua Gezhan),” The 
Cosmopolitan (Dazhong Huabao), No. 10 (August 1934), 25.  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.17: Li Hua, Classical Study (Gudian de yanjiu), 1934, Lithograph, “Original Woodcuts 
by Lee Hwa, (Li Hua Chuangzuo BanHua Gezhan),” The Cosmopolitan (Dazhong Huabao), No. 
10 (August 1934), 25. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.18: Li Hua, [Untitled], 1934, Etching, from “Original Woodcuts by Lee Hwa, (Li Hua 
Chuangzuo BanHua Gezhan),” The Cosmopolitan (Dazhong Huabao), No. 10 (August 1934), 
25.  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 
 
 
Figure 1.19: “Solo Exhibition of Creative Prints by Li Hua from Guangzhou (Guangzhou Li 
Hua Chuangzuo Banhua Gezhan),” Modern Miscellany (Shidai) 6, No. 7 (August 1934), 20. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.20: Li Hua, “Nude Figure (Luoti),” 1934, Etching, from “Solo Exhibition of Creative 
Prints by Li Hua from Guangzhou (Guangzhou Li Hua Chuangzuo Banhua Gezhan),” Modern 
Miscellany (Shidai) 6, No. 7 (August 1934), 20. 
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 On view June 23-30, 1934, Li Hua held his first solo exhibition of prints at the 

Cosmopolitan Company (Dazhong Gongsi) building in Guangzhou, (Figures 1.16-1.18) which 

was at that point managed by his friend, classmate, and fellow Youth Art Society member, Wu 

Qianli.174 Wu, who was at that time developing his reputation as a photographer, contributed 

images and stories to Liang Desuo’s (梁得所, 1905-1938) Cosmopolitan (大眾畫報, Dazhong 

Huabao, 1933-1935), and likely would have been a good connection for Li Hua to the high-

circulation, mainstream magazines in Shanghai with national distribution, like Modern 

Miscellany (Shidai) which also ran a smaller notice of Li Hua’s exhibition in their August 1934 

issue.175 (Figure 1.19-1.20) In both instances, female nudes are prominently included as 

examples (or, in the latter case, the only example) of the work on display in the exhibition. 

Another example appeared in The Young Companion’s September 1934 issue, accompanying 

two other prints (one a landscape by Luo Qingzhen (羅清楨, 1905-1942) and the other a second 

female nude study by Li Zhaozhang (李琢章, dates unknown)), an example of seal script  

 
 
 
 
 

 
174 “Original Woodcuts by Lee Hwa, (Li Hua Chuangzuo BanHua Gezhan),” The Cosmopolitan (Dazhong 

Huabao), No. 10 (August 1934), 25. The back cover of the same issue of Cosmopolitan features an 
advertisement for the Cosmopolitan Company in Canton, noting (in both English and Chinese) that they provide 
supplies for photography. The Youth Art Society would continue to use this space for future exhibitions, likely 
through Wu Qianli’s connection. See The Cosmopolitan’s coverage of an exhibition by the Youth Art Society the 
next year: “Simple Works: Guangzhou’s Cosmopolitan Company [holds] one of the Youth Art Society’s Simple 
Artwork Exhibitions (Yishu Xiaopin: Guangzhou Dazhong Gongsi Qingnian Yishu She Xiaopin Zhanlan 
Yiban),” The Cosmopolitan (Dazhong Huabao), No. 17 (March 1935), 21. 

175 Notably, in the spring of 1937, Wu Qianli went through Shao Xunmei’s Shidai Printing Company (Modern 
Publishing), which also published Modern Miscellany, to produce a publication focusing on Guangdong 
province’s contributions to the second national art exhibition. The cover of the publication featured a sculpture 
of a bull by Zheng Ke, and the title page featured a woodcut by Li Hua. Judging by his prominent inclusion in 
this publication with other (more strictly modernist, less identified with the political left) members of the 
society, it is clear that Li Hua’s friendship and collaboration with the Youth Art Society lasted at least until the 
spring and summer of 1937. This is also strongly indicated, as I note below, by the articles he continued to 
publish in the Society’s magazine up until July 1937.  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.21: Feng Zikai, “The Worker Singing to Himself (Laozhe Zi Ge),” The Young 
Companion (Liangyou), No. 93 (September 1934), 8.  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.22: Li Hua, “Sitting down for a chat (Xianzuo),” 1934, Woodcut, from Feng Zikai, 
“The Worker Singing to Himself (Laozhe Zi Ge),” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 93 
(September 1934), 8. 
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calligraphy by Yan Gangyuan (閻甘園, 1865-1942), and a series of short prose essays by Feng 

Zikai.176 (Figure 1.21-1.22)   

Aside from his nude figure studies published in magazines and journals at this time, Li 

Hua also sent many of his prints to Lu Xun, in the hope of receiving feedback or guidance on his 

work. Among these are several examples of female figure studies, all included in the 1991 

Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: 

Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai Muke Quanji) catalog which systematically reproduced all the 

modern Chinese prints, portfolios, and periodicals in Lu Xun’s collection at the time of his death. 

The etching titled Female Nude (裸女, Luonü) (Figure 1.1) was apparently one of several that Li 

sent to Lu Xun as individual works, unassociated with any portfolio or publication. While Li 

may have included Female Nude in one of the print exhibitions that he organized while in 

Guangzhou, it was not included in any of his collected print volumes, or published in any of the 

issues of Xiandai Banhua.177 Its technique of execution, etching, lent itself to the curvilinear 

form of the woman depicted; woodblock prints do not allow for the type of thin, curving lines 

that you see in the woman’s hair. Finally, and most strikingly, this figure is clearly referencing 

modernist depictions of female nudes, for example, Picasso’s painted series of female nudes, 

including La Grande Baigneuse from 1921, which Li Hua would likely have had the opportunity 

 
176 Feng Zikai, “The Worker Singing to Himself (Laozhe Zi Ge),” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 93 

(September 1934), 8. While I have not been able to find any information on Li Zhuozhang, Luo Qingzhen was 
also a print artist from Guangdong province, and in fact relatively well-known in art circles by the fall of 1934, 
as noted by the editorial mention of Luo added to the end of Li Hua’s article (“The Woodcut Movement in 
Guangzhou (Muke Yundong zai Guangzhou),” Literature and Art Pictorial (Wenyi Huabao) 1, No. 2 (December 
15, 1934), 59.) 

177 He did send it to Lu Xun, though, for critique and suggestions, resulting its inclusion in Banhua Jicheng  
(1991). However, Lu Xun does not appear to have ever directly referenced it in any written response to Li Hua 
between 1934 and 1936.  
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to see in reproduction while studying at the Kawabata Painting School in Tokyo from 1930 to 

1931, or in magazines and journals devoted to art that were published in China.  

As an oil painter by training, Li Hua’s emphasis on female nude figure studies in his 

printmaking should not be seen as in any way surprising. Both from the standpoint of his own 

education as an artist and his work as an instructor of students, nude figure studies were a 

foundational building block of art education.178 What makes their appearance, and number, 

surprising is Li Hua’s later criticism of nudes specifically as “useless,” particularly when 

discussing the subject matter of prints.179 However, the nude figure study prints that Li Hua 

created were published in magazines surrounded by similar sorts of images, which were created 

by individuals versed in Western oil painting with whom he would have been familiar. For 

example, Guan Liang’s Nude Woman (裸女, Luonü) was reproduced in color in the October 1, 

1934 issue of The Young Companion, as the ninth in their series of Modern Western Painting  

by Chinese Artists.180 (Figure 1.23) Li Hua’s work was not alone in its engagement with 

Picasso’s imagery, since Yang Taiyang’s (陽太陽, 1909-2009) Female Nudes (裸女, Luonü ) 

(Figure 1.24), reproduced in Modern Miscellany in November 1935, shows a clear relationship 

to Picasso’s female forms as well.181 Even more interesting is the fact that Yang was a member 

of the Chinese Independent Art Association (中華獨立美術協會, Zhonghua duli meishu xiehui), 

 
178 In fact, see The Cosmopolitan’s 4-page article, “Figure Sketching in the Studio (Huashi Sumiao),” showing 

multiple photographs of figure drawing classes, including a nude model, at the New China Arts Academy (新華

藝術專科學校, Xinhua Yishu Zhuanke Xuexiao). In The Cosmopolitan (Dazhong Huabao), No. 17 (March 
1935), 26-29. 

179 Li Hua, “Remembering,” 226. 
180 “Ninth in the Selection of Modern Western Paintings by Chinese Artists: Nude Woman (Xiandai Zhongguo 

Xiyang Hua Xuan zhi Jiu: Luonü),” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 95, (October 1, 1934), 8. The brief 
biographical sketch of Guan Liang included with the painting reproduction notes that at that time, he was based 
in Guangzhou, working as a professor at the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy. 

181 “Western Painting Exhibition: 2nd Exhibition of the Chinese Independent Art Association (Yang Hua Zhan: 
Zhonghua Duli Meishu Xiehui Er Tong Zhanlan),” Modern Miscellany (Shidai) 8, No. 10 (November 5, 1935), 
16.  
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whose apparent focus on “pure art” and individualism should have put them at odds with the 

socially-minded Li Hua. Rather than to posit a contradiction between the artistic practice of Li 

and Yang, however, my objective is simply to discuss Li Hua’s nude female figures within their 

contemporaneous context. While later audiences may find it surprising that a famously leftist 

print artist participated in image-making practices involving modernist subject matter and 

stylistic execution, instead I would argue that Li Hua’s nude figures were quite normal 

compositions for an academically-trained artist to produce, and furthermore, that they 

demonstrate Li Hua’s self-conscious engagement with the broader field of art production and 

publication at this time. 

Perhaps more surprising that the prevalence of nude figures among Li Hua’s early 

printmaking work is the appearance of Cubist and Surrealist imagery, most of which is found 

within his January 1935 self-printed publication, Ten Color Woodcuts by Li Hua. Here, the artist 

has produced a series of Cubist still-lifes, direct interpretations of work by George Braques and 

Picasso, (Figures 1.25 – 1.26) examples of which he would likely have seen in reproduction, in 

particular in the pages of L’Art (藝術, Yishu, 1933). In the second issue of L’Art (after its name-

change from Art Tri-monthly (藝術旬刊,Yishu Xunkan), the editor reproduced four pages of 

Cubist paintings, with two each by Picasso and Braques and including Picasso’s Green Still Life 

from 1914, now in the collection of the Museum of Modern Art. Furthermore, two prints 

included in the first issue of the journal Modern Prints speak to Li Hua’s interest in Surrealism, 

with “Poetic Countryside (野外詩情, Yewai Shiqing), (Figure 1.27) appearing reminiscent of 

Marc Chagall’s (1887-1985) work, and “White Horse (白馬, Bai Ma), (Figure 1.28) a wood 

engraving, seeming to draw from the steep angles and sharp shadows of Giorgio  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.23: Guan Liang, Female Nude (Luonü), Oil on canvas, from “Ninth in the Selection of 
Modern Western Paintings by Chinese Artists: Female Nude (Xiandai Zhongguo Xiyang Hua 
Xuan zhi Jiu: Luonü),” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 95, (October 1, 1934), 8. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.24: Yang Taiyang, Female Nudes (Luonü), Oil, from “Western Painting Exhibition: 2nd 
Exhibition of the Chinese Independent Art Association (Yang Hua Zhan: Zhonghua Duli Meishu 
Xiehui Er Tong Zhanlan),” Modern Miscellany (Shidai) 8, No. 10 (November 5, 1935), 16. 
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Figure 1.25: Li Hua, Still Life with Cakes (You Bing de Jingwu) 1934-1935, Ten Color 
Woodcuts by Li Hua (Li Hua Se Shua Muke Shi Zhen), from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern 
Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai 
Muke Quanji), (Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 3: 1072. Courtesy of the Lu Xun 
Memorial Museum, Shanghai.  
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Figure 1.26: Li Hua, Still Life with Bananas (You Xiangjiao de Jingwu), 1934-1935, Ten Color 
Woodcuts by Li Hua (Li Hua Se Shua Muke Shi Zhen), from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern 
Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai 
Muke Quanji), (Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 3: 1073. Courtesy of the Lu Xun 
Memorial Museum, Shanghai 
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Figure 1.27: Li Hua, Poetic Countryside (Yewai Shiqing), 1934, Etching, Modern Prints 
(Xiandai Banhua), 1, No. 1 (December 17, 1934), n.p.; from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern 
Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai 
Muke Quanji), (Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 1: 39. Courtesy of the Lu Xun Memorial 
Museum, Shanghai 
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Figure 1.28: Li Hua, White Horse (Bai Ma), 1934, Wood engraving, Modern Prints (Xiandai 
Banhua), 1, No. 1 (December 17, 1934), n.p.; from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern 
Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai 
Muke Quanji), (Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 1: 15. Courtesy of the Lu Xun Memorial 
Museum, Shanghai 
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DeChirico’s (1888-1978) painting for its composition.182 Most intriguingly, these prints 

stylistically refer to art movements (i.e. Cubism and Surrealism) that Li Hua would later 

denigrate, but which were, by the 1930s, beginning to be quite popular among groups of 

modernist artists, including the Storm Society, based in Shanghai, and the Chinese Independent 

Art Association, based in Guangzhou after their members’ return from Japan. Therefore, Li 

Hua’s work should be seen as part of a broader engagement with Cubism and Surrealism as 

shown in the work of Storm Society members Zhou Duo (周多, 1905-?) and Pang Xunqin (龐熏

琴, 1906-1985) as well Independent Art Association member (and cartoonist) Liang Baibo (梁白

波, 1911-1987). 

The Storm Society, founded in Shanghai in 1931 by Ni Yide and Pang Xunqin, took as its 

mission to “represent the new era with new techniques,” and to “create a world interwoven with 

color, line, and form.” 183 To that end, their work drew from a wide variety of painting styles, 

including Cubism, Surrealism, Dadaism, and Fauvism, as noted in their manifesto, and focused 

on the pursuit of “pure art (chuncui yishu).”184 Ni Yide, who was as much an art theorist as an 

artist, devoted much of his writing in articles like “On the Spirit of Modern Painting (Xiandai 

Huihua de Jingshen Lun,” (1932) and in monographs like Modern Art (Jindai Yishu), published 

in 1929, to addressing both particular artistic movements and the artists themselves, as well as 

their importance within the field of modern art. In discussing artists such as Paul Gauguin (1848-

1903), Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890), and Cézanne, Ni emphasized how their use of color and 

 
182 Felicity Lufkin has previously noted the affinity between “Poetic Countryside” and the work of Chagall. See 

Lufkin, “Folk Art in Modern China,” 143. 
183 Ralph Croizier, “Post-Impressionism in Pre-War Shanghai: The Juelanshe and the Fate of Modernism in 

Republican China,” in John Clark, ed. Modernity in Asian Art. Broadway, NSW, Australia: Wild Peony, 1993, 
139. Quotes from “Storm Society Manifesto (Juelanshe Xuanyan),” Art Tri-monthly (Yishu Xunkan) 1, No. 5 
(October 11, 1932), 8. From translation in Jo-Anne Birnie Danzker, Ken Lum, and Zheng Shengtian, eds. 
Shanghai Modern: 1919-1945, (Ostfildern-Ruit, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2004), 234. 

184 “Editor’s Post-script (Bianji Yutan),” Art Tri-monthly (Yishu Xunkan) 1, No. 4 (October 1, 1932), 19. 
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style of depiction of the natural world was a mark of the strength of their self-expression.185 

Writing in the journal Art Tri-monthly (Yishu Xunkan), which was based out of Liu Haisu’s (劉

海粟, 1896-1994) Shanghai Art Academy, and underwritten by the Muse Society (摩社,Mo 

She), and would later transform into L’Art (Yishu) in 1933, Ni communicated his theorizations on 

art, and publicized the activities of the Storm Society.  

The Chinese Independent Art Association, founded by a group of Cantonese artists (and 

one French artist) in Tokyo in 1935, modeled itself after the Japanese Independent Art 

Association, a group of Japanese modernist artists who had wanted to promote more avant-garde 

painting five years before. One of their members, Satomi Katsuzo (里見勝蔵, 1895-1981), was a 

teacher to several of the Chinese artists.186 Focused on the promotion of individual artistic 

expression, mostly through experimentation with Cubism and Surrealism, these artists, including 

Liang Xihong (Sikhung Leung, 梁錫鴻, 1912-1982), Li Dongping (李東平, dates unknown), 

Zhao Shou (趙獸, 1912-2003), and Zeng Ming (曾鳴, 1911-?) organized exhibitions, wrote 

essays, and edited journals in an effort to educate the public and engage viewers with a new kind 

of art.187  Their first exhibition, in which Ding Yanyong and Guan Liang also participated, was 

held in Guangzhou in March 1935, and their second was held in Shanghai in October 1935, and 

was covered by both The Young Companion and Modern Miscellany in one-page layouts with 

images of several of their paintings. (Figure 1.29 – 1.30) From these limited reproductions, 

 
185 Ni Yide, “On the Spirit of Modern Painting (Xiandai Huihua de Jingshen Lun),” Art Tri-monthly (Yishu 

Xunkan), Vol. 1, No. 1 (1932), 12.  
186 Andrews and Shen, The Art of Modern China, 80. 
187 Andrews and Shen emphasize the members’ efforts to use art journals and magazines to further their mission. 

Liang Xihong’s editing work with the short-lived magazine Studio (美術雜誌, Meishu Zazhi, 1934) would help 
publicize information on a broad range of artistic media, including woodblock printing. See “The General 
Success of the MK Woodcut Research Society (MK Muke Yanjiu Hui Chengji Yiban),” Studio (Meishu Zazhi) 
1, No. 1 (1934), 12-13, which included a woodcut by Chen Yanqiao. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 
Figure 1.29: “The Second Exhibition of the Chinese Independent Art Association (Zhonghua 
Duli Meishu Xiehui Dier Hui Zhan),” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 111 (November 
1935), 20.  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

 
Figure 1.30: “Western Painting Exhibition: 2nd Exhibition of the Chinese Independent Art 
Association (Yang Hua Zhan: Zhonghua Duli Meishu Xiehui Er Tong Zhanlan),” Modern 
Miscellany (Shidai) 8, No. 10 (November 5, 1935), 16. 
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it appears that the China Independent Art Association’s exhibition included a wide range of 

stylistic expression, similar to the work of the Storm Society, whose third exhibition was also 

covered in a photographic layout in the November 1935 issue of The Young Companion. (Figure 

1.31) Works exhibiting elements of Fauvism, Cubism, and Surrealism, and combinations of traits 

from those rough stylistic categories, all appeared in these exhibitions, reflecting Chinese artists’ 

broad range of interpretations of these schools. In a November 1935 article introducing the 

Independent Art Association artists, for example, Mu Tianfan’s (穆天梵, dates unknown) 

emphasis falls on the members’ specific approaches and interpretations of modernist painting. 

Characteristically for an article on modernist painting, Mu focuses on individualism and 

emphasizes their goal of “pure art,” but this is also joined by a discussion of the artists’ context; 

in his analysis of Liang Xihong’s work, he goes so far as to make the claim that “painting must 

have a connection to life.”188 Therefore, the work created by artists in both the Storm Society and 

the Independent Art group was not simply focused on theory and formal execution, but was in 

many cases consciously focused outward as well, and connected to the lives of its artists. Pang 

Xunqin’s work, in particular, exhibits this characteristic. 

It is in the context of these modernist painting movements that we should situate Li Hua’s 

modernist printmaking. In conversation with Picasso, DeChirico, and Chagall, Li was making 

many of the same connections in his print-based work that Storm Society and Chinese 

Independent Art Association members were making in their painting. For example, Li Hua’s 

Cubist compositions (Figures 1.28 – 1.29) take everyday objects and place them in overlapping 

counterpoint to one another, frustrating both easy identification of the objects themselves, as well  

 
 

 
188 Mu Tianfan, “An Introduction to a Group of Independent Artists,” 64. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.31: “The Third Painting Exhibition of the Storm Society (Juelanshe Disan Jie Hua 
Zhan),” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 111 (November 1935), 21.  
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as any “meaningful” reading of the scene. Li Hua’s compositions read more as a series a formal 

exercises, in which the artist is trying his hand at a new style of depiction: the complete 

collapsing of depth and concentration only on line and form. Liang Baibo’s oil painting, Still Life 

(景物, Jingwu), (Figure 1.32) from the Chinese Independent Art Association’s second exhibition 

in 1935, similarly flattens the objects in the scene, stacking them on top of each other, although 

here she has combined flat abstraction of shapes and the three-dimensionality of a rolled up tube 

of paper, referencing the more Surrealist trompe l’oeil. The Cubist (verging on Surrealist) work 

of the Zhou Duo’s painting, Untitled (Figure 1.33) from the second Storm Society exhibition in 

1933, however, is quite different. Here, Zhou plays with perspective by again tilting the table 

surface up, but the objects are three-dimensional, rather than flattened, and all seem to occupy a 

different position in space, with some casting a sharp, angular, abstracted shadow and other lying 

flat. Zhou’s work in fact appears much more Surrealist, though it still has some elements of 

Cubist geometry and relies on the concept of a “still-life,” if not its composition.  

Reflecting this transformation in Chinese modernist painting from a focus on Cubism to 

experimentations with Surrealism, one of Ni Yide’s articles on Surrealism, published in L’Art in 

January 1933 only a few months before this exhibition, refers to Cubism as an earlier phase of 

modern painting, with the implication being that, having produced “countless artworks,” it was 

now finished. Moving forward, the Neo-Classicism (新古典, xin gudian) of Picasso and 

DeChirico were to become the heart of Surrealism.189 Accompanying Ni’s article is a 

reproduction of DeChirico’s The Departure of the Poet (1914) (Figure 1.34) as an example of 

Surrealist work, which may have been inspirational not only for artists in the Storm Society, but  

 

 
189 Ni Yide, “Surrealist Painting (Chaoxianshi de huihua),” in L’Art (Yishu) No.1, 1933, 87. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.32: Liang Baibo, Still Life (Jingwu), Oil, from “Western Painting Exhibition: 2nd 
Exhibition of the Chinese Independent Art Association (Yang Hua Zhan: Zhonghua Duli Meishu 
Xiehui Er Tong Zhanlan),” Modern Miscellany (Shidai) 8, No. 10 (November 5, 1935), 16. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.33: Zhou Duo, Untitled (Wu Ti), Oil, from “Art Exhibition of the Storm and Stress 
Society (Juelanshe Hua Zhan),” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 82 (November 1933), 
30.  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.34: Giorgio DeChirico, Departure of the Poet, 1914, Oil on canvas, Private Collection, 
from Ni Yide, “Surrealist Painting (Chaoxianshi de huihua),” L’Art (Yishu) No.1, 1933, 12. 
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also Li Hua, whose White Horse (Figure 1.28) composition from 1934 appears to echo the 

Symbolist elements in DeChirico’s work, as well as his style of execution.  

Pang Xunqin, on the other hand, perhaps did the most out of the Storm Society to 

experiment with Cubism and Surrealism in a way that gave form to some of the most 

individualistic, accomplished works of this period. One of his most famous paintings, exhibited 

in the Storm Society’s third exhibition, and reproduced in the November 1935 issue of The 

Young Companion, is an untitled composition from 1934 made to look like a collage. (Figure 

1.35)  In it, Pang has painted what look like various parts of a machine on the right hand and 

bottom of the composition, enclosing an opening on the left-hand side in which he has placed the 

head of a robot, looking to the right at the machinery, and the face of a woman, looking out at the 

viewer with an unhappy expression. Behind and above the faces is an open landscape, in which a 

circle of women dances, with another female parachuting from the sky.  Finally, three fingers 

reach down from the top of the composition, part of a disembodied hand that appears to be 

gripping a handle, perhaps controlling the machinery that overwhelms the foreground of the 

painting. Pang’s untitled work seems ripe for interpretation, and at a later date, the artist himself 

gave a very thorough analysis of all the constituent parts’ meanings (i.e. “...three massive fingers 

push the press, representing imperialist invasion from abroad and reactionary politics and feudal 

thinking at home...”), although that particular reading smacks of political necessity. 190 In fact, 

the focal point of the painting is the woman’s unhappy face, staring out, slightly above the eye 

line of the viewer. Making direct eye contact with the audience, she sets more of a humanist tone 

for the work. Surrounded on three sides by disembodied mechanisms, the woman seems trapped  

 

 
190 Pang Xunqin, quoted in catalogue entry to Untitled, 1934 in Pang Xunqin (Hiunkin Pang). Nanjing: Jiangsu 

Jiaoyu Chubanshe, 2006, 22. 
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Figure 1.35: Pang Xunqin, Untitled, 1934, Oil on canvas, from Julia F. Andrews and Kuiyi 
Shen, The Art of Modern China, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2012), 75. 
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by various forms of industrial machinery, perhaps representing either the modern subject in its 

interaction with urban modernity, or possibly the plight of the industrial worker, reduced by a 

capitalist system to nothing but a robot. Here, we see perhaps the most obvious instance of 

Chinese modernist oil painting making a connection to lived experience – either that of its artist, 

its audience, or society at large. 

V. The Modern Prints Society and the Youth Art journal, 1934-1937 

 In the months after Li Hua’s solo exhibition of woodblock prints in June 1934, students at 

the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy clamored for instruction in printmaking. Because 

printmaking was at that time already associated with a leftist political agenda, Li Hua could not 

teach official courses at the academy, but instead organized the students into a research society 

that met after hours.191 Thus, the Modern Prints Society (現代版畫研究會, Xiandai Banhua 

Yanjiu Hui) was formed, and over the course of its three years, published eighteen issues of its 

journal, Modern Prints. (Members of the group would go on to publish four issues of another, 

more overtly nationalistic and political journal, Field of Woodcuts (木刻界, Muke Jie), in the 

first half of 1937.) As reflected in the pages of Modern Prints, the subject matter and stylistic 

techniques of Li’s students was as eclectic as Li’s own. Further examples of Cubism, 

Constructivism, Surrealism, and Expressionism appear there, along with prints that draw heavily 

on Japanese sources sosaku hanga for inspiration (including Li Hua’s own work), and 

compositions that directly reference folk art in southern China, both in form and in their use of 

color and material.192  

 
191 Li Hua, “Forgotten Essay,” 12. 
192 See Felicity Lufkin, “Chapter 3: Folk Art in the New Print Movement,” in Folk Art in Modern China, 1930-

1945, (PhD dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 2001), 111-192 
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At the same time as he taught himself and his students printmaking, Li Hua continued to 

participate in the Youth Art Society, as demonstrated by Wu Qianli’s support for Li’s solo 

exhibition in June 1934 and the group photographs taken at the time, showing the painter Wu 

Wan in his round-rimmed glasses, always standing next to his friend. Li Hua continued to show 

drawings with them, as seen in exhibition coverage for a Youth Art Society show published in 

the February 1935 issue of The Young Companion. (Figure 1.36) Here again, Li Hua’s 

contribution is an image of the female form, although this time a quick sketch of two sisters on a 

balcony, rather than a classically posed nude figure, as seen in the reproductions associated with 

his solo exhibition. Furthermore, in 1937, the Youth Art Society decided to launch a journal 

which carried the same title as their original short-lived publication from 1928, Youth Art (青年

藝術, Qingnian Yishu). This journal would only last five issues before the Japanese invasion in 

July 1937, but during that time, would publish essays on a wide range of topics, and notably, 

included several contributions by Li Hua, along with other members of the Youth Art Society, 

including Zhao Shiming, Wu Wan, Wu Qianli, and Zhang Ke, as well as faculty members from 

Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy, like Ren Zhenhan and Hu Gentian. 

For example, in the June 1937 issue of Youth Art, Li Hua published an article on John 

Constable’s landscape painting. In it, he discusses the historical placement of landscape painting 

as a genre within pre-nineteenth-century European painting, Constable’s role within the Barbizon 

School (1830-1870), and their influence on Impressionism by the late nineteenth century. 

Focusing on the painter’s formal technique, in particular his use of color, Li notes that 

Constable’s strongest attribute is his paintings’ ability to provoke particular feelings in his 

viewers, and that not only did his landscapes start the Barbizon School, but that they also lay the  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 1.36: “Exhibition of Simple Works from the Youth Art Society, (青藝小品展, Qing Yi 
Xiaopin Zhan),” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 102 (February 1935), 22. 
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foundation for modern landscapes.193 That same issue devoted an entire section to articles on 

Guan Liang, including one written by the painter Wu Wan - Li Hua’s friend, classmate, and 

fellow member of the Youth Art Society. In another article from the April 1937 issue, this time 

on Edvard Munch, Li Hua again focuses on the formal aspects of the artist’s work, here noting 

that they evoke a sense of foreboding, gloominess, and mystery. In the case of the artist’s 

painting Death in the Sickroom, 1895, (reproduced in the article) Li Hua argues that Munch’s 

composition and depiction of human figures are illustrative of the “enigma of life and death.”194 

In both of the above articles, Li Hua’s focus is largely on formal aspects of these artists’ works, 

lingering in particular on the emotional impact of these artists’ work, and its role in moving 

audiences to greater understanding or empathy. In his writing on Munch, Li certainly ties the 

artist’s personal experiences to his painted expressions of grief, sorrow, and horror. Based on 

these articles (along with another on Rembrandt, and a multi-part column devoted to introducing 

various Western artists), Li Hua does not appear to have wholly rejected Western oil painting 

after he started his printmaking career for either painterly or political reasons.195  

VI. Conclusion 

 Between Li Hua’s entrance into Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy in 1922 and the 

invasion of China by Japan in July 1937, the historiographical record has stayed relatively silent 

on his modernist painting and printmaking activities. Most likely, this is a reflection of Li’s own 

changing priorities and interests in art, as well as the political necessities of the ensuing decades. 

 
193 Li Hua, “Constable’s Landscape Painting (Kangsitabao de Fengjing Hua),” Youth Art (Qingnian Yishu) 1, No. 4 

(June 1, 1937), 320-323. 
194 Li Hua, “Munch: An Artist of Mysticism (Mengke: Yige Shenmizhuyi de Huajia),” Youth Art (Qingnian Yishu) 

1, No. 2 (April 1, 1937), 106-115, 112. 
195 See Li Hua, “Rembrandt’s Etchings (Linbulan de Tongbanhua),” Youth Art (Qingnian Yishu) 1, No. 3 (April 

1937): 197-204, and Li Hua and Li Weici, “A Small Dictionary of Western Artists (Xiyang Meishujia Renming 
Xiao Cidian)” Youth Art Journal (Qingnian Yishu) 1, No. 3 (May 1, 1937): n.p. 
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However, the erasure of Li’s engagement with modernist art practices, including post-

Impressionism, Cubism, and Surrealism have stymied later understanding of the breadth of  

stylistic execution embodied in his early work. Based on the broad range of stylistic output on 

the part of his students in the pages of Modern Prints, Li Hua’s eclecticism was absorbed by 

those he taught. Further, Li’s essays, even as late as 1937, indicate both a wide-ranging interest 

and support for Western oil painting practices that would soon be decried as “petit bourgeois” (in 

and some cases, already had been).196 Ultimately, a better grasp of the breadth of Li Hua’s 

printmaking provides us with a more expanded view of modern printmaking in China. In 

addressing this movement from the bottom up (from the vantage point of an individual artist and 

their choices) rather than from the top down (i.e. concentrating solely on those materials that Lu 

Xun was providing for artists to emulate), we can formulate a more holistic view of modern 

Chinese printmaking during the early twentieth century. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

196 See Xiaobing Tang’s discussion of the Beiping-Tianjin woodcut group’s attack on Li Hua and his Modern Print 
Society for their perceived ideological impurity. (Xiaobing Tang, Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde: The 
Modern Woodcut Movement, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2008), 188. 
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Chapter 2: The Construction of the Ideal Worker: Building a Socialist Aesthetic in Chen 

Yanqiao's Woodblock Prints 

I. Introduction 

 A major figure within the Chinese modern woodcut movement, Chen Yanqiao’s (陳煙橋, 

1911-1970) prints, cartoons, and illustrations were widely published in Shanghai’s leftist 

literature journals, cartoon magazines, and mainstream, popular pictorials during the 1930s and 

continuing into the 1940s.197 Creating work under the names Chen Yanqiao, Li Wucheng (李霧

城), and Mi Qilang (米啟郎), Chen’s woodblock prints were skillfully-executed examples of 

socially progressive art, the majority of which focused on the plight of the urban and rural poor, 

the heroic proletariat worker, and the trials and heroism of soldiers at war. However, the stylistic 

variation within his early prints and their connection to manhua (漫畫, cartoons), photography, 

and art theory (outside of the usual Soviet sources) has gone generally un-examined. In both 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, I will contextualize works created by Chen Yanqiao between 1934 and 

1936, identifying a lineage of literature and artwork in the educational institutions and print 

culture that surrounded him with which he has not previously been connected. My analysis in the 

present chapter focuses on his three works Pull (1934), a woodcut, along with Struggle (1935), 

and We Will Destroy All Indentured Servitude (1936), both drawn illustrations, in the context of 

 
197Between 1935 and 1937, Literature (文學, Wenxue, 1933-1937), a magazine associated with former members of 

the Literary Research Association including Lu Xun (魯迅, 1881-1936), published eleven separate woodcuts by 
Chen. During the same two years, Chen published at least 15 woodcuts and manhua (漫畫, cartoons) in 
publications including Cartoon Life (漫畫生活, Manhua Shenghuo, 1934-35), Cartoons and Life (漫畫和生活, 
Manhua he Shenghuo, 1935-36), Life Cartoons (生活漫畫, Shenghuo Manhua, 1936), Cartoon World (漫畫世

界, Manhua Shijie, 1936), and Cartoons to Save the Nation (救亡漫畫, Jiuwang Manhua, 1937), all of which 
were edited by an interconnected group of cartoon artists, chief among them Huang Shiying (黃士英, dates 
unknown), Zhang E (張諤, 1910-1995), and Lu Shaofei (魯少飛, 1903-1995). Between 1935 and 1939, Chen 
also published a handful of works in mainstream photo and art pictorials such as Liangyou (良友, The Young 
Companion, 1926-1945), China Pictorial (中華, Zhonghua, 1930-1941, 1945), and The Studio (美術雜誌, 
Meishu Zazhi, 1934-1935). 
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contemporaneous discourse related to depictions of the muscular male body and its 

representation of a strong Chinese nation and citizenry. This discourse includes the contributions 

of art theorists, such as Zhu Yingpeng (朱應鵬, 1895-?) and Hua Lin (華林, 1899-?), and the 

artists they interacted with, such as Zhang Guangyu (張光宇, 1902-1965), Lu Shaofei (魯少飛, 

1903-1995), Wan Laiming (萬籟鳴, 1900-1997), and Huang Shiying (黃士英, dates unknown), 

as well as photographic pictorials that promoted healthy bodies for nationalistic purposes. Rather 

than exhibiting the unified alignment with leftist politics associated with woodblock 

printmaking, the artists and writers included in this chapter exemplify a broad spectrum of 

political engagement, from Zhu Yingpeng’s nationalistic promotion of “heroic” bodies 

associated with Roman and Hellenistic mythology, to Huang Shiying’s collages representing 

leftist social critique. Within the context of China’s early twentieth-century struggle to determine 

what sort of art would best represent the modern Chinese nation, the artworks and literature 

analyzed in this chapter represent a broad swath of the (sometimes conflicting) ideologies 

promoted through Republican Shanghai’s print culture. 

 In what follows, I will emphasize the importance of manhua and photographic images 

within contemporaneous publications, arguing that they directly contributed to Chen’s stylistic 

execution of his woodblock prints – an area of source material that has been understudied in 

classical histories of Chinese modern woodblock printmaking.  My goal is to introduce new 

material and to expand the accepted history of modern woodblock printing in China by 

reorienting my approach to the artworks in question. I aim to move away from the received top-

down narrative in which Lu Xun’s (魯迅, 1881-1936) influence, and more broadly, that of the 

League of Left Wing Writers (中國左翼作家聯盟, Zhongguo Zuoyi Zuojia Lianmeng, hereafter 

referred to as the Zuolian), unilaterally directed Chen Yanqiao’s printmaking. Instead I will 
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focus on a bottom-up approach, in which Chen’s choices to drawn upon work from manhua 

artists and photo-pictorial publications resulted in leftist woodblock prints that were inflected 

with traces of the cosmopolitan, urban culture in which they were created. In this chapter’s 

analysis, I argue that Chen drew from nationalistic images of the heroic male body in cartoons, 

photography, and theorizations on art in order to create an image of the ideal worker and further, 

a metaphorical image of the nation. 

 As noted in the Introduction and the previous chapter on Li Hua (李華, 1907-1994), 

histories written about the woodcut movement and its artists spend much of their time discussing 

the importance of Lu Xun’s guidance and support, and his role in supplying examples of both 

foreign and domestic artwork for the artists to emulate.198 However, very little time is spent 

discussing the broader print culture which surrounded these artists. Publications that are often 

left out of the literature on woodcuts, like Liangyou (良友, The Young Companion, 1926-1945), 

Shanghai Sketch (上海漫畫, Shanghai Manhua, 1928-1930), Modern Miscellany (時代, Shidai 

(Huabao), 1929-1937), Modern Sketch (時代漫畫, Shidai Manhua, 1934-1937), Cartoon Life 

(漫畫生活, Manhua Shenghuo, 1934-1935), and Cartoons and Life (漫畫和生活, Manhua he 

Shenghuo, 1935-1936), all contained cartoons, illustrations, photographs, collages, and montage 

design elements that made up a significant part of the visual culture which modern artists in 

 
198 For example, see Chen Yanqiao, Lu Xun and Woodcuts (Lu Xun yu Muke), (Shanghai: Kaiming Shudian, 1949); 

Li Hua, Li Shusheng, Ma Ke, eds. Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock Print Movement (Zhongguo Xinxing 
Banhua Yundong Wushi Nian, 1931-1981), (Shenyang: Liaoning Meishu Chubanshe, 1981); Chen Chaonan and 
Chen Lixing. An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation: A Biography of Chen Yanqiao (Yu 
zhonghua minzu gongtongzhe shengming de yishujia: Chen Yanqiao zhuan), (Shanghai: Zhongxi Shuju, 2015); 
Yu Ding and Jiang Wen, eds. Discovery: One Hundred Years of Collected Literature and Documents on Jiang 
Feng (Faxian: Bai Nian Jiang Feng Wenxian Ji), (Jiangsu Meishu Chubanshe, 2012/13); Li Kang, ed. Di Quan 
Ji: Li Hua’s Art Life (Di Quan Ji: Li Hua de yishu licheng), (Hefei: Anhui Meishu Chubanshe, 2011); Tang 
Xiaobing, Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde: The Modern Woodcut Movement, (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 2008). 
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Shanghai absorbed at that time.199 Pictorial and cartoon publications embodied the sort of 

intermedial visual and literary constructions that most directly represented artists’ experience of 

modernity, particularly in Shanghai, and as such, were a source of inspiration for woodblock 

print artists in their own artistic production. Furthermore, print artists in turn contributed work to 

many of these magazines. Unsurprisingly, woodblock prints were most often found in those 

publications that displayed the most obviously leftist political leanings. During the mid-to-late 

1930s, Chen made connections with the manhua community, as reflected in the publications in 

which he placed his work. It is his association with these magazines, the artists who contributed 

to them, and the literature that the manhua artists themselves drew upon, that is discernible in 

some of Chen’s woodblock prints.  

II. Chen Yanqiao’s Art Education 

 Born in 1912 in a village called Guanlan, (觀瀾, now within the Yu’an (玉安) district of 

Shenzhou) Chen began attending school by the age of five at a local academy that had been set 

up through donations by overseas Chinese communities. By the age of eleven or twelve, in 1923, 

his proclivity toward art was already apparent.200 Sent to school in Guangzhou from 1925 to 

1927, after graduation he applied to the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy (the same academy 

that Li Hua attended, and from which Li had graduated that April) and was accepted, though he 

deferred enrollment, instead following his uncle to Shanghai. For a period of time between the 

 
199 Technically there were two iterations of Shanghai Sketch with the same title printed during the late 1920s, and 

published by some of the same individuals. The first Shanghai Sketch, edited by Ye Qianyu (葉淺予, 1907-
1995), Huang Wennong (黃文農, 1903-1934), and Wang Dunqing (王敦慶, 1899-1990), only lasted for one 
issue in 1927 before running into financial trouble. For the purposes of this study, when I mention Shanghai 
Sketch, I am referring to the second publication, largely run by the brothers Zhang Guangyu and Zhang Zhenyu 
(張振宇, 1904-1976) along with Ye Qianyu and Huang Wennong, which produced its first issue on April 21, 
1928. See Nick Stember, “The Shanghai Manhua Society: A History of Early Chinese Cartoonists, 1918-1938,” 
MA Thesis, (University of British Columbia, 2015), 59-63 and 70-72. 

200 Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 7-9. Unless otherwise noted I have 
relied upon this recent biography, written by his sons, for information about Chen’s youth and education. 
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Spring of 1927 and the fall of 1929 he attended the preparatory school for China Arts College 

(Zhonghua Yishu Daxue Meishu Xi Yukeban, 中華藝術大學美術系預科班) in Shanghai before 

returning to Guangzhou in 1929 as a result of his uncle’s problems with unemployment.201 While 

attending the Western painting department at the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy 

(Guangzhou Shili Meishu Xuexiao, 廣州市立美術學校) from 1929 to 1931 and then the New 

China Arts Academy (Xinhua yishu zhuanke xuexiao, 新華藝術專科學校 or Xinhua Yizhuan, 新

華藝專) from 1931 through 1933, Chen became deeply involved in the efflorescence of political 

activism on the part of students as well as the nascent woodblock printmaking movement.202 At 

the same time, he was receiving instruction from teachers who, in the context of China’s struggle 

to identify a “national art,” had their own deeply held ideas about what type of artwork was the 

most important, and what its subject matter should be. Chen’s experiences of Guangzhou 

Municipal and Xinhua academies, and the teachers who taught there, provide us with a fuller 

picture of the art world from which Chen drew to create his own work.  

 The existence of the art academies themselves were the result of nation-wide educational 

reforms that had begun under the Qing dynasty Guangxu Emperor with the Hundred Days 

 
201 Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 9. His biographers also note that during 

some point in 1930, Chen was a temporary student in the Western painting department at China Arts College, 
but that information seems to conflict with his enrollment at Guangzhou Municipal.  

202 His biographers state that Chen was the Xinhua academy representative for the Meilian, or League of Left Wing 
Artists (中國左翼美術家聯盟, Zhongguo Zuoyi Meishujia Lianmeng), an organization through which he likely 
met Jiang Feng (江豐 (Zhou Xi, 周熙), 1910-1983), whose work is the subject of Chapter 4, and Zhang E, who, 
in 1932, became the Shanghai Fine Arts College (上海美術專門學校, Shanghai Meishu Zhuanmen Xuexiao) 
representative. (Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 27.) Zhang would also 
be an editor of the manhua publication Cartoons and Life starting in 1935, to which Chen contributed. Finally, 
from 1934 through 1936, Zhang himself contributed illustrations to art publications including Literature and Art 
Pictorial (文藝畫報, Wenyi Huabao, 1934-1935), edited by the Decadent and modernist authors Ye Lingfeng 
and Mu Shiying, as well as other leftist publications, such as Reading Life (讀書生活, Dushu Shenghuo), for 
which Chen Yanqiao had also provided a cover image for the September 20, 1936 issue. (“Slavery under the 
Dust of Cannons (砲灰下的奴隸, Pao hui xia de nuli),” Dushu Shenghuo 4, No. 10 (September 20, 1936): 
Cover.) 
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Reform in 1898, famously headed in part by Kang Youwei (康有為, 1858-1927) and Liang 

Qichao (梁啟超, 1873-1929), and which laid the groundwork for the Qing dynasty's New 

Policies. Under Emperor Guangxu's command, the eight-legged essay portion of the civil service 

examination was abolished, Peking University (北京大學, Beijing Daxue) was founded 

(originally as Imperial College or Jinshi daxuetang (京師大學堂)), and new-style schools across 

the country were created. By the first years of the twentieth century, further reforms in education 

as part of the Qing dynasty's New Policies had been enacted, including support for Chinese 

students to travel and study abroad (mostly in Japan, but later in Europe and America as well). 

Those study abroad programs would prove fundamental to fine arts education in China, as the 

vast majority of the first generation of instructors in China’s art schools from the 1910s through 

1920s were foreign-educated. 

Simultaneously, private art academies were opened in Shanghai, responding in large part 

to the demands for images from the city’s burgeoning publishing and other commercial 

industries.203 Perhaps the most famous and ultimately successful of these in responding to market 

demand was the Shanghai Art Academy (上海美術專門學校, Shanghai Meishu Zhuanmen 

Xuexiao), founded by a group of young art students, including Liu Haisu (劉海粟, 1896-1994) 

and Wang Yachen (汪亞塵, 1894-1983).204 However, public art schools played a decisive role in 

expanding educational opportunities to lower-income families, and the first of these, Guangzhou 

Municipal Art Academy, was founded as part of urban planning and modernization efforts in that 

city in 1922. Hu Gentian (胡根天, 1892-1985) and Feng Gangbai (馮鋼百, 1884-1984), both 

 
203 Julia F. Andrews and Kuiyi Shen, The Art of Modern China, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 

2012), 38. 
204 Jane Zheng, The Shanghai Art College, 1913-1937, (Leuven, Belgium: Leuven University Press, 2016), 46-86. 
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Western oil painters, were co-principals at its opening. Hu, like most of the first generation of art 

school instructors, had been educated in Japan, and upon returning home in 1921, co-founded the 

Red Society Art Study Group (Guangzhou Chuangli Chishe Meishu Yanjiu Hui, 廣州創立赤社

美術研究會) or Chishe (赤社) with Ren Zhenhan (任真漢, Ren Ruiyao, 任瑞堯, 1907-1990), 

who was also based in Guangzhou.205 Before its closure in 1938 the academy’s faculty would at 

various points also include the artists Ding Yanyong (丁衍鏞, 1902-1978), Guan Liang (關良, 

1900-1986) and Ni Yide (倪貽德, 1901-1970).206  

According to his biographers, Chen spent two years from 1929 to 1931 at Guangzhou 

Municipal Art Academy, and, as a student of Western art, would have found himself in the same 

department as Ding Yanyong, who was in residence at Guangzhou Municipal between 1928 and 

1931, and Ni Yide, who taught there from 1929 to 1930.207 The structure of classes at the time 

started with drawing courses using plaster casts and still-life tableaus, then progressed to live 

models and the use of watercolors over the first two years.208 Given that Chen was only at 

Guangzhou Municipal for two years, he appears to have left before starting oil painting courses, 

through which it is more likely he would have come into direct contact with either Ding or Ni. 

However, both of these individuals would have been quite well-known at the time already. In 

 
205 Michael Sullivan, Art and Artists of Twentieth-Century China, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 

1996), 51. As Sullivan notes, here “red” refers to the south of China, not to any political affiliation. The society 
later changed its name to 尺社 (Chi She), mostly likely in order to avoid association with the Communist Party. 
For an example, see the title of a group photo of the Chi She on the occasion of their second exhibition in 
“Illustrations (Tu),” Youth Art Journal (Qingnian Yishu) 1, No. 1 (February 1937): 2. 

206 See Sullivan, Art and Artists, 50-51; Andrews and Shen, The Art of Modern China, 69-70; Hu Yuqing, “Hu 
Gentian yu Guangzhou Shili Meishu Xuexiao,” Shuhua Shijie, No. 6 (June 2017): 11-13. Also see Chapter 1 in 
this dissertation for a broader contextualization of Li Hua within the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy. 

207 Mayching Kao, “Biography of Ding Yanyong,” 
https://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/Museum/Arts/artportal/artist/DYY_biography_eng.pdf, accessed September 23,  

     2018; Lin Wenxia, ed. Ni Yide’s Collected Writings on Art (Ni Yide Meishu Lun Ji), (Hangzhou: Zhejiang 
Meishu Chubanshe, 1993), 305.  

208 Hu Yuqing, “Hu Gentian and the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy (Hu Gentian yu Guangzhou Shili Meishu 
Xuexiao),” Painting and Calligraphy World (Shuhua Shijie), No. 6 (2017): 13.  
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December 1925, Ding Yanyong, Chen Wangdao (陳望道, 189-1977) and Chen Baoyi (陳抱一, 

1893-1945) had founded the China College of Arts (中華藝術大學, Zhonghua Yishu Daxue) 

together in Shanghai, and in 1927, Ding and Chen Baoyi, along with Zhu Yingpeng and Chen 

Hong (陳宏, 1898-1937), juried a major exhibition of oil paintings in Shanghai, created by 

members of the prominent Aurora Art Club (晨光美術會, Chen Guang Meishu Hui), their 

students, and others.209 As mentioned in the previous chapter, the students’ regard for Ding 

Yanyong was such that Li Hua’s Youth Art Society (青年藝術社, Qingnian Yishu She) were 

very excited to have received a visit from “Mr. T” at their September 1929 exhibition in 

Guangzhou.210  

Ni Yide’s notoriety was as strong as Ding Yanyong’s, or stronger, given his presence in 

the art and literature publishing world during the 1920s. Notably, the journals in which Ni 

published his essays and art reproductions were not all associated with one literary or artistic 

group. From 1927 through 1929, his essays and images can be located in journals like Northern 

Renaissance (北新, Beixin, 1926-1930) and Thread of Words (語絲, Yusi, 1924-1930), both 

associated with the coterie around Lu Xun, as well as in journals associated with the Creation 

Society, like Flood (洪水, Hongshui, 1924-1927) and Creation Monthly (創作月刊, Chuangzuo 

Yuekan, 1926-1929), which around the same time were engaged in a series of written attacks on 

the older, established writer. At the same time, his friendship with Shao Xunmei (邵詢美, 1906-

 
209  See the November 18, 1927 issue of Yishu Jie Zhoukan (藝術界周刊), (No. 25), for a list of works included, a 

description of the jurying process and organization, and multiple artists’ reactions to the exhibition, including 
Ding Yanyong’s “The Significance and Hopes of the United Exhibition (Meishu Lianzhan de Yiyi yu Xiwang)” 
pp. 8-9.  

210  Wu Wan, “After the Curtain Fell on the Exhibition (Zhanlanhui Bimu Hou),” Guangzhou People’s Daily 
(Guangzhou Minguo Ribao), September 11, 1929, reprinted in Zhao Li and Yu Ding, eds. Collected Essays on 
Chinese Oil Painting, 1543-2000 (Zhongguo Youhua Wenxian, 1543-2000), (Changsha: Hunan Meishu, 2002): 
584-585. 
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1968) and the group of Francophile authors and art theorists surrounding him (including Zhu 

Yingpeng, Zhang Ruogu (張若谷, 1904-?), and Fu Yanchang (傅彥長, ca. 1891-1961)) is 

demonstrated by Ni’s published contributions to their Art Field Weekly (藝術界周刊, Yishu Jie 

Zhoukan, 1927) as well as to Shao’s Golden House Monthly (金屋月刊, Jinwu Yuekan, 1929-

1930), and the fact that Shao’s Golden Bookstore (金屋書店, Jinwu Shudian) published Ni 

Yide’s 1929 book, Modern Art (近代藝術, Jindai Yishu).211 212 

Aside from their publishing practices, many of the above artists would also find 

themselves teaching in several different art academies in Shanghai, as well as Guangzhou 

Municipal, during the 1920s and 1930s. Taking into account their frequent moves between 

institutions and cities, their membership and exhibition activities in art societies, and the practice 

that some of them adopted of regularly publishing artwork and essays in nationally-distributed 

art journals, it is clear that Chinese artists and art theorists were vigorously exchanging ideas and 

promoting their viewpoints wherever possible. The role of print publications in disseminating 

ideas was not lost on the art students either. While studying Western painting at Guangzhou 

Municipal, Chen Yanqiao also developed an interest in design and spent time editing the campus 

newspaper.213 The academy’s design courses, (likely under the instruction of Chen Zhifo (陳之

佛, 1896-1962), who taught at Guangzhou Municipal between 1929 and 1931) and his 

experience with the student publications would stand him in good stead; later, Chen would put 

 
211  Paul Bevan, A Modern Miscellany: Shanghai Cartoon Artists, Shao Xunmei’s Circle, and the Travels of Jack 

Chen, 1926-1938, (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2018), 35-36. 
212  Further proof of Ni Yide’s standing within the field of art theory is the number of art publications he was both 

writing and selling at this time. For example, Guanghua Bookstore (光華書局, Guanghua Shuju) published 
both a 1926 and 1931 edition of Ni’s Introduction to Watercolor Painting (水彩畫概論, Shuicaihua gailun) 
and both 1928 and 1930 editions (a total print run of 5,000 copies) of his Art Talk (藝術漫談, Yishu Mantan).  

213  Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 10. 
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that training to use for a short time as the art editor at Chen Guang Publishing Company (晨光出

版公司, Chen Guang Chuban Gongsi, established 1946) in Shanghai.214  

 During this period, Chen’s biographers explain that woodblock prints were becoming 

more and more popular in the southern parts of the country, and that the students and young 

professors studying and teaching Western art at Guangzhou Municipal were all starting to create 

their own prints, modeling off of those they saw in contemporary publications, specifically 

mentioning The Current (奔流, Benliu).215 In the June 1929 issue of The Current, a translation of 

John Nash’s “A History of Woodcuts” was published. In the same issue Lu Xun had translated 

an article by the Japanese author Yonejiro Noguchi (野口米次郎, 1875-1947) on Irish literature, 

illustrated with a wood engraving by the British artist Eric Ravilious (1903-1942), and Lin 

Yutang (林玉堂, 1895-1976) had translated an article on French literary criticism by the Irish 

author Edward Dowdon (1843-1913), also illustrated, this time using an anonymous fourteenth 

century French woodcut. The editor’s postscript to that issue, also written by Lu Xun, continued 

his promotion of woodblock prints as an art form worthy of further study; he ends by listing two 

English-language sources with good print reproductions, both of which were apparently at one 

time available in Shanghai’s bookstores, based on his comments concerning their prices.216  

 Just this one issue of The Current demonstrates a relatively broad selection of woodcut 

types and sources from which young artists could draw inspiration, and the time that Chen had 

previously spent in Shanghai between 1927 and 1929 would have given him ample opportunity 

 
214 On Chen Zhifo, see Andrews and Shen, The Art of Modern China, 91; On Chen Yanqiao’s experience with Chen 

Guang Publishing Company, see Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 10. 
215 Interestingly, this contrasts with earlier recollections of modern printmaking in Guangzhou, which seem to give 

total credit to Li Hua for introducing the students of Guangzhou Municipal to the medium. See Wu Wan, “An 
Impression of the Last 25 Years of Painting in Guangzhou (Ershiwu nian lai Guangzhou huihua yinxiang),” 
Youth Art (Qingnian Yishu) 1, No. 1 (February 1, 1937), 17. Wu Wan was, however, a close friend of Li Hua’s, 
which might have affected how he portrayed his friend’s role in Guangzhou’s printmaking scene.  

216 Lu Xun, “Bianji Houji (Editor’s Postscript),” The Current (Benliu) 2, No. 2 (June 1929): 337-340, 339.  
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to see even more examples, such as those by Xu Xunlei (徐迅雷, dates unknown) and Wang 

Dunqing (王敦慶, or Wang Yiliu, 王一榴, 1899-1990) in the pages of the Sun Monthly (太陽月

刊, Taiyang Yuekan, 1928, published through the Sun Society, 太陽社, Taiyang She) and 

Thought (思想, Sixiang, 1928), respectively. Both of these publications were associated with the 

radically leftist Creation Society (創造社, Chuangzao She), an organization that included the 

artist and author Ye Lingfeng (葉靈鳳, 1905-1975) in its membership, who from 1926 was 

active in publishing and illustrating Flood and Creation Monthly.  According to his biographers, 

in recollections of his time at the Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy, Chen Yanqiao 

specifically notes the popularity of images by Ye Lingfeng and Ma Guoliang (馬國亮, 1908-

2001) among students learning printmaking, both of whom were known by 1929-1930 for their 

illustrations in the style of Aubrey Beardsley, and Ye was certainly known at that time for his 

Decadent literature style as well.217 218 219 Therefore, the fact that Chen specifically mentions Ye 

and Ma Guoliang as early influential figures in his work is rather surprising. Generally, histories 

of woodblock printing mention Beardsley in conjunction with Lu Xun’s publication of his work, 

but not the Chinese illustrators who were most associated with his images and with Decadent 

literature at this time, which itself had been rejected by the League of Left Wing Writers in the 

 
217 Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 10-11. 
218 Bevan, A Modern Miscellany, 84. Bevan identifies an advertisement for the Arts Cooperative Society (藝美術合

作社, Yimeishu Hezuo She), modeled on the British Arts and Crafts Movement, which lists Ye Lingfeng as a 
“literary giant.” (See Shanghai Sketch (Shanghai Manhua) No. 81, (November 9, 1929), p. 3, as cited in Bevan, 
A Modern Miscellany, 84, n. 117.) 

219 As noted in the Introduction and Chapter 1, Note 5, Lu Xun had grown so impatient with Ye’s plagiarism of 
Beardsley’s style by the late 1920s that he devoted an entire issue of Morning Flowers in the Garden of Art to 
Beardsley’s images in order to provide the reading public with examples of the artist’s original works. (Tang, 
Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde, 83-84.) For the same purpose, Lu Xun also devoted another issue of the 
Morning Flowers series to the Japanese illustrator Fukiya Koji. See his essay, “Weile wangque de jinian (For 
the Sake of Forgotten Memories),” Les Contemporains (Xiandai) 2, No. 6 (April 1933), 772-778, as cited in 
Tang, Origins, 244, n. 33.  
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early 1930s.220 However, inspired by the work that he saw reproduced in periodicals at the time, 

Chen Yanqiao, along with fellow printmakers Liu Yingzhou (劉應洲, 1912-?) and He Baitao (何

白濤, 1913-1939), headed north for Shanghai in the fall of 1931.221 

 Upon arrival in Shanghai, Chen, Liu, and He all enrolled in Shanghai’s New China Art 

Academy (Xinhua Yishu Zhuanke Xuexiao). Xinhua Academy had been founded in December 

1926 through an influx of faculty and students who had originally been at the Shanghai Art 

Academy but left due to disruptions within the school and its temporary closure, including Zhang 

Yuguang (張聿光, 1885-1968) and Pan Tianshou (潘天壽, 1897-1971).222 It was common 

practice in Shanghai for art faculty to move often between different academies and schools, and 

to teach in more than one of them at a time. For example, Zhu Yingpeng appears to have held 

simultaneous posts at China College (中國公學, Zhongguo Gongxue) and at Xinhua Academy in 

1931.223  

According to his biographers, during his years at Xinhua, Chen was active as an editor 

and contributor to the progressive student paper Streetlamp (路灯, Ludeng) and was involved in 

the Communist party's underground front at the school to connect with progressive students.224 

In an effort to enliven the student paper, Chen contributed two early manhua, titled Street Scene 

(馬路小景, Malu Xiaojing) and Shanghai Slum (上海貧民窟, Shanghai Pinminku).225 The 

 
220 Leo Ou-fan Lee, Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of a New Urban Culture in China, 1930-1945, (Cambridge, 

MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 233. 
221 Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 11. 
222 Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 11; Andrews and Shen, The Art of     
       Modern China, 69. 
223 “Under Instruction: Gu Shusen, Zhu Yingpeng, and Cen Dezhang follow orders to take over and manage the 

affairs of China College (Xunling: Ling Gu Shusen, Zhu Yingpeng, Cen Dezhang: Wei pai gai yuan deng zunling 
jieguan zhongguo gongxue congshi zhengli you),” Official Bulletin of the Department of Education (Jiaoyu Bu 
Gongbao) 3, No. 6 (February 5, 1931): 10-11; “Zhu Yingpeng teaching at Yizhuan (Zhu Yingpeng ren ke 
Yizhuan),” The Little Daily (Xiao Ribao) No. 5 (April 2, 1931): 2.  

224 Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 12. 
225 Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 12.  
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remainder of his biographers’ description of Chen’s activities at Xinhua are constrained to a 

recounting of the revolutionary, patriotic (after the September 18, 1931 Incident through which 

Japan colonized Manchuria) and socially progressive groups that he joined, and his ability to 

inspire his classmates with his hard work and persistence.226 Although likely true – the majority 

of Chen’s artwork is engaged in social and political activism – this recounting does not tell us the 

whole story of Chen’s interests between 1931 and 1933.  

III. Hua Lin and Zhu Yingpeng – Instructors at Xinhua Academy 

 In his own recollections of Xinhua, published in 1936, Chen observed that the arguments 

at the time over “pure art” were quite fierce, and he occasionally found the instruction 

frustrating, particularly when learning how to draw the female nude. Noting that he and his 

fellow students didn’t really understand the “subtle” facets of the beauty he was supposed to be 

depicting, he observed that when asking his teachers for help, they didn’t seem to know the 

answer either. Intriguingly, however, Chen mentioned a professor, Hua Lin, whose lively 

lectures on Rome and the Renaissance he and the other students found very enjoyable. Further, 

Chen remembers Hua to be quite emphatic when explaining that the appreciation of the nude 

 
226 For example, during the winter of 1932, Chen Yanqiao and several other woodcut artists, including He Baitao, 

founding the Wild Grain Society (野穗社, Ye Sui She), (or here Sui is possibly a reference to Guangdong, 
making them the Wild Cantonese Society) which was based at Xinhua Academy. They succeeded in hand-
printing a volume of their prints in May 1933, simply titled Woodcuts (木版畫, Muban hua), but disbanded 
shortly after that due to political pressure. (Li, Li, and Ma, eds. Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock Print 
Movement, 9.) Members of Wild Grain, including Chen Yanqiao, also participated in exhibitions organized by 
the MK Woodcut Society (MK 木刻研究會, MK Muke Yanjiu Hui). Furthermore, in the first issue of the 
beautifully printed, full-color The Studio (Meishu Zazhi) art pictorial, edited by Fang Xuegu and Chen Qiucao 
(陳秋草, 1906-1988), Chen’s Golden Sunlight (金色的陽光, Jinse de Yangguang), an illustration to Ding Ling’s 
(丁玲, 1904-1986) Mother (母親, Muqin), appeared in an article devoted to the MK Society, providing further 
indication that he was a member of that organization as well. As his biographers note, the question of Chen’s 
membership in the MK Society has been a matter of discussion in the literature surrounding the woodblock print 
movement. Chen’s involvement in MK Society exhibitions, as well as his inclusion in their published volume of 
prints from 1934 (MK 木刻畫選集, MK Muke Hua Xuan Ji) seems to indicate that he was in fact a member. 
(Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 41.) These debates have not taken into 
account his print included in The Studio, an instance of publication which has been overlooked until this study.  
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body was about artistic expression, not sexual desire (情慾, qingyu).227  This anecdote of Chen’s 

provides us with a small window onto the artist’s activities at Xinhua outside of his well-

documented political involvements. It also directs our attention to the instructors at Xinhua, who, 

like Hua Lin, would have made some impression on Chen as a student.  

 Hua Lin is not often mentioned in the secondary literature surrounding the Republican art 

world, and it is possible this is a result of later twentieth-century political correctness on the part 

of mainland Chinese historians.228 In newspapers and journals from the period in question, 

however, Hua is well-represented, having published widely on a number of topics, including 

aesthetics, education, literature, and the intersection of the arts and science, often with a 

nationalistic slant and in publications that were clearly Nationalist-party affiliated.229 Hua also 

published in less overtly political publications on aesthetics, sculpture, and connections between 

art and science, for example in a handful of articles written for The Eastern Miscellany (東方雜

誌, Dongfang Zazhi, 1904-1948) in the 1920s.230 Chen’s recollections of Hua Lin’s lectures 

 
227 Chen Yanqiao, “My Experience of Studying Woodcuts (Wo Xuexi Muke de Jingguo)” Field of Woodcuts (Muke 

Jie) 3, (June 1936), np.  
228  Already in his Field of Woodcuts recollections from 1936 (see note 32 above), Chen Yanqiao is ultimately 

disparaging of Hua for being too bourgeois, and a profile of Hua published in January 1933 emphasized the 
instructor’s romantic misadventures, quotes Hua’s work on the poet Lord Byron, and includes a separate quote 
in which Hua claims that an artist’s “greatest cause is to prostrate oneself in front of the idol of beauty.” None of 
this would have endeared Hua Lin to far-left writers and artists, either at the time or in later historiography. The 
profile is accompanied by two portraits of Hua by Xu Beihong and Chen Baoyi. (See Chun Tai, “The Mature but 
Youthful Mr. Hua Lin (You xu bu lao de Hua Lin xiansheng)” Art Breeze (Yifeng) 1, No. 1 (January 1933): 71-
73.) 

229 For example, see Hua Lin’s “The Romanticism of Literature Writers (Wenyijia zhi Langman),”  “The Decisive 
Battle between Literature Writers and the ‘Economic World’” (Wenyijia yu “Jingji Shijie” Juezhan),” and 
“Everybody’s Working Hard for the “Art Movement” (Dajia Nuli Zuo “Mei de Yundong”),” all found in The 
Attack Weekly (original English title) (進攻周刊, Jingong Zhoukan) in May and June 1927. Attack Weekly was a 
strongly anti-Communist, pro-Nationalist party paper which only ran for one year (1927), and whose stated 
mandate included “disrupt[ing] the Communist Party (raoluan...Gongchandang)” and “safeguard[ing] the Three 
People’s Principles (weihu Sanminzhuyi).” (See “Why do we Attack? (Women weishenme jingong?)” Jingong 
Zhoukan 1, No. 1 (May 7, 1927): 2.) 

230 See Hua Lin, “Science and Art (Kexue yu Yishu),” Eastern Miscellany (Dongfang Zazhi) 17, No. 13 (1920): 
131-132; “The Most Famous Sculptor in the World (Shijie Zui Zhuming zhi Diaoke),” Eastern Miscellany 
(Dongfang Zazhi) 18, No. 1 (1921): 100; “Casual Thoughts on Aesthetics (Meixue Suitan),” Eastern Miscellany 
(Dongfang Zazhi) 19, No. 7 (1922): 4-6. 
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support the picture that emerges from his later writing as well: for example, his 1934 serialized 

article on architecture and art in Italy, found in all three issues of the art pictorial The Studio 

(Meishu Zazhi), the same magazine that reproduced Chen’s Golden Sunlight print in its first 

issue as part of a spread devoted to the MK Woodcut Research Society.231  

 Nationalism is a recurring theme throughout Hua Lin’s published articles, an emphasis 

which he shares with his colleague Zhu Yingpeng, also an artist and art theorist, and with whom 

he published a pair of articles in the journal Art Field Weekly (Yishu Jie Zhoukan).232 Hua Lin’s 

letter characterizes China as a “very sick brother” for whom a life-saving treatment must be 

found, and invokes the concept of “fire” (火, huo)  as the necessary passion fueling a national 

revival of strength. Further, he identifies art as the conduit for that “fire,” using this as a segue to 

tell the story of Prometheus, who stole fire from Zeus to give to men, and was therefore punished 

by being chained to a rock and having his liver plucked out by an eagle every day. Hua notes that 

for man, having “fire” comes at a high price, but that it’s a necessary component for survival [of 

the nation.]233 Zhu, in answer to the letter, notes that he agrees with much of what Hua says, and 

then goes on to rail against what he sees as the two poisonous strains of thought holding China 

back from its “rejuvenation:” first, Confucian thought, and second, the tendency toward 

reclusion.234 Fitting squarely within the May Fourth style of national critique at the time, Zhu 

points to elements of China’s sluggish, static traditional culture, contrasting those with what he 

posits as the necessary antidote: strong, active art and heroic artists who will (for example) 

 
231 See Hua Lin, “Italy’s Athens (Yidali zhi Yadian),” The Studio (Meishu Zazhi) No. 1 (January 1934): 36-38; No. 2 

(February 1934): 38-40; No. 3 (March 1934): 14-16.  
232 Zhu Yingpeng, “Answering Mr. Hua Lin (Da Hua Lin Xiansheng),” Art Field Weekly (Yishu Jie Zhoukan) No. 2 

(January 29, 1927): 1-2, and Hua Lin, “Talking about Art Books with Mr. Zhu Yingpeng (Yu Zhu Yingpeng 
Xiansheng Lun Yishu Shu),” Art Field Weekly (Yishu Jie Zhoukan) No. 2 (January 29, 1927): 3.   

233 Hua, “Talking about Art Books,” 3. 
234 Zhu, “Answering Mr. Hua Lin,” 1. 
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emulate Greek artists’ creation of mythological figures, such as Apollo.235  In both cases, the 

writers are first, concerned for the health of the Chinese nation, which they see as being 

dangerously “ill,” and second, very clear in what they see as the appropriate culture from which 

to draw: ancient Greece and Rome (and by extension, the Italian Renaissance).236 In a 

demonstration of how enduring those beliefs were, seven years later Hua Lin’s multi-part article 

on Florence in Meishu Zazhi describes (and reproduces images of) Donatello’s Saint George and 

Michelangelo’s David as examples of the ideal male form, implying that they were embodiments 

of the resilient, heroic Florentine civic spirit.237 Extending this metaphor, the image of the heroic, 

often muscular male form in China during this time, based off of Roman and Hellenic models, 

became a representation of the Chinese nation.  

 Zhu Yingpeng, a forthrightly nationalistic art critic and artist and member of the Aurora 

Art Club, also taught at Xinhua at the same time as Hua Lin, and during the time Chen Yanqiao 

would have attended.238 Zhu, along with Fu Yanchang, Zhang Ruogu, and Xu Weinan (徐蔚南, 

1900-1952)  edited the journal Art Field Weekly (Yishu Jie Zhoukan), later just Art Field, in 

which the above article exchange with Hua Lin was published, and in which images of Western 

Classical, Renaissance, Impressionist, and Post-impressionist works were reproduced.239 The 

journal also establishes social links between Zhu and various contributors to the journal, 

 
235 Zhu, “Answering Mr. Hua Lin,” 2. 
236 The rhetoric used in these, and related, articles is clearly referencing the political and literary trope of the “Sick 

Man of Asia,” first appearing in Chinese newspapers and journals directly after the Treaty of Shimonoseki 
ended the first Sino-Japanese War (1894-95), and most famously used by both Yan Fu (嚴復 , 1854-1921) and 
Liang Qichao. For a succinct history of the term and its early use in Chinese periodicals, see Carlos Rojas, 
Homesickness: Culture, Contagion, and National Transformation in Modern China. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2015): 2-10.  

237 Hua Lin, “Italy’s Athens (Yidali zhi Yadian),” The Studio (Meishu Zazhi), No.3 (March 1934): 16. 
238 See “Zhu Yingpeng teaching at Yizhuan (Zhu Yingpeng ren ke Yizhuan),” The Little Daily (Xiao Ribao) No. 5 

(April 2, 1931): 2. 
239 The title of the journal changed from Art Field Weekly (Yishu Jie Zhoukan) to the shortened Art Field (Yishu Jie) 

with their eleventh issue on April 2, 1927.  
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including the artist Lu Shaofei, already associated at this time with the Shanghai Manhua 

(Cartoon) Society (上海漫畫會, Shanghai Manhua Hui, established December 1926) and the 

illustrator Wan Laiming, as well as other members of the Aurora Art Club, including Zhang 

Yuguang.240 Simultaneous to his editing for Art Field, Zhu Yingpeng was also an art editor at 

Shenbao newspaper.241  By October 1930, he had started editing another journal, this one titled 

Vanguard Monthly (前鋒月刊, Qianfeng Yuekan, 1930-1931) in which his political views 

became more obviously part of the publication’s focus. In articles like “China’s Painting and 

Nationalism,” Zhu argues against the idea of guohua (國畫, national painting) being the only 

legitimate form of Chinese national art by positing that the form and content of a nation’s 

artwork were directly informed by things that held “national significance,” which included their 

“struggle (鬥爭, douzheng).”242 Artworks and essays by the same contributors from Art Field still 

appeared in Vanguard Monthly, including Chen Baoyi, Ni Yide, Guan Liang, and even adding 

Pang Xunqin (龐熏琹, 1906-1985) to the roster.243 Furthermore, the fifth issue of the journal was 

devoted to contributions by modernist literature writers, including Ye Lingfeng and Shi Zhecun 

 
240 For works by Lu Shaofei and Wan Laiming, see Yishu Jie Zhoukan, No. 9 (March 19, 1927), and for article on 

Aurora Club’s exhibition history and decision to change its name, see “Aurora Art Club changes its name to 
Aurora Fine Art Club (Chen Guang Meishu Hui Geng Ming Chen Guang Yishu Hui)” Art Field Weekly (Yishu 
Jie Zhoukan), No. 3 (February 5, 1927): 16-18.  

241 See editor’s note on page 92 of the first issue of Art Field Weekly, dated January 15, 1927, in which they ask that 
letters to Zhu Yingpeng be sent to him care of the Shenbao Guan (Office), and that letters to Zhang Ruogu be 
sent to him care of the Shanghai Art College (上海藝術大學, Shanghai Yishu Daxue). 

242 Zhu Yingpeng, “China’s Painting and Nationalism (Zhongguo de Huihua yu Minzuzhuyi),” Vanguard Monthly 
(Qianfeng Yuekan) 1, No. 2 (November 1930): 27-28. 

243 Ni Yide, “Modern Landscape Painting (Jindai Fengjing Hua),” Vanguard Monthly (Qianfeng Yuekan) 1, No. 4 
(January 1931): 205-220; Chen Baoyi, “The Current Situation in the Development of Japanese Western-style 
Painting (Riben Yanghua Fazhan de Qingkuang),” Vanguard Monthly (Qianfeng Yuekan) 1, No. 2 (November 
1930): 5-26; Guan Liang, “After the Bath (Yuhou),” Vanguard Monthly (Qianfeng Yuekan) 1, No. 1 (October 
1930): n.p.; Pang Xunqin, “Depression (Youyu),” Vanguard Monthly (Qianfeng Yuekan) 1, No. 3 (December 
1930): n.p.; These individuals collaborated on exhibitions as well; a Shenbao article (“Report on an Exhibition 
of Western Painting by Modern Artists (Dui xiandai zuojia yanghua zhanlanhui de baodao),” July 2, 1929, n.p.) 
describes an exhibition held in Shanghai in June 1929 that included Guan Liang, Zhu Yingpeng, Feng Gangbai, 
Tan Huamu (譚華牧, 1895-1976) Hu Gentian, and Xu Taigu (許太谷, 1891-1983). 
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(施蟄存, 1905-2003). A member of Shao Xunmei’s social circle, Zhu was therefore well-

connected through both social and publishing activities to modernist writers as well as the 

cartoonists of Shanghai Sketch and later Modern Sketch (i.e. Zhang Guangyu, Lu Shaofei, and 

Wan Laiming).244 245 

 However, most importantly for this chapter, Zhu was known for his strong belief in the 

value of Hellenistic, Roman, and Italian Renaissance culture and their importance in the 

construction of Western civilization.246 In an article written in 1925, titled “The Artistic Agenda 

of Orthodox [Western] Art (Zhengtong dipai de yishu sixiang),” Zhu specifically focused on the 

physicality of Herculean male bodies (and voluptuous Venus-like female bodies) as the ideal 

example of the human form.247 After spending some time decrying the stifling nature of 

Confucian moral ethics to China’s nation (民族, minzu), in the course of the article Zhu provides 

introductory descriptions of several of the gods, including Jupiter, Juno, Apollo, and Athena. Zhu 

focuses on what he sees as their most important attribute: their representation of “the basic 

necessities of life” (飲食男女, yinshi nannu), and their embodiment of desire, and more broadly, 

emotion. Describing the male characters (specifically that of Hercules and others) in terms of 

“promoting war, risk-taking, and subjugation of formidable enemies (…tichang zhanzheng, 

maoxian, zhengfu yiqie qiangdi de menglie...(提倡戰爭, 冒險, 征服一切強敵的猛烈…))” 

Zhu is clearly highlighting those qualities that he feels are lacking Chinese society, to the 

 
244 Bevan, A Modern Miscellany, 48.  
245  Indicating their close relationship, Zhang Ruogu, Fu Yanchang, and Liang Desuo (梁得所, 1905-1938) all 

wrote introductions to Wan Laiming’s 1927 volume of illustrations of generally nude male and female bodies, 
titled (French original) La Beauté d’Expression Humaine (人體表情美, Renti Biaoqing Mei), published through 
Liangyou Press. The book itself was quite popular, as a fourth edition had been published by 1932, and by that 
year it had been positioned as the first volume in a series titled Collected Volumes of the Research Society on 
Body Art (人體藝術研究會叢書, Renti Yishu Yanjiu Hui Congshu). 

246 Bevan, A Modern Miscellany, 49. 
247 Zhu Yingpeng, “The Artistic Agenda of Orthodox [Western] Art (Zhengtong dipai de yishu sixiang),” The 

Aurora (Liming), No. 6 (November 8, 1925): 3. 
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nation’s detriment.248 In the context of the May Fourth and New Culture Movements (and their 

connections to contemporaneous discourses of Pan-Asianism and Darwinism), Zhu’s text is 

obviously trying to rejuvenate Chinese culture and strengthen China’s standing internationally 

through the denigration of old-fashioned Confucianism and the celebration of martial strength. 

Representative of the strength and virility of Greek and Roman ancient culture, the bodies of 

these heroic figures that he describes, transplanted to Chinese modern visual culture, signified 

what Zhu believed was the ideal citizen.249 These ideas would be given visual form in both the 

artwork that Zhu Yingpeng, Fu Yanchang, and Zhang Ruogu chose to reproduce in Art Field in 

1927, and in Vanguard Monthly during the winter of 1930 and spring of 1931.  

IV. Greco-Roman Imagery and Photography of the Male Form 

 I emphasize the interconnected nature of the art world at length, particularly through its 

academies and publications, in order to demonstrate the scope of materials and perspectives to 

which art students at this time would have been exposed. In particular, I am trying to flesh out 

the broader context of Western art in which Chen Yanqiao found himself over the course of 

several years of formal training. The publications mentioned above, written and edited by the 

instructors in his school (i.e. Hua Lin and Zhu Yingpeng, among others), would likely have 

caught the attention of Chen Yanqiao as a student while at Xinhua Academy. Furthermore, the 

artists and writers with whom Zhu Yingpeng and Fu Yanchang were in conversation through 

Shao Xunmei were publishing literary journals, mainstream pictorials, and cartoon magazines 

(i.e. Xiandai (現代, Les Contemporains, 1932-1935), Modern Miscellany, and Shanghai Sketch) 

that re-imagined and transformed the ideas that Fu and Zhu were promoting. In this section, I 

 
248 Zhu, “The Artistic Agenda,” 3.  
249 Heinrich Fruehauf, “Urban Exoticism in Modern and Contemporary Chinese Literature,” in Ellen Widmer and 

David Der-wei Wang, eds. From May Fourth to June Fourth: Fiction and Film in Twentieth-Century China, 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993), 138-139.  
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will discuss Greco-Roman imagery in the artwork from these magazines, connecting it to Zhu 

Yingpeng’s textual and visual descriptions of his idealized Greek body. Ultimately, I will 

reiterate and expand upon Ellen Johnston Laing’s suggestion that Zhu Yingpeng’s (and Fu 

Yanchang’s) emphasis on Western classical imagery appeared in cover illustrations for Shanghai 

Sketch, though the more leftist manhua artists’ interpretation would differ somewhat. 

 In further emphasis of Zhu’s views on the value of mythological figures to art, both his 

journals Art Field and Vanguard Monthly consistently reproduced images of Classical sculptural 

bodies and later interpretations of them as part of its visualization of nationalistic imagery, in 

alignment with his ideas as expressed in 1925. For example, in the fourth issue of Art Field 

Weekly, Zhu reproduces Peter Paul Rubens’s (1577-1640) Judgment of Paris (1638-39) 

accompanied by a paragraph below the painting, explaining the interaction of the heroic figure of 

Paris with the three goddesses Hera, Aphrodite, and Athena, all in competition for his golden 

apple.250 In the March 1931 issue of Vanguard Monthly, Zhu includes a much more 

nationalistically pointed representation of the heroic bodies he wished to promote, in his 

reproduction of Francois Rude’s (1784-1855) The Departure of the Volunteers of 1792 (1833-

36), (Figure 2.1) located on the Arc de Triomphe in Paris. This image in particular reproduces 

the sort of heroic figures Zhu saw as representing the emotional, artistic, and ultimately patriotic, 

“fire” of which he and Hua Lin spoke in 1927. Zhu would have seen its commemoration of the 

French revolution as particularly appropriate subject matter to inspire Chinese artists in their own 

patriotic artwork. Furthermore, the figures themselves, though created in the nineteenth century,  

 

 
250 “Judgement of Paris (Bali Shi de Caipan),” Art Field Weekly (Yishu Jie Zhoukan) 1, No. 4 (February 11, 1927): 

3. The reproduction in question appears to be of the painting that is now in the collection of the Museo del 
Prado, Madrid. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.1 Francois Rude, “The Departure of the Volunteers, 1792,” (1833-36) Vanguard 
Monthly (Qianfeng Yuekan) 1, No. 6 (March 1931), n.p. 
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were emblematic of the hyper-real, overtly-muscled, mythological bodies that Zhu venerated in 

his own work and in that of others. 

By the late 1920s and in to the 1930s, these representations of mythological, heroic 

bodies were found in many other art and pictorial publications as well. For example, two 

separate journals associated with the Hangzhou National Art Academy (國立杭州美術學校, 

Guoli Hangzhou Meishu Xuexiao) took the names of Greek figures for the titles of their 

publications: the Athena (亞丹娜, Yadanna, 1931) and the Apollo (亞波羅, Yaboluo, 1928, 

1932-1936), and in both cases, the journals’ first issues were introduced with essays and 

illustrations discussing the significance of Western classical mythology and imagery to modern 

Chinese art. The cover of Sun Monthly (太陽月刊, Taiyang Yuekan, 1928), a journal connected 

to the radical Creation Society (創作社, Chuangzuo she) (known for its emphasis on modern, 

leftist literature by writers such as Yu Dafu (郁達夫, 1896-1945) and Tian Han (田漢, 1898-

1968)) featured a woodcut illustration of Apollo by the artist Xu Xunlei on its cover. This 

appears to be, in fact, a copy of the photograph of Apollo that ran on several consecutive covers 

of Vanguard Monthly. (Figure 2.2-2.3)  

Finally, it is in Ellen Johnston Laing’s 2010 article, “Shanghai Manhua, the Neo-

Sensationist School of Literature, and Scenes of Urban Life,” where she draws the connection 

between Fu Yanchang and Zhu Yingpeng’s theorizations on Greco-Roman art, and the 

appearance of overtly-muscled, Herculanean figures in the cartoons of Shanghai Sketch. Here, 

Laing notes, as does Paul Bevan in A Modern Miscellany, how Shao Xunmei was a central figure 

around whom Francophile art theorists, (for example, Fu Yanchang, Zhu Yingpeng, and Zhang 

Ruogu) Neo-Sensationists, (for example Mu Shiying and Liu Na’ou (劉吶鷗, 1905-1940)) and 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.2 Xu Xunlei, Cover of Sun Monthly (Taiyang Yuekan), No. 1 (January 1928) 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.3 Cover of Art Field Weekly (Yishu Jie Zhoukan), No. 2 (January 29, 1927) 
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Decadent authors (i.e. Ye Lingfeng) gathered, along with manhua artists like Zhang Guangyu 

and Ye Qianyu, meaning that their work, whether literary or visual, would have been familiar to 

other members of that social group.251 It follows, then, that the images in Shanghai Sketch 

(edited by Zhang and Ye) are thematically linked to the literature with which these artists were 

familiar. Therefore, Laing notes that the cover illustrations to the first and fifth issues (along with 

several others) of Shanghai Sketch appear to be responding to the ideas of Fu Yanchang and Zhu 

Yingpeng.252 In what follows I will look at cartoons that reproduced the Greco-Roman ideal 

body type as found in the pages of Shanghai Sketch and in photography as included by those 

same artists as editors of Modern Miscellany (Shidai). 

 Shanghai Sketch began to be published weekly in April 1928 and lasted until June 1930 

under the editorship of members of the Manhua Society, including Ye Qianyu (葉淺予, 1907-

1995), Zhang Guangyu, Zhang Zhenyu (張振宇, 1904-1976), Lu Shaofei, and Wang Dunqing 

among others.253 During that time, the publication included comic strips (most famously, Ye 

Qianyu’s Mr. Wang), photographs (many contributed by Lang Jingshan (郎靜山, 1892-1995), 

articles and short stories, and cartoons with varying levels of social and political commentary.  

Most importantly for the current analysis, however, are two covers that were created during the 

 
251 Ellen Johnston Laing, “Shanghai Manhua, the Neo-Sensationist School of Literature, and Scenes of Urban 

Life,” MCLC Resource Center Publication, 2010, (http://u.osu.edu/mclc/online-series/shanghai-manhua/, 
Accessed October 30, 2018), n.p. and Bevan, A Modern Miscellany, 48-50, 64-65, 68, 231-233. 

252 Ellen Johnston Laing, “Shanghai Manhua,” n.p. While I focus here on the cartoon artists’ adaptation of Zhu 
Yingpeng’s (et al.) nationalistic theorizations, Laing also points out the visual associations of other cartoons in 
this same periodical with the literature of the New Sensationists, particularly in images of femme fatales and 
subservient men. 

253 The Manhua Society, the first organization of its kind in China, was founded in December 1926 with eleven 
members, the most famous of which are Ye Qianyu, Zhang Guangyu, Zhang Zhenyu, Lu Shaofei, Huang 
Wennong, Wang Dunqing, Ding Song, and Ji Xiaobo. (Stember, “The Shanghai Manhua Society,” 43-48.) 
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Figure 2.4 Zhang Guangyu, “Cubist Shanghai Life (Liti de Shanghai Shenghuo),” Cover of 
Shanghai Sketch 1, No. 1 (April 21, 1928) from Shanghai Sketch (Shanghai Manhua), 
(Shanghai: Shanghai Shudian Chubanshe, 1996), n.p. 
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Figure 2.5 Zhang Zhenyu, “Fight! (Dou!),” Cover of Shanghai Sketch 1, No. 3 (May 19, 
1928) from Shanghai Sketch (Shanghai Manhua), (Shanghai: Shanghai Shudian 
Chubanshe, 1996), n.p. 
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first few months of publication: Zhang Guangyu’s cover illustration for the first issue on April  

21, 1928, titled Cubist Shanghai Life (Liti de Shanghai Shenghuo) (Figure 2.4), and Zhang 

Zhenyu’s cover illustration for the May 19, 1928 issue, titled Fight! (Dou!) (Figure 2.5). Both 

these images illustrate how manhua artists adapted classical bodies as a type in order to 

communicate critique, rather than representing any one particular mythological character, though 

they still appear to be drawing from Zhu Yingpeng’s rhetoric. 

 Zhang Guangyu’s image shows a family with mother, father, and two children as though 

they were Cubist sculpture, placed in front of a background that literally outlines all the 

bewildering, overwhelming attributes of the modern city, including cars, industry, electricity, and 

locomotion. While the image, both in title and depiction, clearly relates to contemporaneous 

discussions of Cubism as an artistic movement, the massive weight of the figures, their 

emphasized musculature, their location on a plinth like Greek or Roman statuary, and their 

obvious nudity, all indicate a connection with Western classical forms as well.254 Finally, the 

expression on the face of the father figure is quite poignant; he appears weary and depressed, 

while the mother has her face turned away from her family, toward the bewildering montage of 

urban images behind them. Here, Zhang appears to critique of the toll a modern city takes on the 

urban male worker, and by his extension his family.255 

 
254 Clearly the designation of these bodies as “Cubist” indicates that Zhang was referencing (or possibly lightly 

mocking) modern art as well as European classical antiquity, and Cubism had been discussed in pictorials and 
journals through the 1920s, though certainly not as widely as during the 1930s. Feng Zikai had famously written 
about Cubism in his essay “Cubism, Futurism, and Surrealism (Litipai, Weilaipai, Chaoxiangpai),” published in 
the November 1928 issue of The Universal (一般, Yiban), one of a series of essays he wrote that year in The 
Universal on modern art. And in their July 25, 1922 issue (Vol. 19, No. 14) Eastern Miscellany (東方雜誌, 
Dongfang Zazhi) published two examples of Cubist sculpture by Ernesto de Fiori (1884-1945) and Edwin 
Scharff (1887-1955). 

255 By “worker,” however, I do not mean to imply a specifically Communist connotation to this image. Rather, I 
would argue that the image is humanist social critique, which would increase in frequency in the work of 
manhua artists over the next decade, particularly in their later magazine, Modern Sketch (Shidai Manhua). 
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 Zhang Zhenyu’s cover image, Fight!, seems less psychologically complex, featuring two 

nude, male, heavily-muscled figures in what appear to be the opening stages of a wrestling 

match. The explanation of this cover illustration (usually found in the issue following the cover 

in question), written by a contributor named Liao Liao (likely Lu Shaofei, according to Nick 

Stember)256 seems to draw from the language of Zhu Yingpeng’s 1925 article (or possibly his 

later writing) on the topic of desire (性慾, xingyu), emotion, and Hellenistic figures:  

 “Each and every life is lived in but an instant, and in fact, every desire is produced as unbridled and 

 endless… people’s hearts hold desire, but also rage, rage but also violence, revolt, disagreement, and 

 revenge… (yi ge ge de shengming shi yi chana de shengcun zhe, yi ge ge de yuwang queshi wuxianzhi  

wuqiongjin de zengjin zhe…ren xin wei yuwang er you fennu, wei fennu er you qinfan, fankang, zhengzhi, 

fuchou…(一個個的生命是一剎那的生存着, 一個個的慾望卻是無限制無窮盡的增進着... 人心為 

慾望而有奮怒, 為奮怒而有侵犯, 反抗, 爭執, 復仇...))”257 

Here, Lu Shaofei doesn’t appear to focus on the nationalistic reading of these muscle-bound 

male figures, but rather highlights the emotional intensity of their conflict, and more importantly, 

its universality. Based on this description, it does appear that the Zhang brothers drew upon Zhu 

Yingpeng’s theorizations, creating their own visual representation of his ideas. However, they 

used the nude, well-muscled body more as a representation of emotion and desire or humanistic 

pathos, rather than a direct reference to either art history or politics.  

 However, the manhua artists were also adept at using the male body as representative of 

the nation (or as I will argue below, representative of the ideal citizen), both in their drawn 

illustrations and in their editorial decisions concerning photography. Perhaps the clearest 

connection between the artists’ editorial decisions and the association of healthy bodies with a 

 
256 Stember, “The Shanghai Manhua Society,” 72. 
257 Liao Liao (Lu Shaofei), “Fight (Dou),” Shanghai Sketch (Shanghai Manhua), No. 6 (May 26, 1928).  
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healthy nation is found in Lu Shaofei and Ye Qianyu’s choice to prominently display a 

photograph of an American bodybuilder on the first interior page of the June 1, 1929 issue of 

Modern Miscellany (Shidai). (Figure 2.6) Titled “A Beautifully Brave and Strong Body (Routi de 

Yongjian Mei),” the editors have even captioned the image (in both English and Chinese): “Not a 

Greek god in bronze, but a photograph of deep-tanned and powerful Anthony J. Sansone, of 

Brooklyn, New York.” Here, the editors’ decision to identify this figure as from a particular 

country points to his use as a representative figure for his nation. Particularly within the context 

of China’s contemporaneous pictorials, like Liangyou and Athletic China (體育新聲, Tiyu 

Xinsheng, 1931),  which promoted exercise and health, the political connection between a strong, 

healthy body and a strong, healthy nation was hard to miss.  

 The concept of tiyu (體育, physical culture), first used in this sense in Yan Fu’s 1895 

essay “On Strength,” encompassed more than just sports or athleticism, but rather a holistic sense 

of training the modern body.258 During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

discourses which directly linked the health of a nation with the health of its citizenry were 

spreading around the globe through colonialism, trade, religious organizations, and the media 

which flowed through them. As noted above in the context of Zhu Yingpeng’s and Hua Lin’s 

published articles, the trope of China as “the sick man of Asia” haunted the writings of early-

twentieth-century Chinese authors, and was regularly invoked as stereotype against which the 

Chinese people should fight by demonstrating their military or athletic prowess. As Andrew 

Morris points out, although the concept of tiyu in the 1920s had resulted in physical education 

 

 
258  Andrew Morris notes that that Yan Fu’s use of tiyu was adapted from the Japanese term taiiku (體育), which 

itself was translated from Herbert Spencer’s concept of “physical education.” (Andrew Morris, Marrow of the 
Nation: A History of Sport and Physical Culture in Republican China, (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 2004), 9-10.) 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.6 “A Beautifully Brave and Strong Body (Routi de Yongjian Mei),” Modern 
Miscellany (Shidai Huabao) 1, No. 3 (1929), 2. 
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and local and national sporting events (and their commodification), by the 1930s the discussion 

of tiyu had become imbricated with Chiang Kaishek’s attempts to promote a healthy minzu tizhi 

(民族體制, national physique), part of the Guomindang’s fascist promotion of minzu not only as 

nation, but also as race.259  

Photographs of sporting events were widely published in popular periodicals during this 

time including Liangyou and Modern Miscellany, and images of the bodies of athletes (both men 

and women) were displayed for readers to consume as representative of the nation’s strength, but 

also as objects of desire. A one-page photographic layout in the May 1930 issue of Liangyou 

titled in English “Sports” and in Chinese “體育界 (tiyu jie)” (Figure 2.7) includes three 

photographs of athletic fields in Tokyo, three photographs of young, well-muscled male athletes, 

and one photograph of a group of nude young men in the midst of a swimming excursion. While 

the two named photographs of the weightlifter Huang Delong and the Singaporean (boxer?) He 

Bingquan depict individual athletes gazing directly out at the viewer, the two images below that 

are quite different. On the lower left, a photograph titled in English “Physical Development,” and 

in Chinese, “男性美 (Nanxing mei, Male Beauty)” shows a deliberately aestheticized 

representation of the male body, with the subject’s face turned away from the camera (very 

similarly to many unclothed images of women in the same magazine), but his arm curled in up to 

highlight its musculature, and by extension, his masculinity.260 The photograph on the lower  

 

 
259 Morris, Marrow of the Nation, 105. 
260 In his article on photographs of male subjects in Liangyou, Hongjian Wang identifies different patterns in the 

self-presentation of men and women, and further, discusses the differences in depictions of male and female 
nude subjects. In particular, he points out how rare it is for male subjects to take on the physical poses of female 
subjects, i.e. looking away from the camera as if demurely, etc. (Hongjian Wang, “Chapter 7: Pillar of the 
Nation: Photographic Representation of “Modern” Chinese Masculinity in Liangyou,” in Paul G. Pickowicz, 
Kuiyi Shen, and Yingjin Zhang, eds. Liangyou: Kaleidoscopic Modernity and the Shanghai Global Metropolis, 
1926-1945, (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2013), 168-172. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.7 “Sports / Tiyu Jie,” The Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 47 (May 1930), 24. 
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right of the group of swimmers is titled “Return to mother nature” in English and in Chinese “囘

到自然去 (Huidao ziran qu),” which does not immediately reference athletic endeavor except 

for the swimming activity that the young men are engaged in. The images collected here, 

ostensibly about “The Field of Physical Culture” (in another translation of the Chinese title), are 

simultaneously informing the viewer about international developments in sport as well as 

displaying examples of the kind of healthy, muscular male body that represents the Chinese 

minzu, or nation (race). Given the juxtaposition of Japanese sports stadiums and ethnically 

Chinese male subjects, it should therefore be assumed that the layout is referencing an implicit 

national competition of athleticism between China and Japan. 

 Five months later we find a similar aestheticization of the male form in a pictorial 

magazine, this time on the cover of the first issue of Athletic China (體育新聲, Tiyu Xinsheng) 

from October 1930. (Figure 2.8) The manifesto found on the second page explains the impetus 

of the magazine: the editor was struck by the distance he saw between China’s athletic 

achievements and the rest of the world, even rhetorically going so far as to say that the “Sick 

Man of Asia” trope wasn’t so wrong when one looked at China’s national physical weakness.261 

The image on the cover, in which case, appears to be designed to provoke athletic inspiration in 

the viewer in order to better represent their nation in any one of the sports meets that are 

exhaustively covered within the publication. Furthermore, the cover of the magazine is well-

designed to attract the eye. The shock of the image (a photograph of a nearly-nude male on a 

magazine cover would have likely been at least surprising to a consumer), the magazine’s title  

 

 
 

261  “Manifesto of Athletic China (Tiyu Xinsheng xuanyan)” Athletic China (Tiyu Xinsheng), No. 1 (October 1930): 
2.  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.8 Cover, Athletic China / Tiyu Xinsheng, No. 1 (October 1930) 
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design with the prominent use of an English title and the carefully designed font adapted for both 

Roman alphabet and Chinese characters, and finally, the figure’s aestheticization all contributed  

to a visually striking publication. Finally, this choice of male figure, an unidentified ‘type’ rather 

than an individual athlete, on the cover of a magazine which is so directly and unequivocally 

concerned with how China’s sports represent its national strength, is clearly meant as a 

representative image of what China’s “health” should look like in the eyes of its editor. One 

further note on the figure found here: it is potentially perplexing that on such a nationalistically-

motivated magazine, its cover subject is not obviously Chinese. However, I believe it only 

further supports the argument that the image itself was chosen as a “type,” rather than an 

individual. It is the aestheticization of the figure into a representation of masculine power, 

equated with the health of the Chinese nation, that is at stake here.262 

 In each of the examples listed above, from nineteenth-century French sculpture to 

photography of Chinese weightlifters, the intertwined themes of aestheticization and nationalism 

continually reappear. In the context of Zhu Yingpeng’s Vanguard Monthly, images of Neo-

classical bodies communicated his connection of Greek and Roman mythological figures to the 

strength and virility of the Chinese nation. Manhua artists Zhang Guangyu, Zhang Zhenyu, and 

Lu Shaofei adapted that association in their own work, but as cartoon artists they moved towards 

social commentary in their depiction of Greco-Roman bodies as representative of Shanghai’s 

urban dwellers during the 1930s. That sense of commentary reappears in Lu Shaofei’s and Ye 

Qianyu’s editorial choice to include the aestheticized photograph of the American “Greek god” 

in a 1929 issue of Modern Miscellany. The image both implicitly references the 

contemporaneous national movement surrounding tiyu and places China in silent comparison. 

 
262  There is no available credit for the image on Athletic China’s October 1930 cover; on the contents page, it is 

merely referred to as “建而美” (jian er mei, Health and Beauty) with no artist listed. 
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The photographs from Liangyou and Athletic China continue the theme of aestheticization, 

consciously presenting anonymous, overtly muscled male bodies as aspirational representations 

of China’s athletic ability, and therefore, national strength. In what follows, I will argue that this 

discourse directly contributed to one woodblock print and two illustrations that Chen Yanqiao 

produced between 1934 and 1935, based on the content of the images, their place of publication, 

and the personal connections he clearly made through his publishing activities. 

V. Chen Yanqiao’s Prints and Drawings 

In 1934, Chen Yanqiao would produce a print titled Pull (拉, La) that appears to draw on 

a similar root element: the preponderance of Hellenistic references and Herculean body types in 

contemporaneous publications and photography. (Figure 2.9) The print was first published in Lu 

Xun’s June 1934 collection of young Chinese artists’ woodblock prints, titled Progress in Prints 

(木刻紀程, Muke Jicheng).263 In analyzing how Chen Yanqiao’s depiction of the nude male 

body in his woodcut prints is in dialogue with manhua and photography-centric publications of 

the same subject, my argument rests on both his stylistic depiction of the form, as well as the 

significance ascribed to that form in each instance of its appearance. Although later 

interpretations of Chen’s work see the largely nude, male figures in Pull as representations of 

urban laborers (which, I hasten to add, I believe Chen did as well), the style of depiction Chen 

 
263 Lu Xun, ed. Muke Jicheng (Progress in Prints). Shanghai: Tiemu Yishu She, 1934, 6. (From reprint Lu Xun 

Bian Yin Meishu Shukan Jicun Shisan Zhong (鲁迅编印美术书刊辑存十三种, Thirteen Collected Art Books 
and Periodicals Edited and Printed by Lu Xun), Vol. 3, (Beijing: Zhongyang Bianyi Chubanshe, 2014).) The 
other two prints by Chen Yanqiao included in the volume were titled Landscape (風景, Fengjing) and Window, 
(窗, Chuang) in which the background landscape was framed through an open window. As far as I have able to 
determine, this was the first time that Pull was published, and that it was not published in any other periodical or 
collection prior to the outbreak of war with Japan in 1937. Further research in newspapers and periodicals from 
Guangdong and Hong Kong would be useful to help determine if this was in fact the case. 
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Figure 2.9 Chen Yanqiao, “Pull (La),” (1932), from Yanan Chen and Chaonan Chen, eds. 
Collected Works of Chen Yanqiao (Chen Yanqiao Hua Ji), (Beijing: Wenhua Yishu 
Chubanshe, 2015), 47. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.10 Chen Yanqiao, “Rest (Xiuxi),” (1932), Cover of Culture Train (Wenhua Lieche) 
No. 4 (December 15, 1933) 
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Figure 2.11 Hu Yichuan, “To the Front” (1932), from Xiaobing Tang, Origins of the 
Chinese Avant-Garde: The Modern Woodcut Movement. (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 2008), 129.  
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chose diverges wildly from that of his contemporaries. For example, Ye Lingfeng, in his 

selection of woodblocks prints for the May 1, 1933 issue of Les Contemporains (Xiandai), chose 

Chen Yanqiao’s Rest (休息, Xiuxi) and Hu Yichuan’s (胡一川, 1910-2000) To the Front, along 

with six others.264 (Figures 2.10 and 2.11) The human figures in these two prints, much more 

usual depictions for the woodcut medium, highlight the startling contrast in style that we see in  

Chen’s Pull. I argue that, based on the plethora of images and texts that connected the physically 

strong male body to the health of the nation, it is likely that that discourse influenced Chen’s 

work as well. 

In the print, the foreground figure is a heavily-muscled Herculean male type, straining to 

pull the heavy load behind him. Two more similarly styled figures are placed behind the main 

figure, leaning even farther to the left in order to show the amount of effort necessary for them to 

collectively move the object. However, given the background of the scene, the figures seem a 

little strange. Factory buildings with a smokestack and a train in motion mark this as an urban 

industrial setting, and highlight the mechanization of that industry in a modern city. The human 

figures under obvious physical strain are in counterpoint to that, depicting the human labor that 

was still necessary to support that modern industry. With their proportions and musculature, they 

look like Greek statues somehow transplanted to Shanghai, and recall Zhang Guangyu’s use of 

statuesque nude figures on the cover of Shanghai Sketch, which communicated his humanistic 

critique of the plight of the urban poor. These heavily-muscled bodies are not “realistic” in the 

 
264 See Ye Lingfeng, “A Selection of Modern Woodcuts (Xiandai Zhongguo Muke Xuan),” Les Contemporains 

(Xiandai) 3, No. 1 (May 1, 1933), n.p., as cited in Tang, Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde, 252, n.41. 
Indicating at least some amount of contact between Ye Lingfeng and Chen Yanqiao, the next year, Ye published 
another article which included the print Violent Flood (狂流, Kuang Liu) by Chen Yanqiao (although this time 
under his pen name [Li] Wucheng) along with several other Chinese printmakers. See Ye Lingfeng, “Western 
Woodcut Techniques Flowing to the East (Xiyang Muke Shoufa zhi Dong Jian),” Modern Miscellany (Shidai) 5, 
No. 7 (February 1934): 14-15. 
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sense that they represented real laborers, but rather are imaginary figures. Their near nudity, 

which would have been more commonly found in an obviously “art for art’s sake” image, 

appears startling in a print that is clearly meant to lionize the urban worker and simultaneously 

critique the conditions of his labor. However, I argue that in his depictions of these men, Chen 

has taken the idealized, heroic figures he would have seen and read about in the surrounding 

print culture and in his classes at Xinhua, and particularly in those publications incorporating 

Renaissance artwork, manhua by artists (like Wan Laiming and Lu Shaofei), as well as 

modernist writers (like Ye Lingfeng), and placed them in a new setting. Crucially, however, I am 

not arguing that Chen was any less committed to his leftist ideals – the bodies in question, 

though clearly aestheticized through their posing and emphasized musculature, are directly 

commenting on the human toll of labor in an industrialized society.  However, the prevalence of 

a discourse that connected Classical and Neo-Classical bodies to national strength as written by 

the instructors in Chen’s own art academy, coupled with the surrounding tiyu movement and its 

imaging in pictorial magazines, would have been a compelling collection of source materials, 

regardless of the difference in political allegiance from Chen’s own views. Aestheticized, 

anonymous, and available for appropriation, here Zhu Yingpeng’s idealized Chinese citizens 

have become Chen’s idealized Chinese workers.  

 Throughout the mid-1930s, the majority of Chen’s prints focused on leftist societal 

critiques, military scenes, urban cityscapes, or rural landscapes. However, the bodies in those 

other prints were not usually aestheticized to the degree that the figures were in Pull. For 

example, in another 1934 print titled Guerilla Forces (游擊隊, Youjidui) (Figure 2.12) which Lu 

Xun compared to Pull in a March 28, 1934 letter to Chen, the main two figures in the middle of 

the composition are much more rounded than those in Pull, from the depiction of their heads and 
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faces, to their arms, to their feet.265 Although the two young men appear to be a healthy weight, 

the musculature of their bodies is almost completely absent, hidden under clothes, and instead of 

moving through the scene, they are frozen, staring off into the distance to the side of the 

composition, on watch for the enemy. From Lu Xun’s perspective, Guerilla Forces was the 

superior print in many ways, noting that Chen’s woodcutting technique and balance between 

light and shade were improved, but on the other hand, he finds that the sense of “movement” (動, 

dong) in Pull, which lends it tension and urgency, is lost in the relative stillness of Guerilla 

Forces.266  Notably, it was Pull that Lu Xun chose to reproduce in Muke Jicheng only three 

months later.  

From this point on, the bodies in Chen’s woodblock prints (in particular) remained 

rounded and less specifically muscular. Often depictions of soldiers in battle, the emphasis was 

on their context and heroic actions, rather than the appearance of their bodies and what that 

might metaphorically represent. However, in the illustrations that Chen contributed to manhua 

publications in 1935 and 1936, the muscular male form from Pull reappears in direct reference to 

the plight of the Chinese nation. In what follows, I will trace the reappearance of Chen’s 

aestheticized muscular male bodies in his manhua or cartoons, rather than his muke, arguing that 

their appearance only in the manhua context lends greater credence to my earlier claim for the 

association of Pull with muscular bodies in manhua imagery of the early 1930s.  

 

 
 

265  Guerilla Forces was originally published in the first (and only) issue of a literature journal titled Wood 
Shavings Literature Collection (木屑文叢, Muxie Wencong, 1935), edited by Hu Feng (胡風, 1902-1985) and 
heavily contributed to by members of the Zuolian. Chen’s Guerilla Forces and Steam Whistle Sounding (汽笛響

了, Qidi xiang le) were the only two woodcuts published in the issue. 
266 Originally from Lu Xun's March 28, 1934 letter to Chen Yanqiao (Zhi Chen Yanqiao), reprinted in Zhang 

Guangfu, ed. Collected Works of Lu Xun on Art (Lu Xun Meishu Lun Ji), (Kunming: Yunnan Renmin 
Chubanshe, 1982), 501-502. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
  

Figure 2.12 Chen Yanqiao, “Guerilla Forces (Youjidui),” Collected Wood Shavings (Muxie 
Wen Cong) No. 1 (April 20, 1935), 7. 
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The first of the two images, titled Struggle (掙扎, Zhengzha), (Figure 2.13) was 

published in the second issue of Zhang E’s Cartoons and Life (1935-1936), which was a 

continuation of the shuttered journal Cartoon Life (1934-1935), edited by Huang Shiying and his 

brother Huang Ding.267 The second, titled We Will Destroy All Indentured Servitude (我們要毀

棄一切賣身契, Women yao huiqi yiqie maishenqi) (Figure 2.14) was published in the third issue 

of their 1936 publication Life Cartoons, itself a continuation of the shuttered Cartoons and Life. 

As noted before, although Zhang E and Huang Shiying were manhua artists involved in the 

modernist art world of Zhang Guangyu, Modern Sketch, and the coterie of writers and artists 

connected to Shao Xunmei, they were also ardently leftist, and their magazines display their 

political inclinations. A member of the Manhua Society, Huang was also a member of the 

League of Left-Wing Writers (and may have attended their first meeting on March 2, 1930), as 

was his friend and fellow Manhua Society member, Wang Dunqing.268 Huang was also a 

member of the China Cartoon Research Society (中國漫畫研究會, Zhongguo Manhua Yanjiu 

Hui), which was founded in June 1931.269 In an article titled “Cartoons and the Struggle of the 

National Liberation Movement (Manhua he minzu jiefang yundong de douzheng)” from the 

January 1936 issue of Cartoons and Life, Huang passionately argues for manhua’s role as a 

 
267 Manhua Shenghuo began publication in 1934 through the Meishu Shenghuo publishing company under Wu 

Langxi (吳郎西, dates unknown), which also produced the lavishly printed general interest pictorial, Arts & Life 
(美術生活, Meishu Shenghuo, 1934-1937). For more information on this pictorial, see Carol Lynne Waara, 
“Arts and Life: Public and Private Culture in Chinese Art Periodicals, 1934-1937,” (PhD dissertation, University 
of Michigan, 1994).  

268 Bi Keguan and Zhang Yunlin, Zhongguo Manhua Shi (A History of Chinese Cartoons) (Beijing: Wenhua Yishu 
Chubanshe, 1986), 83, (as cited in Bevan, A Modern Miscellany, 12, n. 16.) Also see Wang-chi Wong, Politics 
and Literature in Shanghai: The Chinese League of Left-Wing Writers, 1930-1936, (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1991), 62-63, 92.  

269 “Zhongguo Manhua Yanjiu Hui Chengli (Chinese Manhua Research Society Founded),” Shenbao, June 9, 1931, 
10, (as cited in Stember, “The Shanghai Manhua Society,” 36). 
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Figure 2.13 Chen Yanqiao, “Struggle (Zhengzha),” Cartoons and Life (Manhua he 
Shenghuo) 1, No. 2 (December 1935), 3.  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.14 Chen Yanqiao, “We Will Destroy All Indentured Servitude (Women yao huiqi 
yiqie maishenqi),” Life Cartoons (Shenghuo Manhua), No. 3 (June 1936), 2. 
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“reflection of social life” and that it “should lead the way in the project of national liberation of 

[its] oppressed and shackled countrymen.”270 The context of Huang’s statements in this case was 

the ongoing expansion of Japanese-controlled territory in Inner Mongolia, and their clear 

imperialist goals for further conquest of Chinese national territory. At the same time, cartoons 

and caricatures in the magazine (and other magazines edited by him) directly criticized the 

failings of Nationalist government for their military reticence and the plight of the urban and 

rural poor. Given this mix of rhetoric in which an urgent call to arms for the defense of national 

borders is combined with illustrations that highlighted domestic social inequalities, it is 

unsurprising that Chen Yanqiao contributed his work to its pages, and to other magazines edited 

by the same politically active group.271   

The images included in Zhang and Huang’s manhua magazines were stylistically varied, 

but two illustrations in particular appear related to Chen’s depiction of muscular bodies, and may 

have contributed to the execution of his compositions, and to their meaning. Appearing on the 

first page of Manhua Shenghuo, above the list of contents, the anonymous illustration titled 

(Figure 2.15) The Struggle Between Construction and Destruction (建設和破壞之爭鬥, Jianshe 

he pohuai zhi zhengdou) was published in the sixth issue of the journal (on February 20, 1935). 

However, the illustration under examination here, the Struggle between Construction and 

Destruction, was not a Leftist critique concerning the working class, but rather a polemic 

directed squarely at the devastation of warfare and the progress of industrial production. As in 

 

 
270  Huang Shiying, “Cartoons and the Struggle of the National Liberation Movement (Manhua he minzu jiefang 

yundong de douzheng),” Cartoons and Life (Manhua he Shenghuo) 1, No. 3 (January 1936): 6. 
271 Indeed, other woodcut artists also contributed to Cartoons and Life (and other manhua magazines), such as 

Tang Yingwei (唐英偉, 1915-?), a member of Li Hua’s Modern Prints Society, who contributed the print 
Laborers (勞動者, laodongzhe) to the same January 1936 issue, on page 3. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.15 “The Struggle Between Construction and Destruction (Jianshe he pohuai zhi 
zhengdou),” Cartoon Life (Manhua Shenghuo) No. 6 (February 20, 1935) 
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the previous illustrations from covers of Shanghai Sketch, the bodies of the two figures are 

heavily muscled, clearly based off of Western classical figure types, and similarly to Zhang 

Zhenyu’s Fight!, they are locked in the throes of a wrestling match. However, the most obvious 

differences lie with the stylistic depiction of the figures and in their underlying meaning. 

Whereas both of the Zhang brothers’ figures in Shanghai Sketch were stylistically (vaguely) 

Cubist, consciously referencing new and popular modern art trends in the contemporaneous 

cultural scene in Shanghai, the anonymous image in Cartoon Life has more in common 

stylistically with eighteenth to nineteenth century French and Spanish printmaking, like the work  

of Francisco Goya (1746-1828), whose work was known to both printmakers and cartoonists.272  

Furthermore, the meaning of the print is quite different, certainly from that of Zhang 

Zhenyu’s work. While Fight! was ostensibly a visualization of desire, emotion, and power 

(potentially in the context of national strength, although that remains unsaid), The Struggle 

between Construction and Destruction is a visualization of a society’s life-and-death battle for 

survival against the ravages of war. Within the context of both post-Great War Europe (the 

print’s likely source) and China (specifically Shanghai) after the 1932 Japanese bombardment, 

the image would have been poignant. Moreover, the image showed yet another example of 

 
272 See Lu Xun’s mention of Goya in his August 1933 introduction to Frans Masereel’s Yige Ren de Shounan  (一個

人的受難, 25 Images of a Man’s Passion) (reprinted in Zhang Guangfu, ed. Lu Xun Meishu Lun Ji (Collected 
Works of Lu Xun on Art), (Kunming: Yunnan Renmin Chubanshe, 1982), 114); Reproduction of Goya’s print 
Love and Death (愛與死, Ai yu Si) in the June 16, 1935 issue of Art Wind (藝風, Yifeng, 1933-1936), and a 
reproduction of his painting, The Execution of the Spanish Volunteer Army (1808) in Zhu Yingpeng’s February 
1931 issue of Qianfeng Yuekan, among other instances. In regard to “The Struggle Between…,” the work in 
question in fact appears to be an etching, and I am still researching possible sources for it. As it is anonymous, 
which was an unusual choice for the manhua magazines, and stylistically so different from much of the other 
artwork produced by the magazine’s contributors, I am assuming it is in fact an early twentieth-century century 
European or American work that was borrowed to include in the issue; a common practice among publications 
in Shanghai at this time. Further research is needed to identify the artist and original context of the print. 
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Greco-Roman, idealized body types standing in as metaphorical representations of different 

aspects of society or the nation. 

 Given that Chen Yanqiao published several of his woodcuts, and two manhua, in 

Cartoon Life over the course of its (comparatively lengthy) two-year run, and that the magazine 

itself had a monthly layout devoted to woodblock printing, I believe it is safe to assume that 

Chen would have seen most if not all the issues of Cartoon Life. Furthermore, it appears likely 

that he at least knew or was friends with the editors and contributors to both Cartoon Life and 

Cartoons and Life, Huang Shiying and Zhang E. This supposition is further supported by two 

points. First, Zhang E, along with Chen Yanqiao, was a member of the Meilian (League of Left-

Wing Artists). Second, Chen Yanqiao’s first widely published manhua, titled Sick, was included 

in the very first issue and his illustration Struggle was included in the second issue of Zhang and 

Huang’s second publication, Cartoons and Life, which ran for four issues, from late 1935 to 

early 1936. Furthermore, Chen would continue to contribute images to each of Zhang and 

Huang’s later manhua publications throughout 1936 and 1937, including Life Cartoons (生活漫

畫, Shenghuo Manhua, 1936), Cartoon World (漫畫世界, Manhua Shijie, 1936), and Lu 

Shaofei’s Cartoons to Save the Nation (救亡漫畫, Cartoons to Save the Nation, 1937).273  

 In Chen’s image Struggle (Figure 2.13) we again find the same sort of muscle-bound 

bodies as were depicted in his 1934 Pull. Bound with their hands behind them and shackles 

around their ankles, bodies contorted and twisting, the figures, given the title, appear to be 

attempting to break free. Based on the clearly leftist tenor of Cartoons and Life, as well as 

Chen’s oeuvre, one assumes that the restrictions referred to here would be social, political, and 

 
273 Chen’s Zhengzha (Struggle) is erroneously identified in the Collected Works of Chen Yanqiao as dating from the 

1940s. See Chen Yanan and Chen Chaonan, eds. Collected Works of Chen Yanqiao (Chen Yanqiao Hua Ji), 
(Beijing: Wenhua Yishu Chubanshe, 2015), n.p. 
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economic. However, instead of depicting the figures directly as members of the urban or rural 

laborers, Chen has again used the nude, Herculean body as a universal type to represent an 

abstract struggle, and this time, he has left the bodies without any contextualizing background at 

all. This choice further emphasizes their metaphorical, rather than literal, interpretation, 

particularly within the context of a manhua publication where images were meant to be 

interpreted as a commentary, rather than viewed as indexical portrayals of the world. Therefore, 

it appears likely that these muscled bodies, like those reproduced in contemporaneous 

photography and in art journals, are representative of the Chinese nation’s struggle, rather than a 

leftist critique of the struggle of laborers in particular. As mentioned above, in the context of 

other leftist woodblock prints, Chen’s muscle-bound Greek and Roman classical bodies are an 

anomaly. However, in the context of artwork created by cartoonists and commercial artists, they 

are not terribly unusual. In fact, the bodies depicted here, bent forward and back, appear 

stylistically quite similar to some of the bodies drawn by the illustrator Wan Laiming, who was 

also a regular contributor to Zhang E’s and Huang Shiying’s magazines.  

For example, in a full-color advertisement for his own book, Beautiful Illustrations of the 

Body (人體圖案美, Renti Tu’an Mei), appearing in the July 1933 (No. 78) issue of Liangyou, 

Wan has provided examples of similar contortions in bodies he depicts. (Figure 2.16) The 

advertisement itself (a reproduction of the volume’s cover image) appears to be mainly a 

celebration of the male form (there appears to be only one female figure on the upper right), once 

again emphasizing a heavily-muscled, western Classical mode of depiction, although Wan’s 

bodies are also slightly Cubist in style. However, here, Wan is not using the bodies for any sort 

of particular commentary; he is merely showing his skill in representing the human form as an 

advertisement for his drafting skill and the contents of his new publication. The publication itself 
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contained several further examples of contorted nude male figures, (Figure 2.17), a number of 

which might have been useful for Chen in his depictions of the bodies in Pull and Struggle. 

 Wan Laiming’s work would have been familiar to Chen Yanqiao; not only was the figure 

drawing instruction book advertised in Liangyou, but it was also prominently advertised in The 

Studio, in the same January 1934 issue in which Chen’s print was reproduced. Furthermore, 

Wan’s work had long been associated with the group of artists and writers discussed above. His 

sketches appeared in the March 19, 1927 and April 30, 1927 issues of Art Field Weekly, edited 

by Zhu Yingpeng, as well as in the very first (October 20, 1929) issue of Modern Miscellany, 

edited by Zhang Zhenyu and Ye Lingfeng, and the very first (September 20, 1934) issue of 

Cartoon Life, edited by Huang Shiying. Wan’s depiction of bodies was wildly eclectic, often 

experimenting with different styles and forms (he and his brothers would go on to distinguished 

careers as the vanguard of China’s film animation industry during the first half of the twentieth 

century), not necessarily on what those bodies represented.274 One example of this is in an 

illustration for Cartoon Life, which depicts (according to the description) a rural family’s sorrow 

at the arrival of their first child due to the economic burden he represents.275 Though the figures 

are highly stylized and abstracted, they are modeled after classical Greek or Roman statuary in 

their clothing. Given Wan’s involvement in Zhu Yingpeng’s publiations, it is likely that his 

characterization of this rural peasant family as Greek or Roman figures is meant as an 

idealization and elevation of them, in a similar vein to Chen’s idealization of the male worker.  

(Figure 2.18) 

 
274  See Daisy Yan Du’s recent monograph Animated Encounters: Transnational Movements of Chinese Animation, 

1940s-1970s, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2019) for further discussion of the history of animation in 
China.  

275 Wan Laiming, “Di Yici de Zi de Beiai (Sorrow at the Arrival of the Firstborn),” Manhua Shenghuo 1, No.1 
(September 20, 1934), 5. 
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Figure 2.16 Wan Laiming, Advertisement for Beautiful Illustrations of the Body (Renti 
Tu’an Mei), Young Companion (Liangyou), No. 78 (July 1933). Private Collection. 
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Figure 2.17 Wan Laiming, from Beautiful Illustrations of the Body (Renti Tu’an Mei) 
(Shanghai: Liangyou Tushu Gongsi, 1933) (kongfz.com: 
http://book.kongfz.com/188112/1759875729/, accessed May 5, 2020) 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 2.18 Wan Laiming, “Sorrow at the Arrival of the First Child (Diyi ci de zi de 
bei’ai),” Cartoon Life (Manhua Shenghuo) No. 1 (September 20, 1934) 
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The last of instance (that I have found) of Chen’s utilization of the Herculean male body 

is in his manhua from the June 1936 issue of Cartoon Life titled We Will Destroy All Indentured 

Servitude, (Figure 2.14) in which a heavily muscled worker heaves a hammer behind his head, 

aiming for the chains to which he is still shackled. Behind him, it appears the outline of a flag is 

waving. In this manhua, Chen has successfully combined the nationalistic rhetoric of the 

“national liberation movement (minzu jiefang yundong),” (as referred to above in Huang 

Shiying’s writing) with an image that is clearly related to the liberation of the socialist worker, 

given the iconography of flag and hammer. The “indentured servitude” referred to in the title is  

both representative of the imperialism China had experienced at the hands of Western nations 

and the Japanese, as well as a reference to the plight of the industrial worker, exploited by the 

capitalist economic system. Interestingly, however, a major difference between the figure in this 

cartoon and those in Struggle and Pull is Chen’s inclusion of a full and detailed view of his face. 

While the figure is still a “type,” with his exaggeratedly muscled arms and huge fists, the body is 

not aestheticized in the same way as the two earlier works, nor is this individual completely 

abstracted into a representation of a larger issue. Instead, he is both a symbol of a physically  

strong nation, and an individual example of a worker who represents a larger collective, at the 

same time. Indeed, this composition, though less technically accomplished than either Chen’s 

Pull from two years earlier or his illustration Struggle, is ultimately more efficient in 

communicating its message. 

VI. Conclusion 

 While Chen Yanqiao’s heroic bodies were not stylized for the sake of trends in modern 

art, I argue he drew from those trends, and the rhetoric and images supplied by Hua Lin, Zhu 

Yingpeng, Zhang Guangyu, Wan Laiming, and others, in order to create work that would be both 
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visually striking and emotionally affective in its communication of both a nationalistic and 

socialist message. Combining the nationalism expressed through images of Herculean bodies, as 

seen in reproductions of sculpture and painting, with the more contemporary depictions of the 

muscled male body in cartoons, illustrations, and photographs, Chen has combined multiple 

media in his representations of the nude male figure. In Pull, the figures are idealized forms as a 

representation of the Chinese worker (or citizen) in a state of movement and tension, used to 

critique social and physical condition of laborers. However, in Chen’s Struggle and We Will 

Destroy…, they move from an earlier aestheticization as an anonymous Classical “type” to the 

application of that type within a new context (i.e. socialist iconography) and in a new style (i.e. 

more individualized). Here I have argued that the bodies in his later two manhua also carry 

multiple meanings that the bodies in Pull did not, both because of their stylistic depiction and 

because of their placement in the context of manhua magazines which were more overtly 

focused on “national salvation” than socialist revolution. They are, similar to bodies in other 

manhua that Chen would have seen, more obviously representative of the Chinese nation as well 

as the workers enmeshed in an exploitative capitalist society. 

 This chapter has been devoted to analyzing Chen Yanqiao’s adaptation of the heavily-

muscled male nude to his leftist prints which critiqued the physical plight of urban workers 

during the 1930s, as well as the political and economic burden on Chinese citizens. I have argued 

that the Herculean figure he adapted was popularized through nationalist rhetoric and modernist 

literature and art during the mid-1920s through 1930s, particularly in the work of those 

individuals who were associated with artistic Decadence during the same time (particularly 

Zhang Guangyu, Zhang Zhenyu, and Wan Laiming). Further, Chen would have come in contact 

with their work through instruction at Xinhua Academy in Shanghai, reading their rhetoric and 
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seeing their work in popular pictorials, cultural journals, and comic magazines, and interactions 

through his relationships with Huang Shiying and Zhang E, who were part of the modernist artist 

and writers’ circles.  

The same periodicals that I have mentioned above, specifically the comic magazines and 

popular pictorials, also carried a particular aesthetic: that of montage, discussed widely in 

secondary literature as being a visual, textual, cinematic element of life in Shanghai. In the 

following section, I will address its visualization in periodicals like Liangyou and Modern 

Sketch, which followed Shanghai Sketch (1928-1930) and involved many of the same artists in 

editorial and contributing roles, and which published outstandingly creative political and social 

commentary through their manhua images. Although they shared contributors, however, Modern 

Sketch was more reticent than Zhang E’s and Huang Shiying’s series of publications about being 

obviously allied with the political left. Nevertheless, their critiques of the Nationalist government 

and the plight of urban and rural poor were numerous and stylistically diverse, incorporating 

drawing, photography, and collage. After tracing examples of  montage as it appeared in film, 

literature, and popular Chinese and international periodicals, I will address its lineage in manhua 

publications, and finally in Chen Yanqiao’s print, In the Factory, arguing that its stylistic 

execution is directly related to the montage aesthetic he would have seen in the broader visual 

culture with which he was surrounded, but more particularly, in the manhua publications in 

which he already published his own prints. 
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Chapter 3: Fragmented Modernism: Montage in Republican-era Periodicals and Chen 

Yanqiao’s In the Factory 

I.    Introduction 

By the 1920s and 1930s, China’s book and magazine publishing industry had leapt in size 

and level of printing technology from its beginnings in the nineteenth century, and its 

publications reflected that in their cover design and interior layout. At the same time, mainstream 

pictorial magazines like Liangyou (良友, The Young Companion, 1926-1945) and Modern 

Miscellany (時代畫報, Shidai, 1929-1937) had become sites of experimentation with 

photography and its role in a publication’s appearance and communication with its audience.276 

Finally, manhua (cartoon) periodicals during the 1930s had rapidly adapted photocollage 

techniques and the montage aesthetic, marked by jarring juxtaposition and pointed comparisons, 

to critique imperialist encroachment on China, the Nationalist government’s shortcomings, and 

social inequalities.277 Chen Yanqiao’s In the Factory (工廠里, Gongchang li) (1935), published 

 
276 In Shanghai Photographers Association and Shanghai University Literature Department, eds. History of 

Photography in Shanghai (Shanghai Sheying Shi), (Shanghai: Shanghai Renmin Meishu Chubanshe, 2000), 72-
83, the authors outline histories of pictorial magazines during the 1930s and their role in the dissemination of 
photographs at this time. Also see Wu Guozhong, Liangyou: the Pictorial and Shanghai’s Cosmopolitan Culture 
(Liangyou: Huabao yu Shanghai Dushu Wenhua), (Changsha: Hunan Shifan Daxue Chubanshe, 2007), 190-210, 
for a more detailed treatment of how Liangyou’s photographs fit into the broader frame of art photography in 
Shanghai at this time. For further analysis of Liangyou’s design and photography, see several chapters of Paul 
Pickowicz, Kuiyi Shen, Yingjin Zhang, eds. Liangyou: Kaleidoscopic Modernity and the Shanghai Global 
Metropolis, 1926-1945, (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2013). Leo Ou-fan Lee draws the aesthetic connection 
between literature, particularly modernist short stories, montage design in photographic layouts in Liangyou, 
and the experience of Shanghai’s urban modernity in his Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of A New Urban 
Culture in China, (London and Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 194 and 226; and Paul Bevan 
expands upon this idea at length in his ‘Intoxicating Shanghai’- An Urban Montage: Art and Literature in 
Pictorial Magazines during Shanghai’s Jazz Age, (Leiden & Boston: Brill, 2020), 11-22. 

277 See John A. Crespi, “China’s Shidai Manhua – 1: The Golden Age of Cartoons, 1934-37, Part 3: Graphic  
       Variations,” MIT Visualizing Cultures, 2011, 

        (https://visualizingcultures.mit.edu/modern_sketch/ms_essay03.html, Accessed January 15, 2018). Kuiyi Shen 
contextualizes 1930s manhua’s political commentary, and how it was aimed at the middle classes, within the 
development of earlier lianhuanhua (連環畫, comic strips), generally associated with xiaoshu (小書, illustrated 
picture books), which illustrated contemporaneous movie plots and performances of traditional tales, like 
History of the Three Kingdoms. (Kuiyi Shen, “Chapter 5: Lianhuanhua and Manhua – Picture Books and 
Comics in Old Shanghai,” in John Lent, ed. Illustrating Asia: Comics, Humor Magazines, and Picture Books, 
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in the August 20, 1935 issue of Cartoon Life (漫畫生活, Manhua Shenghuo, 1934-1935) 

(Figure 3.1), demonstrates how this montage aesthetic, found broadly in published art, literature, 

and film, could incorporate the iconography of industrial modernization and be adapted to the 

medium of a woodblock print in order to create a politically affective image that sympathized 

with the plight of the urban worker.278 Finally, I will demonstrate how In the Factory is also 

emblematic of the expansion outward of the modern Chinese print movement into the global 

socialist aesthetic. 

 Montage as a stylistic or design feature related to photography and image-making was 

well-established in international publications by the 1930s, having been used in Soviet 

propaganda magazines like USSR in Construction, and European magazines such as the left-

wing German periodical AIZ (Arbeiter Illustrierte Zeitung, [Workers' Illustrated Magazine]), 

both of which found their way to Shanghai during the 1930s.279 Through global distribution and 

exhibition practices (such as Liangyou's participation in the “International Exhibition of 

Newspaper and Print Publishing” in Cologne in 1928), photomontage spread beyond the borders 

of Europe, Russia, and the U.S., becoming an artistic practice and design element in publications 

 
(Honolulu, HI: University of Hawai’i Press, 2001), 100-120.) Shen’s observation concerning manhua’s middle 
class audience holds true for the more overtly-political woodblock prints created during this time as well, based 
on the publications in which they were disseminated, including literature journals, cartoon magazines, and 
mainstream photographic pictorials. 

278 I specifically use the term “political affect” in this instance to refer to the emotional efficacy of this print and its 
exhortation to political action.  

279 Both of these publications are listed in Lu Xun’s book and periodical collection. See Beijing Lu Xun Bowuguan, 
ed. List of Lu Xun’s Collection of Books Vol. 3: List of Foreign Language Works (Lu Xun Shou Ji he Cangshu 
Mulu, Vol. 3: Waiwen Cangshu Mulu), (Beijing: Beijing Lu Xun Bowuguan, 1959), 76-77. Also, as discussed 
later in the chapter, Huang Shiying appropriated cover photography from the October 5, 1934 issue of AIZ (No. 
40) and repurposed it in a composition for Cartoon Life in early 1935. 
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in China, Japan, and the puppet state of Manchoukuo.280 281 Artists such as Pang Xunqin (庞薰

琹, 1906-1985), combining fragmented images into painted compositions, John Heartfield 

(1891-1968), creating photocollages in AIZ, or Alexander Rodchenko (1891-1956), designing 

publication layouts for USSR in Construction based on photocollage and montage, had already 

made a practice of combining pieces of apparently unrelated images into new and creative 

wholes in order to communicate a sense of the disorienting, alienating modern, a critique of the 

current political or economic present, or their hopes for a utopian future.282 283 (Figures 3.2-3.4) 

 However, underlying meanings of the photomontage aesthetic, and the impetus that 

propelled the aesthetic into use, changed based on its context of publication. While the nascent 

USSR adapted photomontage for use as nationalistic imagery in mass-media publications, the 

United States quickly appropriated the photomontage technique for use in commercial and 

advertising contexts.284 Meanwhile, Europe, particularly Germany, saw the rise of photomontage  

 
280 Paul W. Rickett, “Kaleidoscopic Modernisms: Montage Aesthetics in Shanghai and Tokyo Pictorials of the 

1920s and 1930s” in Paul Pickowicz, Kuiyi Shen, Yingjin Zhang, eds. Liangyou: Kaleidoscopic Modernity and 
the Shanghai Global Metropolis, 1926-1945, (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2013), 18.  

281 In Martin Parr and Wassinklundgren, The Chinese Photobook: From the 1900s to the Present. (New York, 
Aperture Foundation, 2015, p 141), the authors remark on the stylistic influence of USSR in Construction on a 
propaganda photobook produced by the Japanese puppet government in Manchukuo in 1943 in Liaoning.  

282 See Pang Xunqin's “A Gentleman’s Enjoyment (Shenshi de Yule),” Cover of Cartoon Life (Manhua Shenghuo), 
No. 4 (December 20, 1934); John Heartfeld, “A New Man – Master of a New World (Ein Neuer Mensch – Herr 
einer neuen Welt),” AIZ 13, No. 44 (November 4, 1934): cover image; Alexander Rodchenko, “[Construction of 
the canal between the White Sea and the Baltic Sea],” USSR in Construction, No. 12 (December 1933).  

283 When I refer to “photocollage” or “collage” I mean that disparate physical elements of an image were joined 
together, often with adhesive, into an image that was either originally displayed as such, or reproduced in print 
publications, or both. By “photomontage” I am referring to the practice of developing a photograph from 
multiple, overlapping or fragmented negatives in order to produce a similar effect to a “photocollage.” And 
finally, by “montage aesthetic” I mean an image (or literary work) of any kind (i.e. drawing, photography, 
woodblock print, or a combination) that combines multiple, disjunctive elements into a whole through either the 
appearance or practice of collage. 

284 See Gustav Klucis, “Preface,” Fotomontage [exhibition catalog], (Berlin, 1931); Benjamin Buchloh, “From 
Faktura to Factography,” October, No. 30 (1982): 82-119; Matthew Teitelbaum, ed., Montage and Modern Life, 
1919-1942, (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1992); Katerina Romanenko, “Photomontage for the Masses: The 
Soviet Periodical Press of the 1930s,” Design Issues 26, No. 1 (Winter 2010): 29-39; Margarita Tupitsyn, 
Gustav Klutsis and Valentina Kulagina: Photography and Montage after Constructivism, (New York: 
International Center of Photography, and Gottingen: Steidl, 2004).  
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Figure 3.1 Chen Yanqiao, “In the Factory (Gongchang Li),” from Yanan Chen and 
Chaonan Chen, eds. Collected Works of Chen Yanqiao (Chen Yanqiao Hua Ji), (Beijing: 
Wenhua Yishu Chubanshe, 2015). 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 3.2 Pang Xunqin, “A Gentleman’s Enjoyment (Shenshi de Yule),” Cover of Cartoon 
Life (Manhua Shenghuo), No. 4 (December 20, 1934) 
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The author has not yet received copyright clearance to reproduce this image through VG Bild-
Kunst, Bonn.  
 

Figure 3.3  John Heartfeld, “Ein Neuer Mensch – Herr einer neuen Welt (A New Man – 
Master of a New World),” Cover of AIZ 13, No. 44 (November 4, 1934) 
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Figure 3.4 Alexander Rodchenko, “[Construction of the canal between the White Sea and 
the Baltic Sea],” USSR in Construction, No. 12 (December 1933) 
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for social and political critique.285 Photomontage in Japan, as Kevin Michael Smith has argued, 

was divided between two camps: those that celebrated the machine age (and were perhaps  

unthinkingly inculcated into the military-fascist project) and those that used photomontage as  

anti-authoritarian critique.286 In the case of the montage aesthetic as it appeared in examples of 

stand-alone photocollage compositions located in print publications in China, I have focused on 

its occurrence in two major contexts: the first being news, general interest, and mainstream 

photographic pictorial publications like Liangyou, and a second, contrasting context in journals 

containing some amount of leftist social critique, most notably those associated with modernist 

and manhua artists, such as Modern Miscellany (Shidai), Modern Sketch (時代漫畫, Shidai 

Manhua, 1934-1937), Cartoon Life, and Cartoons and Life (漫畫和生活, Manhua he Shenghuo, 

1935-1936). In this latter group of publications, artists used fragmented, contrasting imagery, 

often combining photography, drawing, and sometimes text, to provide a representation of their 

experience or criticism of Shanghai’s urban landscape, or of contemporary social or political 

issues within China as a nation. (It also important to point out the overlap in artists, authors, and 

editors between the two “types” of magazines that I have described. For example, the illustrator 

Wan Laiming (萬籟鳴, 1900-1997) served as both an assistant editor on Liangyou’s staff from 

September 1933 through May 1935 and contributed numerous manhua illustrations to Cartoon 

Life, which ran from 1934 to 1935. Huang Shiying (黃士英, dates unknown)’s manhua appeared 

in both Liangyou and Cartoon Life; he was the chief editor of the latter publication.) I believe 

 
285 See Photomontage Between the Wars: (1918-1939) (exhibition catalogue), (Palma de Mallorca, Spain: Museu 

Fondación Juan March and Ottawa, Ontario, Canada: Carleton University Art Gallery, 2012); Patrizia McBride, 
The Chatter of the Visible: Montage and Narrative in Weimar Germany. (Ann Arbor, MI: University of 
Michigan Press, 2016); Sabine T. Kriebel, Revolutionary Beauty: The Radical Montages of John Heartfield. 
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2014). 

286 Kevin Michael Smith, “Images Under Construction: Photomontage in Interwar Europe and Japan,” Trans Asia 
Photography 9, No. 2 (Spring 2019), n.p. ( http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.7977573.0009.203, accessed August 
18, 2019). 
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that Chen pulled inspiration from examples of visual montage in this second group of manhua 

publications in order to create his 1935 print, In the Factory, based on their more politically-

engaged compositions.  

In what follows, I will first address the discussions of the montage aesthetic in writings 

concerning film and literature in order to provide a broader context for the perception of this 

aesthetic at the time. Following that, I will address examples of the montage aesthetic in collaged 

images in mainstream pictorial magazines and manhua magazines in order to provide contextual 

examples of the materials from which Chen could have drawn inspiration. Finally, I will 

demonstrate that while montage aesthetics were widespread at this time, Chen’s adaptation of 

them in this instance is unique as a result of In the Factory’s method of production (i.e. 

woodblock print), his possible source material, and its context of publication. The resulting 

image provides an example of the “socialist aesthetic” that I discussed in the Introduction. As in 

the previous two chapters, my hope is that this analysis will expand our understanding of the 

history of modern woodblock printmaking in China, allowing us to see thematic and stylistic 

associations in previously unconnected material. 

II. Discussions of Montage in 1930s Shanghai 

“Montage” as a visual and literary concept, as well as a film editing process, was 

overwhelmingly apparent throughout Shanghai’s visual and literary cultural production during 

the 1930s. Film was a particularly important arena, with montage appearing in movies like 

Scenes of City Life (都市風光, Dushi Fengguang), directed Yuan Muzhi (袁牧之, 1909-1978) in 

1935 and made under the auspices of the politically leftist Diantong production company (電通

影片公司, Diantong yingpian gongsi).  In the opening sequences of Scenes of City Life, Yuan 

introduces us to a family who are traveling to Shanghai. Before they go, an itinerant performer 
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(played by Yuan himself) invites them to look into the “Western mirror,” a kind of peep show 

device popular as an attraction at that time. As the family looks in, the audience is suddenly 

seeing through the eyes of the family as they witness the urban spectacle of Shanghai, in form of 

a montage. Shots of buildings whirl and dive, signs flash and pop, and in many cases the camera 

tracks the entire height of buildings at that time, from bottom to top, the better to emphasize their 

monumentality. (Notably, Yuan re-used this montage two years later for the opening scenes of 

the film Street Angel (馬路天使, Malu tianshi).) The socio-political commentary is most obvious 

is two ways: first, as the camera lingers over two sculptures of lions that adorn the front entrance 

to one of the buildings on Shanghai's Bund, the accompanying music slows, turns somber and 

melancholy, and the shots themselves are held for longer, in order to impress upon the audience 

the importance of the image in front of them and its direct associations with foreign financial 

coercion of China and colonial control. The second important facet of his commentary is the 

interspersion of images of daily scenes of street life in Shanghai, in between and among the 

images of monumental buildings. Here, in marked thematic similarity to socially-aware 

woodblock print images, we see the deliberate, emotionally affective juxtaposition of scenes of 

urban modernity with the societal lived experience of those spaces.287 Montage, in this example, 

served as an emotionally effective tool to engage the viewer, and simultaneously, as a stylistic 

marker of urban modernity – traits that are also found in printed material, both visual and textual, 

from this time. 

 
287  For further discussion of tension between modern temporalities of the metropole and the periphery as embodied 

in Shanghai film and woodcuts from the 1930s, see my unpublished paper, “Shanghai Time: Urban Experience 
in Chinese Republican-era Cinema and Woodblock Prints,” presented at the China Academy of Social Sciences 
conference “Research on Art and International Academic Literature (Yishu yu Wenxian Guoji Xueshu Yanjiu 
Hui),” Hangzhou, August 2015. 
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 Writing concerning theories of montage, theories often attributed to the Soviet director 

Vsevolod Pudovkin (1893-1953), appeared in both general interest and film-centric 

publications.288 Both the appearance and the practice of montage in film were variously 

translated into Chinese as jianjie (剪接, “editing,” or “cutting”), jiaocuo (交錯, “crisscrossing”), 

or jiezhi (接織, “interweaving”) across multiple articles in publications ranging from general 

interest photo pictorials to film magazines.289 Translated articles written by American and 

German cinematographers discussed how to apply the technique of montage to film, how 

montage would affect the film’s emotional resonance with the audience, and what themes could 

be identified as consistently reappearing in montaged film. For example, an article written by the 

German cinematographer Rudolf Arnheim (translated by Huang Tianshi 黃天始, dates 

unknown) focuses on describing how montage can be used most effectively, for instance, by 

highlighting those objects that are most interesting to the director and then exploring the 

relationships between them. “The linked images connected by montage are not reality,” he notes, 

 
288  The theories of such were often attributed to Pudovkin, likely because of the accessibility of his work Film 

Direction and Film Manuscript, which had been translated into Chinese in two separate books by the leftists Xia 
Yan (夏衍, Shen Duanxian, 沈端先, 1900-1996) and A Ying (阿英, 1900-1977) in 1932. (See Weihong Bao, 
Fiery Cinema: The Emergence of an Affective Medium in China, 1915-1945, (Minneapolis, MN: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2015), 428 n.82. For a detailed lineage of translations of Pudovkin’s other writings from 
Russian through German into English and Chinese, see Weihong Bao, Fiery Cinema, 427 n.27. In discussion of 
the practice of montage, however, Sergei Eisenstein (1898-1948), along with other directors like Dziga Vertov 
(1896-1954), were regularly mentioned. (See Liang Fu, “Extraordinary Soviet Film Art (Yuzhongbutong de 
Sulian Dianying Yishu), Eastern Miscellany (Dongfang zazhi) 27, No. 18 (September 25, 1930): 97-99.) 

289  For the use of “jianjie,” see photograph of literal cutting and splicing of film in The Cosmopolitan (Dazhong 
Huabao)’s April 1934 issue described as “jianjie” and in English, “Cutting.” (Dazhong Huabao, No. 37, April 
1934: 35) and Situ Mu (trans.) Harry Perry, A.S.C., “Discussion of Techniques: Montage and Emotional Tone in 
Film (Jishu Taolun: Dianying de Jianjie yu Qingdiao),” The Modern Screen (Dianying Huabao), No. 19 (March 
1935): 4-5; For the use of “jiaocuo” see Fu Lei, “Literature’s Search for External Reality, Part 2 (Wenxue duiyu 
waijie xianshi de zhuiqiu)” L’Art (Yishu) 1, No. 2 (February 1933): 3; For the use of “jiezhi,” see Huang Tianshi 
(trans.), Rudolf Arnheim, “Research on Movie Montage (Dianying MONTAGE de Yanjiu),” Modern Cinema 
(Shidai Dianying), No. 2 (July 1934): 4. “Zhijie” was used by both Xia Yan and A Ying in their translations 
noted above, as well as by Liu Na’ou in his writing on montage in film from 1932. (Bao, Fiery Cinema, 237-
238.) 
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“but rather an ideal or a description.”290  In another translated article, published in The Modern 

Screen (電影畫報, Dianying Huabao, 1933-1937) in March 1935, the American 

cinematographer Harry Perry describes how montage is a most expressive style in its “pared-

down simplicity,” before spending the rest of the article demonstrating (with the aid of specific 

examples of camera direction and shot composition) the connection between the emotional tone 

of the film and methods of film editing, including montage.291 While both authors’ writing is 

concerned with cinematic instances of montage as a film editing process, their application to 

photographic montage is quite clear: rather than a series of images that are simply captured on 

camera, these works are “creatively constructed” in order to highlight a particular element or 

drive home a point. Further, the quick, sharp edits and flashes between scenes that were a 

hallmark of film montage were also recognized as being particularly emotionally effective on 

audiences. This reliance on fragmentation and juxtaposition in order to push forward political 

emotion in montage and photocollage compositions, as found in the pages of Modern Sketch and 

Cartoon Life, certainly reflected this approach to image-making as well. 

Complicating this history is the political dimension of published discussions on Chinese 

filmmaking from the Republican era, which for most of the twentieth century in both Chinese- 

and English-language publications, were seen as, and therefore organized into, opposing “hard 

film (硬性電影, yingxing dianying)” (leftist) versus “soft film (軟性電影, ruanxing dianying)” 

(bourgeois Nationalist) camps. However, similarly to recent research on the history of 

publications mentioned in this dissertation’s Introduction, recent monographs concerning early 

 
290  Huang Tianshi, trans. Rudolf Arnheim, “Research on Movie Montage,” 4. Huang Tianshi and his brother, 

Huang Tianzuo, were both senior administrators at the National Central Film Studio, and friends with a writer-
director there, the Neo-Sensationist writer Liu Na’ou. (Poshek Fu, Between Shanghai and Hong Kong: The 
Politics of Chinese Cinemas, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2003), 24.) 

291  Situ Mu (trans.) Harry Perry, A.S.C., “Discussion of Techniques,” 4-5. 
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Chinese film have started to undermine traditional political identifications.292 Certain film 

magazines, for example Modern Film (現代電影, Xiandai Dianying, 1933-1934), long identified 

with bourgeois soft film and its supporters (notably its editors Liu Na’ou (劉吶鷗, 1905-1940) 

and Huang Jiamo (黃嘉謨, 1916-2004)), have been shown to have published many articles 

supporting leftist film theory as well.293 Furthermore, as Yomi Braester points out in the context 

of leftist filmmakers’ adoption of “bourgeois” media forms in order to connect with a broader 

audience: “Rather than take for granted the incompatibility of revolutionary rhetoric and popular 

‘bourgeois’ media, one should acknowledge their symbiotic coexistence…socially engaged 

filmmakers did not draw a clear line between their ideological agenda and popular techniques of 

representation.”294  I emphasize Braester’s point in the context of the historiography of 

filmmaking in order to draw connections with one of the themes of this dissertation – namely, 

that the historiography of leftist woodblock printmaking in China has generally foreclosed 

opportunities to analyze connections between woodblock printmaking and the broader visual 

culture with which it was surrounded. In the case of this chapter, I see that connection in Chen 

Yanqiao’s adaptation of montage to his leftist woodcut In the Factory. 

 Some modernist literature in Shanghai during this time was similarly concerned with 

representing the disjointed, alienating urban context, particularly as found in the work of the 

 
292  Zhang Zhen, in “Chapter 7: Fighting over the Modern Girl: Hard and Soft Films,” of An Amorous History of the 

Silver Screen, provides a nuanced analysis of the hard and soft film groups, refuting the generally-accepted 
narrative of their direct opposition and antagonism, and ultimately delineates a much more complicated 
relationship between the two camps than had previously been described. (Zhang Zhen, An Amorous History of 
the Silver Screen: Shanghai Cinema, 1896-1937, (Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 244-
297. 

293  Victor Fan, Cinema Approaching Reality: Locating Chinese Film Theory, (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2015), 87. Paul Bevan notes that it was Huang Jiamo who came up with the term “soft film” in 
his article “Hard Film and Soft Film (Yingxing yingpian yu ruanxing yingpian),” Modern Film (Xiandai 
Dianying) No. 6 (December 1933): 3. (Paul Bevan, Intoxicating Shanghai, 312.) 

294  Yomi Braester, Witness Against History: Literature, Film, and Public Discourse in Twentieth-Century China, 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2003), 83. 
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group designated as the New Sensationists (新感覺注意派, xin ganjuezhuyi pai). As has been 

detailed in studies devoted to these writers and their contemporaries, literature by the New 

Sensationists was roundly ignored in Chinese scholarship during the mid-to-late twentieth 

century as a result of what was seen as a repudiation of stylistic realism.295 As Leo Lee notes, a 

1972 article by Liu Yichang in the Hong Kong journal Four Seasons (四季, Siji) was the first 

step toward recuperating these writers’ works, followed by the mainland scholar Yan Jiayan, 

whose 1985 book Selected Stories of the Neo-Sensationist School reintroduced work by Liu 

Na’ou and Mu Shiying (穆時英, 1912-1940), among several others, to Chinese audiences.296 

More recently, Leo Lee’s Shanghai Modern and Shu-mei Shih’s 2001 monograph, The Lure of 

the Modern, have both recontextualized the work of modernist authors, including the New 

Sensationists, highlighting their portrayal of gender, urban exoticism, and montage aesthetics.297 

Zhang Yingjin, in his 1996 volume The City in Modern Chinese Literature and Film: 

Configurations of Space, Time, and Gender, takes the experience of living in specifically 

Shanghai as a central construct in the formation of the Neo-Sensationists’ literary style and 

content, and in associated films.298 Not until recently, however, has anyone systematically 

analyzed the formal stylistic connections between the work of modernist writers and the visual 

representations of urban experience as found in contemporaneous periodicals and publications.  

Ellen Johnston Laing, in her article on the publication Shanghai Manhua, has pioneered this 

 
295 The term “New Sensationist” refers to a Japanese avant-garde school of literature from the 1920s and ‘30s 

called Shinkankahu ha, and involved writers like Yokomitsu Riichi, Kawabata Yasunari, Nakagawa Yoichi, and 
Kataoka Teppei. The term was then applied to a group of modernist writings which included (some of) the 
writings of Mu Shiying and Liu Na’ou. (Sean MacDonald, “The Shanghai Foxtrot (a Fragment) by Mu 
Shiying,” Modernism/Modernity 11, No. 4 (November 2004): 797.) 

296 Lee, Shanghai Modern, 370, n. 2. 
297 Lee, Shanghai Modern, 190-231; Shu-Mei Shih, The Lure of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semicolonial 

China, 1917-1937. (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2001), 231-370. 
298 Zhang Yingjin, The City in Modern Chinese Literature and Film: Configurations of Space, Time, and Gender, 

(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1996). 
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work, pointing out the clear thematic connections between Decadent writers like Liu Na’ou and 

the work of manhua artists like Zhang Guangyu and Lu Shaofei.299 William Schaefer, in Shadow 

Modernism (2017) has also done so, finding a fundamental stylistic and thematic connection 

between the work of writers Mu Shiying and Shi Zhecun (施蟄存, 1905-2003), painter Pang 

Xunqin, and manhua artists in Modern Sketch and photographer Lang Jingshan (郎靜山, 1892-

1995).300 (Notably, Pang Xunqin himself saw his work as existing in conversation with manhua 

artists; he contributed a cover illustration in his signature style to the December 20, 1934 issue of 

Huang Shiying’s Cartoon Life.)301 (see Figure 3.2) In particular, Schaefer spends a significant 

amount of time analyzing Fu Lei’s 1933 article, “Literature’s Search for External Reality Part 2 

(Wenxue duiyu waijie xianshi de zhuiqiu)” published in the art journal L’Art (藝術, Yishu, 1933), 

in which Fu drew connections between the sort of “criss-crossing (交錯, jiaocuo)” (i.e. montage) 

found in film, and that found in literature, along with theater and modern dance.302 Notably, this 

second part of Fu Lei’s article begins by focusing on what he calls in French the “fantastique,” 

and in Chinese, “荒誕與怪異, huangdan yu guaiyi” (“fantastical and strange”) and its 

relationship with reality. Perhaps in reaction to critiques of Neo-Sensationist literature that 

decried them as divorced from reality and disassociated from (one assumes positive) societal 

forms of production, here Fu starts his article by arguing the opposite: that the fantastical and 

strange in these works provide an avenue for deeper understanding of the new modernity, with 

 
299 Laing, Ellen Johnston. “Shanghai Manhua, the Neo-Sensationist School of Literature, and Scenes of Urban 

Life,” MCLC Resource Center Publication, 2010. (http://u.osu.edu/mclc/online-series/shanghai-manhua/, 
Accessed October 30, 2018), n.p. 

300 William Schaefer, Shadow Modernism: Photography, Writing, and Space in Shanghai, 1925-1937. (Durham and 
London: Duke University Press, 2017). 

301 See Pang Xunqin, “A Gentleman’s Enjoyment (Shenshi de Yule),” Cartoon Life (Manhua Shenghuo), No. 4 
(December 20, 1934): Cover image. 

302 Fu Lei, “Literature’s Search for External Reality: Part 2, Characteristic Qualities of the Fantastique (Wenxue 
duiyu waijie xianshi de zhuiqiu: Xia, Huangdan Guaiyi de Secai)” L’Art (Yishu) 1, No. 2 (February 1933): 3, as 
cited in Schaefer, Shadow Modernism, 246, n.5. 
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all its fragmentation, disassociation, and “decomposer.”303 Instead of allowing the reader an 

escape from reality, Fu argues that the author is in fact using “…these “fantastique” images 

(shiwu, 事物, objects), to differentiate a deeper reality from that on the surface.”304 Montage, 

then, despite its stylistic appearance, allowed for a more “realistic” representation of its subject 

than a straightforward depiction imitating three-dimensionality would have. 

 A short story by Mu Shiying titled Shanghai Foxtrot (A Fragment) (上海的狐步舞(一個

短篇), Shanghai de Hubuwu (Yige Duanpian)), first published in the November 1932 issue of 

Les Contemporains (Xiandai) serves as an example of the urban representation inherent in this 

writing style, as well as a sense of the modern, technological “fantastique” that Fu Lei mentions. 

Furthermore, in its choice of words and structure, Foxtrot embodies the sense of intermedial 

montage aesthetic that appears in contemporaneous pictorials, and later in a woodblock print of 

Chen Yanqiao’s. Both in its title, which literally refers to this short story as a fragment of 

something larger, and in its imagery, Shanghai Foxtrot describes, in disorienting fashion, the 

sights and sounds of Shanghai at night.305 Quoting (often in English letters) the signage for dance 

halls, Johnny Walker advertisements, Lucky Strike cigarettes, and the Shanghai racecourse in 

rapid succession, while switching between characters, perspectives, and settings, Mu describes a 

literally fragmented picture of the city.306  However, it is not just his famously choppy, 

 
303 Fu Lei, “Literature’s Search,” 1-2. I have specifically chosen “divorced from reality” and “disassociation from 

societal forms of production” as critiques of Neo-Sensationist literature from the leftist Lou Shiyi (樓適夷, 
1905-2001)’s review of Shi Zhecun’s short stories At the Paris Cinema (Zai Bali Daxiyuan) and Demon’s Way 
(Mo Dao). (Lou Shiyi, “After Reading At the Paris Cinema and Demon’s Way: Shi Zhecun’s New Sensationism 
(Shi Zhecun de xin ganjuezhuyi: Dule Zai Bali Daxiyuan yu Mo Dao zhihou),” Art and Literature Weekly 
(Wenyi Xinwen) No. 33 (October 26, 1931): 3.) 

304 Fu Lei, “Literature’s Search,” 3. 
305 Sean MacDonald observes that originally, Shanghai Foxtrot was designed to be part of a larger published work, 

titled Zhongguo Yijiusanyi (中國一九三一, China 1931), though Mu Shiying did not live long enough to realize 
this. (MacDonald, “Shanghai Foxtrot,” 798.) 

306 Mu Shiying, “Shanghai de Hubuwu (Yige Duanpian) Shanghai Foxtrot (A Fragment),” Les Contemporains 
(Xiandai) 2, No. 1 (November 1932): 112-120, as cited and translated in both Lee, Shanghai Modern, 224-225 
and MacDonald, “Shanghai Foxtrot,” 799-801.  
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disjunctive listing of advertisements and colors that lend Shanghai Foxtrot its montage aesthetic, 

but the whole of the narrative. Each of the scenes serves to provide a different view on the city at 

night, none of them objectively positive. The story begins with a murder, continues through 

descriptions of men and women buying each other’s affections with money and sex, and spends 

some time detailing scenes of poverty, including the individuals directly suffering from it, and 

from overwork. Notably, Mu includes a scene in which a worker dies horribly, crushed by the 

load that he and his “emaciated shadow” are carrying through the mud.307 Prostitution, poverty, 

violence, and disingenuous and deceitful behavior hiding behind a series of smiles, Mu’s 

Shanghai is, as he rhythmically describes it in the beginning and ending lines of the story, a 

“heaven built on hell.”308 One of the elements making Mu’s descriptions so emotionally 

evocative is their allusive quality. Mu made references and allusions to things with which the 

urban audience of his fiction might have had personal experience: the neon advertisements, the 

repeated arcs of light from trains, cars, and spotlights, or the type of dance in the title of the 

story. Furthermore, his allusions were not just based in description, but in the structure of story 

itself, and pointed to similarities with cinema and music.  

It is in Lee’s and Shih’s analyses of Mu’s story that we find discussions of this 

intermediality: first, in Lee’s comparison of Mu’s story to the movement of cinematic shots 

flashing by in quick succession, and a collection of disparate scenes introducing various facets of 

the city to the reader.309 Another instance is in Shih’s connection of the structure of Mu’s story 

with the musical rhythm of “counterpoint [which] in music [is] the technique of adding a counter 

theme to an already existing melody.”310 Here, Shih is noting the patterned repetition of the 

 
307 Mu, “Shanghai de Hubuwu,” 117; as translated in MacDonald, “Shanghai Foxtrot,” 802. 
308 Mu, “Shanghai de Hubuwu,” 113, 120; as translated in MacDonald, “Shanghai Foxtrot,” 798, 805. 
309 Lee, Shanghai Modern, 224 
310 Shih, Lure of the Modern, 266.  
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author’s phrases: while the entire story functions as a (disjointed) narrative of scenes, there are 

smaller repetitive patterns of words that recur throughout, both emphasizing elements of a 

particular scene and calling back to earlier moments where the repetition was used. Finally, in 

conjunction with his analysis of Mu’s work Lee mentions the stylistic connection between 

montage in Mu’s literature and that in the contemporaneous Liangyou magazine: “The human 

mosaic created in this paragraph brings forth a crescendo of energy and excitement. Readers of 

the period may well have read these images at the same time that they savored the photographic 

mosaic in the pictorial magazine Liangyou...”311 Mu Shiying’s Shanghai Foxtrot serves as an 

excellent example of how intermedial borrowing, from film, music, or published images, could 

directly affect the form and content of literature. Furthermore, that intermediality, so clearly an 

element in Shanghai’s literary culture at this time, was a fundamental element of the montage 

aesthetic as it was found throughout visual and literary culture. Turning from its literary and 

filmic iterations to the printed image, in the following section I will examine examples of the 

montage aesthetic as they appear in Liangyou, Modern Sketch, and Cartoon Life, specifically 

focusing on the combination of illustration and photocollage in order to present what I see as the 

forerunners of Chen’s experiment with montage in printmaking. 

III. Pictorials and Manhua Publications featuring Montage 

 Photomontage had already appeared in Liangyou’s pages as a design aspect by the late 

1920s, and by the 1930s had become an enduringly effective method to embody a sense of the 

“kaleidoscopic” representation of the modern city that Liangyou’s urban readers would have 

experienced, particularly in Shanghai.312 Juxtaposition, an oft-repeated and particularly 

appropriate editorial design choice for a magazine like Liangyou, whose mandate was to reflect  

 
311 Lee, Shanghai Modern, 226. 
312 Rickett, “Kaleidoscopic Modernisms,” 18.  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 3.5-3.6 “Intoxicated Shanghai,” The Young Companion (Liangyou) No. 85 (February 
1934) 
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urban and international modernity, was given greater affective impact in the form of 

photomontage, through which amalgamations of images could be designed to reflect more than 

just the sum of the individual photographs' static parts.313 One famous example is a two-page  

spread providing various images of “Intoxicated Shanghai,” from the February 1934 issue of the  

magazine.314 (Figure 3.5-3.6)  In these images, it is the juxtaposition of the shapes and variety of  

images, placed in sharp angles to one another, which encourage scrutiny and also disorientation. 

A picture of a woman sitting on a chair with crossed legs is placed at a forty-five degree angle to  

the image of jazz musicians to her right, while a movie poster floats under her left elbow. The 

facing page shows two different lines of dancing girls on intersecting diagonals, an 

advertisement for beer at the top left, and multiple fragmented photographs of the Shanghai 

Racecourse at the bottom. The overall effect is one of excitement and exuberance, and is 

particularly compelling because of the affective quality of images when put together as a whole 

composition. Furthermore, this type of collage, in which cut-out pieces of images are overlapped, 

unlike composite photography or photomontage developed from multiple, overlapping negatives, 

does not hide its constructed nature; the contrast between its constituent parts is creates much of 

its emotional impact (in this case, a frisson of excitement). That type of impact would be put to 

more straightforwardly political use by manhua publications, starting in the mid-1930s.  

 
313 Interestingly, starting in 1933, Ma Guoliang, whose illustrations Chen Yanqiao and other students found so 

compelling in the late 1920s, had become the editor of Liangyou, and would remain there until June 1938. He 
was well-known for his drawings, with a book of them published in 1933, A Collection of Ma Guoliang’s 
Evocative Drawings (馬國亮抒情畫集, Ma Guoliang Shuqing Hua Ji) showcasing his illustration work and its 
clear stylistic similarities to that of Ye Lingfeng (葉靈鳳, 1905-1975) and by extension Aubrey Beardsley 
(1872-1898). This book would be advertised in the January 1934 issue of The Studio (美術雜誌, Meishu Zazhi, 
1934-1935), since they were both published by Liangyou Press. 

314 Paul Bevan’s investigation of this composition is particularly enlightening, as he identifies photographers and 
their personal contexts as part of his reading of the image, along with identifications of specific locations and 
their significance within Shanghai at the time. (See Bevan, Intoxicating Shanghai, 14-15.) 
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Figure 3.7 Lu Zhixiang, “The Political Movements of Sham Ideologies: Fascism and 
Liberalism (Ge wei ying fu de zhuyi er yundong: Faxisidizhuyi yu ziyouzhuyi),” Modern 
Sketch (Shidai Manhua) No. 9 (August 1934) Courtesy of Special Collections and University 
Archives, Colgate University Libraries 
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One in particular, Modern Sketch (Shidai Manhua) edited primarily by Lu Shaofei (魯少

飛, 1903-1995), was well known for including montage aesthetics in its cartoons featuring 

political or social critique.315 Interestingly, although Modern Sketch was never as blatantly leftist  

in its politics as Huang Shiying’s Cartoon Life, its images contained incisive political  

commentary along with its shocking and/or enticing (depending on how the viewer saw them) 

images of women. One example of this is Lu Zhixiang’s (陸志庠, 1910-1992) manhua titled The 

Political Movements of Sham Ideologies: Fascism and Liberalism (各為膺服的主義而運動:法

西斯蒂主義與自由主義, Gewei ying(yan)fu de zhuyi er yundong: faxisidizhuyi yu ziyouzhuyi), 

(Figure 3.7) printed in the August 1934 issue of Modern Sketch. The images included, as well as 

the political and social commentary involved in the composition, its title, and its placement 

within the magazine all provide us with windows onto the lives and perspectives of the cartoon 

artists involved with Modern Sketch. The collage is made up of two contrasting images, on the 

left a photograph of a Nazi party rally, and on the right a photograph of a nude woman jumping 

through the air. In both instances, drawn elements have been cutout and superimposed over the 

photograph (a technique that Lu Zhixiang and other manhua artists used frequently through 

Modern Sketch’s run). On the left, a drawn hand held up in a Nazi salute is collaged over the 

photograph of the rally, providing a stark focus point for the audience’s attention; its significance 

as a symbol of fascism is stark and unmistakable. In counterpoint, the photograph of the nude 

 
315 Lu Shaofei was an early contributor to Shanghai Sketch (上海漫畫, Shanghai Manhua, 1928-1930), and 

member of the Manhua Society along with Zhang Guangyu (張光宇, 1902-1965), Zhang Zhenyu (張振宇, 
1904-1976), Ye Qianyu (葉淺予, 1907-1995), Wang Dunqing (王敦慶, Wang Yiliu, 王一榴,1899-1990) and 
others. Running from January 24, 1934 to June 20, 1937, Modern Sketch was published by Modern Publications 
(時代圖書公司, Shidai Tushu Gongsi), owned and funded (ultimately disastrously) by Shao Xunmei (邵詢美, 
1906-1968), and was therefore a sister publication to Lin Yutang’s (林玉堂, 1895-1976) Analects (論語, Lunyu), 
Ye Qianyu’s Modern Miscellany (時代畫報, Shidai Huabao) and Zhang Guangyu and Ye Lingfeng’s Van Jan 
(萬象, Wanxiang, 1934-1935), along with Modern Cinema (時代電影, Shidai Dianying, 1934-1937). 
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female figure has been joined by several other drawn images of female nudes, all dancing 

through a field with seeming thoughtless abandon. By the 1930s, the female nude, as discussed at 

length in contemporaneous art journals and reproduced in photographic and printed imagery, was 

ubiquitous in Shanghai’s art-focused and even mainstream photo-pictorials and periodicals.316 At 

once a symbol of artistic freedom, Westernization, modernization, and commodification, her 

invocation in this political cartoon is to underline liberalism’s dis-engagement from realities of 

everyday economic and political struggle. This is particularly notable in a magazine that relied 

heavily on sexualized images of the female nude to attract readership. (For the most obvious 

examples of this, look to the cover designs of Modern Sketch; out of their first six issues between 

January and June 1934, five prominently featured women on the cover, and four out of those five 

were nude. The connection between marketing efforts to drive circulation numbers of a new 

publication and the incidence of female nudity is clear.) 

As discussed above in the context of film and literature, it is the contrast between the two 

sides of the composition that both sparks visual interest in the composition and provokes a 

reaction on the part of the viewer. The physical design of the images and drawn components is 

also skillfully done; the movement of the nude figures on the right is up and towards the left, 

 
316  For examples of articles on the female nude in art outside of the art academy-associated journals like Art Breeze 

(藝風, Yifeng, 1933-1936) and L’Art (藝術旬刊, Yishu Xunkan, later 藝術, Yishu, 1932-1933), see Ni Yide, “A 
Discussion on Nude Figure Painting, Starting with Manet’s Olympia (Cong Ma Nai de ‘Aolingbiya’ Tandao 
Luotihua Wenti),” Art Weekly (Meizhou), No. 4 (August 22, 1929): 1; and Ni Yide, “Aesthetics of Nude Art 
(Luoti Yishu de Mei),” Beautiful Bodies Monthly (Jianmei Yuekan) 1, No. 1 (July 10, 1934): np. (One assumes 
that this last article was run in the magazine’s first issue in order to legitimize Jianmei Yuekan’s reproduction of 
nothing but images of nude bodies, mostly made up of photographs of nude women. Also, my translation of the 
title reflects the fact that this magazine was not focused on “bodybuilding,” the twenty-first century translation 
of jianmei (健美).) For recent articles on nude bodies in periodicals, see Yingjin Zhang, “Artwork, Commodity, 
Event: Representations of the Female Body in Modern Chinese Pictorials,” and Carrie Waara, “The Bare Truth: 
Nudes, Sex, and the Modernization Project in Shanghai Pictorials,” both in Jason C. Kuo, ed. Visual Culture in 
Shanghai: 1850s-1930s, (Washington, DC: New Academia Publishing, 2007), 121-161 and 163-203. Also, 
Yingjin Zhang, “The Corporeality of Erotic Imagination: A Study of Pictorials and Cartoons in Republican 
China,” in John A. Lent, ed. Illustrating Asia: Comics, Humor Magazines, and Picture Books, (Honolulu, HI: 
University of Hawai’i Press, 2001), 121-136.  
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while the hand on the left, static and implacable, points up and toward the right, creating a visual 

crescendo between the two sides of the composition. The collage itself was located in the middle 

of the magazine’s issue on an interior and fold-out page – a layout technique that was continued 

throughout almost every issue of Modern Sketch, very possibly borrowed from the creative fold-

out pages and design of USSR in Construction, who had recently, in their December 1933 issue 

on the building of White Sea Canal, designed by Alexander Rodchenko, utilized this technique to 

great effect.  

Finally, the title of the composition points to the ongoing concerns that manhua artists 

had with censorship and government oversight of publications during this time. The title of the 

collage is printed as “各為膺服的主義而運動.” Ying (膺) means in the literary sense to “bear” 

or “hold,” as in “hold responsibility.” So, translated in this way, the title as printed could mean 

something like “The Political Movements (運動, yundong) of Ideologies (主義, zhuyi) that Bear 

Service (膺服, yingfu) [to the People, etc.].” However, if you delete one stroke from the 膺 

character, you get 贋 (yan), meaning “false” or “sham.” In that case, the title would read 

something more akin to “The Political Movements of Sham Ideologies.”317 The reading public 

would have noticed this sarcastic play on words and understood the artist’s meaning, while the 

censors would have been satisfied that technically, the magazine was not making too strong a 

political statement. For the manhua artists, politics was a delicate balance. Based on the images 

published in their magazines, we see their engagement across the (perceived) political spectrum, 

from modernist art to images directly fomenting social justice. 

 
317  In John Crespi’s extensive article on Shidai Manhua, he translates the title as “Crusading for Sham Ideologies:  

         Fascism and Liberalism,” though does not explain the reason for his translation. See John A. Crespi, “China’s 
Shidai Manhua – 1: The Golden Age of Cartoons, 1934-37, Part 1: The Turbulent ‘30s,” MIT Visualizing 
Cultures, 2011, 

       (https://visualizingcultures.mit.edu/modern_sketch/ms_essay01.html, Accessed January 15, 2018). 
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As John A. Crespi notes in his essay on Modern Sketch, both the woodblock print 

movement, and the works that inspired it, appear to have played an inspirational role for some 

manhua artists. For example, in an article written on the practice of cartooning in the September 

1934 issue of Modern Sketch, Wang Dunqing specifically suggests artists emulate the work of 

Frans Masereel in his 25 Images of the Passion of Man, a publication that had widely been 

associated with the woodblock print movement.318 Furthermore, even though woodcuts only 

appeared on three pages throughout the run of Shidai Manhua, (the magazine published a set of 

nine woodblock prints from the National Joint Woodcut Exhibition in October 1935, each one 

presenting sympathetic depictions of the working class and urban poor) it appears that 

cartoonists were not opposed to the print artists’ work, making drawings that used techniques 

which mimicked the look of images made from woodblocks. For example, Hu Kao (胡考, 1912-

1994), in his May 1927 story-in-pictures titled “Unemployed,” used a type of drawing that so 

closely approximated the appearance of woodcuts that the drawings have been in fact mistaken 

for them.319 Furthermore, Huang Shiying and the other editors of the Cartoon Life and Cartoons 

and Life magazines from 1934 through 1936 usually included a one or two-page layout in each 

issue devoted to what they called simply “Woodcuts (木刻, muke).” As discussed in the previous 

chapter, Chen Yanqiao’s woodblock prints demonstrate that the interaction between prints and 

manhua was not one sided; print artists also adapted subject matter and stylistic tropes from 

manhua in order to express themselves in a wider visual vocabulary, one which their readership 

would have recognized from the panoply of photo pictorials and cartoon publications available at  

 
318 John A. Crespi, “China’s Shidai Manhua – 1: The Golden Age of Cartoons, 1934-37, Part 4: Sources and 

Credits, Notes for Chapter 3, note 3”   MIT Visualizing Cultures, 2011, 
(https://visualizingcultures.mit.edu/modern_sketch/ms_essay04.html, Accessed January 15, 2018). 

319  John A. Crespi, “China’s Shidai Manhua – 1: The Golden Age of Cartoons, 1934-37, Part 3: Graphic 
Variations,” MIT Visualizing Cultures, 2011, 
(https://visualizingcultures.mit.edu/modern_sketch/ms_essay03.html , Accessed January 15, 2018).  
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 3.8 Luo Gusun, “Floods, Droughts, and Banditry Forcing the Countryside into 
Bankruptcy (Shuihan Fei Zai Noncun Pochan Ri),” Cartoon Life (Manhua Shenghuo), No. 
3 (November 20, 1934) 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 3.9 Luo Gusun,  “Luxuries in the Year of Women’s National Goods (Shengse 
Quanma Funu Guohuo Nian)” Cartoon Life (Manhua Shenghuo), No. 3 (November 20, 
1934) 
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this time, as well as higher-profile mainstream magazines like Liangyou.320 

 However, photomontage and collage as found in Modern Sketch and Cartoon Life was 

quite different from that found in Liangyou, both in terms of style and content. In some instances 

photographic fragments were isolated against a background, as was the case in Luo Gusun’s (羅

穀蓀, dates unknown) pair of compositions titled Floods, Droughts, and Banditry Forcing the  

Countryside into Bankruptcy (水旱匪災農村破產日, Shuihan Fei Zai Nongcun Pochan Ri) and  

Luxuries in the Year of Women’s National Goods (聲色犬馬婦女國貨年, Shengse Quanma 

Funu Guohuo Nian) from the November 20, 1934 issue of Manhua Shenghuo.321 (Figures 3.8-

3.9) The two compositions were designed to be seen side-by-side, in an obvious social critique of 

the vast difference in quality of life for the wealthy in urban centers, and for the poor in the 

countryside. The “Year of Women’s National Goods” mentioned in the title refers to an 

advertising campaign put forward during the 1930s by the Chinese National Goods Production 

and Marketing Association, which, supported by the Guomindang government, equated the 

purchase of China’s domestically-produced goods with nationalism.322 Clearly, Luo was 

criticizing those with wealth and power for their vacuous purchases when so many in the 

countryside were in dire need of assistance. 

 
320  Nick Stember touches upon twenty-five different manhua publications over the course of his analysis of the 

Manhua Society’s activities from 1928 until 1937, and notes in his conclusion that, given how many 
publications were only able to survive for a handful of issues, it is impossible to know how many of them there 
could have been. (Stember, “The Shanghai Manhua Society,” 100.) Stember also notes a cartoon by the artist Ji 
Xiaobo (季小波, 1901-2000) appearing in an early 1926 issue of Liangyou. (Stember, “Shanghai Manhua 
Society,” 15.) 

321 Luo Gusun was also a contributing photographer to Cartoon Life’s sister publication, Art & Life (美術生活, 
Meishu Shenghuo, 1934-1937) although he did not publish photocollages in that magazine. This again reiterates 
the connection between the montage aesthetic and social or political critique, since Art & Life was a general 
interest art magazine. 

322 For more on this topic, see David Embrey Fraser, “Smoking Out the Enemy: the National Goods Movement and 
the Advertising of Nationalism in China, 1880-1937,” PhD diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1999. 
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In both compositions the main character is isolated, and the choice and arrangement of 

the various objects behind and around the figures is deliberate. In the case of Droughts, Floods, 

and Banditry, the old man’s figure, his gaze angled away from the viewer’s, is outlined in black 

against a background of disparate elements, all of which show a possible element of the hardship 

in his life, or of his family’s life. The individuals sitting to the main figure’s left appear to be 

looking at him, the insinuation being that his begging is providing for their family. However in 

Luxuries, the female figure is looking directly out at the viewer, inviting their gaze as if she, too, 

is a commodity. A radio, perfumes, and a car surround her, intimating the objects that she might 

purchase, but unlike the old man, there is no interaction between the woman and the objects with 

which she is surrounded, aside from the fashionable dog who appears to look up at her. The 

composition as a whole is devoted to publicizing the plight of the poor and disenfranchised in the 

countryside and criticizing the complicity of wealthy urbanites; furthermore, Luo Gusun has 

captured the audience’s attention through two avenues. First, the indexical quality of the 

photographs provides documentary “proof” of the objects one would find among the possessions 

of a rich woman, doing her national duty to purchase luxury items, and also “proof” of the daily 

conditions of the destitute in the countryside. Second, the artist’s construction of the 

composition’s various parts is full of eye-catching contrasts, both within the individual pages, 

and across the gutter of the magazine, all of which is anchored by the two central figures. The 

photocollage’s impact rests on the artist’s ability to highlight these figures, which is most easily 

done by not overcrowding the page with too many other drawings or photographs.  

 However, in most of the collages found in Modern Sketch and Cartoon Life, the whole 

page was covered over with a combination of photographic fragments, sometimes mixed with  
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Figure 3.10 “Leaders’ and Advisers’ Planning Meeting (Lingxiu yu moushi de sheji huiyi),” 
Modern Sketch (Shidai Manhua) No. 2 (February 1934) Courtesy of Special Collections and 
University Archives, Colgate University Libraries 
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drawn elements, resulting in a claustrophobic, visually saturated aesthetic.  Whereas in Liangyou, 

photomontage was largely an editorial choice in order to provoke a jolt of surprise, of enjoyment,  

or of confusion, the collections of photographic fragments in the pages of Modern Sketch are 

often strongly and unapologetically political, and stylistically different as artworks. Take for 

instance a photocollage from the February 1934 issue of Modern Sketch, titled “Leaders’ and 

Advisers’ Planning Meeting (領袖與謀士的設計會議, Lingxiu yu moushi de sheji huiyi).” 

(Figure 3.10) Here, the composition is designed to be read as a critique of those currently in 

power, as denoted by the drawing in the center of page, showing figures reclining, smoking, and 

being served, superimposed over a photocollage including images of workers pulling carts, 

factory workers at their jobs, crowds of urban citizens, and a group of students engaged in 

exercise. The caption underneath the collage reads: “Good! This way is surely advantageous for 

us...”  

Obviously critical of the abuses of power by those with money and influence, this 

photomontage relies on an overwhelming plethora of images of multiple bodies to represent “the 

masses,” in counterpoint to the drawn group of figures separated by private space from the 

masses of humanity that surround them. Reading further into the image, the satisfaction of the 

ruling classes in the center may stem as much from their control over the population through 

artificial divisions (physically represented by boundaries of photographic fragments) as through 

oppression of urban laborers, who only make up two or three images included in the whole. This 

composition is meant to provoke a response on the part of the viewer, who upon seeing this  

collection of images and the comparative laziness of the ruling class, should be outraged and 

agitated. Similarly to the formal elements of the montages found in Liangyou, the artist has used  
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Figure 3.11 Wang Dunqing, “Western Civilization (Xiyang Wenming),” Modern Sketch 
(Shidai Manhua) No. 15 (March 1935) Courtesy of Special Collections and University 
Archives, Colgate University Libraries 
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diagonal lines to enliven the composition and sharp angles to emphasize the contrast between 

different fragments. However, in counterpoint to Luo Gusun’s collage, the artist has filled the  

entire field of view, creating a claustrophobic space which simultaneously references the 

crowding and discomfort of urban existence, particularly for the proletariat and working poor, as  

well as creating a feeling of anxiety and foreboding.  

 Turning from photomontage and collaged images to a drawn work incorporating the 

montage aesthetic, Wang Dunqing’s (Wang Yiliu’s) illustration from the March 1935 issue of 

Modern Sketch titled “Western Civilization (西洋文明, Xiyang Wenming)” (Figure 3.11) 

provides the viewer with a dizzyingly full composition which succeeds in critiquing both the 

caricatured parts of Western culture in Shanghai, as well as the urban spectacle itself. With the 

benefit of hindsight (Wang’s Zuolian (League of Left-Wing Writers) membership would have 

had to be a secret), his depiction of the priest in the back, wearing a gas mask, certainly appears 

to be a Marxist caricature of religion “as the opiate of the masses.” The figure could also be a 

critical take on Chiang Kaishek’s New Life Movement which had just been implemented in the 

fall of 1934, with its clear connections to Christian ideology.323 Gas masks had also become a 

popular motif in anti-fascist critiques and cartoons detailing the horrors of war.324 Finally, the 

figure could well have been a reference to George Grosz’s work Shut Up and Do Your Duty 

(otherwise known as Christ in a Gas Mask), from the portfolio Hintergrund, published by 

Wieland Herzfelde (brother of the artist John Heartfield). As Paul Bevan notes, this would have 

been an image with which modernist writers, cartoon artists, and leftist printmakers were 

familiar, thanks at least in part to Lu Xun’s mentioning of it in the introduction to his translation  

 
323 See Federica Ferlanti, “The New Life Movement in Jiangxi Province, 1934-1938,” Modern Asian Studies 44, 

No. 5 (September 2010): 961-1000. 
324 See Gennifer Weisenfeld, “Gas Mask Parade: Japan’s Anxious Modernism,” Modernism/Modernity 21, No. 1 

(January 2014): 179-199, and the cover of the May 1936 issue (No. 2) of Modern Puck (漫畫界, Manhua Jie). 
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of Little Peter in 1929.325 Militarism and the presence of foreign troops is signified by the line of 

soldiers in green marching across the middle of the print, with a line of naked dancing girls 

across the scene in front of them, referencing Shanghai’s decadent nightlife. Furthermore, the  

playing card itself which makes up the background of the image would have been a critique of 

Shanghai’s gambling dens and, considering the Western buildings included in the scene, the 

foreign capital that circulated within the city. In addition, the overall composition’s 

overwhelming busyness, similarly to the photocollages previously discussed, lends itself to a 

feeling of claustrophobia and anxiety. In this composition, we can see how the montage aesthetic 

(and sharp social critique) translated from the photocollage works elsewhere in Modern Sketch to 

drawn illustration.  

 Collage compositions incorporating text were more often found in Cartoon Life than in 

Modern Sketch. In particular, Huang Shiying’s own experiments with collage in a multi-part,  

one-page layout titled “Hard and Soft” (剛與柔, Gang yu Rou), published in the March 20, 1935 

issue of Cartoon Life (Figure 3.12) make explicit his social critique of material overindulgence 

and support for political action and social programs for the poor. Notably, the layout includes 

John Heartfield’s 1934 AIZ cover image, “All Fists Clenched into One (Alle Fäuste zu einer 

gebaut)” (Figure 3.13) with its photomontaged raised fist of solidarity, clearly representing the 

united power of the proletariat against subjugation by fascism.326 Here, Huang has appropriated 

 
325  Paul Bevan, Intoxicating Shanghai, 179-180. See also Beth Irwin Lewis, “George Grosz: Art and Politics in the 

Weimar Republic,” PhD dissertation (University of Wisconsin, 1971), 221-223, as cited in Bevan, Intoxicating 
Shanghai, 179 n.109. 

326 Hubertus Gassner, “Heartfield’s Moscow Apprenticeship, 1931-1932,” in Peter Pachnicke, Klaus Honnef, Petra 
Albrecht, et al. Eds. John Heartfield, (New York: H. N. Abrams, 1992), 272. Gassner also makes the observation 
that Heartfield, in his fist composition, was likely drawing from Gustav Klutsis’s outstretched hand, containing 
all the other voters’ hands, in his 1931 composition, We Will Fulfill the Plan of Great Works. (Gasnner, 
“Heartfield’s Moscow Apprenticeship,” 272-276.) Interestingly, a detail from Klucis’ composition was 
appropriated and reproduced in Shidai (Modern Miscellany) in February 1933, as an illustration to Guo Ming’s 
article, “When I Participated in Politics (Dang wo canyu zhengzhi de shihou),” Modern Miscellany (Shidai), 
Vol. 3, No. 10, (February 1933), n.p. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

Figure 3.12 Huang Shiying, “Hard and Soft (Gang yu Rou),” Cartoon Life (Manhua 
Shenghuo), No. 7 (March 20, 1935)  
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The author has not yet received copyright clearance to reproduce this image through VG Bild-
Kunst, Bonn.  
 
 
Figure 3.13 John Heartfield, “All Fists Clenched into One (Alle Fäuste zu einer gebaut),” 
Cover of AIZ 13, No. 40 (October 4, 1934) 
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it to represent the strength of the urban proletariat’s political will in countering the “soft” rich 

capitalists. In counterpoint, Huang has included a photograph of what appear to be dancing girls, 

contorting themselves into the shape of “1935,” likely in celebration of the new year, next to 

another photograph showing an overweight Westerner who is clearly about to overindulge in the 

caption’s “Food and Drink.” Huang’s societal critique and support for the poor and working 

classes is perfectly clear. It is in fact a similar point to that made in the collage “Leaders’ and 

Advisers’ Planning Meeting,” (see Figure 3.10) from Modern Sketch, but its significance is quite 

different. In the 1934 collage in Modern Sketch, the critique was leveled at a societal system, and 

portrayed the urban population surrounding the ruling class as numerous, but ultimately 

powerless. Here, Huang is advocating for the political empowerment of the proletariat in order 

for them to fight back against their oppressors. Notably, both the pointed political invocation of 

the masses and the appropriation of photography from a progressive, foreign pictorial appears to 

have provided a model for Chen Yanqiao, whose application of montage and collage to 

printmaking would be published in the same magazine later that year. 

IV. Chen Yanqiao’s In the Factory (1935) and its Socialist Aesthetic 

 In this section, I will examine Chen Yanqiao’s woodblock print, In the Factory, (Figure 

3.1) from issue twelve of Cartoon Life (August 20, 1935), and argue that in creating this image, 

Chen drew not only from the montage aesthetic located in the broader culture of art and literature 

in Shanghai, but also appropriated and recombined photographs from the Soviet  propaganda 

USSR in Construction. In so doing, Chen combined different media, in this case, photography 

and printmaking, in a work that exemplifies the socialist aesthetic I referred to in the introduction 

as a unifying element among progressive prints globally during the early twentieth century.  
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 While In the Factory is stylistically quite different from the rest of Chen’s published 

body of work, it has gone generally unremarked in both the Chinese- and English-language 

literature. Chen Yanqiao's recent biography makes brief mention of the fact that In the Factory is 

a “successful use of the Constructivist style in its depiction of a worker with an unbearable 

burden...” but goes no further in presenting any argument for what material the artist might have 

been drawing from, and why he would have chosen that particular style to depict his subject.327    

No sustained discussion is put forth concerning the surrounding visual culture of Shanghai at this 

time, and in particular what role politically-engaged journals featuring photographic collage, 

such as USSR in Construction, AIZ, Modern Sketch or Cartoon Life, might have played in 

stylistically and thematically influencing the work of young print artists like Chen. However, 

from the above discussion of manhua publications, and particularly their inclusion of woodblock 

prints in several of their issues, it is clear that there were connections, both formally in the 

inclusion of subject matter, and politically, in the political and personal connections that Chen 

would have shared with cartoon artists like Huang Shiying, Zhang E, and Wang Dunqing.328   

 In the case of In the Factory, I believe Chen was specifically emulating works like Wang 

Dunqing’s montage illustration in Western Civilization, published in Modern Sketch in March 

1935, and Huang Shiying’s appropriation of photomontage in Hard and Soft, published in  

 
327 Chen Chaonan and Chen Lixing. An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation: A Biography of Chen 

Yanqiao (Yu zhonghua minzu gongtongzhe shengming de yishujia: Chen Yanqiao zhuan), (Shanghai: Zhongxi 
Shuju, 2015), 294. 

328  See my discussion of connections between Huang Shiying and Wang Dunqing (Wang Yiliu) in Chapter 2, p. 
45-48, and Chen’s connection with Huang Shiying, also in Chapter 2, p. 51. Xu Xingzhi, in his recollections of 
the Epoch Art Society (時代美術社, Shidai Meishu She), recalls that in February 1930, both Wang Dunqing and 
Zhang E (Huang Shiying’s co-editor on Cartoon Life (Manhua Shenghuo) and Cartoons and Life (Manhua he 
Shenghuo)) were also members of the small art group. (See Xu Xingzhi, “Before and After the Founding of the 
League of Left Wing Artists (Zuoyi Meishujia Lianmeng Chengli Qianhou),” in Li, Li, and Ma, eds. Fifty Years 
of the Chinese Woodblock Print Movement, p. 124.) Finally, see Yu Ding and Jiang Wen’s “Chronology of Jiang 
Feng,” which notes that both Jiang Feng and Chen Yanqiao were also members of the Epoch Art Society, 
indicating personal connections with Wang Dunqing. (Yu Ding and Jiang Wen, “Chronology of Jiang Feng,” in 
Discovery: 100 Years of Collected Literature and Documents on Jiang Feng (Faxian: Bainian Jiang Feng 
Wenxian Ji), (Jiangsu Meishu Chubanshe, 2012-13), 301.) 
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Figure 3.14 [2-page photographic layout on Soviet Automobile Industry], USSR in 
Construction 4, No. 1 (January 1933) 
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Cartoon Life five months before Chen’s print. In order to create his own composition, Chen 

appears to have borrowed and combined multiple photographs from the January 1933 issue of 

USSR in Construction, which was devoted to the Soviet Automobile Industry. (Figure 3.14) This 

Soviet propaganda publication was printed in English, German, French, and Russian in order to  

communicate with the broadest possible audience for its message. The article in which these 

photographs were placed describes the efficiency of the factory and its workers, specifically and 

repeatedly focusing on time as its guiding principle: “Mass production of the automobile plant 

means not only the output of automobiles, but also the production of entirely new people – 

punctual and attentive people who know the meaning of a second and a millimeter.”329 The 

photographs, along with the locations and people in them, were not only meant to appear 

documentary (quotes from workers and foremen lend authenticity to the description of the 

factory in question), but to simultaneously represent the successful social engineering of the 

Soviet people, and the demonstrated industrial and economic efficiency and progress 

of the Soviet nation. Chen Yanqiao’s print using these photographs, however, communicates a 

wholly different message.  

 USSR in Construction circulated in Shanghai during the 1930s, along with copies of other 

leftist photo-pictorials like the German magazine AIZ, as well as the less overtly political 

pictorials like the French Vu and American Vanity Fair.330 The direct presence of USSR in 

Construction in Shanghai at this time can be demonstrated by the following points of evidence. 

First, the cover of one its issues, along with the covers of several other international pictorials, 

was reproduced in an October 1935 article in Shao Xunmei and Emily Hahn’s bilingual 

 
329 N. Troshin, trans. W. Chumak, “[Soviet Automobile Industry],” USSR in Construction 4, No. 1 (January 1933), 

n.p. 
330  See Paul Bevan’s A Modern Miscellany for a thorough investigation of how manhua artists drew upon Vanity 

Fair in their own cartoons and publications during the Republican era. 
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periodical Shengse Huabao (聲色畫報, Vox, 1935).331 Secondly, a group of USSR im Bau. (the 

German language edition) issues, October 1933 and May, June, and July/August 1934, are listed 

in the 1959 edition of Lu Xun’s book collection.332 Finally, comparison between the December 

1935 issue of USSR in Construction and the November 1936 (No. 122) issue of Liangyou 

indicates direct borrowing of photography and subject matter by the latter publication in their 

article on Soviet parachute jumping, even going so far as to copy Alexander Rodchenko and 

Varvara Stepanova’s (1894-1958) use of foldout pages.333 The Soviet propaganda magazine was 

therefore demonstrated to be available to the public in Shanghai, and given the records above, for 

sale in at least German and English, if not French and Russian.334 

 In his print Chen combined an industrial background with not one but two sympathetic 

figures, placed in the foreground of the scene. Formally reminiscent of the background image 

behind Zhang Guangyu’s Cubist family on the cover of the first issue of Shanghai Manhua, (see 

 
331  See “From Our Own Correspondent,” Shengse Huabao (Vox) 1, No. 2: 14-15. Other pictorials featured in the 

two-page spread are covers of Shao Xunmei’s own Shidai, The London Illustrated News, the French Vu, the 
Japanese Asahi Graph, and the American Vanity Fair. I am very grateful to Dr. Gu Zheng for supplying me with 
this image. 

332 Beijing Lu Xun Bowuguan, ed. Lu Xun Shouji he Cangshu Mulu, Vol. 3. Waiwen Cangshu Mulu, (Beijing: 
Beijing Lu Xun Bowuguan, 1959), 77.  

333 Rickett, “Kaleidoscopic Modernisms,” 24-26. Rickett notes that, concerning the 1936 Liangyou layout, “I have 
encountered numerous other instances where Chinese art directors had reformulated some of the most dynamic 
photomontage experiments conducted by Lissitzky and Rodchenko. It is interesting to consider that Liangyou 
advanced modernization according to Western capitalism, but ironically used Soviet avant-garde design to do it.” 
(Rickett, “Kaleidoscopic Modernisms,” 42, n. 38) 

334 Given that Lu Xun’s copies were in German, it may well have been for sale at Zeitgeist Bookstore (Yinghuan 
Tushu Gongsi), also known as the German bookstore, where Lu Xun held an exhibition of German art in 1932. 
(Li, Li, and Ma, Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua, 8.) Further supporting this supposition, Zeitgeist Bookstore, an 
offshoot of the Berlin-based Zeitgeist Buchhandlung, was associated with the Comintern-directed International 
Union of Revolutionary Writers through its ownership (by German national Irene Wiedemeyer (1907-1978), a 
friend of Agnes Smedley (1892-1950) and Harold Isaacs (1910-1986) and member of the Society of Friends of 
the U.S.S.R.) and its sales of German- and English-language Communist materials. See “August 23, 1951, 
testimony of Major General Charles Andrew Willoughby” in Hearings on American Aspects of the Richard Sorge 
Spy Case (Based on testimony of Mitsusada Yoshikawa and Major General Charles A. Willoughby), from 
Hearings before the Committee on Un-American Activities, House of Representatives, 82nd Congress, First 
Session, August 9, 22, and 23, 1951 (Washington, DC: United States Government Print Office, 1951), 1249. Also 
see Anne-Marie Brady, Making the Foreign Serve China: Managing Foreigners in the People’s Republic, 
(Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2003), 69, n.47.  
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Figure 2.4) Chen deliberately placed various images of machinery and factory interiors in a 

scene filled with intersecting diagonal lines and high contrast. Aside from the obvious montage 

of image fragments in overlapping angles and perspectives, the influence of photocollage is 

particularly apparent in the silhouetting of the human figure against the flat black ground on the 

right side of the print. His head and shoulders are partially outlined in white, in order to make the 

figure stand out from the background, a choice that echoes Luo Gusun’s black outline around the 

central figure in his photocollage “Floods, Droughts, and Banditry...” (See Figure 3.8). Chen’s 

white outline is necessary compositionally so that the outline of the worker’s body appears, but 

also highlights the constructed, overlapping nature of the images in the print. In other words, 

here he is consciously imitating the appearance of photocollage in a way that Wang Dunqing’s 

Western Civilization does not.  

 Those images of the factory interior, stretching away into the distance at a steep right 

angle, and Chen's depiction of the machinery in the center of the image and at the bottom left, are 

likely referencing at least two of the photographs of automobile factory interiors found in the 

January 1933 issue: A combination of left-hand center image, (Figure 3.15) along with the 

machinery in the photograph on the middle far right (Figure 3.16) make up most of the print's 

subject matter. Tellingly, the small form of the worker in the latter photograph is bent over in a 

similar posture, and at a similar scale, to the silhouetted form at the bottom of Chen's print. 

However, while Chen may have borrowed these images in the creation of his own print, the 

affective quality and social commentary embodied in In the Factory are his alone. Whereas the 

worker in the photograph above is simply going about his job, bent over to peer intently at a 

gauge or notebook, Chen's silhouetted figure is hunched and dejected, with the entire weight of 

the composition metaphorically and physically resting on his back. On the top and right-hand  
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Figure 3.15 [Factory Interior], detail from Figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.16 [Machinery], detail from Figure 3.14 
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sides of the print, large geometric fields of black hem in the sides of the scene, creating a 

claustrophobic effect that is in fact antithetical to the what the individual photographic images 

are trying to do in the magazine.  There, the photographs show cavernous, clean, modern factory 

interiors, representative of the USSR’s industrial and technological progress, with model workers  

included as active, enthusiastic participants in the construction of their Soviet Socialist society. 

In counterpoint, Chen's main figure, located at the bottom right of this print, is clearly suffering, 

potentially both emotionally and physically. His facial expression, and direct gaze out at the 

viewer unambiguously engages the audience, demanding their attention and sympathy.  

Although it is likely that Chen Yanqiao was at least partially inspired in his photographic 

borrowing by Huang Shiying’s earlier photomontage layout, that does not entirely explain the 

significance in his choice of media to combine, and their specific source. Why did Chen, instead 

of making a photocollage from these photographic fragments, make a woodblock print? What 

does a print do that a photocollage cannot? Looking at In the Factory as exemplifying a socialist 

aesthetic, however, provides us with an avenue to pursue answers to these questions. The images 

that Chen appropriated from USSR in Construction were part of an unambiguous celebration of 

Soviet industry and economic growth. However, the cartoons filling the pages of Cartoon Life 

and Modern Sketch were ambivalent toward the surrounding modern, urban context, and in order 

to critique various aspects of it often appropriated images that appeared to celebrate that 

modernity but undermined their meaning through contrast and comparison. Here, Chen has done 

something similar. By appropriating propagandistic modernist photography of industrial spaces 

from USSR in Construction and reorganizing fragments of them in a woodblock print, he is first, 

critiquing the photography’s indexical, documentary aspect. In essence, he is questioning if the 

images are truthful through his obvious manipulation and fragmentation of their content. 
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However, the second aspect of this work that I will address is quite different from the 

photocollages that provided Chen with inspiration. In In the Factory, he has arranged the 

photographic fragments as a framing device for the urban worker who stands in front of them, 

looking directly out at the viewer. The photocollage, rather than being the main focus of the 

work, is instead just the background. In other words, he has reminded the audience of what is 

truly important in all that industrial and economic and temporal progress: the worker. Finally, I 

believe that his choice to create a new woodblock inspired by photographic fragments, rather 

than a photocollage, stems from Chen’s emphasis on emotional efficacy in the composition. The 

readership of Cartoon Life would have been aware of the reputation of woodblock printmaking 

by 1935, at the very least because of the magazine’s education of its own audience through 

repeated and consistent inclusion of specifically leftist woodblock prints in its previous issues. 

The print, with all that it embodied as an artistic medium (i.e. leftist political views, social 

critique, sympathy for the plight of the urban poor) was a more effective medium for the direct 

transmission of Chen’s critique than photocollage would have been. 

 Placing In the Factory within a wider context, I further argue that this print is also an 

example of the global socialist aesthetic mentioned above. In In the Factory, Chen has first 

provided his viewer with an emotionally affective subject in the figure of the factory worker. The 

focus on the composition both formally and thematically is on him and his experience, and based 

on the figure’s expression and body language, we are meant to interpret that experience 

sympathetically. Second, Chen has given us a sense of veracity, paradoxically through his re-

creation of pieces of photographs that were originally meant to be seen as documentary. Based 

on propaganda photography, the factory background is both representational of a general factory, 

while simultaneously undermining any possible association with an actual physical location 
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through the manipulation of the images. Similarly to his heroic male bodies, here Chen’s factory 

is a “type,” although in this instance it is not emblematic of an ideal one. And finally, third, 

Chen’s main figure is representative of more than just himself – he is representative of a 

collective, in this case made up of urban workers or the proletariat, alienated by their industrial 

surroundings and through the lack of control over the conditions of their lives. While In the 

Factory is clearly designed stylistically in conversation with the montage aesthetic as found 

broadly in painting, prints, and literature at this time, Chen's work is still firmly grounded in 

affect as a political tool, and in montage as a transnational design element, utilized here to 

simultaneously critique the subject matter in the photographic fragments, to attract the 

audience’s attention through eye-catching contrast, and communicate the experience of the urban 

worker to the public.  

IX. Conclusion 

 In this chapter, I have addressed Chen Yanqiao’s adaptation of the montage aesthetic, 

prevalent throughout Shanghai’s print and film culture at this time, as part of my project to 

expand the scope of Chinese printmaking history. There were obvious differences in the 

widespread use of montage between film, literature, general interest photo-pictorials like 

Liangyou, and manhua publications wherein we find Chen’s work. In Yuan Muzhi’s Scenes of 

City Life, the director has used montage in his depictions of Shanghai’s urban landmarks and 

street scenes in order to express a sense of disorientation and overall anxiety, both for the 

individual and for the nation. Mu Shiying’s Shanghai Foxtrot, while attention-grabbing in style 

and visually resonant with Liangyou’s visual representation of Shanghai, was ultimately about 

the expression of human experience of an overwhelming, alienating urban context. In that sense, 

it has more in common with the critical montage of Modern Sketch and Cartoon Life than it does 
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with Liangyou, whose photocollages were meant to be surface level, almost an advertisement for 

the city itself. It is helpful to remember the difference audiences that Les Contemporains 

(Xiandai), a widely-read but generally intellectual literary journal in which Mu’s work appeared, 

Cartoon Life, a leftist cartoon magazine, and Liangyou, a general interest magazine, would have 

had. The much broader audience (including overseas Chinese) who read Liangyou were not 

generally looking for overt political or social commentary from this publication. Modern Sketch, 

on the other hand, directly addressed controversial themes, like political identification, personal 

identity, and class structure (though not in an overtly Marxist sense). Cartoon Life consciously 

went further, focusing on social justice and images associated with the international Left. These 

two latter types of photomontage, I would argue, are specifically what inspired Chen Yanqiao 

when he made In the Factory, a print that he created to be internationally legible as leftist 

commentary on the plight of the proletariat. 

 As exemplified in the prints discussed in both chapters 2 and 3, Chen Yanqiao's work not 

only engaged with those materials regularly mentioned in the historiography of the modern 

Chinese print movement, but also with the surrounding print culture of Shanghai. That print 

culture, involving literary journals, photo pictorials, books, and networks of individuals, was the 

key to providing artists and art theorists with reproductions of artwork and a platform to discuss 

them widely. Chen’s works under analysis here show a sustained and thoughtful conversation 

with both the imagery and design of domestic (such as Modern Sketch) and international 

publications (most notably, USSR in Construction.) Furthermore, that stylistic and thematic 

engagement with the broader visual culture of the time is emblematic of the intermedial character 

of much of the modern art and literature produced at this time. Literature and art criticism, 

filmmaking, photography, painting, and printmaking all pulled images and themes from each 
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other and their surrounding visual environment in order to represent their perspective on the 

urban experience. Expressed through politically affective imagery, Chen's work embodies his 

deliberate choices in the adaptation of the plethora of images with which he was surrounded. 

Although a mimetic version of realism was broadly understood to be the goal of left-wing 

literature and art in order to critically address the exploitation of the industrial worker and the 

poverty of rural populations, several of Chen’s prints and manhua did not follow that mandate. 

Instead Chen borrowed liberally from a broad swath of art and literature publications and their 

imagery in order to create works that were layered metaphorical representations of the Chinese 

nation and its laborers. Deeply understudied within the published literature on the Chinese 

woodcut movement in general, Chen's borrowing of the heroic male body type inspired by both 

nationalistic language in art history surrounding western classical mythology and Renaissance 

forms, his appropriation of specifically modernist photography, and his adoption of collage as a 

design element in his work, provides us with another example of how the history of printmaking 

in China could be expanded.  
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Chapter 4: The Socialist Aesthetic of Jiang Feng’s Bodies in Motion and Chinese 

Reportage 

I. Introduction 

 Jiang Feng (江豐, Zhou Xi (周熙) also known as Zhou Jiefu (周介福) and Gu Lin (固

林), 1910-1982) was born in Shanghai, and by March of 1927 was already in contact with the 

Communist Party through his involvement with organized strikes and industrial action.335 That 

early and dedicated political involvement, particularly in urban activities and demonstrations, left 

an indelible mark and is reflected in the prints that he created, as happened for so many of the 

woodblock print artists of this time. As Tang Xiaobing notes in his discussion of Jiang’s Workers 

on the Wharf (碼頭工人) (Figure 4.1) “large groups in action” would become an important 

genre of subject matter for woodblock prints during the 1930s, and Workers is a foundational 

(even though not original) instance of this theme, specifically because of its portrayal of 

technical skill, distribution through the newspaper Art and Literature Weekly (文藝新聞, Wenyi 

Xinwen, 1931-1932), and its likely inclusion in the June 1932 exhibition of the Spring Earth 

Society.336 In this chapter, I will address a specific subset of Jiang Feng’s woodcuts: those 

created between 1931 and 1932 which depict groups of bodies in motion, including images of 

demonstrations or violence done to protesters by police or soldiers. In discussing these prints’  

 
335 Li Shusheng, Zhang Zuoming, Liu Yushan, eds. “A Chronology of Jiang Feng (Jiang Feng Nianbiao),” in Jiang 

Feng’s Collected Writings on Art (Jiang Feng Meishu Lun Ji), (Beijing: Renmin Meishu Chubanshe, 1983), 315.  
336 Workers was originally published in Art and Literature Weekly (Wenyi Xinwen) No. 58, June 6, 1932, p. 5, 

surrounded by a review of a June 1932 exhibition of Russian and German prints organized by Lu Xun (魯迅, 
1881-1936) by the author Xiang Yang (向陽) and an article on the identity and roles of proletariat art and artists, 
by the author Wei Ji (違忌). Tang notes that many of the German prints included in Lu Xun’s June 1932 
exhibition of his personal collection at Zeitgeist Bookstore (Yinghuan Tushu Gongsi), as well as Jiang Feng’s 
Workers on the Wharf, would also be shown as part of the Spring Earth Painting Society’s (春地美術研究所, 
Chundi meishu yanjiu suo) first exhibition, later the same month. (Tang Xiaobing. Origins of the Chinese Avant-
Garde: The Modern Woodcut Movement, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008), 122-123.  
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Figure 4.1 Jiang Feng, “Workers on the Wharf (Matou Gongren),” from Xiaobing Tang, 
Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde: The Modern Woodcut Movement. (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 2008), Plate 4. 
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context, I will establish the intermedial connections in subject matter and aesthetic between them 

and reportage (baogao wenxue, 報告文學), which has been left out of the narrative on Chinese 

modern woodblock print history. In the context of Republican-era Shanghai, baogao wenxue 

refers to a kind of writing, promoted by the League of Left-Wing Writers (中國左翼作家聯盟, 

Zhongguo Zuoyi Zuojia Lianmeng, hereafter “Zuolian”) as part of their efforts to “popularize 

literature” (大眾文藝, dazhong wenyi). In this reportage, a particular type of constructed 

“reality” is described in order to portray the lives and activities of the proletariat (who were often 

characterized as heroic).337 I do not mean to imply that Jiang’s prints are straightforward 

illustrations of particular examples of written reportage, nor that they are necessarily 

representations of an actual, lived reality. Instead, I will argue that Jiang’s woodblock prints and 

the examples of baogao wenxue I analyze in this chapter share what I call a socialist aesthetic, 

recognizable to an international audience.338 The socialist aesthetic that I identify here in 

literature and woodcut prints is predicated upon first, an emotionally affective subject; second, a 

sense of veracity (not necessarily “realism,”) in the subject’s depiction; and third, the 

representative nature of the subject (in other words, how well the individual print’s or article’s 

 
337 For discussions of the beginnings of Chinese reportage (baogao wenxue) during the 1930s (and its development 

throughout the twentieth century), see Ma Liangchun and Zhang Daming, eds. A Selection of Left-Wing Literary 
Materials from the 1930s (Sanshi Niandai Zuoyi Wenyi Ziliao Xuanbian), (Chengdu: Sichuan Renmin 
Chubanshe, 1980); Wang Ronggang, ed. A Selection of Research Materials on Reportage (Baogao Wenxue 
Yanjiu Ziliao Xuanbian), (Jinan: Shandong Renmin Chubanshe, 1983); Zhao Xiaqiu, A History of Modern 
Chinese Reportage (Zhongguo Xiandai Baogao Wenxue Shi), (Beijing: Zhongguo Renmin Daxue Chubanshe, 
1987), or Liu Yin, Li Bingyin, Zhang Shengyou, et al., eds. Library of Excellent Works of Chinese Reportage 
(Zhongguo Baogao Wenxue Jingpin Wenku), (Beijing: Zuojia Chubanshe, 1997). The sole English-language 
monograph devoted to baogao wenxue is Charles Laughlin’s Chinese Reportage: The Aesthetics of Historical 
Experience, (Durham, NC and London: Duke University Press, 2002). As Laughlin notes, the historiographical 
construction of reportage as a distinct form of Chinese literature within the country’s cultural history did not 
occur until the 1980s although the term baogao wenxue has been in use since the early 1930s. (Laughlin, 
Chinese Reportage, 19-21.) 

338 Julia F. Andrews notes her belief that 1930s Chinese printmakers were consciously framing their work in 
conversation with international leftist art activities. (Julia F. Andrews, Painters and Politics in the People’s 
Republic of China, 1949-1979, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1994), 14.) 
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subject represents the collective.)339 Rather than a direct reflection of Marxist ideology, “socialist 

aesthetic” refers to a politically leftist and socially progressive portrayal of subject matter that 

often results from a Marxist interpretation of history and society. I describe this aesthetic as 

“intermedial” in order to highlight the ways in which shared themes, like those listed above, can 

cross boundaries of media, appearing in literature, printmaking, film, print publications, and 

other material. This analysis, with its focus on the intermedial qualities of woodcuts and 

reportage literature, lends further support to my overarching argument in this thesis for the 

dismantlement of an ossified historiography of woodblock printmaking in China during the early 

twentieth century, and an expansion of its boundaries to include visual and literary materials 

whose importance has so far been underserved in the literature.  

 The terms I have used above to describe political orientation, specifically “Communist,” 

“Marxist,” and “leftist,” reflect differences in individual artists’ and artworks’ direct links (or 

lack thereof) to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), and their apparent incorporation or 

reflection of political ideology. For example, as Lu Xun was never officially a member of the 

Communist Party, but was an active member of the Party-directed Zuolian, I describe him and 

his work as “leftist.” However, although Jiang Feng was a Party member starting in March 1932, 

and I would therefore refer to him as Communist, I would not describe his artwork as simply 

“Communist,” since that would only serve to limit its interpretation to one perspective. 

Describing a work of art as “Marxist” similarly limits its interpretation, though that adjective 

may be most helpful in describing the specific political ideology of the artist or the subject 

matter. Frustratingly, describing something as “Marxist” may simultaneously not be specific 

enough, as it implies that there is only one strand of Marxist thought worldwide. The Zuolian, 

 
339 For further discussion of how I define “socialist aesthetic,” and how it is different from the same or similar 

terminology in the surrounding literature, see the Introduction, p. 35-39. 
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indeed the Chinese Communist Party as a whole, subscribed to Marxism-Leninism, reflecting 

their political dependence on the Soviet Comintern (Third (Leninist) International, 第三國際, 

Disan Guoji), as well as on Leninism’s allowances for peasants and urban proletariat, not just 

urban intellectuals, to become the revolutionary vanguard.340 Therefore, in this chapter, when I 

describe artists or artworks as “leftist,” I mean individuals who were sympathetic to the political 

and social aims of the Communist Party, and/or were critical of Chiang Kai-shek’s (蔣介石, 

1887-1975) Nationalist (國民黨, Guomindang) government and its policies, including Sun Yat-

sen’s (孫中山, 1866-1925) Three People’s Principles (三民主義, San Min Zhuyi), which Chiang 

adopted and amended.341 When describing artists or artworks as “Marxist,” I am identifying a 

political ideology that is represented by the subject matter or theme of the artwork, or activity on 

the part of an individual. While socially progressive, humanistic activities or ideals on the part of 

an individual may be rooted to more or less degree in Marxist political ideology; “Marxist” does 

not describe the whole of that expression. This is why (as noted in this dissertation’s 

Introduction) I have decided on the term “socialist aesthetic” rather than “Marxist aesthetic.” 

When describing artists as “Communist,” I mean exactly that: their membership in the CCP. 

 
340 For further discussion of the development of Marxism in China, see Benjamin Schwartz, Chinese Communism 

and the Rise of Mao, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1966), especially Chapter 1: The Origins of 
Marxism-Leninism in China, which focuses on the development of Chen Duxiu’s (陳獨秀, 1879-1942) and Li 
Dazhao’s (李大釗, 1889-1927) Marxist thought, and ultimate adoption of Marxism-Leninism, prior to the 
founding of the Chinese Communist Party in 1921. See also A. James Gregor, “Classical Marxism and Maoism: 
A Comparative Study,” Communist and Post-Communist Studies 52 (2019): 81-91, for a clear delineation of 
how Marxism-Leninism was applied as political theory within the Chinese context. 

341 The Three People’s Principles were originally comprised of minzu zhuyi (民族主義, nationalism), minquan 
zhuyi (民權主義, democracy), and minsheng zhuyi (民生主義, variously translated as people’s welfare or 
socialism). Once in power, Chiang Kai-shek was unsurprisingly keen to argue that “minsheng” should in no way 
be connected with communism or socialism, although Sun Yat-sen was certainly less wary of communism than 
Chiang, as demonstrated by Sun’s willingness to form a coalition with the CCP (and by extension the Soviet 
Union) in 1922. (Jay Taylor, The Generalissimo: Chiang Kai-shek and the Struggle for Modern China. 
Cambridge, MA and London, Englad: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2009) 17, 41-48. 
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 In the first section of the chapter, I will address Jiang Feng’s personal history and 

involvement with various art and political societies, focusing in particular on their direct 

connections to the Zuolian.  In the second section, I will address the discussion of Chinese 

reportage by authors such as Yuan Shu (袁殊, 1911-1987), and Xia Yan (夏衍, Shen Duanxian, 

沈端先, 1900-1996), and their connection to Japanese and Soviet examples. In the third section, 

after my analysis of the reportage articles by Zhang Ziqing (張自清,1898-1949) and Xia Yan, I 

will trace the connections between both the substance and context of these essays and Jiang 

Feng’s printmaking activities, arguing that Jiang began to create woodblock prints that are 

aesthetically connected to baogao wenxue in the early 1930s. In order to do this, I will focus 

specifically on two prints from 1931, titled Kill the Resisters! (要求抗戰者, 殺!, Yaoqiu 

kangzhan zhe, sha!) and Atrocities of the Japanese Army in their Invasion of China (日軍侵華暴

行, Rijun qinhua baoxing), and two from 1932, titled Strike (罷工, Bagong) and Workers on the 

Wharf (碼頭工人, Matou Gongren). I will conclude with a review of examples of the socialist 

aesthetic as I see it reflected in the work of both reportage authors and Jiang Feng’s woodblock 

prints.  

II. Jiang Feng’s Artistic and Literary Network 

 Born in 1910 in Shanghai, Jiang Feng’s early life reflects his first-hand knowledge of the 

experience of workers in an urban, industrial society: his father was a carpenter, his mother a 

weaver, and his two sisters worked in a Shanghai cotton mill.342  Since his family could not 

 
342 Li, Zhang, and Liu, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 315. As Elizabeth Perry notes, cotton mill workers were a 

major target for Communist organizers, as they were part of the unskilled labor force (i.e. rickshaw pullers, 
dock workers) who, because of generally poor working conditions and lack of professional guilds, were more 
prone to striking. “Of the more than fifty recorded industrial strikes in Shanghai between 1895 and 1913, at 
least 75 percent were launched by unskilled workers – most notably women in the silk filatures (which 
accounted for nearly 50 percent of all strikes) and cotton mills (which contributed another 20 percent.)” 
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afford to further his education, Jiang dropped out after middle school, and though he had 

apparently always enjoyed painting, there was no money for him to enroll in an art academy. By 

March 1927 he had already made contact with the CCP and was involved in industrial strikes, 

very likely those organized by the General Labor Union in Shanghai, against area warlords and 

in support of Chiang Kaishek’s Guomindang, who were at that time coordinating with the CCP 

in their attempts to unify the country.343 However, Chiang distrusted the significant, and 

growing, power of the labor unions and their direct link to the Communist Party, and on April 

12, 1927, launched his infamous purge of the Communists. With the help of heads of Shanghai’s 

businesses (who eyed the General Labor Union with concern), the leaders of Shanghai’s gangster 

organizations, as well as the foreign-concession authorities, Chiang’s right-wing branch of the 

Guomindang Party violently suppressed Communist organizations and on April 13th, massacred 

nearly 100 demonstrators protesting their actions.344 This action by Chiang presaged the next ten 

years of his violent pursuit and suppression of both Communist party members and leftist 

activists, artists, and writers in Shanghai, other urban areas, and in the rural Communist 

strongholds like the Jiangxi Soviet.345 

 
(Elizabeth Perry, Shanghai on Strike: The Politics of Chinese Labor, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
1993), 48-49.) 

343 Li, Zhang, and Liu, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 315. Johnathan Spence claims that around 600,000 workers 
were involved in the March 1927 strikes, and over 800,000 labor union members existed in Shanghai at this 
time. (Jonathan Spence, The Search for Modern China, 2nd ed, (New York & London: W. W. Norton & Co., 
1999), 335.) 

344 Spence, Search for Modern China, 336; Elizabeth Perry gives far more credit to gangs led by Huang Jinrong (黃
金榮, 1868-1953), Du Yuesheng (杜月笙, 1888-1951), and Zhang Xiaolin (張嘯林, 1877-1940) for the actual 
enactment of the purge than does Spence. See Perry, Shanghai on Strike, 88-92. 

345 See Chapter 16: “Communist Survival,” in Spence, The Search for Modern China, 375-409. See also the 
personal recollections of Zuolian- and Meilian-affiliated artists and writers, as collected in Wu Bunai, Wang 
Guanquan, eds. Collected Remembrances of the Eighteen Society (Yi Ba Yi She Jinian Ji), (Beijing: Renmin 
Meishu Chubanshe, 1981) and Li Hua, Li Shusheng, and Ma Ke, eds. Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock 
Print Movement (Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua Yundong Wushi Nian, 1931-1981), (Shenyang: Liaoning Meishu 
Chubanshe, 1981), along with Arif Dirlik, “The Ideological Foundations of the New Life Movement: A Study in 
Counter-Revolution,” The Journal of Asian Studies 34, No. 4 (1975): 945-980; Taylor, The Generalissimo, 66-
137; and Federica Ferlanti, “The New Life Movement in Jiangxi Province, 1934-1938,” Modern Asian Studies 
44, No. 5 (September 2010): 961-1000. 
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 Having escaped the purge, by 1928, Jiang Feng had found a job with the Shanghai-

Nanjing Railroad through a relative, and in 1929, he joined the White Goose Painting Society, 

studying Western painting.346 Founded in 1924 by Pan Sitong (潘思同, 1903-1980), Fang Xuegu 

(方雪鴣, dates unknown), Chen Qiucao (陳秋草, 1906-1988), and Du Xueou (都雪鷗, dates 

unknown) all former students of the artist Liu Haisu (刘海粟, 1896-1994), the society was 

specifically designed to serve as an art education organization for working adults and amateur 

artists, a description that clearly fit Jiang Feng.347 In February 1930, Jiang formed the Epoch Fine 

Arts Society (時代美術社, Shidai Meishu She) with several other individuals, including 

woodblock print artist Chen Yanqiao (陳煙橋, 1911-1970), oil painter and Zhonghua Art 

Academy (中華藝術大學, Zhonghua Yishu Daxue) instructor Xu Xingzhi (許幸之, 1904-1991), 

and woodblock print and manhua (漫畫,cartoon) artist Wang Dunqing (王敦慶, or Wang Yiliu, 

王一榴, 1899-1990), among others.348  

 
346 Li, Zhang, and Liu, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 315, and Ma Tiji and Li Yunjing, eds. Lu Xun and the 

Chinese Woodblock Print Movement (Lu Xun yu Zhongguo Xinxing Muke Yundong), (Beijing: Renmin Meishu 
Chubanshe, 1985), 102. The group actually referred to itself in English as the Swan Art Association by 1930, 
according to both its bi-weekly art journal (The Swan, 白鵝藝術半月刊, Bai’E Yishu Ban Yue Kan, 1930), 
which lasted for four issues, as well as the cover of its 1931 exhibition catalog (Catalogue of Art Exhibition of 
the Swan Art Association, 白鵝畫展, Bai’E Hua Zhan). For clarity, I will continue to use the name “White 
Goose Painting Society,” as used in general in the English-language literature on the topic. 

347 Andrews, Julia F. and Shen Kuiyi. The Art of Modern China, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012), 
70. See also Michael Sullivan, Art and Artists of Twentieth-Century China, (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1996), 46; Mayching Kao, “The Spread of Western Art in China, 1919-1929,” in Lee Ngoc and Leung 
Chi-keung, eds. China: Development and Challenge. (Hong Kong, 1981), 93; Mayching Kao, “China’s 
Response to the West in Art, 1898-1937,” (PhD dissertation, Stanford University, 1972), 112-113; and for 
sustained engagement with the publicity surrounding the White Goose Society and their exhibitions, see Ellen 
Johnston Laing, Selling Happiness: Calendar Posters and Visual Culture in Early-Twentieth-Century Shanghai. 
Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2004, 202-203. Fang Xuegu and Chen Qiucao also extended their interest 
in art education into the realm of publishing by producing the magazine Studio (美術雜誌, Meishu Zazhi, 1934), 
whose first issue reproduced one of Chen Yanqiao’s woodblock prints.  

348 Yu Ding and Jiang Wen, eds., “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” in Discovery: 100 Years of Collected Literature 
and Documents on Jiang Feng (Faxian: Bainian Jiang Feng Wenxian Ji), (Jiangsu Meishu Chubanshe, 2012-
13), 301. Xiaobing Tang devotes some discussion to the Epoch Fine Arts Society, including Xu Xingzhi’s 
writing about them and their coverage in the journal The Pioneer (拓荒者, Tuohuangzhe, 1930). (Tang, Origins 
of the Chinese Avant-Garde, 101-103.) I have also adopted Tang’s translation of this particular art society’s 
name. 
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 Between 1930 and 1931, sources differ on exactly how and when Jiang met various 

artists and writers, but in the summer of 1930, Jiang was involved in the founding of the League 

of Left-wing Artists (左翼美術家聯盟, Zuoyi Meishujia Lianmeng, hereafter, “Meilian”), and 

according to Yu Ding and Jiang Wen, represented the White Goose Painting Society at the 

organization’s first meeting.349 350 By 1931 it is clear that Jiang had also met members of the 

Eighteen Society (一八藝社, Yiba Yishe, also called the West Lake Eighteen Society, 西湖一八

藝社, Xihu Yiba Yishe), a decidedly politically progressive art organization, still based at that 

time at the Hangzhou West Lake Art Academy (杭州西湖藝術院, Hangzhou Xihu Yishu 

Yuan).351 (In 1933, the academy changed its name to the better-known Hangzhou National 

Academy of Art (國立杭州藝術專科學校, Guoli Hanghzou Yishu Zhuanke Xuexiao).) After 

several Eighteen Society members were expelled from the Academy for political agitation, they 

 
349 Yu and Jiang, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 301. 
350 The Meilian was made up of a collection of progressive artists operating under the Zuolian’s direction to 

promote proletariat art and undermine the Guomindang (Nationalist) Party’s and Chiang Kai-shek’s policies and 
practices. The members represented many of the art institutions and art groups at the time, including the White 
Goose Painting Society, the Shanghai Art Academy (上海美術專科學校, Shanghai Meishu Zhuanke Xuexiao), 
the New China Art Academy (上海新華藝術專科學校, Shanghai Xinhua Yishu Zhuanke Xuexiao), the 
Zhonghua Art Academy, the Shanghai Art College (上海藝術大學, Shanghai Yishu Daxue), and the West Lake 
Eighteen Society, among others. (Yu and Jiang, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 301.) For a list of resolutions 
from their first meeting, see Li, Li, and Ma, “A Chronology of Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock Print 
Movement (Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua Yundong Wushinian Dashi Nianbiao),” in Li Hua, Li Shusheng, and Ma 
Ke, eds. Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock Print Movement (Zhongguo Xinxing Banhua Yundong Wushi 
Nian, 1931-1981), (Shenyang: Liaoning Meishu Chubanshe, 1981), 3, and for an in-depth contextualization of 
the Meilian’s founding, see Xu Xingzhi, “Before and After the Founding of the League of Left-Wing Artists 
(Zuoyi meishujia lianmeng chengli qianhou),” also in Li, Li, and Ma, eds. Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock 
Print Movement 1931-1981, 122-139. 

351 Li, Zhang, and Liu, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 316. Tang Xiaobing claims that Jiang Feng was introduced 
to the Shanghai branch of the Eighteen Society through Yu Hai (Tang, Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde, 
103), while Ma Tiji and Li Yunjing’s history of the woodcut movement claims that Jiang joined the Meilian and 
the Shanghai Eighteen Society at virtually the same time, in the summer of 1930. (Ma and Li, Lu Xun and the 
Chinese Woodblock Print Movement, 102.) Julia Andrews and Kuiyi Shen claim that Chen Tiegeng (陳鐵耕, 
1908-1970) was the driving force behind the founding of the Shanghai Eighteen Society, and that he did so by 
collaborating with Jiang Feng and the other artists collectively, some time in 1930, (Andrews and Shen, Modern 
China, 83), and Yu Ding and Jiang Wen state that the Meilian was founded in July 1930 with Jiang’s Epoch Fine 
Art Society as its base, that Jiang met the West Lake Eighteen Society through the White Goose Painting 
Society, and that the Shanghai Eighteen Society was established sometime in early 1931. (Yu and Jiang, “A 
Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 301.) 
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relocated to Shanghai, were they founded their own branch of the organization in the early 

months of 1931, which they called the Shanghai Eighteen Society. This group ultimately 

became, as Jiang Feng described it, the openly active organization of the Meilian.352 Regardless 

of the discrepancies between personal recollections, however, it is clear that Jiang Feng was a 

member of both the Shanghai Eighteen Society and the Meilian by 1931, and that through these 

organizations he worked with Yu Hai (于海, Yu Jiyu, 于寄愚, 1909-1991), who was secretary of 

the Meilian, and the art editor of the Zuolian-connected Art and Literature Weekly.353 Aside from 

Yu Hai, during this time Jiang also met and worked with Lou Shiyi (樓適夷, 1905-2001), 

another editor at the Art and Literature Weekly and at the Zuolian-affiliated journal Outpost (前

哨, Qianshao, April 1931, later Wenxue Daobao, 文學導報, Literature Guide, August-

November 1931), as well as an author of baogao wenxue.354 The first issue of Outpost was a 

memorial devoted to the “Five Martyrs,” or five Zuolian members who had been executed by the 

Nationalist party on February 7, 1931.355 According to Lou, Jiang began his publishing activities 

that spring by helping him edit and print Outpost.356  

 
352 Jiang Feng, “Lu Xun and the Eighteen Society (Lu Xun Xiansheng yu ‘Yi Ba Yi She,’)” in Li, Li, and Ma, eds. 

Fifty Years of the Chinese Woodblock Print Movement 1931-1981, 189. 
353 Yu Hai, “A History of Learning from Others (Lishi de Jiejian),” in Li, Li, and Ma, eds. Fifty Years of the 

Chinese Woodblock Print Movement 1931-1981, 141. Yu Hai notes that, even though his title was “art editor,” 
he edited much of the literary submissions being published as well.  

354 Yu and Jiang, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 301. 
355 These five individuals included Rou Shi (柔石, 1902-1931), a close friend of Lu Xun, who was greatly affected 

by the younger writer’s death. It was in his honor that Lu Xun published Kathe Kollwitz’s print Sacrifice (Das 
Opfer), the first image in her series War (Krieg), 1922-23, in the September 20, 1931 issue of the journal Beidou 
(北斗, The Big Dipper, 1931-1932). This reproduction brought her work to the attention of Chinese audiences 
for the first time (outside of those artists who had seen Kollwitz’s work at the August 1931 woodblock printing 
workshop Lu Xun hosted), and as Xiaobing Tang notes, Lu Xun’s choice of including her work in Beidou’s first 
issue forever associated her work with that of the “left-wing art movement” in China. (Tang, Origins of the 
Chinese Avant-Garde, 110.) It is important to note, however, that the celebrated author Ding Ling (丁玲, 1904-
1986) was in fact the editor of the journal, and as final arbiter of what was included, the credit for publicizing 
Kollwitz’s prints should go to her as well as to Lu Xun.  

356 Lou gives a detailed account of the arduous process that he and Jiang embarked upon in printing the first issue 
of Outpost. The small independent printer they found, who had previously worked for the Commercial Press, 
had a list of terms, indicating his nervousness at working with the leftists. After a successful printing, Lou 
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 The Meilian itself was overseen by the Zuolian, and both were part of the broader 

Wenzong, or General Alliance of the Left-Wing Cultural Field in China (中国左翼文化总同盟, 

Zhongguo Zuoyi Wenhua Zongtong Meng, hereafter “Wenzong”). Feng Xuefeng (馮雪峰, 1903-

1976) a close friend of Lu Xun and sometime head of the Zuolian, acted as the representative 

connecting the Wenzong directly to the Meilian (and therefore the Shanghai Eighteen 

Society.)357 While the politics of all of the organizations under the umbrella of the Wenzong 

were clearly strongly left-leaning, the Wenzong was not an official Communist Party 

organization, nor was the Meilian; only the Zuolian had a Communist Party group of 

representatives (黨團, dangtuan), made up of its own Party membership and including at various 

times Feng Xuefeng and Zhang Tiao (張眺, (Ye Lin, 耶林), 1901-1934). Peripheral 

organizations, without any strict placement in the Wenzong’s structure, were also connected to 

and led by Zuolian members, including the Shanghai Anti-Imperialist League, (later renamed the 

Shanghai People’s Anti-Japanese Society).358 359  In May 1931, Jiang Feng became involved in 

the Shanghai Anti-Imperial League through Zhang Tiao, specifically focusing on activities in the 

Yangshupu Workers’ district (楊樹浦工人區, Yangshupu gongren qu).360  

 
remembers he, Jiang, and members of the Zuolian binding each issue, creating a masthead, and affixing images 
before taking them out to be sold. Lou Shiyi, “Farewell to Jiang Feng (Songbie Jiang Feng),” in Li, Zhang, and 
Liu, eds. Jiang Feng’s Collected Writings on Art, 343. 

357 Yu and Jiang, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 301. 
358 Wong, Wang-chi. Politics and Literature in Shanghai: The Chinese League of Left-Wing Writers, 1930-1936. 

(Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 1991), 75-76.  
359 As the following two organizations are less well-known than “Zuolian” or “Meilian” in English language 

literature, I will refer to them by their English translated names: Shanghai Anti-Imperialist League (上海反帝大

同盟, Shanghai Fandi Da Tongmeng) and the Shanghai People’s Anti-Japanese Society (上海民眾反日會, 
Shanghai Minzhong Fan Ri Hui). 

360 Li, Zhang, and Liu, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 316 and Yu and Jiang, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 301. 
Yangshupu refers to the area where many of Shanghai’s cotton mills operated. See Perry, Shanghai on Strike, 
58, 60; Emily Honig, “The Contract Labor System and Women Workers: Pre-Liberation Cotton Mills of 
Shanghai,” Modern China 9, No. 4, Symposium: The Making of the Chinese Working Class, (October 1983): 
421-454. As Honig notes, Xia Yan’s experience living in Yangshupu ultimately resulted in the famous reportage 
work, “Contract Labor” (包身工, Baoshengong), which was first published in the June 1936 (inaugural) issue of 
the journal Guangming (光明, Brilliance, 1936-1937), a journal that also published woodblock prints by Jiang 
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Yu Hai, in his description of the political activities of this period, describes what we 

would now term “flash mobs,” (飛行集會, feixing jihui) or very short demonstrations and labor 

actions, often involving leaflets, posters, and short speeches.361 Wang-chi Wong, in his detailed 

history of the Zuolian, describes how common these demonstrations were, noting that they were 

held on any special day, and how May, encompassing May Day, the anniversary of the May 

Fourth Movement, Karl Marx’s birthday on May fifth, and the anniversary of the May Thirtieth 

movement, was the busiest month. League members would ready the posters before these 

activities, often including English initials, so that other members would know whose work had 

been posted on walls and street corners.362  In many cases it appears that there was not enough 

time for protestors to post broadsheets, with the printed material instead thrown up into the air as 

the group shouted slogans.363 Elizabeth Perry draws on British police reports which describe the 

demonstrations as large (on July 16, 1930 two separate demonstrations apparently included 

around 500 people total) and somewhat unruly, with damage to city trams and private 

property.364 Huang Xinbo (黃新波, 1916-1980), another woodcut artist who was involved in the 

activities of the Shanghai Anti-Imperial League, also recalled taking part in the feixing jihui. 

However, Huang’s account emphasized the necessary planning, including the choosing of date 

and given time, the communication of that information, the preparation and storage of one’s 

belongings in case of arrest, and the League’s focus on encouraging the workers to take part in 

the demonstrations. Overall, he noted, they were not very successful: their “influence on the 

 
Feng under the name Gu Lin. Interestingly, Lou Shiyi mentions that Yangshupu was where Jiang Feng’s family 
lived. (Lou, “Farewell to Jiang Feng,” 343.) 

361 Yu Hai, “In Memory of Lu Xun (Huainian Lu Xun xiansheng),” in Wu and Wang, eds. Collected Remembrances 
of the Eighteen Society, 15 and again in Yu Hai, “A History of Learning from Others,” 140.  

362 Wong, Politics and Literature in Shanghai, 96-97.   
363 Shanghai Municipal Police Files, #D-4820, as cited in Perry, Shanghai on Strike, 104-105. 
364 Shanghai Municipal Police Files, #D-4820, as cited in Perry, Shanghai on Strike, 105. 
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masses was actually rather small.”365 Regardless of their efficacy, however, it is likely Jiang 

Feng also participated these feixing jihui, given his demonstrated history of involvement in 

political demonstrations, engagement with workers in the Yuanshupu district and the Shanghai 

Anti-Imperialist League, as well as the prints that he was producing at this time.366 Notably, five 

out of seven extant prints by Jiang Feng from 1931 and 1932 include his initials (“C. H.”) carved 

into the block in the lower left or right corner. This practice disappears completely from Jiang’s 

prints after his release from prison in 1935, a further indication that his application of initials to 

the compositions were tied to his demonstration activities as part of the Meilian, and possibly 

meant to differentiate his images from those of others.367 

 In August 1931, at the behest of Lu Xun, Feng Xuefeng contacted Yu Hai, asking him to 

in turn contact artists in the Shanghai Eighteen Society and others, in order to organize a 

woodblock print workshop.368 By this time, Lu Xun had already published several publications 

containing woodblock print reproductions, including five volumes of his Morning Flowers in the 

Garden of Art (藝苑朝華, Yiyuan Zhaohua) series between 1929 and 1930, which contained 

examples of European, American, Russian, and Japanese prints, as well as Carl Meffert’s 

illustrations to Fyodor Gladkov’s novel Cement (士敏土, Shimintu) in September 1930. It is 

 
365 Huang Xinbo, “Huang Xinbo on Lu Xun, Woodcuts, and Other Topics (Huang Xinbo tan Lu Xun yu muke ji 

qita),” in Shanghai Normal University, Literature Department, Lu Xun Working Group, ed. Lu Xun Research 
Materials (Lu Xun Yanjiu Ziliao), (Shanghai: Shanghai Normal University, 1978), 225, as cited in Wu Xueshan, 
“To the ‘Frontline’: Hu Yichuan Constructs a Visual Sense of Revolutionary Workers (Dao ‘qianxian’ qu: Hu 
Yichuan dui geming gongren de shijue jiangou),” Art Research (Meishu Yanjiu), No. 5 (2017): 66-75, 75, n.39. 
Also see “Huang Xinbo,” in Ma and Li, Lu Xun and the Chinese Woodblock Print Movement, 129-131. 

366 See both Huang Shanding’s and Lou Shiyi’s recollections of Jiang’s activities with clandestine printing and 
woodblock printing during 1931 and 1932. (Huang Shanding, “A Loyal Man – Mourning an Old Comrade Jiang 
Feng (Yi pian zhongcheng – chentong daonian laozhanyou Jiang Feng),” in Li, Zhang, and Liu, eds. Jiang 
Feng’s Collected Writings on Art, 400-403; Lou Shiyi, “Farewell to Jiang Feng,” 342-345.) 

367 According to the exhibition catalogue edited by Yu Ding and Jiang Wen in 2012/13, there are actually nine 
extant prints from 1931-1932, including two from the August 1931 workshop led by Lu Xun. I have excluded 
these two (Portrait of an Old Man, and Labor, discussed on the following page) from my count as they are 
known to have been created as part of the workshop, rather than for Jiang’s activities with the Meilian, and do 
not include his initials in the composition. 

368 Yu Hai, “A History of Learning from Others,” 141. 
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likely that artists and writers at this time, particularly those close to or aware of the Zuolian (of 

which Lu Xun was a founding member), would have been cognizant of these publishing 

activities. Jiang Feng and twelve other artists participated in the woodcut workshop, spending the 

next five days learning techniques and studying foreign prints that Lu Xun supplied from his 

personal collection, including Käthe Kollwitz’s 1922-23 series of prints entitled War (Krieg), 

which Lu Xun had recently purchased with help from Agnes Smedley.369 370 Interestingly, in his 

detailed recollection of the workshop, Jiang noted that Lu Xun encouraged the students to start 

with simple subjects first, in order to learn basic woodcut skills before attempting “scenes of 

large groups” (群眾場面, qunzhong changmian).371 Given that specific phrasing (if Jiang is 

remembering correctly), it appears that groups of individuals, very likely groups of 

demonstrators, were popular subject matter for these artists. It certainly was for Jiang, whose 

prints between late 1931 and early 1932 were full of these sorts of scenes.372 Of the two extant 

prints that he created during the workshop, however, Portrait of an Old Man (老人像, Lao Ren 

Xiang) (Figure 4.2) and Labor (勞動, Laodong) (Figure 4.3), the first composition seems to 

 
369 Tang, Origins of the Avant-Garde, 108. 
370 The teacher of the workshop was Uchiyama Kakichi (內山嘉吉, 1900-1984), younger brother of Lu Xun’s 

friend, Uchiyama Kanzo (內山完造, 1885-1959), owner of the Uchiyama Bookstore. (For more on their 
friendship, see Joshua A. Fogel, A Friend in Deed: Lu Xun, Uchiyama Kanzo, and the Intellectual World of 
Shanghai on the Eve of War, (Ann Arbor, MI: Association for Asian Studies, Inc., 2019).). For a detailed 
description of the workshop, see Jiang Feng, “Lu Xun and the Eighteen Society,’” 190-193, also published as 
“Remembering Lu Xun and the Eighteen Society (Huiyi Lu Xun yu Yi ba yi she)” in Wu and Wang, eds. 
Collected Remembrances of the Eighteen Society, 7-14. Tang Xiaobing also gives an overview of the workshop 
in Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde, 108.  

371 Jiang Feng, “Remembering Lu Xun and the Eighteen Society,” 10. 
372 Another example of images of groups in motion is Chen Tiegeng’s print, A Moment’s Disturbance on a Street 

Corner (街頭騷動之剎那, Jietou saodong zhi chana) (Figure 4.4), published in the August 10, 1931 (No. 22) 
issue of Art and Literature Weekly, and depicting a demonstrator at the head of a crowd being beaten with by a 
policeman. (Tang, Origins of the Avant-Garde, 108.) Tang also mentions an anonymous print titled Onwards (前
進, Qianjin) (Figure 4.5), which is printed on the front page of the March 28, 1932 issue (No. 48) of Art and 
Literature Weekly, which he believes was likely made by Jiang Feng. This print also shows what appears to be a 
demonstration, but only the front two figures are clear enough to distinguish well from the background. (Tang, 
Origins of the Avant-Garde, 252, n. 31.)  
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follow Lu Xun’s advice, focusing on a singular subject in its depiction of an elderly, bald man 

with a long beard. In the second image, Jiang is less successful in his depiction of the subject 

matter, perhaps illustrating the reasons behind Lu Xun’s suggestion. Three figures on the upper 

right face toward the viewer, two obviously carrying heavy loads on their backs, while three 

figures on the lower left face away from the viewer as they presumably walk into the factory or 

work area. The faces of the figures on the top right are hard to discern, however, and the 

woodcut as a whole requires sustained attention in order to differentiate figures, actions, and the 

direction of movement within the composition. Jiang’s later compositions, even those executed 

only a few months later, are notably more legible to the viewer, particularly because Jiang started 

to gather all his figures into one mass as they move through an image, usually in a diagonal 

trajectory from top left or top right down to the bottom right or bottom left. That legibility would 

be a key element in Jiang’s creation of prints in the bibao (壁報), or wall poster, format. 

Designed to be seen on streets, walls, or factory gates, the prints that Jiang created as part of his 

work with the Shanghai Anti-Imperialist League and later the Shanghai People’s Anti-Japanese 

Society had to be immediately readable to the casual observer.373  

 

 
373 The concept of the bibao “wall newspaper” was not only connected with the Workers’ Correspondence 

Movement (an initiative formulated by the Zuolian); it was also associated with the posting of information at 
universities. (See for example “News from Campus – the Wall Newspaper has been Published (Benxiao Wenxin 
– Bibao Chubanle),” Technical Soldier (Jishu Junren) No. 2 (June 1928): 33, published by the Miltary 
Transportation Technical Academy (軍事交通技術學校, Junshi Jiaotong Jishu Xuexiao); also, “Fudan 
University’s Two Kinds of Wall Newspaper and the Situation of their Readers (Fudan zhi liang zhong “bibao” 
yu dubaozhe zhi qingxing),” Pictorial Weekly (Zhongguo Sheying Xuehui Huabao) 5, No. 209 (October 12, 
1929): n.p.) The term was also explicitly defined in the trade magazine The China Printer (with an English 
translation of “mural newspaper”) as originating from the Mexican government’s Education Department’s 
program for printing and distributing information. See “Publication of Mural Newspapers (Qiangbi Baozhi 
Chuban),” The China Printer (Zhongguo Yinshua Yuebao) 1, No. 6 (June 1929): 14. 
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Figure 4.2 Jiang Feng, “Portrait of an Old Man (Lao Ren Xiang),” from Yu Ding and Jiang 
Wen, eds. Discovery: 100 Years of Collected Literature and Documents on Jiang Feng 
(Faxian: Bainian Jiang Feng Wenxian Ji), (Jiangsu Meishu Chubanshe, 2012/13), 44. 
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Figure 4.3 Jiang Feng, “Labor (Laodong),” from Yu Ding and Jiang Wen, eds. Discovery: 
100 Years of Collected Literature and Documents on Jiang Feng (Faxian: Bainian Jiang 
Feng Wenxian Ji), (Jiangsu Meishu Chubanshe, 2012/13), 45. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 

 
Figure 4.4 Chen Tiegeng, “A Moment’s Disturbance on a Street Corner (Jietou saodong zhi 
chana),” Art and Literature Weekly (Wenyi Xinwen), No. 22, August 10, 1931. 
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The author has not yet received permission to reproduce this image, originally obtained from the 
Shanghai Library’s Database (CNBKSY, 全國報刊索引, Quanguo Baokan Suoyin). 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Unknown (Jiang Feng?), “Onwards (Qianjin),” Art and Literature Weekly (Wenyi 
Xinwen), No. 48, March 28, 1932, 1. 
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 Directly after the workshop, Yu Hai recalled Feng Xuefeng again asking him to organize 

something, this time an arts organization devoted solely to woodcuts. Yu notes that, as the cadre 

in charge of the Zuolian at that time, Feng was trying to revive the artistic activity of the Meilian, 

as it was under the Zuolian’s organizational purview.374 Jiang Feng, Chen Zhuokun (陳卓坤, 

Chen Guang, 陳廣, 1908-2002), and Chen Tiegeng obliged, forming the Modern Woodcut 

Research Society (時代木刻研究會, Shidai Muke Yanjiu Hui), whose presence was announced, 

along with a fundraising request for materials in the September 14, 1931 (No. 27) issue of Art 

and Literature Weekly.375 As Tang Xiaobing notes, their public notice was directly and militantly 

political, “describing the [woodcut] movement as one that used a knife in place of a brush.”376  

During the month following the woodblock printing workshop and founding of the 

Modern Woodcut Research Society in 1931, the September Eighteenth (Mukden) Incident (九·

一八事變, Jiu Yi Ba Shibian) occurred, in which the Japanese army set off explosions on a 

railway line outside Mukden, near a Chinese army barracks. Predictably, there were skirmishes 

between Chinese and Japanese forces, and the Japanese forces claimed self-defense and the 

necessity to increase their numbers in order to successfully “suppress bandits.” The Japanese 

commander of standing forces in Korea crossed the border into China to allegedly assist in these 

efforts, and within a few months, Manchuria was completely controlled by the Japan.377 This 

incident provoked national outrage and anti-Japanese protests all over China, including in 

Shanghai. Between the September Eighteenth Incident and the Japanese bombardment of 

 
374 Yu Hai, “A History of Learning from Others,” 142. 
375 Yu Hai, “A History of Learning from Others,” 142. Yu Hai notes that originally the woodcut organization’s 

name was the Shanghai Woodcut Research Society (上海木刻研究會, Shanghai muke yanjiu hui), but that it 
had changed by the time they printed their announcement in Art and Literature Weekly.  

376 Tang, Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde, 110. 
377 Spence, Search for Modern China, 369-370.  
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Shanghai on January 28, 1932 (referred to as the January 28 Incident, 一·二八事變, Yi Er Ba 

Shibian, with fighting continuing until early March) the Anti-Imperialist League changed its 

name to the Shanghai People’s Anti-Japanese Society, for which Jiang was responsible for 

propaganda work, editing and publishing the Worker’s Pictorial (工人畫報, Gongren Huabao) 

and the Anti-Imperialist Pictorial (反帝畫報, Fandi Huabao).378  Though titled “huabao” or 

pictorial, these materials were more likely to be leaflets or single-sheet posters, quickly and 

surreptitiously posted on walls or factory gates, and easily replaced.379  

 What appears to be the one extant example of the Anti-Imperialist Pictorial, reproduced 

in both the 2012 Jiang Feng retrospective exhibition catalog Discovery: 100 Years of Collected 

Literature and Documents on Jiang Feng, and in a 2017 article by Wu Xueshan, shows a page 

filled with manhua (cartoons), illustrating the evils of imperialism. (Figure 4.6) Several of the 

cells contain figure types that are familiar from other political manhua circulating in Shanghai at 

that time, including the American in striped trousers and a top hat, the portly British man in a 

bowler hat and mustache, and the Japanese man in a kimono and geta (下駄,sandals), each of 

whom represent their country’s imperialist political and military subjugation of China. Wu 

claims that the central pair of manhua, titled “Two Different Kinds of Society” (兩個不同的社

會, Liang ge butong de shehui), which show a capitalist abusing a worker, and a worker fighting 

back by using his hammer to beat the capitalist, were created by Zhang Tiao (Ye Lin).380 

However, the style of depiction in the surrounding cartoons, and the handwriting of the printed 

characters, seems to be consistent with the central panel, therefore suggesting that Zhang either 

 
378 Li, Zhang, and Liu, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 316. 
379 Li, Zhang, and Liu, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 316 and Yu and Jiang, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 302. 
380 Wu Xueshan, “To the ‘Frontline’,” 72. 
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drew all the cells, or captioned them, or both. Huang Shanding (黃山定, 1910-1996), another 

Eighteen Society and Spring Earth Society member, recalls Jiang, along with Chen Tiegeng and 

Chen Zhoukan editing, carving blocks, and printing the Anti-Imperialist Pictorial, specifically 

using a “Zhongling” (鐘靈) brand printing press they had jointly purchased, and posting them on 

street corners and at factory gates in late 1931.381 The woodcuts I will talk about in the third 

section of this chapter were likely created as part of these activities.  

 In March of 1932, through Hong Lingfei (洪靈菲, 1902-1934), Jiang joined the Chinese 

Communist Party, and that April the Meilian resumed activity with Jiang now both the CCP 

representative as well as a member of the Meilian’s executive committee, along with Yu Hai, 

who was the secretary, and Ma Da (馬達, 1904-1978), another woodblock print artist.382 In order 

for the Meilian to be able to openly carry out activities, on May 22, 1932, they founded a new 

society in Shanghai: the Spring Earth Art Research Society (春地美術研究所, Chundi Meishu 

Yanjiu Suo), which aside from the core members of the Eighteen Society, also included Ai Qing 

(艾青, Jiang Haicheng, 蔣海澄, 1910-1996) and Li Yang (力揚, Ji Chundan, 季春丹, 1908-

1964).383  On June 26, 1932, they held an exhibition at the Shanghai YMCA (上海基督教青年

會, Shanghai Jidujiao Qingnianhui), which Lu Xun attended, and at which he purchased ten 

works, likely including Jiang Feng’s Workers on the Wharf.384 A little over two weeks later, the 

 
381 Huang Shanding, “A Loyal Man – Mourning an Old Comrade Jiang Feng (Yi pian zhongcheng – chentong 

daonian laozhanyou Jiang Feng),” in Li, Zhang, and Liu, eds. Jiang Feng’s Collected Writings on Art, 401. 
382 Li, Zhang, and Liu, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 317.  
383 Li, Zhang, and Liu, “A Chronology of Jiang Feng,” 317.  
384 Jiang Feng, “Remembering Lu Xun and the Eighteen Society,” 13, and Yu and Jiang, “A Chronology of Jiang 

Feng,” 303. 
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Figure 4.6 Anti-Imperialism Pictorial (Fan Di Huabao), from Yu Ding and Jiang Wen, eds. 
Discovery: 100 Years of Collected Literature and Documents on Jiang Feng (Faxian: Bainian 
Jiang Feng Wenxian Ji), (Jiangsu Meishu Chubanshe, 2012/13), 48. 
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Spring Earth Society was betrayed to the Nationalist authorities, and several artists and writers 

were arrested, including Yu Hai, Ai Qing, and Jiang Feng.385 Jiang would not emerge from 

prison until 1935, though his appetite for political engagement would remain undiminished. 

III. The Development and Aesthetics of Baogao Wenxue 

 While the thematic ties between Jiang Feng’s prints depicting the lives of the proletariat 

and the subject matter of baogao wenxue (a form of literature meant to represent the experiences 

of the proletariat) seems to be a given, there has yet to be any sustained analysis of underlying 

aesthetic connections between the two, nor is there discussion about how those aesthetics extend 

further to other media at this time. The woodblock prints that I will discuss in this chapter were 

either used in place of or in conjunction with bibao as part of the Zuolian’s efforts to engage with 

the urban proletariat, or published in the same leftist journals and newspapers as the baogao 

wenxue with which it held so much in common. For example, the newspaper Art and Literature 

Weekly was the context for what has been identified as the first article to promote reportage as a 

literary form in China: Yuan Shu’s “On Reportage.”386 Jiang Feng’s Workers on the Wharf 

would be published in that same newspaper the next year, incidentally in the same issue as 

another seminal article on the theory of reportage: the anonymous “How to Write Reportage.”387 

Later instances of reportage literature would be published in issues of Big Dipper (北斗, Beidou, 

1931-1932), Les Contemporains (現代, Xiandai, 1932-1935), Reading Life (讀書生活, Dushu 

Shenghuo, 1934-1936), and Brilliance (光明, Guangming, 1936-1937), all magazines that would 

 
385 Xu Xingzhi, “Before and After the Founding of the League of Left-Wing Artists,” 138. 
386 Yuan Shu, “On Reportage (Baogao Wenxue Lun),” Art and Literature Weekly (Wenyi Xinwen), No. 18, July 13, 

1931, 2. Discussed as the first essay to introduce baogao wenxue in Ma and Zhang, eds. A Selection of Left-
Wing Literary Materials from the 1930s, 57, and as the one important essay on the subject from 1931 in Zhao, A 
History of Modern Chinese Reportage, 116. 

387 “How to Write Reportage (Ruhe Xie Baogao Wenxue),” Art and Literature Weekly (Wenyi Xinwen), No. 58, 
June 6, 1932, 2.  
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at some point also include leftist woodblock prints, pointing to the obvious personal networks 

and shared political leanings connecting the editorial positions in these journals and the authors 

and artists published in their pages.388 

 Histories of leftist literature, such as Ma Liangchun’s A Selection of Left-Wing Literary 

Materials from the 1930s (Sanshi niandai zuoyi wenyi ziliao xuanbian), or even histories of 

Chinese reportage in particular, such as Zhao Xiaqiu’s A History of Modern Chinese Reportage 

(Zhongguo xiandai baogao wenxue shi), or Wang Ronggang’s A Selection of Research Materials 

on Reportage (Baogao wenxue yanjiu ziliao xuanbian), provide a wealth of information about 

the types of reportage published, and when, but do little in the way of expanding our view 

beyond the texts themselves, to identify those materials with which they are in conversation. In 

his 2002 monograph, Chinese Reportage: The Aesthetics of Experience, Charles Laughlin 

analyzes Chinese reportage through the lens of different types of “social space,” highlighting 

how the aesthetics of reportage from the 1930s through the 1940s both built upon literature from 

the Ming and Qing eras, as well as expanded to fit the varied contexts in which it found itself 

(demonstrations in urban spaces, experiences of war, and what he calls the “factoryscape”). His 

project is grounded in identifying the emotionally and socially effective characteristics of 

reportage literature. This chapter seeks to extend that literature further, into an exploration of 

how the aesthetics of reportage, particularly in relation to the concept of “social space,” would 

have been in conversation with other types of media published in the same journals and 

 
388 In Chapters 2 and 3 I have discussed Les Contemporains in the context of modernist literature, specifically that 

associated with the Neo-Sensationists, who were criticized by leftists for what they saw as the modernists’ lack 
of engagement or criticism of society’s ills. Notably, Les Contemporains also included literature written by 
those same leftists, including baogao wenxue, indicating that multiple political factions could engage with each 
other in the same publications, and moreover, that the boundaries between those factions were more porous than 
has been portrayed in the secondary literature. See Leo Ou-fan Lee’s Shanghai Modern, pp. 130-137 and Shu-
mei Shih’s Lure of the Modern, pp. 231-275 for more in-depth discussions of Les Contemporains’s (and Shi 
Zhecun’s, as editor) role in mediating between and among these groups and individuals. 
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magazines. Jiang Feng frequently uses the social space of demonstrations as a framing device in 

his early printmaking from the 1930s, providing a surface-level parallel in subject matter 

between his prints and reportage. However, the depiction of social space in both media is also 

connected to their underlying socialist aesthetics, including their emotional resonance, sense of 

veracity, and ability to represent the collective. In the essays analyzed below, I address how 

those aesthetic qualities appear in descriptions of reportage and its function. 

 Baogao wenxue was part of a larger Zuolian effort to engage the “masses of workers and 

peasants” (工農大眾, gongnong dazhong) using art and literature. In Xia Yan’s (Shen 

Duanxian’s) April 1930 article, “The Path Toward Communal Arts, (Dao Jituan Yishu de Lu),” 

he discusses the Zuolian plans for, and obstacles to, the popularization of art and literature. As 

part of his suggestions for a way forward toward popularization (大眾化, dazhonghua), he 

argues that current members must abandon their intellectual, bourgeois way of judging “good” 

art and literature and focus instead on using every available type of cultural material to connect 

with the proletariat.389 Part of the Zuolian’s agreed-upon program of action, advanced in August 

1930, included their commitment to:  

“...go to the factories, the villages, the front lines, to the lower levels of society. There accumulate explosive 

feelings; there unfold inhuman, painful lives that urgently need revolution, … buried loads of explosives 

waiting to ignite. From the midst of intense class struggle, from militant strikes, the smoldering village 

struggles, through community night schools, through factory newsletters, wall newspapers, through all kinds of 

inflammatory propaganda work, let us create our reportage! … Only thus can we make the literary movement 

 
389 Xia Yan (Shen Duanxian), “The Path Toward Communal Arts (Dao Jituan Yishu de Lu),” The Pioneer 

(Tuohangzhe), No. 4-5 (April 1930): 1587. In the article, Shen obliquely refers to the Zuolian by calling them 
“our circle,” (我們的陣營, women de zhenying). Wong notes that during the spring of 1930, there was 
widespread debate among Zuolian members over how the popularization of art and literature should proceed; 
Xia Yan was on one extreme end, advocating the abandonment of artistic value in literature in favor of making 
work as accessible as possible for the newly- or partially-literate members of the working classes. Lu Xun, 
unsurprisingly, argued the opposite. (Wong, Politics and Literature in Shanghai, 98.) 
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develop closely, together with revolutionary struggle, and only thus will the lives of our authors undergo a true 

transformation, and the content of our works will be filled with the proletarian consciousness of struggle.”390   

The above passage illustrates two important points concerning reportage as a literary form at this 

time: the first has to do with its anticipated emotive quality, and the second has to do with its 

clearly defined subject and object. The way in which the author has exhorted the reader to go out 

to the public and find “those with accumulated explosive feelings” (鬱積着要爆發的感情, 

yujizhe yao baofa de ganqing) and then to stoke or otherwise “inflame” those feelings through 

their writing, places the role of emotion front-and-center in the usefulness of reportage. Further, 

the subject in this article is clearly the reportage writer, a member of the Zuolian or at least 

sympathetic to its clearly stated Marxist-Leninist aims, while the object is the proletariat. While 

there is indeed some mention in the article of an “educational movement” that might directly 

benefit the worker, the main thrust of the argument is that leftist writers should use the 

experiences of the worker-peasant-soldier in order to fill the writers’ work with their “proletariat 

consciousness of struggle.” Finally, the Zuolian’s essay explicitly calls for authors to express the 

“authenticity of real society (現實社會的真實性, xianshi shehui de zhenshixing)” and to focus 

on the “reality of class opposition (階級對立的事實, jieji duili de shishi)” – all references to a 

particular kind of realism, focused on a specific portion of society (i.e. the proletariat).391 

Ultimately, as I will discuss in conjunction with an analysis of Jiang Feng’s prints, the 

demonstrated distance between writer (subject) and proletariat (object) would undermine the 

 
390 “The New Shape of the Proletarian Literature Movement and Our Mission (Wuchanjieji wenxue yundong xin de 

xingshi ji women de renwu),” Cultural Struggle (Wenhua Douzheng) 1, No. 1 (August 15, 1930), reprinted in 
Ma and Zhang, eds. A Selection of Left-Wing Literary Materials from the 1930s, 152, as cited and translated in 
Charles A. Laughlin, Chinese Reportage: The Aesthetics of Historical Experience. (Durham, NC and London: 
Duke University Press, 2002), 17. As Laughlin notes, “reportage” remains in French in the original source. 

391 “The New Shape of the Proletarian Literature Movement and Our Mission,” in Ma and Zhang, eds. A Selection 
of Left-Wing Literary Materials from the 1930s, 154.  
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concepts of “realism” and “experience” that both the Zuolian writers and Meilian artists sought 

to express in their work.392  

Yuan Shu’s seminal article, “On Reportage (Baogao Wenxue Lun)” appeared in the July 

13, 1931 issue of Art and Literature Weekly. In it, Yuan gives a measured explanation of 

reportage, marking it explicitly as “literature” and specifically noting that it is a product of a 

modern, industrial society. It is also important to note that Yuan’s focus in this article is on labor 

in factories and in the countryside, rather than on descriptions of demonstrations. He mentions 

travelogues as another form of prose against which to set off the relative importance of 

reportage, and its emotional impact.393 On this point he differs from later commentators, who see 

fit to include travelogues, for example Qu Qiubai’s (瞿秋白, 1899-1935) account of living in 

Moscow between 1921 and 1924, titled Spiritual Journey to the Red Capital (赤都心史, Chidu 

Xinshi), within the genre as well.394 At this point, reportage did not include a concept of “war 

reportage” which would not appear until after the 1932 bombardment of Shanghai.395 Finally, 

Yuan Shu also separates out what he calls literally “labor correspondence” (勞動通訊, laodong 

tongxun), in reference to the Workers Correspondence movement (工農通訊運動, gongnong 

tongxun yundong, also known as 通信員運動, tongxinyuan yundong), from baogao wenxue, 

 
392 Elizabeth Perry cites a cotton mill worker’s recollections of the 1920s in her discussion of how workers often 

had other reasons for joining or fomenting strikes than those of Communist instigators. In his interview he 
admits he was happy with the students who guaranteed him wages if he would go on strike, but says he had no 
idea they were Communists. (Perry, Shanghai on Strike, 83.) 

393 Yuan Shu, “On Reportage,” 2 
394 Tang Dacheng, “Introduction,” in Liu Yin, Li Bingyin, Zhang Shengyou, et al., eds. Library of Excellent Works 

of Chinese Reportage, 2-3. See also Xiaomei Chen, “Singing ‘The Internationale’: From the ‘Red Silk Road’ to 
the Red Classics,” in Carlos Rojas and Andrea Bachner, eds. The Oxford Handbook of Modern Chinese 
Literatures, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), 193-214, in which Chen refers to Chidu Xinshi as the 
first example of Chinese “red reportage.” (196) 

395 Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 22. 
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identifying the former as a form of straightforward news reporting, and the latter as a form of 

literature. 

After noting the appearance of reportage as a form of literature in other contexts, 

including the Soviet Union and Germany, Yuan moves on to a call to action, and with it, changes 

his style of writing:  

“While smelting ovens spew raging flames and munitions factories are now making ingenious weapons for the  

killing of people, immersing oneself in fantasies or enjoying leisure and playing around are not possible. Those 

who live only off of their writing cannot help but feel the power of the news magazines. (熔礦爐噴着烈焰，

兵工廠製造着精巧的殺人器的現在，浸沉幻想與好閒的耽樂，終是不可能的。那些只以寫作來消遣生

活的人們， 是不能不被感于新聞雜誌的力的。(Rongkuanglu penzhe lieyan, bingongchang zhizaozhe 

jingqiao de sharen qi de xianzai, jinchen huanxiang yu hao jian de danle, zhongshi bukenengde. Na xie zhi yi 

xiezuo lai xiaoquan shenghuo de renmen, shi buneng bu bei ganyu xinwen zazhi de li de.))”396  

Moving from a poetic, literally fiery description of munitions manufacturing (and referencing the 

eventual human toll that will ensue) back to a less dramatic tone, Yuan continues by emphasizing 

the importance of being “emotionally affected” by reporting, having just given us an example of 

the style of writing he thinks is appropriate to the task. Yuan concludes by describing the 

qualities of a good reportage writer: first, to have the willpower that comes from strong emotion; 

second, to have deep sympathy toward society; and third, to be willing to work hard with 

oppressed groups.397 Similar to the excerpt from the Zuolian’s action plan nearly a year earlier, 

the importance of affect, of emotion as a trigger for action, runs rife through Yuan’s prose. He 

also argues that “realism” (寫實主義, xieshizhuyi) must be the foundation of reportage, 

 
396  Yuan Shu, “On Reportage,” 2. 
397  Yuan Shu, “On Reportage,” 2. 
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specifically because the public needs to be able to trust these written accounts, and they need to 

be effective to a readership of the masses.398  

 As Charles Laughlin notes, there are several notable similarities between Yuan Shu’s 

description of reportage and that of Kawaguchi Hiroshi (川口浩探, Yamaguchi Tadayuki, 山口

忠行, 1905-1984), whose article on reportage (also named “On Reportage (Baogao Wenxue 

Lun”) was published in Chinese translation six months later by Xia Yan (Shen Duanxian) in the 

January 20, 1932 issue of Big Dipper (Beidou).399 Some ideas and phrases are entirely or in part 

repetitions of Kawaguchi’s writing, including Yuan’s clear separation of the Workers’ 

Correspondence movement and reportage; reportage’s characterization as a product of a 

“modern, industrial society;” and Yuan’s specific identification of travelogues and accounts of 

social customs as precursors to reportage, among other instances.400 More importantly, however, 

Kawaguchi’s article (which is much longer than Yuan Shu’s condensed version, incorporating 

six full pages) spends a much larger proportion of time on the matters of “realism,” “truth,” and 

“facts” as separate from “truth.” This last comparison indicates that while Kawaguchi 

acknowledges facts as foundational to reporting, “truth” (真實, zhenshi) is integral to the 

representation of those facts in reportage, and importantly, how the writer presents a specifically 

“proletariat realism” (普洛[sic]寫實主義, puluo xieshizhuyi) to the reading public.401 These 

discussions, I would argue, are fundamental to the appearance of a socialist aesthetic in both 

reportage and woodblock printmaking in China. Finally, Kawaguchi’s emphasis on the 

“experience” (經驗, jingyan) and “first-hand observation” (直觀, zhiguan) of reportage writers is 

 
398  Yuan Shu, “On Reportage,” 2. 
399  Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 22. 
400  Kawaguchi Hiroshi, Xia Yan (trans.), “On Reportage (Baogao Wenxue Lun)” Beidou 2, No. 1 (January 20, 

1932): 240-241. 
401  Kawaguchi, “On Reportage,” 242-243. 
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echoed in later writing by Lu Xun in letters to woodblock print artists, advising them to work 

from their own personal experience and observation.402 

This translation, and others, like Lou Shiyi’s translation of the Russian reportage article 

“One Day in a Workshop (Gongchang de Yi Tian)” and Feng Naichao’s (馮乃超, 1901-1983) 

translation of a poem by Ueno Takeo (上野壯夫, 1905-1979), a member of Japan’s Proletariat 

Arts Movement, demonstrate the connections between Chinese reportage and examples from 

abroad, particularly Russia and Japan.403 The Japanese connection in particular was quite 

personal for many of the members of the Zuolian, including Feng Naichao, Lou Shiyi, Xia Yan 

(Shen Duanxian), and Yuan Shu who all spent time studying abroad in Japan, and who drew 

directly from the Japanese Communist party experiences and actions in developing their own 

proletarian arts movement.404 In noting the similarities between Yuan Shu’s essay and 

Kawaguchi’s, Charles Laughlin has already pointed out Yuan Shu most likely would have seen 

Kawaguchi’s article in Japanese before publishing his own shortened version of it in Art and 

Literature Weekly.405 However in this study, I am more interested in how Kamaguchi had already 

described these same themes of emotional resonance, veracity, and representation in discussing 

the function and importance of reportage, indicating that the socialist aesthetic seen in Chinese 

literature and woodblock prints was also transnational in scope.  

IV. Connections between Reportage and Jiang Feng’s Woodblock Prints 

 
402  See Lu Xun, “Zhi Li Hua,” February 4, 1935. Reprinted in Zhang Guangfu, ed. Lu Xun’s Collected Writings on 

Art (Lu Xun Meishu Lun Ji), (Kunming: Yunnan Renmin Chubanshe, 1982), 489-490; Lu Xun, “Zhi Duan 
Ganqing,” January 18, 1935. Reprinted in Zhang, ed., Lu Xun’s Collected Writings on Art, 462. 

403  See Garin, B., trans. Lou Shiyi, “One Day in a Workshop (Gongchang de Yi Tian)” Les Contemporains 
(Xiandai) 2, No. 6 (April 1933): 825-832; Ueno Takeo, trans. Feng Naichao, “The People Who Read Wall 
Newspapers (Du Bibao de Renmen)” Creation Monthly (Chuangzao Yuekan) 2, No. 3 (October 1928): 116-120. 

404 Ping Liu, “The Left-Wing Drama Movement in China and its Relationship to Japan,” postions: east asia 
cultures critique 14, No. 2 (Fall 2006): 456.  

405  Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 22. 
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 In the above discussions of reportage by Yuan Shu and Kawaguchi Hiroshi (as translated 

by Xia Yan (Shen Duanxian)), the authors focus primarily on the concept of reportage as taking 

place within a factory or other place of work. This bias is in accordance with the emphasis put on 

the Workers Correspondence movement by the Zuolian and its focus on the urban proletariat in 

its place of labor. However, the two reportage works that appear to have the most in common 

with Jiang Feng’s early woodblock prints are in fact descriptions of demonstrations and the 

violence inflicted on their participants. Zhu Ziqing’s (朱自清, 1898-1948) harrowing account of 

the March 18, 1926 massacre of demonstrators in Beijing (Record of the Massacre at a 

Government Building (Zhizhengfu da tusha ji)), and Tu Ru’s (Xia Yan’s) account of a violent 

demonstration outside of a Japanese cotton mill in October 1931 in his article “Robison Road 

(Laobaosheng Lu)” both serve to exemplify socialist aesthetics as found in both reportage and 

printmaking at this time.  

Japanese military aggression in northern China was a source of deep resentment on the 

part of the Chinese populace, and had been since May 4, 1919, when nation-wide protests broke 

out at the news that territories in Shandong province had been handed over to the Japanese by the 

German government, rather than back to China. The slow but inexorable creep of Japanese 

colonization across Manchuria and northern China came first through the expansion of the South 

Manchuria Railway Company (Mantetsu), and then following that, through the Japanese settlers 

and attendant Japanese military forces to provide them (and Japan’s capital investments) with 

protection.406 During the 1920s, Japan’s government sent its more extreme and/or recalcitrant 

military figures and their troops to Manchuria, effectively keeping them out of trouble at home, 

 
406 Culver, Annika A. Glorify the Empire: Japanese Avant-Garde Propaganda in Manchukuo, (Vancouver: UBC 

Press, 2013), 11.  
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but instead, inciting violence and military incursions abroad.407 In late 1925, the Anti-Fengtian 

War (反奉戰爭, Fan Feng Zhanzheng) broke out in North China between rival warlord factions; 

during a battle between Zhang Zuolin’s (張作霖, 1875-1928) Japan-backed Fengtian clique and 

Feng Yuxiang’s (馮玉祥, 1882-1948) Beiyang Army, a Japanese ship, under the direction of 

Zhang Zuolin, attacked the Dagu Forts of Tianjin, wounding civilians as well as the Beiyang 

forces. The resulting Beiyang military push to force the Japanese warship out of Tianjin harbor 

was seen by the Japanese as a violation of the terms of the Boxer Protocol, at which point eight 

other member nations who had signed the treaty instructed Duan Qirui (段祺瑞, 1865-1936), 

head of the Beiyang government based in Beijing, to destroy the Dagu forts altogether, all of 

which deeply angered Chinese citizens. 408 A demonstration led by the Communist intellectual Li 

Dazhao (李大釗, 1889-1927) took place on March 18, 1926 in Beijing outside of Duan Qirui’s  

government offices, and instead of subduing the crowd, government troops opened fire, 

massacring more than 40 protestors and wounding as many as 200.409  

Zhu Ziqing’s published article later that month served both as a corrective to spurious 

journalistic reports and as a record of the massacre, as noted by Charles Laughlin.410 Throughout 

the account, Zhu makes clear corrections to earlier reporting, including noting that most 

demonstrators were not holding wooden sticks, that there was no “assault (進攻, jingong)” on the 

government offices, and that the protestors had not fired pistols at the government guards, 

 
407 Culver, Glorify the Empire, 14-15.  
408   Lu Xun, trans. Hu Ying, “Roses Without Blooms, Part II (excerpt) (Wu hua de qiangwei zhi er),” in Eileen J. 

Cheng and Kirk A. Denton, eds. Jottings Under Lamplight: Lu Xun, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 2017), 301, n.1.  

409   Vera Schwarcz, The Chinese Enlightenment: Intellectuals and the Legacy of the May Fourth Movement 1919, 
(Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1986), 156.  

410   See Charles Laughlin’s translation and analysis of part of the article in Chinese Reportage, 82-84. 
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inciting a response.411 In each of the secondary sources that have analyzed this article, and 

furthermore in the discussion in literary circles surrounding the incident at the time, the 

importance of veracity in Zhu’s account is paramount.412 It is in fact this stringent adherence to 

the facts of the incident as Zhu saw them, along with his emotional description of the terror and 

blind panic that followed the outbreak of gunfire, and his descriptions of heroic students 

(representative of the greater collective), that provide the three indicators of socialist aesthetics 

likewise found in other examples of reportage, and in woodblock printmaking. His description of 

the massacre ends with the following provocative entreaty to the reading public: “They have 

killed so many people; what should we do?”413 The following years saw continued 

encroachments by the Japanese, and the combination of Chinese anger at Japanese political 

meddling and colonization, as well as the actions of volatile Japanese military forces, ultimately 

resulted in the Mukden Incident on September 18, 1931.  

 The reaction to the Mukden Incident was one of outrage, primarily directed at Zhang 

Xueliang (張學良, 1901-2001) the warlord aligned with the Nationalist government who was in 

control of Manchuria at that time, as well as at Chiang Kai-shek for his conciliatory stance 

toward Japanese aggression. As Jay Taylor notes in his biography of Chiang, it was in fact the 

Jinan Incident in April 1928 that marked the start of Chiang’s strategy of appeasement toward 

Japan, although the Mukden Incident three years later that would bring national sentiment 

 
411   Zhu Ziqing, “Record of the Massacre at the Government Building (Zhizheng fu datusha ji), Threads of Talk 

(Yusi), No. 72 (March 29, 1926): 5, 7.  
412   Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 84; Schwarcz, The Chinese Enlightenment, 157; He Xilai, “Record of the 

Massacre at the Government Building: Analysis (Zhizheng fu datusha ji: Zuopin shangxi)” in Liu, Li, and 
Zhang, Library of Excellent Works of Chinese Reportage, 85; Lu Xun, Hu Ying, trans., “Roses Without Blooms, 
Part II (excerpt) (Wu hua de qiangwei zhi er),” in Eileen J. Cheng and Kirk A. Denton, eds. Jottings Under 
Lamplight: Lu Xun, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017), 72. (Originally published in the same 
issue of Threads of Talk as Zhu Ziqing’s reportage article.) 

413 Zhu, “Record of the Massacre,” 8. 
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concerning Japan to the boiling point.414 In Shanghai, anti-Japanese protests broke out, one in 

particular erupting in violence, as described in “Robison Road: Extra Edition of Issue Ten of the 

XX Cotton Factory Wall Newspaper” (勞勃生路：XX 棉日廠工場壁報第十號號外, 

Laobosheng Lu: Mian Ri Changgong chang Bibao di shi hao haowai), a reportage narrative of 

the events of a strike and protest against a Japanese cotton mill, and signed by Tu Ru (突如), 

known to be an alias of Xia Yan.415 Although the version I refer to in my analysis was published 

in the October 29, 1931 issue of the journal Literature Guide (Wenxue Daobao), the original 

publication format was that of a bibao, of the sort that Jiang Feng was involved in publishing 

during this time.  

As Charles Laughlin notes, the description of events (a crowd of thousands gathering, the 

ensuing military and police presence, the eruption of violence, and the aftermath) was similar to 

what might have been found in standard newspaper reports of the time, except for two 

differences: the characterization of the gathering protesters, and the deliberate and direct call for 

collective action.416 While the newspapers characterized crowds as chaotic, aimless, dangerous, 

and in need of control, the reportage writing style characterized the protesters as a collective 

entity, righteously battling their imperialist opponents (here embodied by not only Japanese 

 
414 The Jinan Incident was sparked by Chiang’s attempt to secure the north-south railway that ran through Jinan, 

following his unification of the southern half of the country, which included the massacre of Communists and 
leftists in urban centers (particularly Shanghai and Guangzhou) the previous year. Concerned by the approach 
of Chiang’s Revolutionary Army, Japan sent 5,000 soldiers to protect the 2,000 Japanese civilians who lived in 
Jinan, and hostilities broke out between the two forces. Knowing that his Nationalist forces were outmatched in 
terms of weaponry, Chiang ordered his troops to retreat, leading to heavy Chinese casualties, both in terms of 
civilians and military. The Japanese army, however, suffered very few losses and the Chinese public was 
infuriated, calling for boycotts of Japanese goods and breaking of diplomatic ties. Based on Chiang’s lectures at 
this time, he felt his conciliatory attitude toward Japan was necessary until China had been further strengthened, 
particularly by German military technology, technique, and training. Jay Taylor, The Generalissimo: Chiang 
Kai-shek and the Struggle for Modern China, (Cambridge, MA and London, England: The Belknap Press of 
Havard University Press, 2009), 79-83. 

415 Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 292 n.20.  
416 Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 88.  
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soldiers and Foreign Concession police, but also Chinese Nationalist troops.)417 Furthermore, at 

the end of the first section of the narrative is the following:  

“Workers who have left work: do not go back! Gather immediately under the [automatic] chiming clock! [i.e. 

the Robison Road clock tower] Under the protest of the masses, will imperialism flee? Stand up! Stand up!! Let 

the Japanese “dwarves” know the fierceness of our workers! (Xiaban de gongyou bu yao huiqu! Like zai da 

zimingzhong xiamian jihe! Zai dazhong de shiwei zhi xia, diguozhuyi qu saye ma? Qilai! Qilai! Gei Dongyang 

aigui zhidao women gongyoumen de lihai! (下班的工友不要回去！立刻在大自鳴鐘下面集合！在大眾的示

威之下，帝國主義取撒野嗎？起來！起來！！給東洋矮鬼知道我們工友們的利害[sic]))!”418  

This call to action is a direct exhortation to the reading public to join in the collective’s efforts to 

resist Japanese (and by extension, other foreign) imperialism, and to place yourself, even if only 

in your imagination, as part of this apparently noble enterprise.419  

Furthermore, the language used in “Robison Road” (most obviously the pejorative term used 

against the Japanese) is designed to inflame both nationalistic emotion and political allegiance. 

For example, throughout the narrative, the author continually describes the various foreign police 

and security forces as weak and cowardly. The second section, subtitled “Shanghai Becomes 

Mukden (上海變了瀋陽, Shanghai bianle Shenyang), contains descriptions of violence by the 

Japanese army against civilian protestors, pointedly drawing a comparison with the Japanese 

takeover of Manchuria a few weeks before. In terms of encouraging political allegiance, Xia Yan 

also takes aim at the Nationalist soldiers assisting the Japanese, asking why they would want to 

help the Japanese in killing their own countrymen? In his call to arms, Xia Yan repeatedly refers 

to “us,” and to the reader directly, enjoining him or her to join with the workers in fighting back  

 
417 Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 88. 
418 Tu Ru, “Robison Road (Laobosheng Lu),” Literature Guide (Wenxue Daobao) 1, No. 6/7 (October 29, 1931): 8.  
419 Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 88. (Laughlin notes the call to action; my analysis claims that it moves further 

than that, into the realm of exhortation of the public.) 
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 against “Japanese imperialism, all kinds of imperialism, and the Nationalist Party! Our workers 

already have their own Soviet government!”420 This particular segment of the article also 

illustrates the representative nature of the “workers (工友人, gongyouren).” They are not 

individualized (even the interview section between the author and an injured worker is done 

without the benefit of the worker’s name or even an alias) but rather stand in for a collective 

whole – a whole in which the reader is supposed to imagine him or herself.421  

Jiang Feng’s prints relating similar subject matter perform a related action in terms of 

both their nationalistic and political intent. In his 1931 print, Kill the Resisters! (要求抗戰者, 

殺!, Yaoqiu kangzhan zhe, sha!) (Figure 4.7), Jiang has presented us with a roughly-cut 

woodblock print, displaying a crowd of demonstrators fleeing from gunfire as it erupts behind 

them. Those doing the shooting in the image are clearly Nationalist military or police forces, 

identified by the flag shown over their heads. Movement through the image streams from the 

upper left down to the lower right in a wedge, making the figures closest to us larger, and their 

facial expressions more prominent. Although the depiction of the figures is schematic, their faces 

show shock, pain, and sadness, with one figure in the center foreground seeming to open his 

mouth in a shout as he falls down, about to trampled. As if to concentrate the figures and pack 

them even more tightly together, the upper right and lower left corners of the composition are 

black triangles. Unlike in Xia Yan’s narrative, Jiang’s crowd is chaotic, much more similar to 

Zhu Ziqing’s description of the 1926 Beijing massacre. Their fear and panic are palpable, and 

admirably displayed through an economy of incisions into the wooden printing block. However, 

they are not portrayed as an angry, uncontrollable mob, necessitating aggressive forms of 

 
420  Tu Ru, “Robison Road,” 8. 
421  Tu Ru, “Robison Road,” 9. 
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Figure 4.7 Jiang Feng, “Kill the Resisters! (Yaoqiu Kangzhan zhe, sha!),” from Progress in 
Prints: Chinese Modern Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun 
Cang Zhongguo Xiandai Muke Quanji), (Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 5: 1407. 
Courtesy of the Lu Xun Memorial Museum, Shanghai. 
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control. Instead, they are victims, fleeing an obscene use of violence, and in that affective quality 

we can see the artist’s exhortation to the public viewership to condemn this action, and to join in 

the Leftist resistance to the Nationalist government, and by extension, their collusion with the 

Japanese military. 

 It was during this time, after the April 1927 massacre, that leftists experienced Chiang 

Kai-shek’s “white terror,” in which the Nationalist government systematically arrested and often 

executed Communists and those thought to be sympathetic to them. This initiative was in fact 

part of Chiang’s policy of “攘外必先安內” (rang wai bi xian an nei), or “In order to resist 

foreign aggression, first pacify the country.” Though Taylor (basing his description of events on 

Chiang’s diaries) first mentions Chiang using this phrase at a Chinese military conference in 

1933, the phrase itself had already been published widely at that point both in journals and  

newspapers. The earliest example I have identified is from the transcript of a memorial speech in 

honor of Sun Yat-sen, published in 1930 in the Min Feng Zhoukan (閩鋒周刊, Fujian Vanguard 

Weekly, 1930-1931), an official mouthpiece of the Fujian Province’s Guomindang Propaganda 

Department. Here, as it would be over the next several years, the phrase was explicitly used to 

describe the need to suppress the “red bandits” (赤匪, chifei) and their activities under orders 

from the Comintern. In order for Sun Yat-sen’s Three People’s Principles to be achieved, two 

obstacles must be removed: the red bandits, and Japanese aggression.422 Aside from establishing 

a date for the usage of this phrase in the press (and therefore its distribution), this article also 

unambiguously connects the two issues of Communist suppression and resistance against Japan.  

 
422   Gan Yun, “In Order to Resist Foreign Aggression, First Pacify the Country: At the Provincial Council Meeting, 

A Speech for Remembrance Week for the President (Rang wai bi xian an nei: zai sheng zhi wei hui, Zongli 
jinian zhou yanjiang),” Fujian Vanguard Weekly (Min Feng Zhoukan) No. 30 (1930): 1. 
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Figure 4.8 Jiang Feng, “Atrocities of the Japanese Army in their Invasion of China (Rijun 
qinhua baoxing),” from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s 
Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai Muke Quanji), (Shanghai: Lu 
Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 5: 1405. Courtesy of the Lu Xun Memorial Museum, Shanghai. 
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Jiang’s print, Kill the Resisters, does the same. The title and subject matter most obviously refers 

to Nationalist troops shooting Chinese civilians who are resisting either economic exploitation or 

political manipulation. However, an ironic interpretation of the title references Chiang’s murder 

of these “resisters” as part of his pacification of the country. That “pacification” was most 

intensely focused on the destruction of the Communist Party and its sympathizers, usually 

through violent means. 

 In another print of similar style that Jiang produced in 1931, titled Atrocities of the 

Japanese Army in their Invasion of China (日軍侵華暴行, Rijun qinhua baoxing), (Figure 4.8) 

the artist has given us another example of his representation of panicked, chaotic Chinese  

citizens, wounded and killed during a Japanese military invasion of their city. Similarly to Kill 

the Resisters, the figures in the composition are arranged in a diagonal stream between the upper 

left and bottom right corners of the scene. However, in Atrocities, the Japanese soldiers are 

rushing upwards toward the crenellated city gate in the top left corner, reversing the print’s flow 

of motion. Jiang has shown us three distinct faces of wounded or dead citizens, with the rest of 

the crowd made up by the backs of Japanese soldiers, all facing away from the viewer in a 

dehumanized mass and moving toward the gate, holding swords aloft and carrying the Japanese 

flag.  

Both of these prints, made in 1931, were likely referencing the Muken Incident, Japanese 

military aggression, and the Nationalist government’s attacks on their own citizens who were 

protesting these actions and the government’s own refusal to respond. The figures whose faces 

we can see are panicked and chaotic, and the wooducts, though roughly executed, clearly 

communicate the citizens’ fear. Jiang’s depiction of them in this way is an exhortation to the 

viewing public, similar to those written in Zhu Ziqing’s and Xia Yan’s descriptions of violence 
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done to protestors. The sense of veracity or truthfulness in these images come from their 

depiction of well-known events that the reading public would have been aware of already, and in 

the inclusion of simple details that identify the offending figures: flags and uniforms signal an 

oppressive Nationalist regime and Japanese military aggression. Finally, the non-military figures 

in these two prints are clearly representative of a much larger group of people: not only the 

proletariat workers in Robison Road, but also Chinese citizens at large who were in danger of the 

same fate at the hands of government guards in Beijing, or at the hands of Japanese soldiers in 

Shenyang (Mukden). 

Jiang Feng’s style of woodblock printing at this time was not wholly devoted to scenes of 

violence against crowds; as mentioned above, while taking part in Lu Xun’s workshop, he 

created both a character study, Portrait of an Old Man (老人像, Lao ren xiang) (Figure 4.2) and 

a composition in which he seemed to be experimenting with depicting the bodies of laborers in 

ways that speak to manipulation and control, Labor (勞動, Laodong) (Figure 4.3). However, for 

the prints that he created ostensibly for public posting, the focus appears to be on the crowd and 

the depiction of people’s experiences in the urban landscape, specifically those of the oppressed 

proletariat. In his 1932 print Strike, (罷工, Bagong) (Figure 4.9), Jiang has created another 

composition in which a group of bodies move through a tightly packed space in a diagonal 

trajectory, roughly from upper right to lower left, with triangles of black space framing the space 

on the upper left and lower right. However, chief among the major differences between Strike 

and the two earlier prints is the way Jiang has portrayed this crowd. Whereas in the earlier 

works, the crowd was running away, panicked and upset, here the crowd moves together towards 

the viewer with purpose, carrying banners and the tools of their trade. Their faces are not happy, 

but rather determined and somewhat grim, seemingly focused on the task ahead. In order to  
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Figure 4.9 Jiang Feng, “Strike (Bagong),” from Progress in Prints: Chinese Modern 
Woodblock Prints in Lu Xun’s Collection (Banhua Jicheng: Lu Xun Cang Zhongguo Xiandai 
Muke Quanji), (Shanghai: Lu Xun Jinian Guan, 1991), 5: 1406. Courtesy of the Lu Xun 
Memorial Museum, Shanghai. 
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make sure the viewer understood what the depicted demonstration was for, the banner over the 

heads of the figures in the front reads, “Workers and Peasants Rise Up and Attack (Gongnong 

qilai (?) dadao (工農起來打倒))” and the background clearly shows an urban landscape of high 

rises, indicating this activity has happened (and even more importantly, suggests it could happen 

again) in an urban location like Shanghai. Figures carrying a hammer and a sickle both make 

blatant the political underpinning of the work, as well as representing the aggressive political 

stance that Jiang believes these workers should have. Interestingly, this print, with its Communist 

iconography and particular slogans, is more immediately recognizable as associated with the 

Communist Party than Jiang’s earlier work. Again, this is an exhortation to action, similar in  

style to Xia Yan’s and Zhu Ziqing’s appeals, and reflective of the urban and rural labor 

experiences highlighted in Yuan Shu and Kawaguchi Hiroshi’s articles on reportage. 

In Laughlin’s analysis of the reportage associated with police violence against protesters 

of the May Thirtieth Incident, in 1925, the author notes that the “circumscribed spaces of the city 

play a role in the technology of violence.”423 In Zhu’s description of the 1926 Beijing massacre, 

he notes that the building structures surrounding the fired-upon demonstrators control their 

movements, aiding the military forces in picking off individuals through gunfire.424 All three of 

Jiang Feng’s prints shown above highlight that cramped space and the forced movement of 

people. In Kill the Resisters, the crowd seems pushed across and down the scene in a diagonal 

across the print, as though Jiang is depicting the crowd pressed through a tight space. In this 

composition, that particular stylistic choice further highlights the panic being felt by the crowd, 

 
423 Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 83.  
424 Laughlin, Chinese Reportage, 83, in reference to Zhu Ziqing’s “Record of the Massacre at a Government 

Building (Zhizhengfu da tusha ji),” reprinted in Huang Gang, Huan Shan, and Li You, eds. A Collection of 
Chinese Reportage (Zhongguo Baogao Wenxue Congshu), Vol. 1, (Wuhan: Changjiang Wenyi Chubanshe, 
1981-1983), 50.  
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therefore increasing the viewer’s sympathy for the figures depicted. In Atrocities of the Japanese 

Army in their Invasion of China, the Japanese soldiers move en masse diagonally up the print, 

mowing over any civilians that stand in their way, yet still constricted by the narrowness of the 

city gate through which they eventually have to pass. However in Strike, the effect is quite 

different. Here, that sense of confinement is also containment; the crowd is unified, collective, 

and purpose-driven, is moving together in one direction toward the attainment of a socialist 

future.  

 In comparison to his later work, Jiang’s early prints are roughly-hewn, almost abstract, 

showing events set in the urban landscape of Shanghai. Comparing them to early theorizations of 

reportage, and to an early example of the genre itself, I would argue that they are not only 

serving similar functions, but that the two forms are in conversation with one another. The 

affective quality of Jiang’s work, and its portrayal of the collective identity of the crowd, is 

fundamentally similar to the work of socialist reportage being produced by writers with which 

the artist had personal contact. By June 1932, when Jiang’s famous Workers on the Wharf 

woodcut was published in a completely different style, the connections between the two leftist 

genres have become even stronger.  

 Workers on the Wharf (碼頭工人, Matou gongren), (Figure 4.1) published in the June 6, 

1932 issue of Art and Literature Weekly, shows a group of laborers, moving from left to right 

through the scene, tools hoisted over their shoulders, with what is likely the Huangpu River in 

the background, and factories on the far side of the river. Their faces are weary and dejected, but 

in counterpoint to Jiang’s earlier prints, far more differentiated, or individualized. Their bodies 

are stocky, muscle-bound, and solid, and far more naturalistically depicted than before. (Of 

course, the exaggeration of musculature in the bodies, particularly in their arms, is distracting,  
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Figure 4.10 Käthe Kollwitz, “Weavers on the March (Weberzug),” from the series Weavers’ 
Revolt (Ein Weberaufstand), 1893-1897. Digital Image © The Museum of Modern Art / 
Licensed by SCALA / Art Resource, NY © 2020 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / 
VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn. 
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Figure 4.11 Carl Meffert, [Illustration], from Illustrations to the novel Cement (Xiaoshuo 
Shimintu zhi tu), Shanghai, 1930. Private Collection. 
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but in comparison to the schematic bodies he produced less than six months earlier, the shift is 

notable.) The perspective is realistic, with a clearly defined fore-, middle- and background, and 

appears, in fact, to be something like a photograph, with bodies on the far left and right of the 

image partially cut off, as though Jiang had composed a snapshot of a real scene.  

 The artistic inspiration for Workers on the Wharf is well documented: Jiang was moved 

by both the composition and sympathetic portrayal of figures in Kathe Kollwitz’s Weavers on the 

March (Figure 4.10), as well as the depiction of bodies (Figure 4.11) in Carl Meffert’s 

illustrations to Fyodor Gladkov’s novel, Cement.425 The exhibition review with which the print  

was paired in Art and Literature Weekly made the connection between Jiang’s and Kollwitz’s 

work explicit. The review itself, although ostensibly covering a show of Lu Xun’s print 

collection that included both German and Soviet prints, was titled “Peasant War and Weavers’ 

Revolt,” clearly referring to the titles of two of Kollwitz’s print series.426 As noted earlier, these 

were materials with which Jiang was familiar through his association with Lu Xun’s 

publications, and through the woodblock printing workshop that Lu Xun organized in August 

1931. As Tang Xiaobing notes, the connection between Jiang’s work and that of Kollwitz was 

not lost on viewers, since Workers was first published in Art and Literature Weekly in 

conjunction with a review of an exhibition of German art (including Weavers on the March) that 

Lu Xun and Ursula Hamberg (Ruth Werner, 1907-2000) had organized earlier that month in 

 
425 Tang, Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde, 122-123. Hu Bin, “The Construction of Images of Movements and 

Struggles (Yundong yu Douzheng de Tuxiang Jiangou)” in Hu Bin, ed. Visual Reformation: the Sectional 
Interpretation of Chinese Fine Arts in the Twentieth Century (Shijue de Gaizao: 20 Shiji Zhongguo Meishu de 
Qiemian Jiedu, (Guangzhou: Guangdong Renmin Chubanshe, 2016), 31; Hu makes note of the fact that 
Kollwitz’s Weavers on the March was influential in the work of other artists as well as Jiang Feng. See also 
Jiang Feng’s description of using Meffert’s work for inspiration in Jiang Feng, “Lu Xun and the Eighteen 
Society,’” 188. 

426 Xiang Yang, “Peasants War and Weavers Revolt (Nongmin Zhanzheng yu Zhigong Baodong),” Art and 
Literature Weekly (Wenyi Xinwen), No. 58, June 6, 1932, n.p.  
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Shanghai at the Zeitgeist Bookstore.427 However, in Tang’s description of the prints and their 

dissemination, he notes with surprise what he sees as Jiang’s jump in technical ability, but 

neglects the fact that earlier prints were likely made for the wall posters that Jiang Feng was 

producing as part of his work with the Shanghai Anti-Imperialist and later Anti-Japanese 

Leagues. Further, whereas the bibao-style of woodcuts were images of events that happened in 

Shanghai, they were not based on long periods of observation and sketching and were not meant 

to be the same type of “artwork” that Workers clearly is.428 Kill the Resisters, Atrocities, Strike, 

and Workers on the Wharf are all, in their own way, exhortations to the public to get involved, to 

care about the violence and military incursions of the Japanese, or the rapacious exploitation of 

workers’ labor, but the methods were quite different, as born out in the contexts in which the 

works were shown. Workers was meant to be shown as part of an exhibition, a very different 

goal (and audience) from that of any of the bibao-style woodcuts.  

Interestingly, Workers was not only published in conjunction with the exhibition review, 

but in the same issue of Art and Literature Weekly as an anonymous author’s essay titled “How 

to Write Reportage” (如何写报告文学). In it, the author is perhaps trying to provide a correction 

to Yuan Shu’s insistence on reportage as “literature” by stressing the point that reportage was not 

like a novel, with its set structure, and (one reads from the author’s tone) inauthentic portrayal of 

reality. Rather, reportage was supposed to be about the observation and expression of “reality,” 

in the service of a socialist future.429 Reportage authors and those discussing reportage repeatedly 

insist on the importance of “experience” (經驗, jingyan), of first-hand knowledge or viewing (直

 
427 Tang, Origins of the Chinese Avant-Garde, 121-122. 
428 Jiang Feng, “Lu Xun and the Eighteen Society,’” 188. Huang Shanding, in his recollections of working with 

Jiang, specifically notes Jiang and other Eighteen Society artists spending long periods of time sketching figures 
at the docks and in other locations. (Huang, “A Loyal Man,” 400.) 

429 “How to Write Reportage,” 2.  
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觀, zhiguan) of an event, and that somehow that first-hand knowledge would provide a particular 

“truth” (真實, zhenshi) that a second-hand description could not. This particular stress on 

personal observation and experience was advice also propagated by Lu Xun, for example, in a 

two-part article on painting in Shanghai, published in July and August 1931, also in Art and 

Literature Weekly. In it, he mentions how the personal experience of painters helped them 

portray a more realistic image of society (for example, he amusingly notes that Wu Youru’s (吳

友如, ca. 1804-1894) depiction of prostitutes was very effective, since he knew so them well.)430 

Later letters from 1935 and 1936 to woodcut artists, including Li Hua (李樺, 1907-1994) and 

Duan Ganqing (段干青, 1902-1956), further exemplify Lu Xun’s emphasis on the importance of 

personal experience to the output of woodblock print artists in particular. In a letter to Li Hua on 

February 4, 1935, Lu Xun writes,  

“Now there are a few people who feel that you should express the nation’s hardships, the nation’s struggles 

[through art] and naturally this is not a mistake. However, if you yourself have never been in that sort of 

whirlpool, honestly there’s no way to express it. If you haven’t been there, then there’s no way you’ll be able to 

clearly, deeply [express it] and [your print] won’t become art. (Xianzai you xuduo ren, yiwei yinggai biaoxian 

guomin de jianku, guomin de zhandou, zhe ziran bing bucuode, dan ru ziji bing bu zai zheyang de xuanwo 

zhong, shizai wufa biaoxian, jiashi yi yi wei zhi, na jiu jue buneng zhenqie, shenke, ye jiu bu chengwei yishu. 

(現在有許多人，以為應該表現國民的艱苦，國民的戰鬥，這自然並不錯的，但如自己並不在這樣的旋

渦中，實在無法表現，假使以意為之，那就決不能真切，深刻，也就不成為藝術)).”431  

To Lu Xun, it was the personal experience of being in that “whirlpool” that created the 

possibility of the artist being able to truly express the suffering of his fellow countrymen. “How 

to Write Reportage” is similarly invested in the worker’s daily life and experience, and as the 

 
430 Lu Xun, “A Glance at Shanghai’s Art (Shanghai Huihua zhi yi pie),” Art and Literature Weekly (Wenyi Xinwen), 

No. 20 (July 27, 1931), n.p. Reprinted in Zhang, ed., Lu Xun’s Collected Writings on Art, 71.   
431 Lu Xun, “Zhi Li Hua,” February 4, 1935. Reprinted in Zhang, ed., Lu Xun’s Collected Writings on Art, 489-490.  
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article is actually a transcription of a speech given in a factory, it is in fact an exhortation to the 

workers themselves to write about their experiences in order for others to learn more about 

them.432 The author goes on to note that reportage need not always be about “struggles, strikes, 

and demonstrations,” but rather made up of daily experiences: what you see and understand 

around you.433   

In Workers on the Wharf, Jiang has clearly communicated an obvious goal and direction 

for the image: through eliciting sympathy from the viewing audience, he hopes to move them to 

either join in support for those members of the proletariat who are exploited for imperialist, 

capitalistic gain, or to at least feel emotion for the plight of the dock worker. The group of 

figures in his detailed depiction is representative of a much larger group of dock workers, and is 

also an excellent example of what the anonymous author refers to when he points out that 

reportage need not always be about the eruption of a struggle or demonstration; it can simply be 

about what happens in daily life, portrayed in a way that serves the goal of socialism. Here, 

Jiang’s print embodies that particular call to action very well.  

Finally, while the author of “How to Write Reportage” emphasizes the importance of 

realism in what a reportage writer is describing, and how it should represent what they see 

around them, he is also at pains to explain that it should not be simply a mechanical reproduction 

of reality like a photograph. Rather their reportage writing should have a goal, and direction 

(obviously, the primary one being socialism).434 Therefore, the most important question in a 

discussion of “reality” or “truth” is how those words are being defined and used. Obviously, the 

 
432 “How to Write Reportage,” 2. 
433 “How to Write Reportage,” 2. 
434 “How to Write Reportage,” 2. Of course, photography itself is not simply a mechanical reproduction of reality,    
  but that was apparently the perspective of the author of this article at the time. How that perception fed into the 

broader discourse surrounding photography and its political, artistic, and commercial uses during the 
Republican era is an interesting question for a future project. 
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“truth” (真實, zhenshi) that reportage authors and woodcut artists wanted to portray was a very 

specific type of truth which reflected the CCP’s goals in terms of exposing the mistreatment of 

workers, supporting their empowerment, and ultimately using them to foment social and 

economic revolution. Reportage and woodblock prints, as part of their shared socialist aesthetic, 

both portrayed a sense of veracity or truthfulness designed to convince the viewing and reading 

public of their reliability. Reportage’s corrections to obviously factually inaccurate accounts of 

incidents succeeded in demonstrating their true description of “reality,” but neither they nor 

woodblock prints were interested in giving that “reality” a context. One example of context 

would be the acknowledgment of the divisions between groups of workers, based on skill level 

and home region, rather than presenting them as completely undifferentiated and part of the 

masses.435 Although that context would go generally unaddressed in the depictions of workers 

and other Chinese citizens in reportage and woodcuts, these two types of propaganda produced 

by the Zuolian and Meilian shared significant connections in their underlying aesthetics.  

V. Conclusion 

 Jiang Feng’s political stance and commitment to activism was already in place by 1927, 

well prior to his experiments in woodcut printmaking, and only deepened over the course of his 

involvement with the Shanghai Eighteen Society, the Meilian, the Shanghai Anti-Imperialist and 

Shanghai Anti-Japanese Leagues, and the CCP, as well as the Modern Woodcut Research 

Society and the Spring Field Art Research Society. Between 1930 and 1933, Jiang’s political 

activities and art creation brought him into contact with members of the Zuolian like Lou Shiyi, 

 
435 Unskilled dock workers were often from North China and were difficult to organize into unions because of the     
        outsized role that the opium trade and Shanghai gangs played in their recruitment and employment. Workers in  
        factories were also wildly differentiated, based on their level of skill and home region. Perry, Shanghai on   
        Strike, 53-55. 
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increasing the likelihood that he also read the literary material they produced, including the 

nascent codifications of what they called baogao wenxue, sometimes in the same magazines and 

journals in which his own prints were reproduced. Jiang Feng’s prints depicting large groups or 

crowds in motion reflect not only his engagement with Kathe Kollwitz’s series of etchings, War, 

or Carl Meffert’s woodblock print illustrations for Cement, but also his absorption and response 

to the aesthetics of the burgeoning reportage literature movement as promoted by the League of 

Left-Wing Writers. In other words, Chinese woodblock print artists during the 1930s were not 

looking for artistic inspiration solely in the material that Lu Xun promoted or provided for them. 

Based on his contact with and integration into political activities surrounding the Zuolian, as well 

as the format subject matter of his prints, I argue that the woodcuts discussed above share a 

socialist aesthetic with this new style of literature, reportage, as promoted by Yuan Shu, Xia 

Yan, and Lou Shiyi at this time. 

 Chinese reportage was intimately connected with its writers’ promotion of and hopes for 

a better represented, better understood proletariat, as well as their nationalistic stance against 

Japanese military incursion and economic imperialism. Baogao wenxue was not monolithic; even 

though identified by Yuan Shu in 1931 as a particular type of reporting on events closely aligned 

with oppressed people within society, other types of reportage have been included within the 

genre since that time. Travelogues, descriptions of demonstrations and massacres, accounts of 

war time experiences, descriptions of the lives of proletariat workers in factories: all of these 

types collectively constitute what we now think of as baogao wenxue. In the 1930s, the printed 

articles described as baogao wenxue were themselves largely devoted to depicting what the 

Zuolian thought were the most important parts of the lives of the proletariat, in particular their 

experiences as workers, protesters, and victims of military and political violence. Articles on the 
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theory of reportage were published in Zuolian-backed journals such as Art and Literature Weekly 

and Literature Guide, providing other writers with instruction and encouragement. At exactly the 

same time, Jiang Feng, who was closely connected with Zuolian members, like the reportage-

writers Yuan Shu, Xia Yan, and Lou Shiyi through his involvement with the Meilian, the 

Eighteen Society, the Shanghai Anti-Imperialist and Anti-Japanese Leagues, and the Spring 

Field Painting Society, was publishing woodblock prints in journals and newspapers that also 

carried reportage. In 1931 and 1932, I argue, Jiang’s prints responded to those reportage-writers’ 

calls for an affective exhortation to the public to both understand the lives of the proletariat more 

fully, and to get involved in the political activities that would bring about a Marxist-Leninist 

revolution.  His emotionally-evocative portrayal of these scenes, their sense of veracity to their 

urban audience, and their representative quality, in which the works’ subjects stood in for the 

greater collective, all connected them to examples of reportage through a shared socialist 

aesthetic.  
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Conclusion 

I. Overview 

 Throughout the four body chapters of this dissertation, I have engaged with the individual 

contexts and resulting artwork of Li Hua, Chen Yanqiao, and Jiang Feng as representative 

examples in order to revise the widely-accepted narrative of modern printmaking in China. By 

focusing on individual artists’ decisions, I have approached the topic from “below,” 

demonstrating that modern Chinese printmaking was subject to far more variance than traditional 

“top-down” narratives tend to relate, particularly because of their focus on Lu Xun’s publishing 

and mentorship practices. As a leading figure of the May Fourth Movement, and therefore 

monumental figure in the historiography of Chinese modernity, Lu Xun’s role in the modern 

Chinese woodblock printmaking movement has been widely written about and analyzed in 

detail. Lu Xun’s cultural activities are portrayed (in many ways rightly so) as progressive, 

pioneering, and continually challenging to the status quo. However, the May Fourth Movement’s 

hegemonic narrative of China’s modernity during the early twentieth century has meant that 

smaller, less well-known voices, such as those of individual artists, have been drowned out, and 

alternative histories silenced. In counterpoint, this dissertation is in conversation with the broader 

discourse surrounding the critique of May Fourth historiography through its focus on individual 

artists’ decisions as emblematic of overlooked trends, both regionally (in Shanghai and 

Guangzhou’s urban contexts) and transnationally (in their engagement with what I call a socialist 

aesthetic.)  

 In order to make my argument, I have focused in large part on examples of writing and 

images published in journals, magazines, and newspapers from the 1920s and 1930s – materials 

that echo the woodblock prints under discussion in their multiplicity and reproducibility. The 
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circulation of these materials, mostly published in Shanghai, but traveling throughout China, 

provided artists with theory, literature, and reproductions of artwork from which they could 

draw. Crucially, one of the main themes of this dissertation is recognizing the importance of 

mainstream, leftist, commercial, and even rightist publications to the production of woodblock 

prints, and to their dissemination. From Liangyou, one of the most popular pictorials in China 

during the Republican era, to the short-lived Nationalist journal Attack Weekly (進攻周刊, 

Jingong Zhoukan), to Cartoon Life (漫畫生活, Manhua Shenghuo), a leftist cartoon magazine, 

the images, perspectives, literature, and prose published in these periodicals are, I argue, 

important and understudied parts of the context surrounding Chinese woodblock print artists 

during the early twentieth century. Furthermore, the subjects covered in these publications 

appear to have directly contributed to the imagery these artists produced, for example, in Li 

Hua’s Cubist prints, or in Chen Yanqiao’s depictions of Herculean male bodies. Finally, the 

images and literature distributed by these publications, originating both in and outside of China, 

could also, I have argued, hold common themes. In the case of Chen Yanqiao’s print In the 

Factory, and Jiang Feng’s images of various bodies in motion, I believe that a particular kind of 

intermedial socialist aesthetic can be found, shared among photographs, film, literature, and 

finally woodblock prints.  

As noted in the introduction, through its emphasis on the intermedial transfer of imagery, 

thematic content, and resonance with its audience, the socialist aesthetic that I describe is not a 

top-down application of state ideology (as in socialist realism), but instead is made up of choices 

on the part of artists as to which subject matter, themes, and styles of depiction are most effective 

in their particular context, using the visual and textual imagery with which they were surrounded. 

Focusing on what I see as the aesthetic’s commonalities, namely emotional efficacy, a sense of 
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veracity in its depiction of the its subject, and the representative quality of what it describes, I 

believe that it is broadly applicable to many woodblock prints and to other forms of artwork as 

well. Ultimately, I have highlighted this aesthetic as I have identified it in Chinese woodcuts as 

part of my broader project of expanding the historiography of printmaking in China during the 

early twentieth century. 

The first chapter following the introduction critiqued the historiography of Li Hua’s 

career, both by analyzing the artist’s own recollections and those of biographers and art 

historians in the later twentieth century, and by demonstrating how Li Hua’s lesser-known prints 

and paintings were in conversation with both Chinese and Western Post-Impressionist, Cubist, 

and Surrealist work circulating in print publications at this time. It is clear that the histories’ 

overemphasis on Lu Xun’s role in Li Hua’s printmaking, and the exclusive focus on Li Hua’s 

production of revolutionary and political work, has come at the expense of a broader 

understanding of the artist’s training, and his context within a larger framework of modern 

Chinese painting practices, particularly in Guangzhou. In order to make this critique, I have 

identified publications and artist groups with which Li Hua was involved, and artworks that Li 

Hua produced, which have received little scholarly attention.  

While Li Hua, and the broader historiography of woodcuts in China, decries the female 

nude as “useless” and “art for art’s sake,” Li Hua’s extensive production of them during the mid-

1930s appears to complicate this picture. Furthermore, his publication of them in mainstream, 

commercial magazines like Liangyou, The Cosmopolitan, and Modern Miscellany, likely through 

the connection of his close friend and fellow Youth Art Society member Wu Qianli, highlights 

his access to and at least potential interest in these magazines. Li Hua’s membership in the Youth 

Art Society from 1927 through 1937 and continuing efforts in drawing and publication activities 
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further points to his eclecticism. His contributions of articles and entries for artist dictionaries to 

the 1937 journal Youth Art also point to his broad-ranging interests, rather than the narrower 

focus with which we are familiar from classical histories of Chinese modern woodblock printing 

(many of which he himself wrote).  

In the second chapter, which analyzes three works by Chen Yanqiao, I continue the 

theme of broadening our view of these artists’ activities and connections. The art schools that Li 

Hua and Chen Yanqiao attended (Guangzhou Municipal Art Academy and Xinhua Art Academy 

specifically) have rarely received much scholarly attention in works relating to woodblock 

prints.436 The apparent perception up until this study was that their artistic training was 

ultimately less important than the woodblock printmaking they ultimately became most well-

known for, and further, that their artistic training had little impact on their later work. In both 

Chapter 1 and 2, my argument refutes this notion, specifying individuals, publications, and ideas 

that Li Hua and Chen Yanqiao would have encountered while in school, and identifying that 

influence in their printmaking from the 1930s. In the case of Chen Yanqiao, I argue that a 

confluence of texts and images related to the Herculean male body would have provided him 

with the concept of an idealized male form, based on Roman or Hellenistic examples, as a 

representative image for the Chinese nation, and that those images were all implicated in a 

nationalistic discourse of health and strength. In their writing, Zhu Yingpeng and Hua Lin, 

instructors at Xinhua (among other schools) placed emphasis on ancient Roman and Hellenic 

imagery, a theme found again in artwork from the Renaissance, as a model of strength for China 

and Chinese art. Through their social circle, which included Decadent writers, artists who 

 
436 Zhonghua Art Academy, on the other hand, has received more attention because of its role as the headquarters of    
       the League of Left Wing Artists (中國左翼美術家聯盟, Zhongguo Zuoyi Meishujia Lianmeng). See, for      
       example, Chen and Chen, An Artist Who Shared in the Life of the Chinese Nation, 9. 
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specialized in Western oil painting and manhua (cartoon) art, and magazine editors (some of 

whom, like Ye Lingfeng, embodied all three roles at once), these ideas were given visual form in 

drawings and photographs. These texts and images, like those of Zhang Guangyu and Wan 

Laiming, were circulated in magazines with which Chen would have had contact through 

personal relationships, political interest, and through interest in his art school instructors’ work. 

Eventually, I argue, his relationship with manhua artists and their magazines, in particular 

Shanghai Sketch, and Huang Shiying’s Manhua Shenghuo and Zhang E’s Manhua he Shenghuo, 

would foment the creation of work that used an overtly Herculean male body in order to 

represent the ideal male worker, and ultimately, the Chinese nation. (A comparison of Li Hua’s 

China, Roar (1936) Figure 1.2 and Chen Yanqiao’s Struggle (1935) Figure 2.13 provide a 

fascinating glimpse into the divergent methods through which this particular theme can be 

explored.) 

 In the third chapter, I continue my focus on Chen Yanqiao’s understudied interaction 

with manhua artists and their publications in my analysis of his woodcut In the Factory (1935). 

Unlike Chen’s other woodblock prints, In the Factory clearly draws upon the aesthetics of 

montage in its depiction of a factory worker. Montage was found quite broadly within the literary 

and visual culture of Shanghai – Chen’s context for the creation of this print. In particular, I 

addressed the work of filmmaker Yuan Muzhi, in his adaptation of montage to the films Scenes 

of City Life and Street Angel in order to portray a sense of disorientation and anxiety. Writing 

and translations concerning filmic montage in publications from this era commonly refer to the 

emotional efficacy of this practice, and its usefulness in directing the audience’s focus onto 

particular elements of a scene. Furthermore, Fu Lei’s understanding of “criss-crossing (jiaocuo)” 
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imagery in film identifies what he sees as the portrayal of a deeper reality than can be perceived 

from the a straightforward “realistic” representation.  

 The intermediality of montage between film, text, and image is also highlighted by the 

work of Neo-Sensationist authors during this time, especially that of Mu Shiying, in his short 

story Shanghai Foxtrot. Here, his textual description of Shanghai’s urban and social environment 

is simultaneously emotionally evocative through its disjunctive quality, and lyrical, through its 

stylistic resonance with a musical structure. Many of Shanghai’s manhua and modern artists, as 

established in the second chapter, were connected through social ties and publishing projects to 

these modernist writers, and as Ellen Johnston Laing first noted, much of the imagery in their 

work is related to the themes of Neo-Sensationist writers. This includes some of the cartoons that 

I believe Chen Yanqiao drew from in the creation of his print In the Factory. In particular, the 

imagery in Modern Sketch by Luo Gusun, Lu Zhixiang, and Wang Dunqing provides a bridge 

between the aesthetic interests of the modernists and the political intent of the Left. Finally, I 

believe the work of Huang Shiying in Cartoon Life provided Chen Yanqiao with a direct model 

for his own work, in which he also combined photographs from a foreign, politically leftist 

periodical in order to make a new artwork. In the Factory, however, goes further than simply 

recombining images – I argue that this work participates in a transnational socialist aesthetic 

through its emotional efficacy (a much-discussed trait of montage at the time), its sense of 

veracity (through the adaptation and subversion of documentary photographs), and its 

representative quality. Here, Chen Yanqiao has found a different and emotionally resonant way 

to depict the plight of the factory worker. 

 In the fourth and final body chapter, I have continued my examination of the intermedial 

nature of the socialist aesthetic, as it appears in both examples of reportage by Chinese writers, 
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and woodblock prints by the artist Jiang Feng. Reportage, first discussed in Chinese publications 

in the late 1920s and early 1930s, was used to communicate what was perceived as a realistic, 

truthful account of the everyday lives and experiences of the proletariat, whether at work in a 

factory, traveling, or at a demonstration. Identifying early examples of descriptions of reportage 

in newspapers like Art and Literature Weekly (文藝新聞, Wenyi Xinwen) provides an 

opportunity to analyze how reportage was supposed to be constructed and for whom it should be 

written. As part of my study, I note the resulting thematic similarities between reportage and 

Jiang Feng’s woodblock prints depicting images of crowds or bodies in motion, namely, their 

emotional efficacy, sense of truthfulness to the described or depicted situation, and their 

representative quality. 

 However, I am not arguing that their textual or visual depictions were realistic in the 

sense that they really happened, or that the groups depicted were in reality the undifferentiated, 

unified wholes they appear to be. Rather, the “veracity” I refer to is a construct used broadly by 

leftist writers and artists to create images or texts that portray a fabricated reality they believe to 

be true. For example, Zhu Ziqing’s description of the massacre in Beijing corrected several 

reported inaccuracies, which lent support to its claims of veracity, but it was still one person’s 

subjective experience of the massacre. In another example, Xia Yan’s “Robison Road” describes 

the violence of a factory worker demonstration, but its interview with a participant neglects to 

even give the participant’s name. Regardless of whether the conversation between worker and 

interviewer actually happened, the writer believes that that’s how the interview would have 

happened, and his portrayal of the worker then becomes both “reality” and a representation of a 

greater whole.  
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 Jiang Feng’s prints, similarly, portray things that actually happened, like the massacre of 

civilians by Nationalist troops, the invasion of China by the Japanese Army, and a demonstration 

in an urban area. However, regardless of the emotional efficacy of the print (heightened by 

Jiang’s judicious use of space within the composition, compressing the bodies into small areas 

and directing their movement for greater legibility) they may or may not have been real, specific 

instances of violence. They are representative examples, meant to stand for a greater number of 

injustices, military incursions, and demonstrations. Therefore, I argue that Jiang’s prints, though 

published in many of the same publications as reportage articles, were not meant to be simple 

illustrations of the reportage, but instead embodied shared stylistic and thematic traits – what I 

call a socialist aesthetic. 

II. Areas for Future Research: Native-Place Connections 

 While this dissertation has addressed several facets of printmaking, there are of course 

many unanswered questions concerning this topic that are deserving of further investigation. For 

example, what role does Guangzhou play in the history of China’s modern visual culture? As a 

short-lived national capital under Sun Yat-sen and a long-standing treaty port with ties to the 

outside world, how did Guangzhou’s history affect the visual culture of its urban modernity 

during the early twentieth century? And how would this go on to affect China’s national imagery 

after 1949?  

In further reference to Guangzhou and the spread of Cantonese culture, what role might 

native-place identification have played in the nascent Chinese woodblock printing scene? While 

in Shanghai, Li Hua shared an office with a manhua artist from Guangzhou named Yu Suoya 

whose work appeared in Shanghai Sketch (1937), among other manhua and mainstream 

publications. Clearly the two remained in touch, since in 1942, Yu edited and published a slim 
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volume of prints titled A New Selection of Prints through Baihong Bookshop Press which 

included Li Hua’s work. Furthermore, a short article in the newspaper Iron Newspaper (鐵報, 

TieBao) from June 2, 1936, relates that in fact Chen Yanqiao and Yu Suoya also knew each 

other, and started a society together, called the Vigorous Seedling Art Research Society (怒苗藝

術研究會, Numiao Yishu Yanjiu Hui). They, and several other print artists including Li Hua, 

contributed to a weekly column titled Weekly Art (每週藝術, Meizhou yishu).437 Chen Yanqiao 

and Li Hua, both from Guangdong, and both having attended Guangzhou Municipal Art 

Academy, remained close throughout their lives, to which Chen’s contributions to the journal 

Modern Prints in the 1930s, and photographs of Chen visiting Li Hua and his wife in Beijing in 

the 1960s, attest. How did these native-place connections affect the practice of printmaking 

during this time? How did they affect the imagery produced in Shanghai and distributed around 

the country? 

III. Areas for Future Research: The Socialist Aesthetic 

While I have touched upon what I see as a socialist aesthetic in the particular works by 

Chen Yanqiao and Jiang Feng, I have not addressed that theme in the work of Li Hua. This is not 

to imply that his work is exempt from this pattern- far from it. I would argue that his China, Roar 

(1936) Figure 1.2 is a deeply effective example of this the socialist aesthetic in its emotional 

immediacy, sense of veracity, and representative nature. Further research on the appearance of 

socialist aesthetic in the woodblock prints of other artists from China during the 1930s, and most 

importantly, connections to international artists and movements would both broaden and strength 

my argument. For example, international examples of drawing and printmaking containing what 

I would identify as socialist aesthetics include the work of Chittaprosad Bhattacharya (1915-

 
437 “Field of Woodcuts (Banhua Jie),” Iron Newspaper (Tie Bao), (June 2, 1936): 2. 
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1978), who began to disseminate his leftist printmaking during the 1930s and whose 1944 

publication Hungry Bengal, containing 22 drawings elucidating the horrors of the Bengal 

Famine, was ultimately suppressed by the Indian government. In another example, 

Chittaprosad’s 1952 linocut Gone Mad illustrates the emotional and representative gestures of 

this aesthetic, along with its sense of veracity, in its depiction of a starving child holding a rock, 

surrounded by menacing crows.  

Some printmaking in Mexico during the 1930s and ‘40s, for example in the work of 

artists involved in the Taller de Gráfica Popular (Workshop of Popular Graphic Art, TGP, 

founded 1937) also reflected this sort of “socialist aesthetic.” The TGP, though nationalistic, was 

not affiliated with the Mexican government; they chose to use artwork by members of the 

collective to further social causes. Published by the TGP in 1946, the volume Prints of the 

Mexican Revolution (Estampas de la revolución Mexicana) included eight-five prints by sixteen 

artists, all referencing historical events or social injustices during the Mexican Revolution (1910-

1920) and following it, and was designed as a whole to both educate workers, as well as to 

facilitate the broader, international circulation of these socially and politically active prints.438 

Arturo Garcia Bustos’ print, “Plate 4: Peasant Discontent Gets its Answer,” (Figure 5.1) is 

another example of the international “socialist aesthetic” in practice. Here, the artist has provided 

the viewer with an emotionally affective image, based on true events as they occurred during the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries under President José de la Cruz Porfirio Díaz, 

during the following civil war, and after, and representative of a larger number of similarly 

violent incidents. In both cases, the prints themselves, similarly to those in China, were  

 

 
438 Theresa Avila, Chronicles of Revolution and Nation: El Taller de Gráfica Popular’s “Estampas de la 

Revolución Mexicana” (1947), PhD dissertation, University of New Mexico, 2013, 51.  
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Figure 5.1 Arturo Garcia Bustos, “Plate 4: Peasant Discontent Gets Its Answer (El 
Descontento de Los Campesinos Obtiene Su Respuesta),” from Prints of the Mexican 
Revolution (Estampas de la revolución Mexicana), 1946, Linocut, Gift of Norman S. 
Rothschild, 1993, 1993.1133.5. Digital Image © The Metropolitan Museum of Art/Licensed 
by SCALA / Art Resource, NY © DACS 2020 
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knowingly engaging in a global discourse surrounding socialism, social justice, and progressive 

politics.439 Furthermore, these artists were all actively choosing a medium, linocut printmaking, 

that was then distributed through journals, magazines, books, and exhibitions, similarly to the 

activities of Chinese printmakers in the previous decade. Future research into socially 

progressive printmaking practices in Latin America, South, and Southeast Asia would further 

serve to emphasize the global nature of the aesthetic, and its temporal breadth. 

 This dissertation is an intervention into the historiography of the Chinese modern 

woodblock print movement during the 1930s through the lens of three artists’ work. The May 

Fourth paradigm has determined much of the way that we see the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century history of China, including its modern visual culture. By drawing attention to 

the transnational and intermedial movement of artistic and cultural theories and imagery, I have 

argued that Li Hua, Chen Yanqiao, and Jiang Feng were drawing from and responding to a much 

broader range of visual imagery than has generally been acknowledged. Furthermore, I have 

argued that their prints, and the visual culture from which they drew, are part of a much larger, 

transnational network of artworks during the early twentieth century that together make up with I 

call a “socialist aesthetic,” one predicated on emotional immediacy, perceived truthfulness, and a 

representative quality to transmit its message widely to both a literate and illiterate population.  

 

  
 

439 See Avila’s translation of the Prologue to the 1947 volume in Chronicles of Revolution, 44-46.  
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